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Abstract 
This paper introduces a proposal for a comprehensive 
ontology of Building Performance Indicators (BPI). To 
establish this ontology, we utilize an extensive review of 
BPIs in thermal, air quality, visual, and acoustical 
domains. For each domain, categorical classification 
schemes are established first. We then list, for each 
category, illustrative instances of common BPIs. 
Subsequently, the ontology's structural core is introduced, 
together with a systematic specification of the attributes 
of building performance variables. To demonstrate the 
general applicability of the ontology, it is tested against a 
diverse sample of BPIs. Finally, we exemplify the utility 
of the ontologically structured BPI information with 
visualization application as a case in point.  
Introduction 
Building performance assessment procedures typically 
make use of a large number of building performance 
indicators (BPI), involving multiple domains, aspects, and 
degrees of resolution. Use cases of BPIs are diverse. 
These include, compliance demonstration with building 
code requirements, specification of building attributes in 
certificate-type documents, as well as comparison and 
ranking of building design alternatives (Mahdavi and 
Taheri, 2018). However, despite the pervasive use of 
BPIs, there have been very few attempts to compose an 
explicit BPI ontology. The present contribution addresses 
this gap via the introduction of a systematic and 
comprehensive BPI ontology, which can offer multiple 
benefits. As such, ontologies can help structure the 
conceptual and semantic constituents of a domain and 
thus improve the efficiency of communication processes 
and developmental work therein. Whether obtained via 
measurement or simulation, the values of ontologically 
well-formed BPIs can support visualization, optimization, 
and other decision support applications. A versatile BPI 
ontology can add to the clarity of building performance 
requirements specifications, advance the understanding of 
building performance principles in educational and 
training settings, and provide a solid foundation for the 
development of all-purpose data visualization engines 
(Mahdavi et al., 2016; 2017; 2018; 2005). 
The development of ontology relied on an extensive 
review of common BPIs in thermal, air quality, visual, 
and acoustical domains. For each domain, categorical 
classification schemes were established and, for each 

category, concrete instances of common BPIs were 
considered. The ontology's structural core involves a 
systematic specification of the generic attributes of 
building performance variables. The general applicability 
of the ontology was demonstrated in that it was tested 
against a sample of BPIs from different domains. 
Moreover, we explored the potential of the ontology in 
organizing and processing information based on the 
example of performance data visualization.  
Building Performance Indicators 
The performance of buildings can be characterized 
through an extensive list of BPIs pertaining to multiple 
domains. These span from ones that assess strictly 
technical systems performance, to those that are relevant 
to the "habitability" aspects of the building, including 
human health, comfort, and satisfaction (Mahdavi, 1998; 
2011). A recent effort attempted to compile, review, and 
categorize a large number of BPIs (Constantino, 2017). 
These were organized into topical domains, including 
energy efficiency, hygro-thermal performance, thermal 
comfort, air quality, visual environment, and acoustical 
environment. Based on this effort, a general scheme of 
BPI categories was proposed as per Figure 1. Therein, the 
main domain categories are mapped to relevant 
subcategories, exemplified by illustrative indicator 
instances. 
Indicators and variables 
The aforementioned review of BPIs facilitated a key 
observation. Despite their diversity, most indicators can 
be either directly mapped back to a measurable variable, 
or are derived based on algorithmic manipulation of one 
or more of such variables. As such, the essential attributes 
of a BPI are similar to (or can be derived from) those 
applicable to measurable variables. Frequently, a primary 
(directly measured) variable, such as indoor air 
temperature itself, can act as a BPI (in this case, in the 
thermal performance category). 
Aggregation (or other types of statistical treatment) of the 
values of such a variable over time and space can lead to 
more complex BPI definitions. Likewise, multiple, 
variously measured, calculated, estimated, or simulated 
variables can be synthetized into a compound BPI. A 
classic example of such a compound indicator would be 
PMV (Predicted Mean Vote), whose definition requires 
the inclusion and algorithmic processing of values of 
variables pertaining to environmental conditions (air 
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Figure 1: An overview of five building performance 
domains with subcategories and illustrative performance 
indicators examples (see Constantinou (2017) for more 

details). 
temperature, radiant temperature, air flow speed, air 
relative humidity) and occupants' personal factors 
(metabolic rate, clothing resistance). Guided by this 
observation and our previous experiences with 
performance data ontologies, we suggest that the essential 
ontological schema for building performance indicators 
can be obtained vis slight modifications to a previously 
introduced ontology of the primary building performance 
variables (Mahdavi and Taheri, 2018) including the Agent 
ID item and revisions in the Notes category). 

Ontological schema for building 
performance indicators 
Utilizing the general map of indicators presented in 
Figure 1, and considering additional aspects and 
requirements of measurable performance variables  
(Mahdavi and Taheri, 2018), a schema is proposed to 
capture the essential, ontologically relevant 
characteristics of building performance indicators (see 
Table 1). This schema can be shown to fulfill key 
requirements of both measurable performance variables 
and BPIs, be those primary variables with actual values or 
compound variables with derived values. Each variable 
under consideration is mainly identified by its domain 
category and subcategory. The primary content of the 
schema is the variable's value. It carries a number of 
attributes and properties. The variable's type mainly 
specifies if its values are continuous or discrete. Each 
variable value is assumed to have a magnitude and, in 
certain cases, a direction vector. A relevant unit should be 
specified for valid data interpretation and processing. 
Variable’s category determines a number of additional 
properties that are specified in three domains. Spatial 
domain properties allow to associate a variable with a 
specific point in a Cartesian coordinate system or with a 
topologically specified location (for instance, via a room 
tag). Temporal domain properties can be expressed in the 
schema via a time stamp (e.g., for a sensor reading). 

Table 1: General schema for BPIs, modified based on  
Mahdavi and Taheri (2018). 

Category 
Sub-category 

Variable 

Name 

Value 

Type 
Magnitude (size) 
Direction (vector) 
Unit 

Spatial domain 

Point 
Plane 
Volume 
Topological ref. 
Aggregation method 
Grid size 

 
Temporal 
domain 

Time stamp 
Duration 
Time step 
Aggregation method 

Frequency 
domain 

Range 
Band (filter) 
Weighting 
Aggregation method 

Agent  ID 

Notes 
Data sources 

Category 
ID/name 

Derivation 
method 

Details (formula, 
link, etc.) 
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A time step denotes recurrent temporal intervals to which 
measured or simulation data could be assigned (e.g., 
hourly heating loads). Duration denotes the overall time 
frame to which a given variable value corresponds (e.g., 
annual cooling load). As such, time step and grid size can 
specify the discretization resolution of pertinent temporal 
and spatial continua. The Frequency domain attributes are 
relevant to measured or simulated values that display 
wave characteristics (e.g., light/radiation, sound). 

If relevant, an agent ID attribute can be used to assign a 
given variable to a specific entity. Notes category pertains 
to additional relevant information addressing, for 
instance, the indicators' derivation background. In case of 
a monitored variable, notes could include a unique ID of 
a meter or sensor. In case of derived and compound 
indicators, notes could point to the pertinent 
computational procedure, such as applicable formulas, 
algorithms, and associated links and resources. 
Application of the proposed schema 
Three exemplary variables from different domains were 
selected pars pro toto to illustrate potential and robustness 
of the ontology (see Table 2). Thereby, categories, 
subcategories, and attributes of a given variables are 
indicated. 
From data sources to applications 
Data or datasets consisting solely of an array of numbers 
without any additional descriptors cannot meet the 
requirements of the down-stream applications. Once 
descriptive and contextual content is added, data usability 
and scientific potential increases. Description of content, 
context, and structure should be an integral part of any 
dataset. Files containing data in a tabular form (e.g., CSV 
file format) is commonly accompanied by a description 
file, or such details are stored in the header of a file. This 
is not a very effective way of contextualizing data, 
especially when it is a part of a larger dataset. Data stored 
in this form is "flat" in nature. The bulk of context and the 
main hierarchy remain only on a descriptive level and 
must be interpreted. The schema of the proposed BPI 
ontology displays a highly hierarchical nature that is 
supposed to capture its complexities. It would be 
beneficial to maintain clear structure and contextual 
details to support further information processing.  
Considering the aforementioned observations, the 
selection of a proper data container for the said ontology 
is crucial for developing its application potential. Such a 
container would have to be capable of holding 
hierarchically structured sets of data together with 
attributes pertaining to multiple categories, subcategories, 
and variables. There may be multiple solutions that could 
meet the above requirements. However, after a general 
review and a number of exploratory trails, we opted for 
the HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) file format, 
specifically its most recent version HDF5 (HDF group, 
2018) as the container for ontologically structured data. 
This file format was designed by National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) to support 
platform independent data storage and manipulation 

(NASA, 2018). It was developed primarily as a scientific 
data storage format. Hence, one of the most important 
properties of the HDF5 file is its self-describing nature. It 
allows for efficient data exchange and makes archived 
data more accessible, mainly due to the transparent 
hierarchical structure, elements attribution, and 
annotation capacity. As a result, HDF5 data can be 
effectively accessed and queried by various applications, 
including those in the performance assessment domain. 
Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of the proposed 
structured path from "low-level" primary performance-
related data to various "high-level" performance-relevant 
applications. Building related performance data can 
originate from various sources. These include, for 
example, monitoring data (indoor conditions, energy use, 
system states) as well as calculation or simulation data 
(both input and output data). All these sources naturally 
come in different forms, formats, or resolutions (i.e. 
storage file types, internal structure, notation conventions, 
etc.). A series of procedural steps needs to be taken in 

 
Figure 2: Schematic overview of the proposed structured 
path from "low-level" primary performance-related data 

to various "high-level" applications. 
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Table 2: Illustrative representation of three exemplary BPIs following the structure of the proposed ontology, modified 
based on Mahdavi and Taheri (2018).  

 
order to structure the data in conformance with the 
proposed ontological schema. Therefore, file or input 
content needs to be identified and variables need to be 
categorized and supplemented with relevant attributes. 
This step requires intensive user input as most of the 
attributes pertaining to different domains might not be 

included in the original data set, or might only exist as a 
separate dataset description. The required data enrichment 
requires additional insight into the data and some measure 
of expert knowledge. Ideally, the related process could be 
supported via an interface that allows for the recognition 
of common data storage formats and assignment of 
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pertinent variable attributes. Such an interface would not 
be able to exhaustively cover all intricacies of diverse data 
sources. For the purpose of the present effort, we 
developed an algorithm that that can translate selected 
input data formats and supplemented attributes into the 
hierarchical structure of HDF5 file. 
Before building performance data is further processed by 
interested application, the integrity and quality of data 
should be examined. Of course, ontologically structured 
data in HDF5 files might have undergone some quality 
checking operations in the preceding steps of the process. 
Nonetheless, the proposed data quality check step in our 
scheme (see Figure 2) fosters the confidence in the 
reliability of the applications input data pool and their 
final results. 
The majority of applications such as diagnostics, building 
control, or data mining, go through a logical query process 
to extract specific segments of data such that certain 
conditions are satisfied. We believe that the proposed 
structured process (involving "ontologization" and 
efficient HDF5-supported data storage and query) can 
provide an effective platform to meet the requirements of 
various applications such as those listed above. To 
illustrate this point, we focus, in the following section, on 
one of the most powerful data analysis methods, namely 
(performance) data visualization. 
Visualization as an illustrative case in point 
Data for the ontology implementation and application 
testing are obtained from multiple sensors and meters 
installed at the office space in a university building (TU 
Wien) in Vienna, Austria. Specifically, 116 unique 
variables observed over a period of 3 years are stored as 
distinct database files. Each performance variable is 
identified and supplemented with all known relevant 
attributes. As mentioned before, to support this process, a 
workflow was developed whereby attributes for all 
variables are collected in terms of a single tabular file for 
seamless implementation in HDF5 file.  
To illustrate the utility and effectiveness of the well-
formed semantically enriched data in HDF5 format, two 
demonstrative case studies are considered below. These 
address the potential for data visualization and 
interpretation. The first example pertains to (overhead) 

illuminance levels (hourly values) measured in an office 
area of the aforementioned university building over a 
whole year period (2017). The second example explores 
the dependency of measured indoor air temperatures in an 
open plan office area (in the same building) on the outdoor 
air temperatures. 
The implementation process involved utilization of 
different programming environments, to demonstrate and 
verify universal support options for HDF5 format. The 
MATLAB software as well as the Python programming 
environment were used to produce the visualizations. The 
former has built-in functions that support creation, 
manipulation, and exploration of HDF5 files. The latter 
offers a library that provides a similar functionality. In 
both cases, input data for the visualizations was extracted 
from the said HDF5 file using available routines. 
Subsequently, the extracted data was processed locally to 
produce the final visual representations as detailed below.  
Regarding the first case study, Figure 3 entails a 
visualization of the measured illuminance levels in terms 
of a tile map. In case of the second case study (indoor-
outdoor temperature relationship), it was hypothesized 
that, due to the effect of thermal mass and associated 
temporal delay, indoor air temperatures may display a 
higher correlation with outdoor temperature measured at 
an earlier instance. We thus investigated the correlation 
between indoor temperature with outdoor temperature 
measured 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 minutes earlier 
(see Figure 4). This analysis suggest that the highest 
correlation involves a two-hour time shift between 
measured indoor and outdoor temperatures. Figure 5 
displays this correlation graphically.  
For both of the above cases logical queries were 
formulated to satisfy specific combinations of categorical, 
spatial, and temporal criteria. Specifically, in the first case 
study, "overhead illuminance", "seminar room", and "year 
2017" were defined as variable name, spatial attribute, 
and temporal constraint respectively. In the second 
example: "indoor/outdoor temperature", "office area", 
"21.06.2017 - 22.09.2017" were defined as variable name, 
spatial attribute (only for indoor temperature), and 
temporal constraint respectively.  
 

  

Figure 3: A tile map visualization of measured overhead illuminance levels in an office area.
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Figure 4: Coefficient of determination between 

measured indoor air temperatures in an office area and 
earlier measurements of outdoor temperature (from half 

an hour to three hours before). 
 

 
Figure 5: Illustration of the correlation between 
measured indoor and (two-hour shifted) outdoor 

temperatures. 
Conclusion 
Building upon a previous comprehensive survey of 
common building performance indicators as well 
foundational ontological work on monitoring data, we 
presented a respective systematic ontological schema. 
This schema is shown to capture key features of a wide 
range of building performance variables in multiple 
domains. Furthermore, we described a standard workflow 
whereby "low-level" primary performance-related data is 
"ontologized" and placed in a data container to enable 
further utilization in various "high-level" performance-
relevant applications.  

For illustration purposes, we demonstrated the robustness 
and utility of the ontology and the proposed data 
processing workflow using data visualization application 
as a case in point. Ongoing and future studies explore 
further applications. These include, but are not limited to, 
automated data quality examination, building operation 
optimization, performance data mining, simulation model 
calibration, performance-based contracting, and 
automated performance compliance checking.  
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Abstract 

Why are real construction projects still so seldomly 

assisted by building simulations? Within the research 

project SolConPro, a new and detailed investigation of 

the current digitalization processes in construction has 

been performed. Based on its results, new concepts for 

data management and for data preprocessing are 

suggested. By keeping data management independent of 

the applications, the same data amount can be addressed 

by several software programs at once. For information 

management, linked data structures are suggested, while 

for filtering and preprocessing, a new concept named 

Rule-Based views (RBV) is suggested. The paper shows 

the implementation of both innovations by connecting 

the innovative data management to the BIM software 

program Autodesk Revit. 

Introduction 

For this paper, Building Information Modeling (BIM) is 

defined as the creation, storage, conversion and 

transmission of digital data to support and increase the 

efficiency of processes during the entire life-cycle of 

buildings, from early planning through commissioning 

and operation to recycling. This definition spans a wide 

range of software and digital processes and exceeds 

definitions which limit BIM for example to 3D models 

of buildings with additional data attached to building 

components. The wider definition has been chosen 

because there are no clear boundaries between the 

creation of 3D models with additional data, the 

extraction of the data for building simulations, the 

creation and storage of results. The efficiency includes 

many possible benefits, especially improvements in 

construction time and quality, but also the lower 

probability of risks in a building project in general. The 

information transfer from construction requirements to 

the architect also lowers the amount of required 

adaptions to the architectural model at a later time. 

Morever, building simulations can be performed at the 

time the results are required for decision processes. 

First, current BIM processes are analysed regarding 

barriers which may prevent information flow and the 

adaption of building simulation software. Second, two 

conceptional changes are suggested and implemented as 

a prototype. 

Analysis of current BIM processes 

Within the research project SolConPro, a detailed 

analysis of current digitalization of construction has been 

performed, leading to the following results. 

First, current software programs that allow to create 

digital twins of constructions tend to restrict the amount 

of digitalized information to their own environment. For 

this reason, data required for building simulations has 

often to be added to the construction description after 

export. Second, current filtering mechanisms, such as the 

Model View Definition (MVD) format, are mainly 

implemented within these software programs and 

therefore have to be kept simple in structure. Third, most 

building simulations require geometrical information of 

the digital construction twin. For data management, 

however, there is still no format available that 

completely represents geometrical information 

independent of software formats. The purpose of the 

industry foundation classes, IFC, is the data transfer and 

is therefore, with minor exceptions, restricted to static 

information. (buildingSMART, 2017) 

The main goal of the international organization 

buildingSMART is the improvement of data transfer 

processes for the construction industry. For this reason, 

their suggestions have been analyzed in high technical 

detail. 

Their main development seems to be the Industry 

Foundation Classes (IFC) mentioned before. The format 

allows to store the BIM representation of the digital 

twin, with the focus of storing object-oriented 

geometrical information including object parameters, 

independent on software programs. However, with 

minor exceptions, BuildingSMART has restricted the 

IFC data to static information, which means that every 

calculation procedure performed within BIM software 

programs is lost when the data is exported to IFC. This 

has the advantage that the geometry kernel procedures of 

the BIM software programs do not have to be 

standardized, but it limits IFC to software transfer and 

documentation purposes. (For this reason, the format is 

often compared to PDF.) 

When more than one software program is applied, the 

degree of detail of the IFC representation rarely match 

the requirements of both programs. Therefore, 

buildingSMART has developed another standard called 

MVD which can create a subset of the information 

stored in IFC (buildingSMART, 2019c). Another format 
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called Information Delivery Manual (IDM) even defines 

the process step that requires a certain MVD  

(buildingSMART, 2019b). IDMs define a certain 

process step where the MVDs represent the exchange 

requirements for starting and finishing the activity. The 

MVDs are mostly implemented within software 

programs and can be chosen during the IFC export 

process. 

The IDM/MVD approach would be very helpful for 

industry sectors with sequential processes (like the 

automotive industry), but this is not the case in 

construction. Instead, processes are mostly running in 

parallel and require a high amount of interaction 

between stakeholders. Decisions often lead to 

completely changing procedures on construction sites. 

While process chains can be standardized in other 

industry sectors, construction processes are dependent on 

far too many factors for a IDM standardization to be 

adaptable. For example, the decisions of an architect 

depend significantly on the decisions of the building 

owner and of the planners. A process chain which may 

seem reasonable at one point of time may require 

adaption soon after because of the strong interaction of 

the stakeholders. 

The analysis of several construction processes lead to the 

conclusion that the IDM/MVD method has to be 

replaced by a digitalization approach that matches the 

special requirements of the construction sector. 

Another disadvantage of MVDs is the restriction of the 

filtering process to the existing data structures. For 

example, the MVD filtering approach allows to select all 

walls that contain a certain property. However, it does 

not allow to select all external walls if the property 

“external” does not exist. From an IT perspective, it is 

somehow trivial to implement scripting procedures 

selecting all external walls; they can be calculated from 

geometrical information. The MVD approach does not 

allow such a procedure to be implemented. Another 

disadvantage of MVDs is the lacking possibility of 

recalculating geometrical information. Sometimes, 

software programs require a much higher degree of 

geometrical information than others. buildingSMART 

suggests to solve the issue by storing different levels of 

detail of objects within the BIM software programs. This 

seems to be a workaround considering the fact that the 

BIM software program mostly only requires one 

geometrical representation. 

It is also difficult for stakeholders when they need a 

higher or lower resolution of the data in general. One 

stakeholder may need the south façade as one element, 

another needs it in vertical strips with the height of one-

storey and a third stakeholders needs façade elements 

that match the size of the rooms inside. It could therefore 

be helpful for the stakeholders not to exchange only 

filters, but also preprocessors for repeating tasks such as 

the joining and separating of elements. 

All the analyzed facts lead to the conclusion that BIM 

data has to be stored software-independently, connecting 

different software programs by using powerful filtering 

and preprocessing routines. This allows performing 

processes in parallel, which then use and change the 

same data amount for different purposes. Solving 

conflicts can then be done by methods like git that are 

already established in software development, where also 

several people work on the same data. Then, 

construction processes do not need to be standardized 

sequentially anymore, like suggested by IDM. 

For the extended filtering and preprocessing methods, 

the name Rule-Based View (RBV) is suggested. The 

name is based on the “view” term of the MVD 

abbreviation, but the part that is filtered to create a 

certain view on the data amount has been calculated 

based on rules. One rule would be to reduce the degree 

of geometrical detail to a certain distance between 

points. RBVs can be considered as extended MVDs 

because filtering processes are still part of RBVs. 

Contrary to MVDs, the filtering and preprocessing 

routines are performed independent of the applied 

software programs. 

For software programs that offer an Application 

Programming Interface (API), the import and export 

processes can be replaced by scripts that directly 

synchronize the results of RBV operations with the 

software contents. Within this paper, these scripts are 

called “wrappers”. To combine different rules and 

wrappers to a final filtering and preprocessing routine, a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been developed 

(Figure 1). When available as a GUI, even non-

programmers can create RBVs. Elements can be selected 

and connected to a RBV and saved for future re-use. 

For example when the use of building-integrated 

photovoltaics shall be analysed, a planner could get the 

BIM data as an IFC file and needs to perform a 

raytracing simulation to determine the irradiance on the 

building envelope. If the favourite software of the 

planner is Radiance, she needs the geometry in the the 

.rad format. But if the entire geometries of the IFC files 

are converted into the .rad format, the computing time of 

Radiance exceeds the duration of the building project. 

Therefore, a RBV is created with the two filters and one 

wrapper presented by Listing 1  (Eisenlohr et al., 2018). 

Due to the modularity of the RBV, the modules can be 

easily reused for other purposes or be improved where 

necessary. 

 

Input:  IFC file 

Filter1:  Delete information which is 

not related to geometry or 

material definitions 

Filter2:  Delete information which is 

not related to the building 

envelope 

Wrapper1:  Convert the data to input 

format of the software 

Radiance 

Output:  .rad file 

Listing 1 Example of the filters and wrapper of the RBV 

ifc2rad  
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The implementation of RBVs to existing construction 

processes lead to a more detailed analyses of the IFC 

standard, where some major disadvantages were 

identified. First, IFC has a strictly hierarchical schema 

that is motivated by the dependence of its contents to 

BIM applications. Hierarchical structures are a major 

drawback for innovative (or, in general, non-standard) 

products. Building-integrated photovoltaic façade 

components are one example. The IFC classification 

allows to specify building elements as well as 

distribution elements like photovoltaic elements, but it 

requires a standardization which entity is used. For 

example, it is not planned that one element can be at the 

same time a wall and a photovoltaic element. 

While each hierarchy favours some components and 

disadvantages others, graph-based building data is open 

for every manufacturer to add an innovative product 

even if it has not been added to the data schema yet. 

Every connection in this linked building data can be used 

for querying and there is no limitation for the number of 

connections between entities.  

Another barrier is that each conventional data scheme 

like IFC will either have too many or too few entities. 

Too many for the stakeholders who need just a small 

subset and are confused by the remaining entities and too 

few for all stakeholders who want to share or receive 

data for which there is no entity or which is not allowed 

to be shared in the suitable format. For example, 

conventional data schemes do not include yet the option 

of sharing machine-code functions, although this can be 

very helpful for example for building simulation (Maurer 

et al., 2017). In order to keep the data management 

format flexible for future extensions, the hierarchical 

structure of IFC has to be replaced by an ontology. 

 

 

Figure 1: Examples of a GUI to arrange filters, pre-processors and wrappers for RBV. 

                     

Figure 2: Visualisation of a conventional data scheme (left) and linked building data (right). 
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Proposed improvements for future BIM 

processes 

The improvement of current digitalization activities in 

the construction industry depends on two milestones. 

First, the standardization of sequential construction 

processes has to be replaced by the creation of a 

software-independent data pool that can be edited 

simultaneously by different stakeholders. Second, the 

data structures need to be flexible enough to provide the 

possibility of arbitrary format extensions. Both 

milestones can be reached by creating a software-

independent, graph-based data management system with 

extended filter and preprocessing routines. 

Graph-based data modeling has several advantages 

(Figure 2). Information can be added without 

classification restrictions, the format does not have to 

know in advance which data is stored with it. By 

implementing RBVs, the amount of stored data can be 

almost unlimited. Physical properties of construction 

elements can be added almost arbitrarily without 

interfering with the limitations of software programs. In 

this way, all available information can be digitalized, 

which is not the case in the present digitalization 

approach. 

Another advantage for stakeholders is that with linked 

data, the possibilities for querying are much more 

powerful than for conventional data formats. The 

possibility of finding all necessary data can easily 

outweigh the initial effort of getting used to the new way 

of querying.  

To create a successful search, the only requirement is to 

standardize the naming of the involved entities. While 

buildingSMART tries to standardize naming conventions 

in construction with the buildingSMART data dictionary 

(buildingSMART, 2019a), linked data approaches allow 

to apply different domains where the same term can have 

different meanings dependent on the stakeholder. 

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) already 

provides standards like RDF, OWL and SPARQL in the 

context of Semantic Web Technologies (SWT) which 

strongly simplify graph data management and querying 

procedures (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001; 

W3C, 2019). The standards allow to establish a data pool 

distributed over many stakeholders. 

Figure 3 presents a schematic drawing of possible 

workflows with linked building data. Manufacturers use 

tools to convert their product data into semantic web 

formats and to offer this product data as a cloud online. 

A small contractor has for example three projects. The 

SWT makes is much easier for him to find a fitting 

product from the provided data of one of the 

manufacturers. The stakeholders of this building project 

use tools like RBV to import exactly the data that they 

need at this moment into their favourite user software. 

Although the project data should contain all the details 

that someone may need, the user application is very fast 

because only the required data is loaded into the 

application. A versioning and an access control system 

for the data need to be implemented properly to ensure 

confidentiality and security. The concept of linked 

building data for building envelopes was developed in 

more detail by the authors within the research project 

SolConPro, including the description of distributed 

linked product databases (Wagner, Möller, Eller, 

Leifgen, & Rüppel, 2018; Wagner, Möller, Leifgen, & 

Rüppel, 2018). 

 

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of example workflows with 

linked building data. 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), 

Attachment Energy Rating Council (AERC), European 

Solar Shading Organization (ES-SO) and Fraunhofer 

Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) have started a 

project to provide linked building data for windows and 

complex fenestration systems in a cloud in a way that 

planners can easily use the data. It will be based on 

existing databases and software (ES-SDA, 2018; LBNL, 

2019). 

With a graph-based data pool implemented, arbitrary 

building simulation software programs can be adapted 

without any manual step required. Converting data from 

the data pool to a software-dependent format can be 

performed in an automated way by applying wrappers. 

As soon as enough preprocessing routines and wrappers 

have been developed, the data synchronization process 

can be adapted with the help of a Graphical User 

Interface (as shown in Figure 1), which also allows non-

programmers to link building simulation programs to the 

data pool. Furthermore, specific preprocessing tools can 

be reused for other building simulation programs. 

Another employee with AEC experience can use the 

GUI for his building simulations and does not need to 

understand the preprocessing source code. 

Results 

This paper focuses on first implementations of Rule-

Based Views (RBV) which are described in this section. 

First, some elements of building-integrated photovoltaic 

(BIPV) were modelled with SWT. Figure 4 presents the 

search for such products. The search provides an 

overview of suitable products according to Figure 5. The 

full product data is available for each product (Figure 6). 

Product Data

Manufacturers Stakeholders

Project Data

LBNL, AERC, ES-SO, ISE

Tools
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Figure 4: Screenshot of a search for semantic product data. 

 

 

Figure 5: Screenshot of results which match the search criteria. 
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Figure 6: Screenshot of a product data example. 
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The next step was the integration of a wrapper into a 

BIM software. Figure 7 presents how a glazing is 

highlighted and replaced by a new façade component in 

a BIM software and Figure 8 shows the new search 

buttons. In this way, the search for suitable products in 

the linked building data cloud can be performed 

according to Figure 9. 

The first implementations show that even with limited 

resources, linked product data can be generated and 

searched, that RBVs can be created from filters, pre-

processors and wrappers in a GUI as presented by Figure 

1 and that tools can be established so that stakeholders of 

a building project can import the linked building data 

into their favourite proprietary software. 

 

Figure 7: Screenshots of a façade in a BIM software 

which is highlighted in order to substitute the glazing by 

another product. 

 

Figure 8: Screenshot of the integration of the semantic 

product search into a BIM software. 

 

Figure 9: Screenshots of the windows to search for suitable products within the BIM software. 

Discussion 

What does the analysis and the proposed improvements 

mean for building simulation? 

First, a common data pool for construction projects 

means that building simulation tools can be addressed 

not only at a specific point of time in the planning 

process but repeatedly. Second, the programming work 

in research facilities can be performed independent of 

the choice of BIM software by general contractors and 

still be applied in practice. 

However, not only research facilities and small 

companies strongly benefit from a software-independent 

data pool. Also the construction processes of large 

general contractors become much more efficient, and the 

information flow between stakeholders improves 

strongly. 

The approach has to deal with one major constraint. 

Software vendors strongly benefit from incomplete API 

functions. They force users to restrict their other 

software programs to those that already provide built-in 

interfaces with it. 

RBVs make building simulation easier because they 

allow a large amount of project data which contains all 

necessary information or can at least store all necessary 

data as soon as it is available. It makes building 

simulation easier because RBVs can be reused to derive 

the required input data and to upload the output data of 

the building simulation. Both effects make building 

simulation more efficient which may lead to a larger 

market. Even more important, with powerful filtering 

and preprocessing tools, the digitalization process gets 

rid of a very important barrier. 

Linked building data does not benefit building 

simulations directly. It improves the participation of 

innovative products in the market which may lead to a 

higher demand of building simulations. Linked building 

data may contribute to an increased amount of software-

independent data storage. This could be the basis for 

more efficient building simulation processes compared 
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to BIM data stored in proprietary or incomplete formats 

which make data access difficult. 

As presented by (Mitterhofer, Schneider, Stratbücker, & 

Sedlbauer, 2017), SWT can be used to derive a 

simulation topology to create a simulation model 

automatically. It is likely that this will not be the last 

innovative idea with BIM and SWT. 

While the implementation of both RBV and linked 

building data can start to date, it will need time to 

develop these technologies to a point where they are 

applied by software products. As the concepts of RBV 

can already be implemented by filters, preprocessors and 

wrappers, it can be realized faster than linked building 

data. Thus, RBVs can be used at present to ease the 

reuse of old filters, preprocessors and wrappers to extract 

the necessary input data for  building energy modeling 

and building performance simulation. 

The use of linked data in AEC can be continuous for 

many architects and engineers because they can continue  

to work with their favourite proprietary software. The 

wrappers and linked building data stay in the 

background and support the cooperation with other 

stakeholders who use their own favourite software. For 

RBV, the workflows change from one expert who 

understands the AEC and the programming domain to a 

cooperation between one expert of the AEC domain and 

an expert for programming filters, preprocessors and 

wrappers. Such a cooperation can increase the efficiency 

of current workflows. It is too early to tell whether the 

new methods will also lead to new workflows and 

stakeholders. 

Conclusion 

The analysis of current barriers for BIM were used to 

create two new proposals. The main advantages of rule-

based views can be summarized as 

 getting rid of a major current barrier of digitalization: 

the limitation of data amount due to strong 

dependence on software with restricted data 

management capabilities 

 faster work because software loads only necessary 

data 

 higher quality because of much detailed data is 

available 

The main advantages of linked building data are 

 getting rid of another major barrier of digitalization: 

the difficulty of adding innovative data to existing 

classification systems 

 finding more innovative products 

 using the best-suited software instead of the software 

chosen by another stakeholder 

If the power of semantic web technologies is used for 

rule-based views, many synergies are possible.  
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Nomenclature 

AEC Architecture, Engineering and Construction 

API Application Programming Interface 

BIM Building Information Modeling 

BIPV Building-Integrated Photovoltaic 

bSDD buildingSMART Data Dictionary 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

IDM Information Delivery Manual 

IFC Industry Foundation Classes 

MVD Model View Definition 

OWL Web Ontology Language 

RBV Rule-Based Views 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

SPARQL SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language 

SWT Semantic Web Technologies 
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Abstract

For over 25 years, data exchange between architec-
tural BIM-based designs and Building Energy Per-
formance Simulation (BEPS) have been proposed as
a solution to reduce the amount of manual and error
prone rework required to create typical BEPS mod-
els. The current state of the art lacks an effective,
universal and robust system of data collation, pro-
cessing, quality assessment and analysis while inter-
facing with existing tool-chains through a streamlined
data transfer process.

This paper investigates the reproducibility of current
BIM to BEPS transfer processes through an experi-
ment that compares these transfer processes, as used
in industry, against each other. The experiment uses
five residential archetype buildings and results from
BEPS models in EnergyPlus indicate that there are
many barriers, both technical and methodological,
to achieving reproducible results between commonly
available software tools. In some cases difficulties
could not be overcome as the transformation process
itself did not complete, leading to inconclusive results.
In cases where successful transformations occurred,
variations of up to 25.89% in annual energy consump-
tion were discovered between processes. This hints to
issues and limitations of the current processes and re-
sults.

Introduction

One key component in delivering energy efficient
buildings is Building Energy Performance Simulation
(BEPS) tools that predict the energy consumption
and efficiency of new, existing and nZEB buildings.
Such tools are one of many vital components required
to deliver highly performing buildings. It is well
known through analysis, that in reality, a building’s
measured energy consumption in use is very rarely
identical to that of the predicted consumption (Hill
and Jones, 2014; Turner and Frankel, 2008). This
originates from many factors such as a lack of de-
tailed data in the planning and early design stages
which results in simplifications and assumptions be-
ing made regarding input data (de Wilde, 2014; Imam
et al., 2017).

A major barrier and current data gap in industry is

limited interoperability between the various BIM soft-
ware packages available and also between BIM and
BEPS tools and the lack of a standardised data trans-
fer process (Beazley et al., 2017; Maile et al., 2013;
McCartney and Kiroff, 2011). Interoperability be-
tween BIM software refers to the ability of individual
BIM packages to open and modify BIMs produced
by other software and without data loss (McCartney
and Kiroff, 2011). Interoperability between BIM and
BEPS tools is currently limited, often resulting in ar-
chitects designing a building in one model and an en-
ergy consultant remodelling the design from scratch
within a BEPS environment (Beazley et al., 2017).

Although BuildingSMART has established the Indus-
try Foundation Class (IFC) ISO standard for BIMs,
further research indicates that the translation of IFC
based models into other proprietary BIM systems is
not fully accurate and some data is always lost (Rose
and Bazjanac, 2015; McCartney and Kiroff, 2011;
Suermann and R. Raymond Issa, 2009). The issue
first appeared almost 25 years ago and has not been
solved despite numerous research advances, new soft-
ware tools and new versions of existing software tools
such as ArchiCAD and Revit (Bazjanac, 2001). In-
teroperability has been found to be a major require-
ment in ensuring the AECOO industry gains further
efficiencies in the future use of BIM, highlighting the
importance of different software packages being able
to communicate with one another (McCartney and
Kiroff, 2011). While the data transfer results clearly
did improve during this time period. Early efforts
did miss large portions of buildings as illustrated in
(Maile et al., 2007), current studies still show limita-
tions that hinder a smooth and easy data exchange
in practise.

Of most interest to this study is the variation in pre-
dicted building energy consumption that arises as a
result of different BIM-based CAD modelling soft-
ware, data transfer processes and BEPS software.
The issue of input assumptions and simplifications
in the early design stage is one that can be addressed
through focusing on the most influential parameters
in the energy analysis process and ensuring accurate
inputs values for these parameters (Egan et al., 2018),
however, identifying the difference that arises when
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using different data transfer processes is one that
needs to be understood in order to make the predicted
energy consumption more accurate and reliable.

The primary objective of this study is to undertake
an evaluation of existing industry transfer processes
between BIM and BEPS through the use of transfer
schemas such as IFC. The intention is to evaluate
the reliability and reproducibility of building energy
analysis processes using a number of relatively simple
residential archetype buildings in order to provide a
quantitative and qualitative comparison.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
the relevant background to the domain of this paper
while section 3 describes the methodology deployed.
We then analyse the results and the conclusion ex-
amines the impact this work can have on the BIM to
BEPS domain.

Background

The use of BIM and BEPS is at the core of this pa-
per. As a result, we examine the background of this
area and present the technical restrictions that re-
quire consideration before an experiment can be con-
ducted.

The lack of a comprehensive understanding of the
data transfer process between BIM and BEPS intro-
duces the complexity of the interoperability challenge
to hand (Dimitriou et al., 2016). BIMs are detailed
3D object-oriented representations of buildings. In
the context of BEPS, detailed BIMs must be trans-
formed into inputs for BEPS, which use a simplistic
planar representation of surfaces. These planar rep-
resentations align with one-dimensional heat transfer
calculations that underpin typical BEPS engines and
are called space boundaries. Such one-dimensional
calculations assume that heat transfer is orthogonal
to the space boundary and this results in box type
zones and linear segmentation of curves, simplifying
curved surfaces.

Space boundaries are special relationship objects in
IFC that connect a space to its bounding elements
(walls, doors, windows, slabs). The relationship also
has a 2D geometry that represents the ’boundary
plane’ between the space and the bounding element.
Second-level space boundaries, which are required for
the BIM to BEPS data transfer process, are essen-
tially surface pairs through which thermal energy
exchange among buildings or building rooms and
its outside environment occurs (Rose and Bazjanac,
2015).

Ideally, interoperability should facilitate a seamless
exchange of data among software tools to eliminate
the need for duplicate data generation (Moon et al.,
2011). A number of recent advances that process
space boundaries for BEPS input include those of
Lilis et al. (2017); Rose and Bazjanac (2015); van
Treeck and Rank (2007). In the case of Rose et. al.,
they use graph theory as the basis for their algorithm,

which processes complex building geometries by sim-
plifying through a representation using solid-to-solid
heat exchange graphs of 2D line drawings that con-
nect space boundaries using the a number of different
transmission line paths.

There are many file formats which exist for data
transfer and exchange from BIM to facilitate the
interoperability of building information with energy
analysis; IFC and gbXML are two of the most widely
acknowledged and most common schemas in the AE-
COO industry. BuildingSMART manages the IFC
data model which has the ability to represent ele-
ments of a building as objects with properties and
references to other objects, and therefore, the IFC
format can be managed and understood by various
tools (Pinheiro et al., 2018). It is the only non-
proprietary BIM based format that is an interna-
tional standard and can describe the whole building
life-cycle (Cemesova et al., 2015). IFC is more com-
prehensive and generic, when compared to gbXML
and aims to represent the building project extensively
over its entire life cycle (Dimitriou et al., 2016). A key
limitation of this schema is that it does not focus only
on an energy domain in the main specification and
does not directly define information exchange require-
ments specific to different project stages and between
different actors and software applications (Cemesova
et al., 2015; Pinheiro et al., 2018).

The latter weakness has been recognised by the build-
ingSMART community and a new process called
Model View Definition (MVD) addresses the exact
definition of exchange requirements. On the other
hand, the gbXML schema is said to be more straight-
forward, less complex and is focused on the properties
of the building project that are related to BEPS, en-
abling easy incorporation of additional information
for energy analysis (Dimitriou et al., 2016; Noack
et al., 2017). The advantage of the gbXML schema is
that it is supported by many BIMs, energy and web-
based tools (Dimitriou et al., 2016). However, the
key limitation of gbXML is that it uses a centre-line
theory when calculating the buildings volume rather
than using real 3D placement of the space boundaries.

Centre-line theory is a method which adds half the
wall thickness to the volume of the room and can
lead to the volume differing by approximately 5%
from the actual value and therefore, provides differ-
ent and inconsistent results (Bazjanac et al., 2016).
There has been momentum gathering toward a ded-
icated subset of IFC, called a Model View Defini-
tion (MVD), which identifies properties and specifies
the exchange requirement to standardise BIM data
for use in energy analysis including traditional BEPS
(O’Donnell et al., 2013). This leads into another lim-
itation of gbXML as it does not provide a method-
ology similar to IFC/MVD that allows subset defi-
nitions to support end user requirements (Pinheiro
et al., 2018). Outcomes from non-standardised sub-
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jective data transfer processes can widely vary from
person to person, even given the same initial building
design information (Imam et al., 2017). In order to
overcome the issues in the AECOO industry, a com-
mon and standardised language and process needs to
be put in place (Pinheiro et al., 2018).

Currently, the extraction of information and necessity
to fix incomplete entries requires human intervention
throughout the process which is very time consuming
and considerably hinders the smooth seamless con-
version process. However, the latest MVD process
developments (based on IFC4) have potential as a
possible solution for managing the detail required in
coupling BIM and BEPS tools, but has not yet gained
enough support throughout the complete tool-chain.

A number of factors may cause differences in BEPS
model inputs generated as part of an automated or
semi-automated transformation process and these in-
clude: fundamental differences in data representa-
tions by the respective CAD tools and subsequent in-
termediate formats (BIM or other), limitations of var-
ious data transfer processes, simplifications required
for transformation to the input format and any hu-
man interaction with the processes. Thus, it is im-
portant to identify the extent of variation in results
due to user behaviour and also using different data
transfer processes from commonly used BIM to BEPS
tools. If the simulated theoretical energy consump-
tion differs from one process to another, it is difficult
to know which of the processes is more accurate or
closer to the truth.

Methodology

This research evaluates a range of available BIM to
BEPS (EnergyPlus) transfer processes using a set of
residential archetype buildings (Figures 3) that in-
clude:

1. a semi-detached house;

2. a detached house;

3. a mid-floor apartment and a top-floor apartment
(geometrically identical but on different floors);

4. and a bungalow.

This study aims to evaluate the impact, if any, of us-
ing different BIM to BEPS transformation processes
and tool chains. The approach taken uses every effort
to ensure identical inputs are used in the BIM-based
CAD environments and within the BEPS interfaces.
Each archetype is modelled in both BIM-based CAD
tools (ArchiCAD and Revit), ensuring that identical
geometric properties are used in both tools and the
guidelines developed by Maile et al. (2013) are con-
sidered. The approach leverages 3D object oriented
representations produced in Revit and ArchiCAD and
uses a number of different transfer routes to trans-
form this information into a suitable format for BEPS
software interfaces to EnergyPlus (DesignBuilder and
Simergy). It is important to note that conventional

BEPS tools use a simplistic planar representation of a
building’s surfaces and therefore, available automated
processes for converting BIM to BEPS normally use
a transfer schema either openly or in manner that is
hidden from the end user. This research considers
two schemas which are appropriate for this domain
and these are IFC and gbXML. In addition a direct
transfer from Revit to DesignBuilder via the Revit
API is beeing looked at. Overall, the experiment has
four main steps which are now explained in detail:

1. Generating archetype models in BIM based envi-
ronments.

2. Carrying out the different BIM to BEPS transfer
processes for each archetype.

3. Results comparison for each process.

4. Providing a detailed quantitative and qualitative
analysis and conclusion on the reliability of the
transfer processes.

Our approach uses different combinations of BIM-
based CAD environments, schemas and different in-
terfaces to the same BEPS engine (EnergyPlus).
This results in seven different data transfer processes
that capture all permissible tool chains within the
boundaries of this research (Figures 1 and 2). We
test each of the seven transformation process using
each of the five different archetypes and the results
from each processes-archetype combination is anal-
ysed and compared against the other processes for
this archetype. The evaluation therefore quantifies
the difference in predicted energy consumption for the
same archetype through processes.

Archetype definition in BIM-based CAD Tools

We selected the Coordination View MVD when ex-
porting IFC from both Revit and ArchiCAD in order
to ensure consistency across model exports. The pri-
mary purpose of the Coordination View is to allow
sharing of BIMs among the disciplines of architecture,
structural engineering and building services (mechan-
ical). This MVD contains definitions of spatial struc-
ture including space boundaries, building geometry
and building service elements that are needed for co-
ordinating design information among these disciplines
and is supported by both ArchiCAD and Revit.

Transfer processes

In theory, the seven transfer processes are relatively
straight forward in terms of model export and import
using IFC and gbXML. However, when using an add-
on or plug-in, the process tool chain becomes more
complex and involves additional research and manual
intervention in an attempt to bring the models to a
level of quality at which they could be transferred.
We observed that many of the models in the BEPS
environment contained geometrical errors, predomi-
nantly on the second storey of the two-storey build-
ings and for irregularly shaped rooms.
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Figure 1: Process Flow Diagram with Simergy as the BEPS Environment.

Figure 2: Process Flow Diagram with DesignBuilder as the BEPS Environment.

The difference in area between Revit and ArchiCAD
models which were imported into DesignBuilder using
gbXML, was another source of error and discrepancy
in the processes. The issue arises due to the function-
ality within ArchiCAD gbXML plugin, Cadimage,
which when creating the gbXML model, takes the
outside face of the external wall as the reference line.
This feature results in extra internal area and volume
in the gbXML model instead of taking the model area
and volume from the reference line that was specified
when building the original model in ArchiCAD.

Simulation

We use DesignBuilder and Simergy as the BEPS in-
terfaces. It is important to note that once we im-
ported the IDF into each interface we exported it
again as IDF. This is the same process each interfaces
uses when executing a BEPS run. Further identical
input data such as simulation parameter data, mate-
rial and cross-section properties, run control settings,
standardised internal loads and rudimentary HVAC
systems were added as native IDF to all BEPS mod-
els. All BEPS models executed in the native Energy-
Plus executable as opposed to within the interfaces,
thus removing any bias from a particular interface,
see the last process in Figures 1 and 2. This approach
of using the EnergyPlus executable also allowed us to
use a Dublin climate file for all simulation runs.

An interesting result of the fully completed data

transfers is that for DesignBuilder the gbXML route
completed successfully whereas for Simergy the IFC
route completed successfully. This does hint that dif-
ferent tools have different foci on which data transfer
is more important. Another find was that while more
models did simulate in DesignBuilder, it was unclear
if limitations of the data transfer were just ignored
in this case, compared to a more stringent simula-
tion requirements in Simergy. Simergys IDF gener-
ation is dependent on high-quality input files, more
specifically the relationships between each wall, con-
tained openings and doors or windows. As these re-
lationships were missing for some transfer processes,
the door/window space boundaries are not included
in the IDF. Another common issue was the incorrect
tagging of external walls as internal, so that the space
boundary generation either failed or was incorrect.

Result Analysis and Discussion

Table 1 shows an overview of the seven transfer
routes. The RGD and RD processes generated iden-
tical results for an annual simulation run and was
classified as a success, however, these results were ex-
pected seeing as both processes use the same BIM
based environment (Revit), BEPS based environment
(DesignBuilder) and transfer schema (gbXML). In
process RD, the use of gbXML is hidden from the
CAD tool user, so in principal both are identical data
exchange process. The only difference was the plugin
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(a) Semi-D Model Visualisation.
(b) Detached Model Visualisation.

(c) Apartment (Mid & Top) Model Visualisation.
(d) Bungalow Model Visualisation.

Figure 3: Archetype definition in BEPS Engine Design Builder.

feature added to Revit, although designed to reduce
the time and work required by the user, was found to
be less straight forward and was the source of more
issues than when using the built-in gbXML export
feature with manual import.

It was not possible to complete the data transfer
routes RGS, AGD, AGS and AIS due to issues relat-
ing to poor quality of data transferred. For the routes
that did complete, there was a large disparity in the
results obtained from each data transfer route. The
IFC and gbXML transfer schemas are based on differ-
ent reference lines as is the reference line used by the
Cadimage gbXML plugin. For the archetype models
with different reference line geometries, the largest
difference was found to be present in the AGD pro-
cess for the bungalow and apartment archetypes. A
resulting and significant increase in energy consump-
tion relative to the increase in functional floor area
for the AGS process is indicated by issues with the
model’s predicted energy consumption, especially for
the top-floor apartment. This highlights the presence
of geometrical errors in the final BEPS model after
the AGD process was carried out.

From the perspective of predicted annual energy con-
sumption (kWh), we observe a wide range of vari-
ability in the results obtained ranging from 1.5% to
25.89% between the different data transfer processes
due to inconsistencies in the complex data transfer

and methodology on which the data transfer is based.
An example of the results from one of the successful
transfer processes can be seen graphically in Figures
5 4 with the energy consumption broken up into the
component utilities; lighting, equipment, heating and
water systems. The largest variability in annual the-
oretical energy consumption for the mid-floor apart-
ment archetype model computed to 4.43% between
processes AGD and RGD/RD, and for the top-floor
apartment archetype model computed to 25.89% be-
tween processes AGD and RGD/RD.

The experiment shows that data transfer is possible
but also illustrates a number of limitations with the
BIM to BEPS transfer processes. The variability of
achieved results indicates that in addition to funda-
mental differences between transfer processes, other
limitations and errors contribute to the variation in
results. To achieve more reliable and reproducible
results, the quality of the transfer processes needs
to increase as well as the transparency about limita-
tions, simplifications and errors of the models and the
respective transfers. For example, the difference in
space boundary placements has implications on space
area which influences other parameters and results.

Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this study was to carry out an evaluation
of the existing transfer processes between Building
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Table 1: Transfer Route Summary Table with Colour Coding to Signify the Outcome of Each Process for Each
Archetype Including a Brief Note on the Success or Failure.

(a) Mid-floor apartment energy performance predictions. (b) Top-floor apartment energy performance predictions.

(c) Bungalow energy performance predictions. (d) Detached house energy performance predictions.

Figure 4: Calculated annual energy consumption from the successful transfer routes.
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Figure 5: Calculated annual energy consumption for
the semi-detached house archetype using for the suc-
cessful transfer processes.

Information Modelling and Building Energy Perfor-
mance Simulation (as represented by EnergyPlus).
This, in turn led to a quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of these methods by comparing result-
ing energy consumption of the five archetypes across
seven transfer routes. The focus was to determine the
current state of data transfer from BIM to BEPS.

This study shows that different transfer routes can
produce different results and other transfer routes are
difficult to successfully complete. Thus, it is difficult
to consistently predict buildings’ energy consumption
due to the variation across different processes. This
could be an additional factor for the differences in
energy consumption of up to 25.89% when different
transfer processes were used.

The results from the evaluation carried out in this
paper add potential causes of uncertainty and unre-
liability to BEPS model generation by highlighting
that, even with consistent initial BIM creation and
input data, the application of different transfer pro-
cesses leads to significantly different predictions of en-
ergy consumption. This indicates that improved data
transfer as well as more transparency are needed to
improve the overall results of these processes. It is
also important to note that the archetypes are rela-
tively small in terms of floor area and zone volume
and do not include complicated geometrical features
such as curtain walls or multi-height spaces.

We conclude that the outputs from BIM to BEPS
data transfer are difficult to reproduce and depend on
the transfer process chosen. The discrepancy arises
from different practices and principles on which the
data transfer processes are based and resulting dif-
ferences in theoretical energy consumption. This has
significant implications for the BEPS domain as sig-
nificant questions arise in terms of model validity and
trustworthiness.

It can be seen from this study that while some
progress has been made in recent years, there are still
limitations for some transfer routes and significant

differences between others. It is clear that software
tools involved in those processes need to improve, but
there is also a need for tools to check generated mod-
els and potentially correct common errors. These im-
provements could provide the basis to better guide
users through the process and make them aware of
limitations and errors that exist within both BIM and
BEPS models.

The mixed nature of the results also indicate that
there is no standardised process of data transfer from
BIM to BEPS. As a result it is difficult to know
which, if any, of the many processes are reliable.
Even through using the same combination of BIM
and BEPS environments, the data transferred using
IFC can vary from user to user, due to the number
of user-based options involved in the IFC export pro-
cess and different ways to model buildings in CAD
tools. Quality checking of user generated models in
CAD tools would also support better results for these
transfer routes. Until the quality of generated mod-
els does not improve in combination with limitations
in the transfer processes, the information obtained
through carrying out an energy analysis of a building
using BIM and BEPS can be seen as subjective.

A key reflection from this work is that BIM to BEPS
has been attempted for almost 25 years without
meaningful uptake within the industry. Given the
variable quality of export from the BIM-based CAD
tools, direct API-based transformations based on the
native CAD models may prove to be a more fruitful
process in combination with additional quality check-
ing as opposed to using intermediate formats such as
IFC and gbXML.

Further work is required in designing much more ro-
bust software tools to enable the transparent transfer
of the building data, transforming 3D object oriented
representations of buildings into simplistic planar rep-
resentation of surfaces, without loss of data along the
way. Current developments in standardising this data
transfer based on MVD may prove to add more reli-
ability in the near future and thus start a standard-
isation of the BIM to BEPS data transfer process to
allow it to be used to predict the energy consumption
of a building as accurately as possible.
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Abstract 

The Passivhaus buildings can significantly reduce energy 

consumption when compared to conventional practice for 

new buildings. Achieving the Passivhaus certificate 

requires complying to a set of rules and meeting the 

energy limit criteria. Assessing building energy 

performance is conducted using the Passive House 

Planning Package (PHPP). Users can input all required 

information manually, or they can prepare information 

needed using SketchUp with DesignPH plugin. In this 

paper, we developed a new computational workflow for 

data exchange between Building Information Modelling 

(BIM) and PHPP. This research aims to develop a BIM-

based tool that facilitates prescribed evaluation by PHPP. 

The proposed tool can collect, process and export BIM 

model data to the PHPP through Dynamo—a visual 

scripting platform for Revit. We demonstrated the 

automation of Passivhaus evaluation by facilitating both 

geometrical and non-geometrical information 

interoperation between BIM models and the PHPP tool. 

Introduction 

Within the rising awareness of the impact of the building 

industry on the environment, the building sector is 

moving towards sustainability (Junnila and Horvath, 

2003). This led to introducing different sustainable rating 

systems, standards, and certificates (Vierra, 2016). 

Passivhaus is one of the low energy design standards that 

aim to reduce buildings carbon footprint by complying to 

its low energy requirements (Passipedia, 2018). To 

achieve the Passivhaus certificate, the building should be 

assessed using the Passive House Planning Package 

(PHPP). Building Information Modelling has shown 

notable technical developments over conventional CAD 

tools. Some of the critical features BIM provides range 

from time and cost savings, technical superiority, and the 

information captured about buildings through the design 

process (Harris and McCaffer, 2013). In addition, the 

compatibility between BIM tools and visual programming 

platforms, such as Dynamo, offers a better opportunity to 

enhance the building design process and data 

management (Autodesk, 2016). While BIM supports 

sustainable design (Biswas, Wang and Krishnamurti, 

2013),  interoperability between BIM and PHPP is limited 

(Cemesova, Hopfe and McLeod, 2015). This paper aims 

to develop a BIM-based approach using Dynamo to 

automate project information exchange between BIM and 

PHPP. The proposed approach facilitates the sustainable 

design process, by reducing time and effort through the 

iterative design process for low energy design 

standards—the Passivhaus. 

Literature review 

Sustainable buildings 

Within the growing awareness about sustainability, the 

building industry was one of the major sectors that 

adopted sustainability. Taking in consideration the 

significant impact on the consumed resources and the 

lasting impact of the construction sector (Junnila and 

Horvath, 2003; Ebert, Eßig and Hauser, 2011), various 

green building certificates, standards, and rating systems 

have been developed to reduce buildings impact on the 

natural environment (Vierra, 2016). For this research, the 

Passivhaus certificate was chosen as a low energy design 

standard to conduct the study. 

Passivhaus 

The Passive House concept was developed by 

collaborative work between Bo Adamson of Lund 

University and Dr Wolfgang Feist in Sweden (Proietti et 

al., 2013).  Compared to the common practice in the UK, 

Passivhaus buildings are capable of achieving up to 75% 

reduction in space heating requirements (Passivhaus 

Trust, 2018). 

To achieve the Passivhaus certificate for new buildings, 

an overall low energy standard should be met (Passivhaus 

Trust, 2018). However, it is mandatory that the primary 

energy, space heating, domestic hot water, lighting, fans 

and pumps, and all other appliance consumption demand 

levels are met in all cases.  

The Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) 

The Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) was first 

introduced in a spreadsheet format in 1998, and since then 

it has been under continuous development and validation 

based on new research findings and measured values 

(Passipedia, 2018). The mandatory step is to verify the 

designed building’s energy balance by using the PHPP 

tool. The Passivhaus certificate can then be achieved once 

the defined low energy performance standards were met 

(Passivhaus Trust, 2018). 

In the current practice, building geometrical information 

and material attributes can be transferred into the PHPP 

worksheets by one of two methods: (1) manual data entry, 

which is time-consuming, and may lead to errors related 
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to duplication or missing data, or even inaccurate data 

entry; or (2) by using a plug-in designed by the Passive 

House Institute (PHI) called DesignPH (The Passive 

House Institute, 2018). This plug-in is compatible only 

with the SketchUp software and capable of transferring 

geometrical model information into ”U-values”, “Areas”, 

” Windows”, “Shading” and “Components” sheets in a 

PHPP file (The Passive House Institute, 2018). To use the 

DesignPH, the user has to create an energy model using 

SketchUp environment and manually assign thermal and 

material properties for all model elements (The Passive 

House Institute, 2018). These properties can be defined 

using the DesignPH library. After an energy model is 

created, it can be exported as a “PPP” file to the PHPP 

(Feist et al., 2013; The Passive House Institute, 2018). 

Building Information Modelling (BIM)  

Building Information Modelling (BIM) has been 

described as “ the technology of generating and managing 

a parametric model of a building” (Harris and McCaffer, 

2013). Using BIM provides various benefits, ranging 

from time to cost savings, technical superiority, 

capabilities of interoperability, early capture of building 

information, building lifecycle,  and also reducing errors 

and design collision risks (Harris and McCaffer, 2013; 

Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017).  It has shown a major 

technical advancement on traditional CAD tools by 

offering more interoperability and intelligent capabilities 

(Miettinen and Paavola, 2014).  

Comprehensive information about the building has been 

enabled to be captured by BIM tools alongside the design 

process. This information ranges from the individual 

components of the building and locations to the 

relationship between these elements (Ghaffarianhoseini et 

al., 2017). Also, BIM consolidates various building 

information such as geometrical information and spatial 

organization, daylight studies, location information, 

building materials and their physical and thermal 

attributes (such as U-value, fire rating classification), 

costs analysis and quantities schedules. In turn, these 

features allow designers to keep tracking the relationships 

between building elements and their construction-

maintenance information (Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). 

BIM provides a great opportunity to evaluate 

sustainability throughout the iterative design process 

using a fully-integrated information model. For instance, 

a wealth of information carried by a building information 

model can produce the required documents for earning 

LEED credits or other rating systems (Biswas, Wang and 

Krishnamurti, 2008, 2013; Azhar et al., 2011). This 

project shares the same interest in reusing the information 

provided in a BIM model to enable seamless integration 

and evaluation for the Passivhaus design. 

Dynamo for performance analysis 

Dynamo was introduced as an open source Visual 

Programming tool to enhance the building design process 

and information exchange workflow in both Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) and computational design 

aspects (Autodesk, 2016).  It aids designers to develop an 

algorithmic approach by its friendly Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) (Krygiel and Vandezande, 2014). By 

providing a node- based environment, it reduces the time 

and effort needed to learn programming (Reinhardt and 

Matthews, 2017). This allows designers to create custom 

algorithms by allying pre-designed nodes together 

(Seghier et al., 2017). 

Interoperability among BIM and performance analysis 

tools is considered as one of the major challenges in the 

architecture, engineering and construction industry 

(AEC) (Bahar et al., 2013). Industrial Foundation Classes 

(IFC), and green building extensible markup language 

(gbXML) are considered to be the most developed and 

widespread data schemas used to exchange information 

between BIM applications (B. Dong et al., 2007; Bahar et 

al., 2013; Motawa and Carter, 2013; Biswas, 2015; 

Farzaneh, Monfet and Forgues, 2019; Kamel and Memari, 

2019). Several studies have adopted IFC and gbXML 

formats for project information exchange for BIM-based 

performance analysis. Ilhan and Yaman (2016) 

introduced an IFC-based framework to integrate BIM 

platform that facilitates generation of green building 

certificate documents to bridge the gap between green 

building assessments and BIM to simplify design 

decisions in early project phases. Azhar developed a 

framework to link LEED credits with the related BIM-

based sustainability analysis using a gbXML approach to 

streamline the LEED certification process and save 

substantial time and resources (Azhar et al., 2011). 

In the last five years, visual programming tools have been 

adopted in several studies to integrate BIM with building 

performance analysis (Seghier et al., 2017). Bergonzoni 

et al. (2016) introduced an automated approach to 

automate the calculation process for LEED IEQ category 

prerequisites and credits, by using Dynamo to integrate 

the BIM authoring tool (Autodesk Revit) with electronic 

spreadsheets. Reinhardt and Matthews (2017) introduced 

an automated checking system for building regulations by 

developing Dynamo scripts that facilitate information 

exchange between Revit and excel templates. Sanhudo 

and Martins (2018) developed an approach of connecting 

BIM to automate the rainfall runoff volume calculation 

for LEED Stormwater Runoff Management calculations. 

Seghier et al. (2017) presented a BIM- VPL (Visual 

Programming Language) based tool for building envelope 

design and assessment support, focusing on the energy 

efficiency requirements in GreenRE and Green Mark 

rating systems in a framework that integrates both the 

BIM-VPL based functions and energy efficiency 

requirements (Seghier et al., 2017).  

Automating Passivhaus Evaluation using 

BIM 

In common practice, certified Passivhaus buildings are 

tested and certified using the PHPP tool. Users can 

manually input all required information, e.g., building 

geometry information and material properties directly 

into the spreadsheets. Alternatively, users can create an 

energy model through a conventional 3D CAD 

environment with an add-on tool, such as the designPH 

tool—a plugin that supports the need to associate raw 
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geometric data with required physical attributes, such as 

surfaces, components’ thermal properties, etc. However, 

as PHPP is an excel spreadsheet, data interoperability 

between BIM tools and PHPP is currently limited 

(Cemesova, Hopfe and McLeod, 2015). 

This study aims to introduce a new BIM-based approach 

to automate the sustainability evaluation process of the 

Passivhaus. The presented tool was proposed to enable 

information interoperation directly from a BIM model to 

the PHPP sheets. The main objective is to reduce 

significant time and efforts for Passive house design 

through the automation of data exchange. For the 

demonstration, the authors deployed the tool in Dynamo 

for Autodesk Revit and illustrated how building elements 

and associated information, such as Wall, U-values and 

their orientations are calculated and extracted to the PHPP 

sheets for Passivhaus design evaluation. 

Tool development 

According to Feist et al. (2013), the thermal envelope of 

a building is calculated based on the external dimensions 

of every thermal element. Therefore, all the external areas 

considered as thermal elements must be defined and 

extracted. For example, all windows, roofs, and walls that 

form the thermal envelope, their material, orientation, and 

other physical attributes are required information that 

needs to be extracted and defined in the PHPP 

spreadsheets.  

While BIM model consolidates various building 

information such as building components and their areas, 

dimensions, thermal attributes, some information related 

to the building components requires more effort to be 

extracted from BIM models. For example, components 

orientation from the True North cannot be found directly 

in Revit elements. To overcome this issue, a custom node 

was developed for the BIM2PHPP toolkit to 

automatically measure the orientation of the exterior wall 

and ceiling surface(s). 

PHPP spreadsheets also require extra information that can 

only be used to define the role of each component in the 

thermal envelope. For example, element Group Number 

is one of the required inputs for each component to define 

whether it is an ambient or a ground-exterior wall, 

roof/ceiling, and floor slab. To identify the Group 

Number issue, a custom node was developed to define 

new instance parameter for wall components (Exterior 

Wall) to filter exterior walls. Another instance parameter 

(Is Ground Wall) was also defined to categorise the wall 

group. Table 1 shows a summary of the PHPP required 

information and the development of this information in 

the BIM2PHPP toolkit. 

Table 1  PHPP requirements, availability in Revit, and the 

development of BIM2PHPP toolkit. 

Component 
PHPP 

Requirement 

Availability 

in Revit 

BIM2PHPP 

toolkit 

Walls & 

Roofs 

area yes yes 

Group number - 
yes (user 

input) 

Thermal 

properties 
yes yes 

Deviation from 

North 
- yes 

The angle of 
Inclination from 

the horizontal 
- yes 

Reduction 

shading factor 
- 

yes 

(defaulted) 

Exterior 

absorptivity 
yes yes 

Exterior 

emissivity 
- 

yes 

(defaulted) 

Windows 

dimensions yes yes 

Hosting 

component 
- yes 

Component 
information 

(glazing and 

frame types) 

yes yes 

Thermal 

properties (U-

value, G-value) 

yes yes 

orientation - yes 

Shading 

calculations 
- - 

Window 

frame 

Glazing edge 

thermal bridge 
- 

yes 

(defaulted) 

Installation 

thermal bridge 
- 

yes 

(defaulted) 

 

BIM2PHPP computational workflow 

The BIM2PHPP toolkit workflow includes three main 

phases: (1) Information Modelling and Preparation; (2) 

Data Processing and Calculation; (3) Data mapping and 

Figure 1 BIM2PHPP workflow 
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Exporting, as shown in Figure 1. To initiate the evaluation 

process, the user is required to check the availability of all 

the required parameters of the proposed design model 

using a customized node. If a parameter is missing, a new 

parameter will be defined. The values of the new 

parameters would be filled either by the user or defaulted 

in an automated process by the tool. The next step is to 

process acquired model information and performs the 

necessary calculation for PHPP. Finally, model 

information can be mapped and exported to the PHPP 

tool. 

Tool demonstration 

The proposed workflow requires interaction between 

three tools: (1) Autodesk Revit: to create the proposed 

model, and define the missing parameters values; (2) 

Dynamo: firstly to define the missing parameters, 

secondly, to collect all model information, and finally, to 

export model information and read the PHPP analysis 

results; (3) PHPP spreadsheets, in which the analysis can 

be done. For example, the total Treated Floor Area (TFA), 

which represents the useful area or living space, is one of 

the required information in the Areas sheet in PHPP. As 

Revit components do not contain such a parameter, a new 

instance parameter will be defined for Room components.  

However, the new parameter (TFA Percentage) requires 

user input to calculate the (Room TFA) based on the use 

of each space. According to Feist et al. (2013),  the areas 

are weighted by (100% or 60%). Once all rooms TFA 

values were given, the Dynamo script will automatically 

calculate all the project TFA. After that, data mapping is 

then processed to export the TFA of the Project to the 

Areas sheet inside the PHPP tool. Figure 2 shows part of 

the tool to process, map, and export information into the 

Areas sheet. 

Figure 3 shows the interaction between the tools and their 

roles. For further demonstration, the following steps 

describe the process of the overall workflow. 

1- Create the model using Revit. 

2- Run a custom node in BIM2PHPP tool to define 

the missing parameters. 

3- Some of the defined parameters need user inputs 

to fulfil the missing data required in PHPP 

spreadsheets. 

4-  After collecting all the required information, the 

data mapping process is then completed within the 

complete tool workflow.  

5- Finally, the model performance can be analysed 

by exporting the collected information to the 

PHPP tool.  

The tool also has the capability to read the analysis results 

from PHPP spreadsheets, which allows the user to have 

instant feedback on the design performance. However, if 

the PHPP requirements have not been fulfilled, the user 

can apply different design solutions to fulfil the 

requirements. 

Discussions and conclusions 

Discussions  

The developed tool aims to support the automation of 

sustainable design evaluation using PHPP. The tool 

features three different levels of automation: (1) Fully-

automated process, in which the tool can automatically 

collect, calculate, map and extract the available data from 

the model to the PHPP tool, such as component 

orientation detection; (2) Semi-automated process, which 

requires user input/ defaulted-values for the missing 

parameters, such as TFA percentage. Once the missing 

values are filled, the process can be automated; (3) 

Manual process, which can only be done manually, such 

as shading calculations. 

BIM2PHPP tool offers an automated process for data 

extraction and export to “U-values”, “Areas”, 

“Components” and “Windows” sheets by using existing 

BIM model information. However, missing information 

can be fulfilled either as a defaulted value in an automated 

process by the tool or by user inputs. On the other hand, 

using DesignPH plugin as a graphical interface for the 

PHPP tool requires manual inputs for all building 

assembly information and material attributes. This 

information needs to be assigned to an energy model 

created by the user in the SketchUp environment. Table 2 

highlights the key differences between DesignPH and 

BIM2PHPP.  

Limitations and future work  

The focus of this research was to facilitate sustainable 

design practice by automating the evaluation process for 

Passivhaus design. The tool has shown the capability of 

Figure 2 BIM2PHPP script for Areas sheet 

Figure 3 tool demonstration 
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reducing time and effort by semi-automating data 

extraction, mapping, and export from BIM models to the 

PHPP spreadsheets. The main challenge remains the 

availability of the required data in BIM models. As 

BIM2PHPP tool extracts and processes the existing 

building information, some of these data would not be 

available in the BIM model. However, for a fully 

automated process, the user had to define some missing 

parameters. These parameters can either be defaulted or 

requiring direct inputs by the user to complete the process. 

Future research could be conducted to facilitate a multi-

disciplinary collaboration to cover more data exchange, 

which would improve the efficiency of the BIM2PHPP 

tool. 

Table 2 the main features of DesignPH and BIM2PHPP toolkit 

Comparison area 
DesignPH 

plugin 

BIM2PHPP 

toolkit 

Base software SketchUp 

Autodesk 

Revit/ 

Dynamo 

Energy model 

Requires an 
energy model 

and assigning 
thermal 

properties, 

TFA, group 
areas, window 

components 

Not required/ 
data 

extraction 
from the BIM 

model 

Data 

availability 

Areas User input Yes 

Orientation Yes Yes 

Elements 

Thermal 

properties 

User input 

Yes/ default 
values/ user 

input 

Materials 

properties 
User input Yes 

Data input 

Manual input 

through 

SketchUp 3D 
environment. 

This requires 

user input or the 
use of default 

information in 

the library 

For some 
missing 

parameters, 

user input is 

required 

Shading calculations Yes - 

In-software analysis Yes 

No, but 

Results can be 

read from 

PHPP 

Fully-automated process 
Semi-automated 

process 

Manual 

process 

Conclusions  

In this paper, we introduced a new BIM-VPL based 

approach that bridges the gap of information exchange 

between BIM and PHPP tool. The proposed approach 

streamlines the design assessment for Passivhaus using 

BIM authoring tool (Autodesk Revit) by automating 

project information exchange into PHPP spreadsheets. 

This will help to reduce a significant effort needed for 

manual data entry, reduce time and eliminate errors 

through the automated data input process, and will help 

the designers to focus on the design process. We 

demonstrated how the BIM2PHPP tool could be applied 

efficiently and effectively to retrieve all geometric 

information and material attributes needed for the 

Passivhaus design assessment using PHPP. We 

acknowledge that not all required information would 

always be available in a BIM model. This paper has 

discussed how these gaps were first analysed and tackled 

to enable the evaluation.  As a result, a BIM tool was 

developed and deployed in Dynamo for Autodesk Revit 

to automatically associate and prepare default and/or user-

defined values for PHPP. This streamlined process 

affords users a great capability to investigate various 

design scenarios efficiently and reduce a great effort and 

time on the need for design validation during the iterative 

design process.  
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Optimized Renovation Strategies of Education Building – a novel BIM/BPM/BEM 
framework 

Ming Hu 
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Abstract 
Educational building in United State account for around 
14% of overall non-residential floor area. 76.61% of 
education building are twenty years old or older when the 
major building systems and equipment reach their service 
life span, and 38.30% of buildings are 50 years older or 
older which is nearly the expected serviceable lifespan of 
the buildings (CBECS, 2012). The aim of this paper is to 
propose a novel Building information model (BIM)- 
Building performance model (BPM) – Building 
environmental model (BEM) framework to identify the 
most energy efficient and cost effective strategies to 
renovate the existing education building to achieve the 
nearly zero energy goal while minimizing the 
environmental impact. A case building is used to 
demonstrate the validity of framework, and a set of 
building performance indicators includes energy 
performance, environmental impacts, occupant 
satisfaction are used to evaluate the renovation strategies. 
This novel framework further demonstrates the 
interoperability among different digital tools and platform 
as well. Lastly, the case study results highlight the 
particular energy profile and retrofit needs of education 
buildings with detailed analysis and measurement.  

Introduction 
Educational building in United State account for around 
14% of overall non-residential floor area. 76.61% of 
education building are twenty years old or older when the 
major building systems and equipment reach their service 
life span, and 38.30% of buildings are 50 years older or 
older which is nearly the expected serviceable lifespan of 
the buildings (CBECS, 2012) (refer to figure 1).  

Figure 1 Age of education buildings (created by author 
based on CBECS 2012 data) 

There are some studies focusing on education building 
energy renovation and retrofit. Ascione et al. (2015) 
proposed a method to diagnose energy performance 
aimed at integrated design of energy refurbishment of 
existing buildings. The research team used the method of 
combination of heat flow measurement, infrared 
thermography, energy simulation and situ investigation. 
Variety renovation strategies have been tested such as 
reduction of infiltration, replacement of windows and 
increase of thermal insulation of building façade, the 
results show it is possible to achieve large amount energy 
saving with cost and construction constraints. De Angelis 
et al. (2015) evaluated the energy reduction potential 
through building envelope renovation and renewable 
energy production. Their results show the maximum 
energy reduction of 37.3% can be achieved by improving 
thermal properties of envelope together with effective 
natural ventilation. Niemela et al. (2016) demonstrated 
the near zero energy building target can be cost-
effectively achieved in existing education building in 
Finland, and they also found the energy saving potential 
of HVAC system is significant compared to the building 
envelope.  Dalla Mora et al. (2017) studied an existing 
school building located in Italy, and several combinations 
of retrofit measures been applied to derive the cost-
effective solutions for renovation. Fonseca et al. (2018) 
designed a renovation plan for Department of electrical 
and computer engineering building with the aim to 
achieve nearly zero energy goal using two primary 
technologies: LED lighting and photovoltaic panel. 
Irulegi et al. (2017) studied an education building in Spain 
and proposed different renovation strategies for the winter 
and summer time, and proved that the total energy saving 
potential could be up to 62%. However, the information 
on the energy consumption of this type of buildings are 
still limited compared to other commercial and residential 
buildings (Ascione et al. 2014; Med, 2010; Boarin and 
Davoli, 2015, Zinzi et al., 2015). And most reports focus 
on primary and secondary school buildings, which left 
very limited studies concentrate on higher education 
buildings.  

Case Project 
The general shape of the building is two different size of 
rectangular that located at latitude of  38°59'3.73"N  and 
longitude of  76°56'51.57"W. The 2-storey building 
occupy a ground floor area of 6517 m2 (70,150 ft2), and 
the total area conditioned area is 4355 m2 (46,877 ft2). The 
main façade is oriented towards the south and north. The 
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building is composed of classrooms, auditorium with 
around 200 seats, offices, library, conference rooms, two 
computer labs and a gallery space. The building has a 
large atrium space in the center with skylights and 
classrooms facing south and north. Majority offices are 
arranged around shaded courtyard at second floor, so the 
orientation of offices varies, and most of offices do have 
a window and views. The original building was 
constructed in 1972, there were several renovations, and 
revisions have been done after the initial construction. 
The gallery lighting system was replaced and upgraded in 
1992, and the chiller was replaced in 1997. Major 
renovations happened in 1998, compute rooms were 
renovated, as well as the large auditorium space. In 2007, 
additional librarian offices were added as part of library 
addition and later in 2009, the visual resource center was 
also added in the library. As estimated by university 
estimated, to completely replace the existing building 
with a new one which meet the modern codes and 
standard, the total cost (include all soft cost) is 
$36,391,731($518/sqft), to renovate the existing building 
will cost around $26,565,950 ($379/sqft) (UMD, 2018).  
 
Methodological approach and process 
The research methodology is based on proposed BIM-
BEP-BEM framework: BIM stands for Building 
Information Model, BPM represents Building 
Performance Model, and BEM is Building Environment 
Model (refer to figure 2).  

Figure 2. Research framework: BIM-BPM-BEM 
Building information model (BIM) is a process involving 
the generation and management of digital representations 
of physical and functional characteristics of buildings. 
BIMs are files can be extracted, exchanged or networked 
to support decision-making regarding a building or other 
built asset (Wiki, 2018).  BIM also brings the opportunity 
to try out solutions in advance before building the 
structure on site: with a constructible model, the design 
solutions can be prototyped virtually (Lu et al., 2014, 
Abanda et al., 2013). BIM has been recognized as a 
suitable method for support planning, collaboration and 
design of new or existing buildings (Gourlis and Kovasic, 
2017). More practice-oriented publications often 
advocate BIM benefits as maximization of efficiency 
                                                        
1 Autodesk Revit is a BIM software developed by Autodesk, it 

also 4D capability to track various building life cycle 
stages.  

quality and reducing time effort (McGraw Hill, 2009). It 
is also understood as a digital platform which enables 
interoperability and data-exhange (Kiviniemi et al., 
2008). BPM often time is called as building energy model 
which the focus on energy performance, the process of 
BIM to building energy model has been extensively 
studied in past several years with lots of success (Miller 
et al., 2014, Zhao et al., 2015, Thomas et al., 2014). 
However, the linkage between BIM, building energy 
performance and environment impact has not be fully 
established. Wong et al (2015) pointed out there is limited 
research effort for managing environmental performance 
at the building renovation stage and there is a lack of 
comprehensive BIM-based environmental sustainability 
simulation tool.  Chong et al. (2017) outlined there is a 
need for improved interoperability among BIM software 
and energy simulation tools especially in renovation and 
refurbishment projects.  
In this research project, based on original construction 
documents and on-site measurement, firstly, a virtual 
BIM model was constructed and software chosen for this 
project is Autodesk Revit1. Then the information and data 
from BIM model were transferred to a building 
performance simulation program called Sefaira. Sefaira is 
a cloud-based software could simulate building energy 
performance and visualize daylighting quality in the 
spaces. It has plug-in tool in Autodesk Revit that could 
translate building information and data such as location, 
area, building system, materials, geometry, window 
configuration and functional use to an online platform. 
Alternative design options or renovation package could be 
set up in the cloud, the output such as energy reduction, 
carbon emission reduction and cost could be compared.  It 
also accounts for occupant behaviour in regression forms. 
For instance, modeller could create and define different 
energy model profile based on the set temperature (user 
preference) and operational schedule. In this research 
project, multiple BPM models were created in the cloud 
and results are compared and explained in the following 
sections. Finally, the material and building system 
information were extracted from BIM model and 
translated into a BEM model. The software used for 
transferring data and run environmental impact analysis is 
Tally. Tally is the first software that has direct plug-in in 
Autodesk Revit that allow modeller and designers run a 
whole building life cycle assessment of the environmental 
impact from different design solutions. The output from 
the environmental analysis include acidification potential, 
eutrophication potential, global warming potential, ozone 
depletion potential and smog formation potential. The 
following sections present different parts of the 
methodology applied in this case project. 
 
Building information model (BIM) 
BIM stage in this research comprise four components: 
construction document review (CDR), field measurement 
(FM), infrared and visual inspection (IVI), post 
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occupancy survey (POS) and BIM model building. The 
primary purposes during BIM stage are three: (1) generate 
an overall assessment of existing building conditions; (2) 
identify the problematic areas and potential improvement 
opportunities according to the alignments and 
discrepancies from CDR, FM, IVI and POS; (3) set up 
BIM model based on information from IVI, POS, FM and 
CDR, then prepare for data extraction to BPM and BEM 
models (refer to figure 3).   

 

Figure 3 BIM model of Architecture building  

Building performance model (BPM) 
In this research project, there is limited amount control of 
building embodied energy since large portion of it has 
already spent in the initial construction of existing 
building. So author focus on existing and future 
operational energy performance of the building.  BPM 
comprise three steps: (1) identify and simulate building 
envelope retrofit techniques, (2) identify and simulate 
building system retrofit techniques, (3) identify and 
simulate building retrofit package based on results from 1 
and 2. The metric used to measure and compare the 
techniques and packages are: total energy reduction (%), 
total CO2 emission reduction relate to energy (%), cost 
saving per year (%), initial construction cost (low to high) 
and construction feasibility (low – high). The primary 
purposes during BPM stage is to create a ranking of the 
proposed renovation packages from energy saving and 
cost optimized perspectives. The software used for 
simulation is Sefaira system 2. The construction and 
maintenance cost information are provided by facility 
management office of University of Maryland. 
Building environment model (BEM) 
In stage three, different retrofit packages were 
investigated and compared to further understand their 
environmental impact. Five environmental impact 
indicators selected for this study are global warming 
potential, ozone depletion potential, acidification 
potential, eutrophication potential and smog formation 
potential. The tool used for analysis is Tally. Tally is the 
only application conducting life cycle assessment that is 
fully integrated with Autodesk Revit model. It counts the 
environment impact during the whole building life cycle 
from raw material extraction to demolition. Tally use 

                                                        

2	 Sefaira	 Architecture	 is	 a	 collaborative,	 cloud-based	
software	that	combines	an	engaging,	easy-to-learn	interface	
with	validated	industry-standard	analysis	engines.	
 

Gabi Life cycle inventory (LCI) database, which is one of 
the leading database used by life cycle analysis 
practitioners (Kellens et al., 2012; Kounia et al., 2013). 
The model created in BIM includes all necessary data of 
building assemblies and systems such as windows, doors, 
walls, columns and floors, HVAC system, etc, the plugin 
tool Tally allows researcher to map the BIM objects with 
Gabi LCI database to run the analysis of environmental 
impact of different renovation packages. The detailed 
results and explanation are presented in the following 
section, section 4: findings.     
Energy retrofit techniques-envelope and 
lighting system 
To tackle the two primary problematics areas, focus of 
retrofit techniques are given to exterior envelope upgrades 
and interior partition retrofit first. In existing building, 
exterior wall and partition walls are either made of CMU 
block or cast-in place concrete without thermal and 
acoustic insulation. Renovation techniques identified for 
building envelope are:   
• T1: Substitution of present window with low-

emissive units (with U value of 0.25 w/m2 k) 
• T2: Application of additional thermal insulation to 

the roof slab (R 50) 
• T3: Application of additional thermal insulation for 

the exterior walls a (add additional 3 inch panels of 
expanded polystryrene insulation,  R38) 

• T4: Application of additional thermal insulation for 
the interior walls a (add additional 2 inch panels of 
expanded polystryrene insulation,  R10) 

• T5: Replace all existing windows with double 
glazing window units.  

• T6: Reduce air infiltration by using air-tight window 
(air infiltration rate, 0.3 L/s·m2, 0.06 cfm/ft2) 

• T7: Replace all existing lights with LED lighting  
• T8: Application of Phase change material (PCM) 

wall board on the inside face of exterior wall  
 
Based on the available achieved records, there were no 
major upgrades/renovation done to building envelope, 
therefore, improving exterior wall and roof insulation 
were considered first as well as improving window energy 
performance. Roof insulation can be increased to R50 by 
adding additional panels of expanded polystyrene 
(Ascione et al., 2015) (thickness 10 inch).  The overall 
achievable annual saving is around 250,671 Kwh, and it 
implies avoided CO2 equivalent emissions of about 22% 
compared to the existing building. The cost of this 
renovation techniques including demolition and repair the 
surface of roof is around $33,230~ $64,839 based on unit 
cost of $10.25/ft2 ~ $20/ft2 (Ojczyk, 2014). In the first year 
of installation the saving can be realized.  The existing 
building has minimal R value on exterior wall, adding 
additional insulation board on the inner face of exterior 
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wall could increase the R value to R38. The retrofit of 
exterior wall alone could save energy use around 290,635 
Kwh, and CO2 emission reduction around 21%. Insulation 
could also be applied to the surface of interior wall with 
insulating plaster which could also provide acoustic 
insulation. With 2 inch thermal plaster, it potentially add 
additional R10 insulation [19], which represent great 
reduction of heat transmittance through the rooms and 
preventing sound transmission. The total energy saving is 
around 3%, and CO2 emission reduction around 8%. 
Another practical envelope retrofit techniques include 
replace existing glass with low-e glazing, or replace all 
single-pane glass with double pane glass. The latter result 
into 19% CO2 emission reduction and 11% energy 
consumption reduction respectively.  
Most buildings on campus were built around late 1960s 
and early 1970s, and the air infiltration rate varied from 
3.0 x 10-4 to 3.0 x 10-4 m3/s.m2(pa)0.65 (2.1 to 4.9 cfm/ft2 
(in.of water). And 15 to 45% of over-all air leakage could 
be attributed to flow through the intake and exhaust 
system openings (Shaw et al., 1979; Sherman and Chan 
2006; Persily, 1998). Based on ANSI/ASHRAE standard 
62.1-2016, the minimal requirement for office space, 
auditorium seating area is 0.06 cfm/ft2, for library is 0.12 
cfm/ft2 (ANSI/ASHRAE 2016). Reduce air infiltration 
through façade has the most obvious gain in saving energy 
used for heating, about 27% reduction. As heating 
account for 44% of overall energy consumption, reducing 
air infiltration by tightening the building envelope could 
be most efficient technique saving energy, which is 
equivalent of $29,643 saving.  
Two other techniques compared are replacing existing T4 
and T8 lighting fixtures with LED lights and adding phase 
change materials in the exterior wall. Lighting count for 
9% of overall energy consumption, installing LED lights 
could save around 282,375KWh, 12% compared to 
baseline. Phase change materials(PCM) could be added 
into the wallboard to increase insulation (Barbero et al., 
2014). After comparing the different techniques, overall, 
T6 and T8 generate most energy consumption reduction 
and CO2 emission reduction, T4 follow as the third most 
effective techniques.  
In terms of cost, T6 is most cost effective (saving) in 
comparison to other techniques, T8 follow as second 
(refer to table 3). T2 and T7 are most effective in reducing 
peak heating load and peak cooling load (refer to figure 
9). In terms of initial construction cost, T6 cost the least 
and T5 has the highest cost, T8 is hard predicate, and the 
rest techniques share similar per unit cost.  When looked 
at the construction feasibility, T7 is most practical 
strategy and T8 is least feasible due the accessibility of 
phase change materials.  

Energy retrofit techniques-building system 

Renovation techniques identified for building system are:   
• HVAC1: VAV with rooftop package unit  
• HVAC 2: VAV with central plant 
• HVAC 3: DOAS System (Package 

Terminal AC) 
• HVAC 4: DOAS System (Split System) 

• HVAC 5: DOAS System (Fan Coil Units 
and Central Plant) 

• HVAC 6: DOAS System (Water Source 
Heat Pump Fan Coils) 

• HVAC 7: DOAS System (Active Chill 
Beams) 

• HVAC 8: DOAS System (Passive Chill 
Beams) 

Retrofit Strategy package set up 

Based on the results from building envelope and building 
system retrofit techniques, six different packages are 
proposed according to the energy saving potential, carbon 
emission reduction potential, construction feasibility and 
initial cost (refer to table 1), simulated final site energy 
use intensity also provided.  

Table 1 Building retrofit packages comparison to 
achieve near zero energy goal 

 Building Envelope Techniques  HAV
C  

Retrofi
t 

packag
e  

T
1  

T
2  

T
3  

T
4  

T
5  

T
6 

T
7 

T
8 

 

P1   x x x  x   HVA
C 2 

P2 x x x x  x   HVA
C 2 

P3 x   x x x x  HVA
C 2 

P4 x x x x x x   HVA
C 2 

P5 x x x x x x x  HVA
C 2 

P6  x  x  x   HVA
C 2 

P7   x x  x x  HVA
C 5 

P8 x x x x x x x x HVA
C 8 

 

Findings  

Based on field measurement (FM) results, several 
problematic areas are identified: (1) the acoustic quality 
is the biggest problematic area. The preferable noise level 
for open-plan class is 30dBA, 44-48dBA for closed 
office. 67% rooms on the ground floor has a noise level 
above 55dBA, and total 40% rooms in the building has a 
noise level above the recommended level. (2) the 
secondary problematic area is thermal comfort, particular 
temperature. 30% of spaces have temperature outside of 
acceptable range based on ASHRAE 90.1. (20oC to 23.6 

oC), and those spaces are overheated in both winter, spring 
and summer time. None of the space has a humidity that 
is outside of recommended range.  (3) the third 
problematic area is the lighting level across the building 
has a very uneven distribution. less than 8% rooms are 
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below the recommended light level range between 300-
500 lux. 18% rooms are overlit with a median lux level of 
500 lux (refer to figure 4). 

 

Figure 4  Field measurement results  
The POS results shows people are least satisfied with 
speech privacy, thermal comfort, window view, and they 
are most satisfied with cleanliness and maintenance, 
amount of light, air quality and visual comfort. 55% 
occupant dissatisfy with the speech privacy in their 
workspace, 38% occupant dissatisfy with the access to a 
window view, 37% occupant dissatisfy with the thermal 
comfort (refer to figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 POS survey results  
In general, POS results shows high-level alignment with 
FM data. Acoustic quality improvement and overheating 
mitigation are identified as top two primary focuses in 
order to improve indoor environment quality and users’ 
satisfactions. There are areas that shows large 
discrepancies between POS and FM (refer to figure 6): air 
quality, window view and visual comfort. As FM shows 
the air quality and window view being sufficiently 
meeting the design criteria, lots of user expressed their 
dissatisfaction through survey, further in-depth individual 
interview could help to identify the causes of 
discrepancies.   

Figure 6 Problematic areas in existing building  
Building energy saving from retrofit 
packages 
Among eight different packages, P4 and P5 produce 
larges energy saving benefit with relative high initial 
construction cost. P1 and P6 produce very good energy 
saving benefit with relative low cost. P2 and P3 produce 
same result as P1 and P6, but with moderate initial cost. 
Lastly, P7 and P8 produce less energy and cost saving 
compared to the rest package (refer to figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Renovation package energy, CO2 emission 
reduction and cost saving comparison 

Conclusion 
 The paper presented a novel BIM-BPM-BEM framework 
tailored towards education building renovation. It aims at 
selecting suitable renovation strategies to take account all 
performance indicators: energy consumption reduction, 
CO2 reduction, environmental impact reduction and 
indoor quality improvement. Varity renovation 
techniques are identified and multiple retrofit packages 
are compiled with four primary goals: 1) optimize the 
energy demand deduction to contribute to UMD overall 
carbon neutrality goal; 2) improve acoustic quality inside 
of school; 3) mitigate overheating problems; 4) minimize 
the long-term environmental impact. More in detail, with 
reference to the existing building, methods for an 
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integrated existing condition diagnosis have been applied, 
by cross-referencing the filed measurement data, 
construction document review and numerical studies. 
Firstly, the data derived from filed measurement was 
cross-referenced with post occupancy survey and infrared 
themography scan to create an accurate building profile 
and BIM model. Then, the BIM model was clearly 
defined in order to be translated to BPM stage for 
simulating the energy performance of different renovation 
packages. The environmental impact of eight proposed 
renovation packages then compared using in BEM stage. 
Finally, the BPM and BEM results, cost indicators are 
looked at together to determine the optimized renovation 
solution for the existing building. The data used for 
environmental impact analysis  and energy simulation are 
derived directly from the BIM model to ensure the data 
interoperability.   
The results from BPM analysis and BEM analysis show 
the energy and cost saving benefit does not always align 
with the environmental impact reduction potential. For 
instance, Renovation package 4 and 2 produced high 
energy reduction, CO2 reduction and cost saving among 
the proposed options, however, it also produced largest 
environmental impact potential in all five indicators 
studied. Awareness of the asymmetric benefits between 
energy saving and environment impact could encourage 
design teams and decision makers to look into balanced 
solution for building renovations. Energy, indoor 
environmental quality and long-term environmental 
impact should be integrated and used together as building 
performance evaluation matrix. This research fills the 
current gap between energy efficiency improvement and 
environmental impact mitigation.  
Another important insight from this study is that the 
importance of  interoperability of different software could 
facility the data translation and transformation. Advanced 
digital technologies and platform such as BIM(Autodesk 
Revit), BPM (Sefaira) and BEM(Tally) make it possible 
for decision maker to exam all performance indicators 
within the same framework, therefore to make decision 
with a holistic understanding of all pros and cons of 
propose renovation strategies.  
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Abstract

Occupant behavior is known as a key factor impact-
ing building energy consumption and stochastic in
nature. It is a challenge to model and simulates oc-
cupant behavior at an urban scale. This paper devel-
ops occupant behavior profile based on mobile posi-
tion data for 456 buildings and compares commonly
used occupant schedules from the U.S. Department
of Energy Commercial Building Reference Model. In
addition, a new statistical method is developed to
quantify such difference. The result shows significant
differences up to 50% for large office buildings and
30% for strip malls.

Introduction

People spend 90% of their time in buildings. The
energy consumption of the built environment is di-
rectly related to the occupant behaviour. Therefore,
the accuracy and the credibility of the occupant be-
haviour model directly impact the energy simulation
results (Fonseca and Schlueter, 2015; Menezes et al.,
2012). Similarly, the human mobility in the urban
scale can improve the prediction of energy demand
on the neighbourhood, district and city levels and
pacify the carbon pollution caused by the build
environment. Hence, it is important to understand
the occupant behaviour in the urban scale. The
improper selection of occupancy presence patterns
could result in overestimating energy consumption in
districts, which responsible for over-investment and
less operational efficiency.

Urban-scale energy modeling tools have been used
to 1) spatial analysis of energy consumption (Li
et al., 2015); 2) retrofitting energy related policy de-
velopment based on the building occupancy profile
(Nutkiewicz et al., 2017); 3) design and planning of
new cities to optimize the energy use (Sola et al.,
2018). However, most of current urban-scale energy
modeling tools use pre-defined or synthetic data sim-
ulated occupancy schedules (Yan et al., 2015). None

of the studies use actual occupancy schedules which
is due to the lack of accurate occupancy sensors in
buildings. In addition, due to the high cost of occu-
pant counting sensors, it is almost impossible to get
those information for all buildings. However, with the
development of Internet of things, researchers start
looking at potential data from mobile phones and
Wi-Fi based sensor data (Zhou et al., 2018; Ahas
et al., 2010). Recently, research on urban mobility
uncover the potential to derive occupancy locations
using mobile position data (Jiefan et al., 2018; Pang
et al., 2018). Furthermore, geosocial network data
such as Twitter, Foursquare, etc. has been used to
study spatia-temporal pattern of occupants at the ur-
ban environment (Mohammadi and Taylor 2017) Ri-
ascos and Mateos (2017); Wang et al. (2018). In this
paper, data collected from mobile phones is used to
extract the occupancy presence patterns of more than
400 buildings at an urban scale. In addition, we cate-
gorize those buildings according to U.S. Department
of Energy 16 types of building reference models (Deru
et al., 2011). We compare the derived schedules with
those 16 default occupancy schedules. Furthermore,
a statistical method is developed to quantify the dif-
ferences in these schedules. As a pilot study, this
paper focuses on the analysis methodology and pre-
liminary results with two exemplary building types
as case studies.

Current State-of-the-Art

The important parameters to consider for occupancy
behaviour modelling in urban scale are the location,
the type and scale of the buildings. The building
location is one of the most important parameters
to consider for the occupancy behaviour modelling
in urban scale, because the occupancy patterns
differ in cities, countries and time zones (Barthelmes
et al., 2018; An et al., 2017). Similar building
types could follow different occupancy patterns with
respect to the surrounding environment. Jiefan et al.
(2018) conducted the case study for a quick service
restaurant, compare the occupancy pattern of two
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buildings. One is located near highway and the other
is in a community area. The result shows that the
frequency of occupants more in the restaurant near
by community area than that of the one near highway.

Happle (2018) discusses the importance of consider-
ing the occupant behaviour model while planning the
urban building energy model. The author examines
different occupancy behaviour models, such as, 1)
deterministic space-based approach, 2) stochastic
space-based approach and 3) stochastic person-based
approach. The deterministic space-based approach
is a rule-based occupant behaviour model. However,
the stochastic approach is based on the occupant
behaviour in built environment in different time
spans. The space-based approach focuses on the
whole building occupants in the building scale, while
the individual-based approach studies the individual
occupant behaviour. Based on the diversity of
occupant behaviour, stochastic individual-based
approach is superior to stochastic space-based ap-
proach. To overcome the limitation of implementing
this method on both the district level and the
individual building level, the author implemented a
novel method “activity-based multi-agent approach”.
The occupant activity and the usage of appliances
are monitored, which used for the urban building
occupancy modelling.

General occupancy pattern detection method for
urban scale modelling are commonly built upon
mobile internet- based data, cellular service data,
Wi-Fi based sensor data, geo-social network data
such as Twitter, Foursquare, etc. The prevalence
of smart-phone usage has made it possible to track
the human movement and the occupancy pattern in
specific area (Ahas et al., 2010). Jiefan et al. (2018)
used mobile position data for modelling occupancy
behaviour in urban scale. K-means clustering
methodology has been applied as the data mining
method to extract the typical occupancy data. The
occupancy data extracted from 60 buildings are
classified into 7 categories and 19 sub-categories.
Different types of building show different occupancy
schedules and densities. Also, the same type of
building in different areas are found to follow dif-
ferent occupancy patterns. Pang et al. (2018) used
mobile-internet based position data for modelling the
occupancy behaviour in the built environment. The
occupancy data were integrated with the building
energy simulation (Mosteiro-Romero et al., 2017) in
Energy plus, and the result shows mobile-internet
based position data increases the precision accuracy
of building energy model.

Mohammadi and Taylor (2017a) discusses about
the spatiotemporal relationship between the human

mobility and energy consumption in urban environ-
ment. They collect the twitter data and electricity
consumption data for one year in the urban area of
Chicago, USA. To find the spatiotemporal pattern of
occupants in the urban environment, the author uses
spatial autoregression model and radius of gyration
is used to find the returners intra-urban mobility
in the urban environment. Mohammadi and Taylor
(2017b) also talks about two major network mobility
patterns in the urban environment, such as returners
and the explorers. The returners mobility network
is dominated by the few frequently visited location.
However, the explorer mobility network pattern will
be much large. The energy consumption in the urban
environment is not only depend on the individual
building occupancy level, the author provides the
scope of using spill-over effect of the neighboring
building. Thus, the better understanding of mobility
pattern of urban environment will help for the better
prediction, management and efficient allocation of
resource (Gaetani et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2015).
Wang et al. (2018) talks about the urban human
mobility pattern to find out the social nature of the
people in 50 large American cities. The paper uses
geo-social network data of Twitter to understand
the human mobility pattern. Individuals tweets from
each location is identified and figure out the home
and work location and identifies the commute of the
people in the city scale (Kim et al., 2018; Wang and
Taylor, 2016). Riascos and Mateos (2017) discussed
about human mobility in urban areas using location-
based social network Forursquare. The people’s
coincidence of meeting the people is analyzed on
temporal and special basis. The social network data
are used to study the occupancy behaviour pattern
in the New York and Tokyo metropolitan city.
The peoples travel distance and the co-incidence of
meeting the people in university, bar and restaurants
are discussed to find the pattern. Zhou et al. (2018)
describes the different methods of collecting the
crowd sensed human mobility data in city wide and
building wide scaled. Firstly, the paper discusses
the case study conducted for city scale and collected
the human mobility pattern using the Wi-Fi based
localization from students in the large city. Secondly,
the author conducted case study in building wise
human mobility pattern near the transportation
hub. To investigate the human mobility pattern, the
data collected from passive Wi-Fi tracking method.
What’s the key conclusion?

In summary, Urban scale occupancy behaviour model
is an important parameter for the design and develop-
ment of urban building energy models in neighbour-
hood and districts. Generally urban scale occupancy
mobility model is developed using the mobile cellular
devise data, mobile-internet based data, Wi-Fi based
data and the geo-social network data. However, lim-
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ited data are from the geo-social network and the Wi-
Fi devices. Mobile based data set is chosen for this
study.

Data Sources and Handling

Data Sources

Mobile Data The resource is smart-phone devices’
GPS log dataset obtained from Cuebiq, a company
that amasses large-scale location data from almost 70
million U.S. smartphones (Cuebiq, 2018). By collect-
ing data from about 1 in 4 U.S. smartphones, Cuebiq
covers almost 20% of the U.S. population. The data
were collected through partner applications and relies
on using modern smartphone device’s internal global-
positioning system (GPS) hardware. GPS sensors log
data have been previously used as a source of data in
fusion frameworks to study human mobility Zheng
et al. (2008) and travel mode detection (Miller, 2007)
since such location data have a high spatiotemporal
resolution. The raw data contain individuals recorded
location information including an anonymized indi-
vidual ID, latitude, longitude and the corresponding
time (in seconds).

Building Information In this study, address,
main use, and year built of 453 buildings in San
Antonio, Texas were collected from Bexar County
Appraisal District available data as shown in Figure
1. The addresses were then geocoded to their exact
XY coordinates using ArcGIS. Then, these buildings
information were added according to their geoloca-
tions to building footprints which was generated using
ENVI. Building heights were extracted from LiDAR
open source data and finally added to each building
footprint. ArcGIS Polygon-to-Points tool was used
to extract the vertices of each building footprint. Fi-

Figure 1: 3D Illustration of Selected Buildings

nally, the 453 buildings were categorized based on the
DoE commercial reference buildings. Figure 2 shows
the number of buildings in each DoE reference build-
ing type.

Data Preparation

The data we used for this paper focused on the users
reside in the great San Antonio, TX area. The fol-
lowing information (variables) shown in Table 1 are
recorded for each observation.

Figure 2: Number of Selected Buildings Correspond-
ing to the DoE Reference Model Building Types

Table 1: List of variables
Variables Description
Timestamp UTC timestamp regarding the data point.
Cuebiq ID Proprietary ID uniquely identifying each

device.
IDType Device OS representation.
Latitude Decimal version of the latitude.

Longitude Decimal version of the longitude.
Accuracy Data point accuracy expressed in meters.

IP Address Device IP address at the time of the data
capture.

Source ID ID uniquely representing the source of the
data point.

Manufacture The device manufacturer.
Model Device model.
Carrier The carrier code of the devices SIM card.

Last seen Last time of the data capture Optional.
Country Country code in ISO 3166-1 alpha-2

format.
State State code.
Zip Zipcode related to the data point.

Based on these information, each user is uniquely
identified by a Cuebiq ID, which is a nominal random
string i.e. “ef7ff01b21c6322e8101ba8ab152ff271dec-
3d9dff2eae382eb5eac4c2c718d7”. In this way, the
user privacy is best protected while allowing maxi-
mum accessibility.

Hence, for each unique user, above information are
collect at each specific time point. For better vi-
sualization and interpretation, we convert the time
format from Unix Time Stamp1 into the standard
“HH:MM:SS” format.

In this study, we focus on understanding the hourly
occupation patterns of different buildings by track-
ing the occurrences of number of unique users during
each hour. To achieve this goal, for each building i,
we obtain the number of unique users Nit for each
hour t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23} by counting the distinct users
appearing in the interior of each building using lat-
itude and longitude of users and the building shape
coordinates. We repeat this counting process for dif-
ferent calendar days j, for j = 1, . . . , n where n is the
total number of days when data are collected. There-

1The unix time stamp is a way to track time as a running to-
tal of seconds. This count starts at the Unix Epoch on January
1st, 1970 at UTC. For example, if the time stamp of a partic-
ular observation is 1504344606, we convert it to 09/02/2017 at
9:30am (UTC)
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Building A (Large Office)

Building B (Strip Mall)

Figure 3: Building shapes

fore, we let Nijt denote the number of different users
appear at building i on day j during hour t. Since
our goal is to compare the empirical occupant pres-
ence patterns to the schedules from DoE reference
models for different building types, we further split
the data into three scenarios: weekdays, Saturdays,
and others (Sundays and holidays) in order to make
fair comparisons. Let nw, ns, and no denote the to-
tal number of weekdays, Saturdays, and other days
respectively so that nw + ns + no = n.

As a pilot study, in this paper we use data collected
from September 2017 and an extended study using
longer time span is underway.

Data Visualization

Our first goal is to visually compare the empirical
hourly occupation patterns to the corresponding DoE
reference patterns. In our study, we collect data for
424 buildings of 17 different types. Here, we use
Building A which is a large office and Building B
which is a strip mall as examples to illustrate our
findings. We present our results for weekdays, Sat-
urdays, and other days separately in Figure 4 and
Figure 5.

The solid lines in the figures are the normalized av-
erage hourly occupations over different days for the
building. To explain the process, we use weekdays
as example and the calculations for other scenarios
follow similarly. To normalize the hourly occupa-
tion counts, we divide the observed hourly counts
Nijt by the empirical maximum observed counts

(a) Occupation Patterns for Weekdays

(b) Occupation Patterns for Saturdays

(c) Occupation Patterns for Other Days

Figure 4: Normalized Hourly Occupation Rate for
Building A (Large Office).

Nmax
i = maxj,h{Nijt}. In this way, the normal-

ized hourly occupation counts can be viewed as the
hourly occupation rates (percentages based on build-
ing capacity). Then the average hourly occupation
rates can be computed as R̄it = 1

nw

∑nw

j=1 Rijt where

Rijt = Nijt/N
max
i . The shaded band is the empirical

confidence band based on the observed data for dif-
ferent days. Specifically, we compute the upper/lower
limits of the confidence as R̄it± 2× stdit(Rijt) where
stdit(Rijt) is the standard deviations of R·jt over dif-
ferent weekdays. That is, for the same building we
compute the standard deviations of the hourly occu-
pation rates for the same hour over different week-
days. We use ±2 standard deviations to approximate
the 95% confidence bands following conventional sta-
tistical study.

The red dashed lines in each plot represent the DoE
hourly reference for corresponding building type at
different scenarios. Loosely speaking, for any hour t,
if the DoE reference line is outside of the confidence
band generated by the empirical building occupation
patterns, a “significant” discrepancy is observed. For
building A, the DoE reference model follows well with
the actual office building occupant presence patterns
during morning arrival time and evening departure
time on weekday. Interestingly, it shows differences
during noon time, where the actual occupancy did
not show a clear ”lunch break” on weekdays. Mean-
while, building B, a strip mall, DoEs not show such
break for both measured and synthetic schedules. On
weekends, the DoE reference model has a huge differ-
ence with the actual schedule. However, this DoEs
not happen to building B, a shopping mall. In ad-
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(a) Occupation Patterns for Weekdays

(b) Occupation Patterns for Saturdays

(c) Occupation Patterns for Other Days

Figure 5: Normalized Hourly Occupation Rate for
Building B (Strip Mall).

dition, on both weekday and weekends, the DoE ref-
erence model schedule follows well with the actual
occupancy schedule, except for a few hours on the
Saturday.

Statistical Analysis

As we concluded in the previous section, we observe
certain level of divergences from DoE reference pat-
terns by the empirical hourly occupation rates. How-
ever, these divergences can take place in different
ways. For example, for some buildings, the most
significant different may be during the weekdays at
noon while for other buildings these differences are
observed during the evening hours. Hence, it is neces-
sary to quantify the degree of divergences based on an
aggregate discrepancy scores (DS). In this section, we
have developed a new statistical method to compute
the discrepancy score by aggregating the total dif-
ferences between the DoE reference pattern and the
empirical confidence limits during the 24-hour win-
dow. Specifically, we compute the discrepancy score
as

DSi =
23∑
t=0

max(0, Dit−Uit) + min(0, Dit−Lit), (1)

where Dit is the DoE reference at hour t, Uit and Lit

are the upper and lower empirical confidence limits
respectively at hour t. In other words, (1) is the ag-
gregated areas between the DoE reference and upper
confidence limit if DoE reference is above the upper
confidence band and the areas between the DoE ref-
erence and lower confidence limit if DoE reference is

below the confidence band. The higher DS represents
a more difference the empirical hourly presence pat-
tern to the DoE reference. Alternatively, we can also
define the absolute mean discrepancy score (AMDS)
by computing the total differences between the DoE
references and the average hourly occupation rates
R̄it as

AMDSi =
23∑
t=0

|Dit − R̄it|. (2)

Hence, we can compute DSi and AMDSi for each
building i to quantify the difference between the em-
pirical hourly occupation rates and DoE references.
A peer-comparison on DSi and AMDSi of any build-
ing i to the scores of other buildings of the same type
can be made.

Results and Discussions

We again use SWBC Headquarters and La Arcata as
examples to present our findings.

In Figure 6 we present such comparisons for Building
A of weekdays, Saturdays, and other days in the top,
middle, and bottom panels. In the left plot, for each
scenario, at each hour t, the box-plots display the
distribution of max(0, Dit − Uit) + min(0, Dit − Lit)
for all the large offices and the dashed line represents
the corresponding quantity for selected Building A.
Specifically, each box represents the inner-quartile
range, the range between the 25th percentile and
75th percentile, of the hourly discrepancy scores for
all large offices. If the dashed line lays above the box
at an hour t, it indicates that the occupation rate of
Building A is much higher than the DoE reference
model at hour t comparing to other large offices, e.g.,
at 13pm for weekdays. Please note that any non-zero
values in this plot represents a significant deviation
of the observed occupancy from the DoE reference
model. In other words, the DoE reference model (red
dashed line) is outside of the 95% confidence band in
Figure 4.

The middle plot in Figure 6 for each scenario repre-
sents the mean difference between an DoE reference
model schedule at hour t and the overall average oc-
cupation rates at this hour for all buildings with the
same type. At each hour t, the box-plots display the
distribution of R̄it −Dit for all the large offices and
the dashed line represents the corresponding quantity
for selected Building A. A negative indicates that the
observed hourly occupation rate is lower than the
DoE reference model whereas a positive value is vice
versa.This graph can show that how well aligned the
selected office building’s schedule with DoE reference
model schedule. The bigger the absolute number on
the Y axis, the larger the difference is. For example,
for Building A, the observed hourly occupancy rate
is much lower than the DoE reference model between
8am and 19pm except for 12pm where the observed
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(a) Weekday

(b) Saturday

(c) Other

Figure 6: Relative Comparisons between Building A (Large Office) and other buildings with same DoE building
type.

(a) Weekday

(b) Saturday

(c) Other

Figure 7: Relative Comparisons between Building B (Strip Mall) and other buildings with same DoE building
type.
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Table 2: Average hourly differences (as percentage of building capacity) between measured and synthetic occu-
pancy. The percentages in the bracket [·] denote the corresponding standard deviations of the hourly differences
for the buildings of the same DoE type.

L-O All Day 7am-8pm 7am 8am 9am 6pm 7pm 8pm
W 17.70%[6.11%] 29.80%[10.12%] 1.63%[4.45%] 8.71%[14.82%] 36.72%[21.28%] 28.21%[21.13%] 18.41%[13.06%] 27.73%[8.85%]

S 10.68%[1.66%] 17.90%[3.45%] 4.06%[4.41%] 3.56%[4.12%] 41.47%[8.39%] 5.94%[9.54%] 3.89%[7.67%] 0.00%[0.00%]

O 3.73%[4.41%] 5.46%[6.15%] 1.72%[4.44%] 2.13%[4.70%] 2.26%[5.32%] 4.39%[7.57%] 4.89%[7.42%] 4.62%[7.17%]

S-M All Day 8am-9pm 8am 9am 10am 7pm 8pm 9pm
W 11.34%[5.67%] 19.11%[9.77%] 0.33%[1.66%] 1.30%[4.08%] 20.39%[18.09%] 15.85%[18.75%] 5.69%[10.70%] 9.83%[12.53%]

S 15.05%[7.39%] 25.44%[12.84%] 2.67%[4.13%] 5.77%[8.10%] 28.60%[16.51%] 5.07%[9.75%] 4.27%[7.97%] 3.19%[6.83%]

O 4.87%[3.80%] 7.62%[6.08%] 0.68%[2.28%] 3.00%[7.08%] 3.35%[8.29%] 5.99%[11.23%] 8.03%[14.19%] 7.02%[12.28%]

hourly occupancy rate is slightly higher than the
DoE reference model for weekdays. For Other days,
it shows higher occupancy rate than DoE reference
model.

In the right plot, the histogram display the distribu-
tion of the AMDSs for all large offices and the dashed
vertical line indicates where AMDSi for Building A
is. Observing from the plot, for the weekdays, the
overall deviation of the observed building occupancy
to the DoE reference model for Building A is around
the average deviation to the DoE reference model for
all large offices. However, the other weekdays (holi-
days and Sundays), the observed building occupancy
rate for Building A is significantly different from the
DoE reference model comparing to other large offices.

Figure 7 has a very difference AMDS histogram
for all weekday, Saturday and other days. This
means Strip malls have very different schedules with
each other. From Figure 7 middle plots of (a), (b)
and (c), they all show significant deviation from
the distribution of all strip malls for this selected
building. This is also proved by all the right side
plots.

Table 2 further illustrate the average hourly differ-
ences in schedules from measured and DoE reference
model. Table 2 first shows the all day differences
for large office and stripped mall are 17.7% with std
of 6.1% and 11.34% with std of 5.6%, respectively.
In addition, we compare the differences only for day
time, which are between 7am to 8pm for large office
and 8am to 9pm for stripped mall. For both type of
buildings, the difference significantly increased. For
example, the large office schedule difference on week-
day increases almost to 30% with std 10.1%. This
means the maximum difference of an hour is up to
50%. Furthermore, we also compare the first 3 hours
of arrival and last 3 hours of departure of both types
of buildings. The rational is that often the first ar-
rival and last departure time determine the opera-
tion schedule of HVAC system. For office buildings,
the first one hour does not have significant differ-
ence while DoE reference models schedule shows 0.1.
Starting from 7:00am, the DoE schedule is still 0.1
while the actual schedule is increasing quickly result-
ing a maximum difference is almost 40%. During the

departure time from 6pm to 8pm, the deference is
also significant up to 50% at 6pm.

Conclusion

This paper presents preliminary results of a pilot
study on deriving urban scale occupancy patterns at
the individual building level, and compare with syn-
thetic schedules from DoE reference models. We use
two buildings as an example to illustrate our find-
ings. The results show that for an office building
there is a difference between those two schedules on
both weekday and weekend, while not for a stripped
mall building. In order to quantify the differences on
every hour, we develop new statistical measures, dis-
crepancy score and absolute mean discrepancy score,
where former parallels the empirical statistical signif-
icance and the latter is similar to an error measure.
On average, the hourly differences between measured
and synthetic occupancy profile are 7.81%, 7.38%,
and 1.22% for weekdays, Saturdays, and other days
respectively for large offices and 4.5%, 8.8%, and
2.34% for weekdays, Saturdays, and other days re-
spectively for strip malls.

The results of this study could be potentially used in
1) urban scale energy modeling: model energy con-
sumption of each individual building with an actual
measured occupancy schedule; and 2) urban mobility:
predict occupancy mobility patterns to estimate the
first arrival and last departure time for better build-
ing operation.
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Abstract 

When conducting building performance simulation (BPS) 

at the early design stage, potential impact on design 

decisions is the greatest. However, the reliability of 

evaluations resulting from early design stage BPS models 

may suffer given that building attributes likely to be 

influential on a neighbourhood project’s performance are 

often undecided. In this paper, we investigated the risk of 

making incorrect early design decisions by comparing 

performance estimations of daylight potential (sDA) and 

energy demand for heating/cooling of a range of 

neighbourhood massing schemes at low and high level of 

design development. The approach consisted of isolating 

and measuring the risk of performance loss (i.e. of being 

wrong in “ranking” the neighbourhood’s overall daylight 

or energy performance) due to unknown building façade 

attributes. Cooling demand evaluations were found to be 

most reliable (92% cases resulting in low risk of 

performance loss due to unknown façade attributes). 

Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) and heating demand 

based assessments resulted in lower reliability (78%, 85% 

low risk cases respectively).          

Introduction 

Daylight potential and energy demand for heating/ 

cooling are amongst the main performance evaluation 

metrics for building projects. At the onset of a 

neighbourhood design process, they are often used as 

criteria for identifying high performing neighborhood 

forms and building typologies. Such a process may rely 

on BPS based tools such as UMI (C. Reinhart et al. 2013), 

CitySim (Darren Robinson et al. 2009), urban 

solar/daylight availability (Compagnon 2004), SunTool 

(D. Robinson et al. 2007), or UrbanSOLve (Nault 2016). 

These tools/methods are meant for exploring and making 

decisions regarding broad neighborhood/urban scale 

geometrical characteristics. However, currently these 

tools do not attach any reliability or accuracy measures to 

performance evaluations even though a large number of 

building level design decisions impacting daylight and 

energy performance are unknown at the early design 

stage. For example, Hester et. al (Hester, Gregory, and 

Kirchain 2017) found that energy demand stabilized only 

after 40% (out of 22) design factors had been determined 

when exploring the early design solution space for a 

single family home in Chicago. Some of these decisions 

were conceptual design decisions (total built area) while 

others such at attic U-value may typically be decided only 

in later design stages. 

A recent position paper calls for reporting performance 

values from BPS tools with greater precision (J. A. Clarke 

and Hensen 2015) in order to better support design 

decision making.  To illustrate more specifically, 

Tregenza (Tregenza 2017) found that internal horizontal 

illuminance (the principal input towards calculation of 

sDA) varies by +/- 20% if indoor/outdoor surface 

reflectance properties and glazing light transmittance 

properties are unknown. He further suggests that 

“conclusions that could be drawn from a statement that 

the illuminance at a workplace is 300 lux are different 

from those implied by the statement that the illuminance 

is 300 +/- 60 lux”.  

Uncertainties in absolute performance evaluations such as 

those mentioned above are known, acknowledged and to 

a large extent unavoidable at the early design stage. A 

common argument in favour of conducting performance 

evaluations at the early design stage is that the evaluations 

at this stage are relative in nature and the intent is to 

identify the design with the highest performance 

potential. Thus researchers have tried to evaluate metrics 

based on their ability to differentiate between designs 

(Nezamdoost and Wymelenberg 2016) and also 

sensitivity to design decisions that are typically undecided 

at the early design stage. For example, Brembrilla et. al. 

(Brembilla, Hopfe, and Mardaljevic 2017) measured 

sensitivity of common daylight metrics such as sDA, 

Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) and Total Annual 

Illuminance (TAI) among others to building interior 

related design features unknown at the early design stage, 

and to modelling methods used. Hopfe et al. (Hopfe, 

Augenbroe, and Hensen 2013) proposed improvements to 

existing decision making methods to include uncertainty 

in performance evaluations during the design process. 

However, measures of uncertainty and sensitivity cannot 

help a decision maker understand the risk involved in a 

decision. Risk is a subset of uncertainty in possible 

decision outcomes, comprising those outcomes which 

result in loss (Smith and Merritt 2002). When making a 

binary choice, a decision maker may not be in a position 

to eliminate or even reduce uncertainty, but would still 

like to avoid incurring a loss as a result of the decision. In 

this paper, we thus measure reliability of early design 

decision by measuring the risk of performance loss 

resulting from design decisions made with unknown 
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façade characteristics. More specifically we have the 

following objectives: 

1. Identify and use measures of risk to assess reliability 

of early design decisions. 

2. Present the risk of performance loss in relative 

performance evaluations at the early design stage due 

to unknown building façade attributes, i.e. when only 

broad geometrical formulation of the neighborhood is 

available. 

Methodology 

Within a pool of realistic neighbourhood design scenarios 

for a given site at a fixed density (floor area ratio) of 1.0, 

we produce pairs of competing massing design proposals. 

A relatively ‘low’ density was chosen so that the (vertical) 

facade surfaces are likely have ‘high’ sky exposure: 

indeed, if no effect of façade detail on design decisions is 

observed at this density, then there is a low chance of 

observing such an effect at higher densities where form 

tends to play a greater role in determining neighborhood 

level daylight autonomy and energy demand (Sattrup and 

Strømann-Andersen 2013). 

We then compare the daylight ‘potential’ (represented by 

sDA), annual heating and cooling demand between two 

massing schemes, first with no explicit information 

regarding façade design, i.e. at a minimum façade level of 

detail (min-fLOD), and then at a high façade level of 

detail (high-fLOD). Existing frameworks (“LOD | 

BIMForum”; Biljecki, Ledoux, and Stoter 2016) for 

model level-of-detail could not be used as they were not  

found to be in line with the input requirements of detailed 

thermal and annual daylight simulations. In this study 

façades are modelled at the min-fLOD to represent default 

façade related inputs that are likely to be used in absence 

of any specific façade related design information (Table 

1). At high-fLOD we model various façade design 

resulting from many possible design paths that could be 

taken. More specifically, we enumerated 48 high-fLOD 

distinct façade design possibilities (Refer to Figure 1 for 

process followed and Table 1 for range of inputs).  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing transition from 

min-to-high fLOD 

Overall, the developed approach towards examining 

reliability of early design stage decisions can be described 

as follows: Performance comparison of the two massing 

schemes is first done at low-fLOD. A higher performing 

form is then identified. We then formulate high-fLOD 

variants of the two massing schemes into pair-wise 

comparison to identify the number of cases in which the 

high performing form at low-fLOD is no longer found to 

be the high performing form at high-fLOD. Such cases 

represent the risk of “incorrect ranking”. Details 

regarding the simulation method used and formulation of 

cases of “incorrect ranking” into an overall risk 

assessment are described in the following subsections. 

Table 1: Façade inputs at min-fLOD and high-fLOD 

Virtual enrichment of façade details 

Façade design factors that influence the amount of 

daylight and solar irradiation intake to the building 

interior, namely, window size, window orientation, active 

blinds and balconies are included in the detail enrichment 

workflow. By increasing the level of detail on these 

façade design parameters, we are able to explore the 

possible effectiveness that can be achieved in taking 

advantage of vertical surfaces on each massing scheme 

for solar gains and daylight access. Thermal and light 

transmission properties of all glazed and opaque envelope 

parts, are kept constant and in conformity with climate 

appropriate building energy norms (SIA 2016). Surface 

reflectance properties of the built context also influences 

the daylight and irradiation intake but is kept constant as 

it is typically outside the purview of the designer. All 

surface reflectance properties and glazing transmission 

properties are kept in line with LM-83-12 standard 

(IESNA 2012) for calculating sDA. Blind operation for 

both thermal and daylight simulations is as per 

BLINDSWITCH-A (Van Den Wymelenberg 2012) 

manual blind operation model. Daylight simulations were 

carried out using DAYSIM (C. F. Reinhart 2012) and  

Façade property min-fLOD High-fLOD 

Façade design attributes 

WWR 30% 20%,30%,40% 

Distribution of glazed 

area per facade 

Uniform, 

30% 

Varies 60% to 10% 

Active shading none Manual operation model 

with fully open and fully 

closed positions. 

Fixed shading none Present, depth varies 

from 1.2 m-2.4 m 

Window size and placement 

Number of window 

units per facade 

3 or higher Same as min- fLOD 

Window height 2.0 m Same as min-fLOD 

Window width 0.5 m or 

higher 

Same as min-fLOD 

model 

Sill height  .25 m 0.25 m (0.05m when 

balconies present) 

Glazing properties 

visible light 

transmittance 

0.6 0.6 

SHGC 0.58 0.58 

U-Value 1.0 1.0 
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Figure 2: Grasshopper workflow application to an example massing scheme. 

annual dynamic thermal simulation were carried out using 

EnergyPlus (Crawley et al. 2000). 

Three levels of window to wall ratio (WWR), four distinct 

design schemes for distribution of the total window area 

on the various vertical surfaces and four distinct balcony 

types are considered (3 x 4 x 4 =48). Figure 2 shows the 

‘default’ façade inputs for a massing scheme at min-fLOD 

(figure in centre), and one instance of the façade design at 

high-fLOD (figure on the right hand side). Note that the 

façade details are applied while accounting for design 

inter-dependencies such as balconies being assigned to 

facades with higher WWR and number of window 

divisions per façade being kept proportional to expected 

number of apartment units per floor, in order to produce 

façade schemes as rational as possible.  

In all the resulting facade schemes, the window height 

(2m) and sill height (0.75 m) are kept constant, 

irrespective of the WWR and all other factors. The only 

exception to this rule is allowed where balconies are 

present: in those cases, the window is dropped to the floor 

level (+0.05m) to include reflection of radiation from the 

floor of the balcony into the building interior through a 

glass door/window panel. The scope of the study is 

limited to factors influencing intake of daylight/solar 

irradiation, which is the primary concern when selecting 

the form. Façade design factors influencing internal 

distribution of daylight in the building interior (such as 

window aspect ratio and position e.g.), which also have 

minimal impact on annual heating/cooling demand, are 

excluded.  

This process is repeated for several pairs of massing 

schemes to ascertain the incidence rate of disagreement 

between design decision at low and high fLOD. The 

method for arriving at a design decision based on the 

simulated performance requires a criterion, described in 

the next subsection. 

Design Decision Criteria 

In order to choose a design massing scheme based on 

performance, we need a minimum performance 

differentiation criterion. Table 2 gives various possible 

performance based decision criteria that could be adopted. 

For this study we are presenting results based on a 

minimum 10% difference in sDA. If the performance 

difference between two massing schemes is found to be 

less than 10% then the difference between then is 

regarded as insignificant. For heating and cooling 

demand, the decision criteria is set at 2.8 and 3.6 

kWh/m2-year respectively. 

Table 2: Potential decision criteria for sDA and 

heating/cooling demand 

Possible design decision thresholds for sDA 

10% Common understanding of appreciable 

performance difference in sDA 

(Iversen, Svendsen, and Nielsen 2013) 

20% Performance difference between 

“acceptable” and “preferred” 

evaluation by occupants, Additional 

credit awarded as per LEEDv4 

(“LEED | USGBC” ) 

Possible design decision thresholds for annual heating 

2.8 kWh/m2-year Performance difference between 

compliance with SIA 380/2009 (local 

energy lode) and MINERGIE rating 

4.3 kWh/m2-year Performance difference between 

compliance with SIA 380/2009 and 

MINERGIE-P rating 

Possible design decision thresholds for annual cooling  

3.6 kWh/m2-year Additional artificial energy demand to 

achieve comfort category II instead of 

III (EN 15251)  

6.9 kWh/m2-year Additional artificial energy demand to 

achieve comfort category I instead of 

III (EN 15251) 
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Measuring reliability of design-decision at min-fLOD 

Under various kinds of uncertainties (such as weather, 

human behaviour or inadequate design data/inaccurate 

data) the resulting performance of design alternatives can 

be viewed as distributions. As mentioned earlier, in order 

to make a design-decision we need to evaluate the risk 

involved in the decision being made under uncertainty. 

Normative decision theory offers the construct 

‘opportunity loss’ which can help a decision maker isolate 

the risk emanating from a particular decision: in this 

context, the definition of opportunity loss entails 

comparing the actual payoff from a choice to the optimal 

payoff if the best possible decision was made (Savage 

1951). Hubbard (Hubbard 2014) explains it as “the 

difference between the wrong choice you took and the 

best alternative available- that is, the one you would have 

chosen if you had the perfect information”. In the context 

of the present paper, we interpret ‘opportunity loss’ as the 

performance loss from “un-choosing” the massing 

scheme, that would be chosen, if the designer knew what 

kind of façade he/she would design.  

Su and Tung (Su and Tung 2012) further extended 

interpretation of opportunity loss for design and 

engineering problems using pair-wise comparison of 

outcomes and summing the negative payoffs weighted by 

their respective probability as the Expected Opportunity 

Loss (EOL) (Eq. 1). We use this pairing mechanism to 

calculate the EOL with checks for keeping the WWR and 

the balcony type the same for each pair. e.g. at high fLOD 

a design variant for Scheme A is compared to a variant of 

Scheme B such that the WWR and balcony type is the 

same as there is no reason to believe that the choice of the 

massing scheme would influence the WWR and balcony 

design. However, the choice of massing scheme is 

expected to influence design possibilities related to 

orientation of the windows and thus cross comparison 

across orientation related variants is permitted. We 

incorporate EOL in a sequential decision making scenario 

where the opportunity loss at high-fLOD is calculated 

whenever a decision is made based on the observed 

performance difference between the massing schemes at 

min-fLOD. The decision at min-fLOD is made in 

anticipation (of lack thereof) of an observed relative 

performance gain. In case a significant performance gain 

(performance gain >= decision criterion, d) is anticipated 

at min-fLOD and is lost at high-fLOD due to convergence 

in performance of the two massing schemes, this loss of 

anticipated gain is also accounted in EOL. We refer to this 

final entity as Expected Relative Performance Loss 

(ERPL) in this paper. 

Mathematical description of expected relative 

performance loss (ERPL) 

First, a minimum differentiation (d) based decision 

criteria is chosen/decided for a given metric. The 

performance of two design alternatives is then compared 

at min-fLOD. If the difference between two alternatives 

(A, B) at min-fLOD exceeds d, then a preferred design 

alterative (signified by *) is identified a priori. 

𝐸𝑂𝐿(𝐴∗, 𝐵) =  − ∫ 𝑓𝑅(𝑟)𝑑𝑟  
0

−∞
(1)   

where EOL(A*,B) is the EOL when A is the preferred  

massing scheme and 𝑓𝑅 is a probability distribution 

function of the relative performance gain (R) from design 

pairs formulated at high-fLOD. If the performance 

difference between A and B is smaller than the decision 

criteria, then the two design alternatives are regarded as 

equivalent and the probability of either being chosen is 

0.5 (P(A)=P(B)=0.5). ERPL in this case and other 

conditions calculated as per equation 2. In equation 2, 

amin,bmin are performance values of given massing schemes 

at min-fLOD. 

Analysis of results  
In order to test if a significant opportunity loss can occur 

due to form related design decision made at min-fLOD, 

we artificially extend the design process and model 48 

distinct façade design possibilities on the two forms. 

Results are presented at three levels of observation: 

1. We first examine one instance of a comparison 

between two massing schemes A and B (Figure 3, Box 

I.). The variation in relative performance values at 

high-fLOD is shown for all façade variants for the two 

forms. 

2. We then present results from multiple pairs of massing 

schemes, showing instances of opportunity loss 

(Figure 3, Box II.). By looking at this set, we make 

observations regarding the conditions under which 

opportunity loss tends to occur. 

3. We finally present synthesis of results from all the 

comparisons that we carried out on 40 massing 

schemes (Figure 3, Box III.). We get 780 pairs of 

massing schemes (40C2=780) and we report the overall 

incidence rate of high ERPL. 

Comparison outcomes 

Figures 4(a), (b), (c) show the performance of forms A, B 

at high-fLOD on sDA, annual heating and annual cooling 

demand. Due to space constraints, in figure 4, the pairing 

mechanism between high-fLOD variants of forms A and 

B is kept absolutely strict and only one-to-one pairing is 

shown. That is, the pairs shown not only have the same 

window wall ratio and balcony type, but the same method 

is followed for distributing the glazing on various 

orientations. This results in 48 comparisons resulting 

from 48 façade design possibilities modelled at high-

fLOD. Pairs resulting in reversal of performance are 

marked as ‘instances of opportunity loss’.  

For the sDA metric (Figure 4(a)), at high-fLOD we find 

an appreciable range in possible relative performance 

outcomes (+21.7% to -10.7%) as compared to the 

𝐸𝑃𝑅𝐿 = {

 
 
 
 
 

0.5 ∗ |∫ 𝑓𝑅(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
∞

𝑑
|  , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 |𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛  | < 𝑑                   

∫ (𝑑 − 𝑅)𝑓𝑅(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝑑+𝜎

𝑑−𝜎
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛  |𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 | > 𝑑   𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑂𝐿(𝐴∗, 𝐵) <

𝑑

2

𝐸𝑂𝐿(𝐴∗, 𝐵), 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒  

                                                   (2) 
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Figure 3: Set of massing schemes formulated into pairs for comparisons (total number=40) 

 

 
Figure 4: Strict one-to-one pair wise comparison of façade 

variants of massing scheme A(grey) and B(orange) at high 

fLOD. On the x-axis the façade variant type is listed with WWR 

(20,30,40), prominent façade orientation decision algorithm 

(A,B,C,D) and balcony type (1,2,3,4). Performance values 

shown for sDA (a; top) Heating Demand (b; bottom) 
 

observed difference in performance at low-fLOD (Amin-

Bmin=10.2%). That is, depending on the façade design type, 

performance difference between A and B could increase 

upto 21.7% or the higher performing massing scheme A 

could drop below its competing massing scheme B and 

result in a ‘loss’ of 10.7%. We assume the threshold for 

high risk to be, 50% or greater chance of losing perform-  

 
Figure 4 (continued): Cooling Demand (c) 

-ance gain equal to the decision criterion. For example, the 

decision criterion for choosing a form based on sDA is set 

at 10%. So a 50% chance of losing 10% (0.5 x 10%=5%) 

on sDA is a high risk condition. We tested a range of 

threshold values of risk at min-fLOD that would ensure a 

risk of less than 5% (sDA) on any design path that maybe 

taken in the future by the designer.  Following the ERPL 

calculation methodology (see eq. 2) after collapsing all 

possible design paths results in a risk value of 3.3% for the 

presented example (A, B).  The threshold for limiting up-

stream risk to maximum permissible value of 5%, was 

found to be 2.1% loss in sDA at min-fLOD. We calculate 

similar threshold values for each metric and use them to 

normalize and categorize the ERPL for the final summary 

(Figure 6) as high risk cases. For the example comparison 

shown between schemes A, B the risk at min-fLOD is 

found to be high since it exceeds the high risk threshold. 

Negligible difference (difference in performance at min-

fLOD < decision criteria D) in heating and cooling demand 

is found between the forms A and B (-0.73 kWh/m2-year 

and 0.49 kwh/m2-year respectively). When we graduate to 

high-fLOD (Figure 4b,4c) for heating demand and cooling 

demand, even though there are instances of ‘opportunity 

loss’, the performance differences in the region of 

opportunity loss still remain negligible in magnitude. This 

is then reflected in a very low value ERPL of 0.2 and 0 

kWh/m2-year for heating and cooling demand 
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respectively. These are clearly low risk cases. Table 2 also 

shows a comparison of massing schemes A, B based on a 

few geometrical properties along with the performance 

values on metrics mentioned above. Passive Zone Ratio 

(PZR) known to be an indicator for higher daylight 

availability is found consistent in this case. Surface to 

volume ratio is known as an indicator of heating demand 

in heating dominated climates. Given the small difference 

in surface to volume ratio between massing scheme A and 

B, and the resulting negligible difference in heating 

demand, the results can again be said to be consistent in 

this case. 

In Figure 5 (a), (b), (c) we show the full set of relative 

comparisons possible between two forms at high-fLOD. 

The pairs of massing schemes shown are from Figure 2. 

Box II. Comparison is now shown (Figure 5), while still 

keeping WWR and balcony type the same between 

comparisons. However, Figure 5 only shows the instances  

and not the magnitude of opportunity loss. No instances of 

opportunity loss are observed on 6,4,3 out of 9 

comparisons on sDA, heating and cooling demand 

respectively. 

Instances of opportunity loss on sDA (Figure 5 (a)) are 

largely limited to ‘low’ WWR (20-30% WWR). It appears 

that risk is limited on sDA if the WWR for the project is of 

the order of 40% WWR. At high WWR other design 

factors do not have a large enough effect to cause reversal 

in performance values on the sDA criterion (300 lux, 50% 

of occupied time). At low window wall ratio, the 

performance remains sensitive to the distribution of 

glazing by orientation and balcony type.  This is not found 

to be the case for heating and cooling demand based 

comparison, where instances of opportunity loss are 

observed under all the cases. Opportunity loss cases appear 

to be more specific to façade design (distribution of 

glazing and balcony type), rather than the overall glazed 

area. We further expand our study to a substantially larger 

set of massing scheme comparisons to understand how 

often we are likely to incur a significant ERPL if making 

design decisions at min-fLOD. Figure 6. Shows ERPL 

value normalized by the respective risk threshold for each 

metric resulting a simple ratio. A value less than 1 as a low 

risk case based on the discussion in the context of scheme 

A and B. Cases resulting in higher ratios carry a high risk  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Occurrences of opportunity loss for 9 example 

pairs of competing massing schemes. Every marker 

represents one instance of opportunity loss on sDA (top) 

Heating demand (bottom); Cooling demand (bottom) 

in decision making and suggest a need for decision to be 

made only when higher level of façade details is 

available/input. In case of cooling demand based 

assessments 92% cases are found to fall under the low risk 

category, suggesting higher reliability in cooling demand 

based evaluations than for heating demand or sDA based 

evaluations.  

As mentioned earlier, this study is limited to certain façade 

design decisions. Other façade related decisions such as 

glazing transmission properties may diminish or amplify  

 

Table 2: Results for example Scheme A and B 

Indicators and 

performance at min-

fLOD 
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Surface-volume ratio  .22 .20 .02 N/A 

Passive Zone Ratio 85% 73% 12% N/A 

Annual Irradiation 

(kWh/m2) - facades 

582 592 3 N/A 

Sky view factor 

(facades) 

0.42 0.42 0 N/A 

sDA (low-fLOD) 74.9% 64.7% 10.2% 3.3% 

Annual Heating (min-

fLOD) 

16.75 17.48 -0.73 0.2 

Annual Cooling (min-

fLOD) 

13.56 13.07 0.49 0 
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Figure 6: ERPL value for 780 comparisons normalized 

by risk threshold criteria for each metric 

the performance difference between the two massing 

schemes being compared. This may in turn effect the 

resulting ERPL. 

For example, much fewer cases of opportunity loss are 

found at high window wall ratio on sDA metric based 

evaluation, we anticipate that higher glazing 

transmittance properties can further diminish opportunity 

loss cases. However, if we regard the assumptions made 

in this study as representative of common practice, we 

find sufficient justification for carrying out performance 

evaluations when at least some façade attributes such as 

WWR are known, to reduce the risk of opportunity loss 

on sDA. In case of heating/cooling demand, knowledge 

of WWR is also not likely to reduce risk. This shall be 

further explored in future publications. 

Conclusions 

In this study we depart from uncertainty based measures 

used to support design decision making and identify a 

measure for isolating the risk of performance loss when 

making design choices under uncertainty. Uncertainty 

exploration can quantify confidence in performance 

estimated from BPS tools and are useful in understanding 

reliability of performance of each design choice. When 

making binary design choices, isolating the risk helps a 

decision maker estimate the likelihood of being incorrect 

based on the current state of design definition.  

We adapted an existing risk measure - Opportunity Loss, 

to be applied to BPS based design assessments in a 

sequential building design process. We demonstrate its 

use for calculating risk in decision making at the 

conceptual design stage when building level façade 

design details are unknown but a higher performing 

massing scheme needs to be identified. By carrying out a 

number of comparisons on massing schemes (N=780) we 

found cooling demand assessments to be the most reliable 

at the conceptual design stage with 92% cases falling 

under the low risk category. Thus for the climate of 

Geneva, at code compliant level of envelope thermal 

insulation, lack of knowledge of façade design details 

resulted in significant opportunity loss in 8% cases. In 

sDA and cooling demand based assessments the 

reliability is found to be lower (22%, 15% high risk cases 

respectively). 

Risk measures presented in this study, not only show 

potential for measuring reliability of the performance 

metrics at the early design stage but can also be used attest 

the adequacy of level of design detail in 3D models. The 

Level of Development (LOD) specification and Building 

Information Models (BIM) are increasingly seen as the 

key tools for digitizing and formalizing the building 

design process. However, a critical evaluation of the 

processes adopted is vital before wide scale formalization 

efforts are introduced in order to ensure high performance 

building design. Methods presented in this study can be 

used to assess minimum level of design development 

needed before performance evaluations can be done 

reliably. 
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Abstract 
The article deals with the fundamental issue of the 
interoperability between BIM and BPS in the complex 
context of historic buildings conservation. As the current 
tools for the transition from BIM to BPS follow a black-
box approach in which it is difficult for the experts to 
intervene efficiently without doing several parallel 
operations, this paper proposes a semi-automatic 
approach that uses Computational Design (CD) to manage 
the data flow between the two environments. This allowed 
an interdisciplinary team of BIM, BPS, CD and 
conservation experts greater control on the scientific 
coherence of the single operations involved in the process. 
Introduction 
Preserving the built heritage and reducing energy 
consumption are two important issues though coordinated 
actions at the level of European directives and regulations 
are still missing (Mazzarella, 2015). This is due to two 
peculiar characteristics of historical buildings: the 
complexity of dealing with historical-aesthetical aspects 
in interventions and better energy performance compared 
to the majority of the highly energy-consuming buildings 
(Economidou et al., 2011, Pretelli and Fabbri, 2016; 
Martínez-Molina et al. 2016) executed between the 
Second World War and the introduction of the first energy 
efficiency regulations (Fabbri, 2013). Nevertheless, 
improving the energy efficiency of historical buildings 
lowers the generally high management costs (AA, 2008) 
thus facilitating their occupancy or re-use, which is 
fundamental to guarantee their good conservation 
(Carbonara, 2017). Over the last few years, conservation 
theory has finally started to recognise energy efficiency as 
a strategy to protect cultural heritage (Carbonara, 2015). 
The most interesting threads in this field (Saygi et al., 
2013) are the Heritage Building Information Modeling 
(HBIM), for the digital management of the knowledge 
produced during the conservation process, and Building 
Performance Simulations (BPS) as an instrument to better 
understand and predict the evolution of decay phenomena 
(Lång et al., 2018) including compatibility, sustainability 
and energy efficiency of the interventions on the built 
heritage. 
BPS and Built Heritage 
BPS can be ascribed to the category of non-destructive 
analysis and thus they are particularly interesting tools to 
support the conservation process of historical buildings. 

However, despite the potential benefits deriving from 
their integration in the analysis and the design workflow, 
their use is still not widespread noting that the majority of 
case studies is located in Italy (Ascione et al., 2015; 
Cornaro, Puggioni, and Strollo 2016; Dalla Mora et al., 
2015; Tronchin and Fabbri, 2017; Cellura et al., 2017; 
Castaldo et al., 2015; Aste et al., 2016). This depends on 
the typical and higher complexities of historical buildings, 
that make the simulation harder to calibrate (Roberti, 
Oberegger, and Gasparella, 2015; Pernetti, Prada, and 
Baggio, 2013; Kramer, van Schijndel, and Schellen, 
2013). These complexities are mainly related to: 
• uncertainties in measuring the (physical and 

thermophysical) characteristics of the envelope; 
• irregular and complex geometry as opposed to still-

basic digital energy models, which fail to correctly 
represent the relations between the surfaces;  

• the lack of standardised or homogeneous construction 
elements. The modelling task can be very challenging: 
from the extreme case of a complex facade with a 
multitude of historical phases and consequent 
different stratigraphies, to the simpler case of the 
inhomogeneity of a single wall (Roberti, Oberegger, 
and Gasparella, 2015), which could be deteriorated or 
damaged in some parts with consequent differences in 
thermophysical properties along its surface; 

• the inertial behaviour of the masses. Beyond a certain 
thickness, the limitations of current BPS software 
applications require specific measures and cautions 
(Mazzarella and Pasini, 2017); 

• the importance of moisture transfer and the 
complexities related to its calculation (Paolini et al., 
2016). 

Heritage BIM and BPS interoperability 
BIM is a methodology for the design, representation, 
production and management of the built environment, 
mainly applied to new constructions. Its application to 
historical buildings (HBIM) represents a targeted answer 
to the growing demand for methods in management and 
accessibility to multidisciplinary knowledge (Fai et al., 
2011), and it is progressively expanding from applications 
in the geometric field (Pocobelli et al., 2018) to 
multidisciplinary experimentations (Maietti et al., 2018) 
even in the energy efficiency field (Logothetis, 
Delinasiou, and Stylianidis, 2015; Gigliarelli, Calcerano, 
and Cessari, 2017; Miller et al., 2014). BIM models 
already contain most of the necessary information to 
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create simulative thermal models. Linking the two 
environments could therefore improve the whole analysis 
process (Pinheiro et al., 2016). However, data transfer 
between the two software environments is still inefficient: 
studies are in ongoing development (Bazjanac, 2011; 
Senave and Boeykens, 2015; Maile et al., 2013; Hijazi, 
Kensek, and Konis, 2015; GSA, 2012; Kamel and 
Memari, 2019) and no strong evidence yet suggest that 
these workflows are diffused in the current professional 
practice (Calquin, 2017). Interoperability problems 
concern data re-input, lack of data exchange between the 
two environments, errors in the geometry transfer and loss 
of active parametric link between the environments (Lam 
et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 2016). Data transfer mainly 
occurs through two open file formats, the Industry 
Foundation Classes (IFC) standard, a data model designed 
for vendor-neutral exchange of digital building models, 
and the Green Building Extensible Markup Language 
(gbXML), a specific file format for BIM to BPS 
interoperability (Miller et al., 2014; Hijazi, Kensek, and 
Konis, 2015; Lam et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 2016; Dong 
et al., 2007). Again, even using these two file formats it is 
still not possible to efficiently transfer all the needed data 
(Ahn et al., 2014) and moreover, there is little control on 
the process (Miller et al., 2014; Cemesova, Hopfe, and 
Mcleod, 2015; Dimitriou et al., 2016). The issues can be 
traced back to the different logic with which the two 
software environments evolved (Hijazi, Kensek, and 
Konis, 2015), and to the difficulty of BPS software in 
exploiting the advantages offered by BIM object oriented 
programming (Jeong et al., 2014). It should also be 
considered that numerical simulations are still the result 
of a combination of science and art based on the user 
experience (Hitchcock and Wong, 2011): a process still 
little standardized (Guruz, Katranuschkov, and Scherer, 
2016) that suffers from the rift between design and energy 
modelling (Wilkins and Kiviniemi, 2008). This forces the 
BIM model to be simplified for BPS, resulting in the loss 
of information links among the different 
actors/disciplines (meaning the loss of one of the main 
benefits of BIM). 
Methodology 
This research follows a previous study (Gigliarelli et al., 
2017) on interoperability between BIM and BEP that used 
Graphisoft Archicad as BIM software and Energy+ as 
energy modelling software. This time Autodesk Revit was 
tested as the starting BIM platform for the process. The 
first step was designing a workflow for HBIM and BPS 
integration to be applied on a real case study. Given the 
current limitations of automatic workflows (that still 
require a strong manual intervention by specialists but 
tend to exclude them), a semi-automatic approach was 
chosen (Ahn et al., 2014) taking advantage of 
Computational Design (CD) and web-based open source 
tools to manage the data flow between the two 
environments. Four disciplines with related experts were 
integrated into the process: the conservation and 
simulation experts followed the whole process from the 
development of multidisciplinary analyses to the case 
study characterization up to the energy model 

construction and checking. The BIM experts were 
involved in the HBIM modelling of the building and in 
the data flow planning and development along with the 
CD expert. The main goal was the conservation of the 
highest level of freedom and consistency in every expert’s 
specific workflow while keeping the parametric link 
active between BIM and energy modelling. A series of 
team meetings allowed the experts to share their 
operational processes, requirements and desires in order 
to develop a common understanding of the whole process. 
After highlighting similarities and differences between 
the two environments and the major issues (described 
later), we jointly planned a mapping system and a 
complete data flow in order to bridge the gaps, anticipate 
and find solutions to all known problems. Thus the data 
flow was articulated in an iterative workflow of modelling 
and testing, organised in five main steps (Figure 1): 

Figure 1: Workflow. 
1. HBIM architectural and thermal modelling 

(Autodesk Revit) including materials thermophysical 
properties. We mapped the output of the modelling 
phase, intended as geometric spaces and properties, 
as input value for the following steps. We added 
specific “interoperability driven” parameters” (a set 
of properties introduced first in Revit as custom 
parameters) and then exported as variables of the 
same type (text strings, integers etc.) to be used as 
input in the following steps, as required by the the 
data flow plan.  

2. exporting (both geometry and data) from the HBIM 
model through the most suitable path to the CD 
environment (Rhinoceros/Grasshopper); 

3. first checking of the exported file in terms of 
transferred geometry and data (using the web-based 
Aragog gbXML Viewer and a CD environment); 

4. energy modelling (through Ladybug and Honeybee 
Grasshopper’s plugin) from the acquired data, 
creation of the simulation .idf file, simulation run; 

5. last checking for the correct data transfer within the 
CD environment up to the previously created .idf file, 
with a return to step 1 in case of errors.  

Case study  
The building object of the study (Figure 2) is located in 
the historic centre of Frigento in the Campania region 
(IT), a city hit by the 1980 Irpinia earthquake, and it is the 
result of the merging of two previous terraced buildings 
located at different levels and the partial rebuilding of the 
the first floor. We performed a historical-typological 
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architectural analysis, a geometric survey with traditional 
and innovative techniques (3D Laser scanner and 
photogrammetric surveys) followed by an energy audit 
using non-destructive instrumental measurements (heat 
flux meters, infrared thermography, magnetic analyses) 
for the construction elements and thermo-physical 
properties characterization. The analyses highlighted 
three types of masonry plastered on both sides with a 
prevalence of Castelluccio Limestone, Frigento local 
stone. The north side masonry is in Tuff, the first floor 
east walls were rebuilt in hollow bricks. Almost every 
masonry in the building has its own different thickness, 
and the walls on the west side are partly below ground at 
different heights. The windows are double-glazed, the 
ground floor slab is weakly insulated on the north side 
with a crawlspace, while the first floor slabs were rebuilt 
over the existing wooden beams as slabs in hollow core 
bricks and iron beams. Both sloped roofs were rebuilt in 
wood, the southern one has skylights and is weakly 
insulated, the northern one covers an uninsulated attic and 
is not insulated. 

Figure 2: Case study: east and west façade. 
Case study generic and specific modelling problems 
Some differences in the internal logic between Revit and 
Energy+ complicated the data flow from the beginning. 
Balancing the two environments requires a joint planning 
upstream of the data flow to maintain the disciplinary 
workflow needs of the two software ecologies. A common 
data transferring problem is the different logic used by 
Revit and Energy+ to define the thickness of the building 
materials. While in Revit different thicknesses can be 
associated to each material (such as the case of the 
Castelluccio Limestone masonry various thicknesses), 
Energy+ requires a new material (with its specific name) 
for each variation of thickness. Another general problem 
lies in the order in which Revit and Energy+ organise the 
different material layers within a building envelope 
stratigraphy. Revit materials are stored within the 
building components from top to bottom for the 
horizontal surfaces and from the outside to the inside for 
the walls. Energy+ has instead a unique rule for all the 
construction elements, from the inside to the outside of 
the related thermal zone. This issue requires specific 
inversions of the material layer position when transferring 
data from BIM to Energy+ for almost all the envelope 
building components, excluding the horizontal lower 

surfaces of the thermal zones (for example the ground 
floors). Consequently, both orders need to be preserved to 
solve the surfaces adjacency matching in case of shared 
surfaces between adjacent thermal zones. Another quite 
common problem is the lack of biunivocal 
correspondence between a single Revit instance (a wall 
for example) and the surfaces of the thermal zones in 
Energy+. In architectural BIM modelling a single wall 
instance can span through different levels but its 
translation through the thermal modelling must be divided 
into multiple surfaces (at least one for each thermal zone). 
The historical case study adds further specific geometric 
problems. The first lies in the Energy+ boundary 
condition that require (in addition to the exact surface 
matching between adjacent thermal zones at different 
heights) a further increase of the Energy+ surfaces 
starting from individual instances in Revit (e.g. in the 
external west walls, which are partly below ground at 
different heights). Another problem is related to small 
differences in height and thickness of single walls that 
create additional surfaces of connection between the 
individual thermal zones.  
First exporting tests and modelling problems 
The first exporting tests started from a system of linked 
HBIM models in Revit (the building file into the context 
model obtained by a laser scanner survey of the whole 
historical centre) using the gbXML format. Through the 
thermal zoning based on the two connected terraced 
buildings, we modelled all the relevant massive surfaces 
for the solar gains (the only exception was the partition 
wall between the north and south parts of the building that 
was nevertheless modelled to separate the two parts of the 
house). The final model has 5 thermal zones (North and 
South ground floor, North and South first floor and North 
attic, Figure 7). To obtain 5 thermal zones the "room 
bounding" property was removed within Revit from 
nearly all the internal partition walls, however a first 
problem emerged. The architectural zoning (room) and 
thermal zoning (space) in Revit follow the same 
logic/editing tools and even if it is possible to divide a 
room into more than one space, it is not possible to merge 
multiple rooms into one space, an aspect that greatly 
limits the art of a targeted energy modelling and that 
irremediably affects the workflow of one of the two 
disciplines at the expense of the other. The room/space 
editing tools are few and insufficient for a correct energy 
modelling, even if jointly used with the few tuning 
parameters available: both the “room bounding” property, 
that can be activated on walls still considering all the 
hosted doors or windows, and the room/space separation 
lines, that do not include the openings, work only in a plan 
view and cannot be edited in a section view, except for the 
height. The first gbXML export tests (evaluated with the 
web-based open source software Aragog gbXML Viewer) 
did not produce acceptable results with both exporting 
methods provided by Revit. In both cases the poor 
flexibility in the modelling tools did not guarantee the 
necessary control on the process. With the "energy 
settings" export mode we encountered most of the 
problems, as shown in Figure 3.1: key surfaces were 
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totally skipped during the export, other surfaces were 
subdivided in several others, it was not possible to merge 
internal zones into single ones and while running several 
tests from simple to complex geometries (trying to 
simplify the exporting geometry to obtain better results) it 
was also hard to find a pattern in the export logic. The 
“use room/space volumes” setting for export mode 
offered instead greater control over the process (still 
presenting the overlapping problem related to the logic for 
architectural rooms and thermal spaces). However, new 
issues arose in the form of additional surfaces on simple 
geometries (in fewer and less complex, but still relevant 
quantities): additional shading surfaces, wrong boundary 
conditions and additional surfaces between thermal zones 
when a single façade includes different thicknesses 
(Figure 3.2).  

Figure 3: Example of export results with Revit “energy” 
and “use room/space volumes” settings, with issues on 

added shading surfaces, boundary conditions and 
additional surfaces (Aragog gbXML Viewer 12.34). 

The attempt to solve this problem by tuning the modelling 
of Revit spaces to be exported as thermal zones has 
however clashed with the above-mentioned rigidity of 
modelling tools for these elements. The automatic 
recognition of the spaces in Revit created adjacent 
thermal zones (North and South Ground Floor and North 
and South First Floor) that due to differences in wall 
thicknesses did not have the east and west sides on the 
same axis, as shown on Figure 4.  

Figure 4: Western surfaces misalignment of the thermal 
zones on the ground floor (Ground Floor South - green 

line and Ground Floor North - red line). 
We tried to use room/space separation lines to slightly 
tune the model and avoid these misalignments, but this 
action generated other problems, as the room/space 
separation lines did not recognise the hosted openings 
(doors and windows). Furthermore, if the separation line 
went beyond the core axis of the wall, the relationship 
between wall and floor went missing thus generating an 
additional “L shaped” geometry as shown in Figure 5. All 
these issues after several tests on the gbXML files 
imported into Aragog gbXML Viewer (in a loop between 
step 1 and step 3 of the abovementioned workflow) led us 

to abandon in this experimentation the gbXML file format 
(that instead was used in the past experiment with 
Graphisoft Archicad). 

 
Figure 5: “L shaped” added geometry as a result of the 
use of room/space separation line to tune the model and 
avoid surface misalignments on east and west façades. 

Geometric modelling and data flow 
Therefore, we opted for a way that is even more manually 
controllable by the multidisciplinary team. The geometric 
modelling of the five thermal zones started from an 
assembly of three nested BIM models, where the 
architectural model linked within its context served as a 
basis for the thermal model. This third BIM linked file 
was developed through a manual modelling using 
conceptual masses for the thermal zones, ready to be 
exported in the CD environment, as shown on Figure 6.  

Figure 6: HBIM schema and thermal zoning. 
Ensuring the evidence of design changes across the 
models/teams through the copy-monitor tool, it was also 
possible to keep active the link between the geometry of 
the thermal model and its architectural counterpart by 
connecting specific reference levels and axis. This way, 
the basic structure of the thermal model, appropriately 
simplified compared to the architectural model in terms 
of thermal zoning and alignments, was developed. The 
Revit file contains five “boxes” made of conceptual 
masses and several curves for openings and other energy 
modelling specific needs as for example some separation 
lines needed to obtain two surfaces with two different 
boundary conditions from the same Revit instance. The 
geometry was then exported into a .dwg file as ACIS 
solids and acquired in the Rhinoceros-Grasshopper 
environment ready to be exploded and reassembled for 
energy modelling through an algorithm developed with 
the open source environmental Grasshopper plugins 
Ladybug and Honeybee (Roudsari and Pak, 2013), the 
latter a graphical user interface for Energy+ based on a 
very flexible toolbox approach. Within the first part of the 
algorithm we slightly modified the imported Boundary 
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Representations (BREPs) by dividing certain surfaces for 
the energy modelling. In the second step, we intersected 
the BREPs between each other using the 
Honeybee_IntersectMasses component to perfectly match 
the surfaces of the thermal zones and achieve the 
redundancies required by Energy+. This was a 
particularly important step in our case where the thermal 
zones are positioned at different heights and needed 
further subdivisions on the shared surfaces. In the third 
step, we reconstructed the system of surfaces and child-
surfaces (openings) that composes each individual 
thermal zone. We plugged in each surface the material and 
stratigraphic data from the BIM architectural model 
(acquired as explained in the following paragraph), and 
we inputted the special boundary conditions manually. 
We then merged the five thermal zones within a further 
automatic passage carried out by the 
Honeybee_SolveAdjancenies component, which solves 
all the relationships between adjacent surfaces of different 
thermal zones. Finally, we added the geometry of the 
context to take into account the shading of the 
neighbouring buildings, plugging it directly into one of 
Honeybee's final components for writing the .idf file and 
launching the simulation (Figure 7).  

Figure 7: Geometry construction algorithm developed 
with Honeybee within the Rhinoceros / Grasshopper 

environment and energy model geometry. 
Materials and building components modelling and 
data flow 
Due to the difficulty of having the same model for the 
architectural and thermal building analysis, a customized 
workflow was implemented to map additional parameters 
in Revit and easily match the architectural components 
and the built-in conceptual masses (corresponding to each 
thermal zone). Materials, surface names, inversion 
parameters were associated from Revit to the 
correspondent CD surface in order to keep the relation 
between the models coherent. First, the thermal masses 
were extracted from the architectural domain, then the 
geometry was translated from the masses to the CD 
environment. Finally, all the relevant properties were 
transferred from the architectural model to the CD 
environment. This produced new “interoperability-
driven” parameters required by the thermal modelling 
during the HBIM modelling in the BIM environment: the 
internal and external surface roughness of the materials; 
the name of the future thermal model surface on the BIM 
instance (required to monitor the data flow because some 
instances of Revit are linked to two or more surfaces in 

the thermal model); the "composite inversion" parameter 
necessary for the management of the above-mentioned 
layer order discrepancy between Revit and Energy+. 
Using Revit APIs, it was possible to develop a C# script 
to extract and save data into an Excel spreadsheet. The 
code was useful to solve minor discrepancies between the 
output values and the input data required in Grasshopper, 
such as different measurements units. Once we acquired 
the spreadsheet in Grasshopper, we exploded the data and 
reassembled it to build up, through Honeybee’s 
components, first the Energy+ materials and then the 
Energy+ construction according to an ordered data flow 
that required three main steps. In the first step, we created 
a different material for each different thickness related to 
the same Revit material. A single Plaster, whit a thickness 
of 02 and 04 cm in Revit, became now a couple of 
materials with two different names in Energy+, Plaster02 
and Plaster04. Once all the materials were created with 
Honeybee’s specific components, we reconstructed the 
stratigraphies in the Honeybee_EPConstruction 
component according to the following rule triggered by 
the “composite inversion” parameter: with a value of 0 the 
stratigraphy was maintained as it came out from Revit and 
rebuilt for Energy+; with a value of 1 the stratigraphy was 
reversed (and its straight counterpart was discarded), with 
a value of 2 both the straight and inverted stratigraphy 
were created and stored for Energy+ (i.e. as needed for the 
walls between two thermal zones). In the final step, we 
created a list of all the Energy+ Construction elements 
required by the thermal model starting from Revit data 
and then we connected all the Energy+ Construction to 
their specific surface as shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: Energy+ materials and construction data 
input algorithm developed with Grasshopper standard 

components and specific Honeybee components. 
Simulation check 
Finally, we enriched the thermal model with schedules 
and simulation parameters, through other specific 
components of Honeybee up to the creation of the .idf file 
and its simulation that (in the last iteration of the process) 
resulted in no errors. 
Results and discussion 
Results of the workflow tested on a case study of a 
terraced historic house with afio in Irpinia (Italy) show a 
high potential for the reduction of parallel geometric and 
semantic modelling to meet the requirements of the 
simulation software. The data flow must be designed 
before the process takes place by an interdisciplinary team 
capable to anticipate and model the needs of the 
simulation software during the HBIM modelling. The 
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data takes the form of custom and specific 
interoperability-driven BIM parameters that are extracted 
from the BIM model and re-assembled for the simulation 
software through an intermediate step in a Computational 
Design environment. The workflow created a system of 
models that followed their internal work logics, without 
forcing neither the models themselves nor the specialists 
out of their typical approach. The process combined these 
models into a federated set in which the parametric link 
remained active and in which any subsequent 
modifications (typical of an in-progress restorative 
diagnostic process) did not cause particular input 
problems thanks to the possibilities offered by the 
parametric environment. 
Conclusion 
The debate on using deterministic tools and approaches 
on heterogeneous buildings with high levels of 
uncertainties can be traced back to the historical dialectic 
between hard and humanistic sciences in the restoration 
field. Energy improvement of built heritage should follow 
the path of other disciplinary fields (such as structural 
diagnosis, Croci, 2000) where a methodological 
compromise was reached between procedures that are not 
strictly analytically demonstrable, but represent to date 
the best possible rational formulation of the problem on 
the basis of data, hypothesis and interpretation (and are 
therefore to be included within the knowledge process). 
The complexities and irregularities of historical buildings 
increase the level of unforeseen problems that need to be 
addressed promptly, through a direct joint intervention of 
the expert team. The decision to test the transition from 
BIM to BPS on a historic building (with atypical problems 
compared to the totality of similar studies) allowed us to 
highlight a series of rigidities and limitations inherent to 
the process, unresolved issues in both geometric and data 
modelling and specific needs of the built heritage industry 
(a sector poorly represented in this type of studies). This 
will help to further develop the application of HBIM and 
BPS on interventions related to historical buildings, 
where both performance-based design and data 
management are issues of absolute relevance and 
necessity. A highly flexible semi-automatic approach 
allowed us to overcome the problems and proved to be an 
even more crucial need in the conservation field: the 
interoperability workflows, although increasingly 
automated, should always guarantee the possibility of 
human intervention during the various steps. This 
approach also had the advantage (within the CD 
environment) of a continuous control over all the features 
associated with the geometry and data flow through 
specific components of Honeybee and Grasshopper 
dedicated to display and check various parameters. The 
energy model as it is being built can thus be displayed 
through specific queries for different types of surfaces 
(roofing, walls, openings…), boundary conditions, 
associated building construction etc. Other checks can be 
performed on the specific geometric characteristics of the 
surfaces (convex or non-convex) or on the thermal zones 
(closed or open BREPs). The reasoning that led to the 
development of the "interoperability-driven" parameters 

that have become necessary for our workflow could also 
be used to elaborate specific control parameters for other 
studies that focus on the automated workflows in order to 
increase flexibility and fine-tuning possibilities of the 
process. Compared to the previous workflow that used 
Graphisoft Archicad, in this case it was not possible to use 
the export to gbXML feature of the BIM software, having 
to start again from a conceptual mass export into .dwg file 
format with consequent loss of data and the need for little 
additional geometric modelling in the Rhinoceros-
Grasshopper environment. The data flow related to the 
thermo-physical properties of the materials and building 
components was instead smoother thanks to the scripting 
step in Revit that simplified the matching between the 
measurement units and the conventions of the two 
environments. Also, the internal logic of the "composite 
inversion" parameter was improved. The share of manual 
intervention in the workflow (prone to error) is still too 
high to be able to consider this process as mature, even in 
a relatively simple case study as the one we tackled.  
Future Developments 
The future developments of the research will focus on 
addressing in greater detail the limitations emerged in the 
IFC and gbXML export/acquisition phases, and on tuning 
the algorithm in order to reduce manual steps, limit errors 
and speed up the construction of BPS starting from BIM. 
A version of Ladybug and Honeybee is currently under 
development also for Autodesk Dynamo BIM which 
could allow tackling the whole workflow within Revit 
itself excluding the need of an export towards Rhinoceros 
and thus simplifying the workflow. Further research can 
also be carried out to check IFC Energy configuration 
views in its 4th release and in the upcoming 5th release. 
However even if in the future the current modelling and 
export limitations will be solved by more effective 
automatic approaches, the built heritage industry will 
probably always need the possibility to manually 
intervene on the process when necessary.  
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Abstract 

The European Union (EU) has adopted a wide range of 

2030 targets and policy objectives to improve the energy 

efficiency of existing building retrofits. Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) is a tool which can facilitate 

energy-driven refurbishments, achieving a high-quality 

sustainability rating in a short period of time. However, 

while various BIM procedures are well established and 

widely used for new constructions, this is not often the 

case when it comes to retrofit projects. This paper outlines 

a BIM-based Business Process Model (BPM) to support 

Energy Service Companies’ during the process of a 

building’s refurbishment and thus narrows the gap 

between the expected and actual energy performance of 

the building. 

Introduction 

It has been found that buildings are responsible for 40% 

of EU’s energy consumption (Yang et al., 2016). More 

than 40% of these buildings were built before 1960 

(Dunphy et al., 2014), (M. Economidou et al., 2011) and 

more than 80% before 1990 (Artola et al., 2016). The 

current renovation rate of existing buildings is low, with 

only about 1- 2% of the building stock renovated each 

year (Meeus et al., 2012), (Kivimaa and Martiskainen, 

2017); although it is estimated that renovation accounts 

for 57% of all construction activity (Artola et al., 2016). 

Thus, to increase the level of confidence in potential 

retrofit benefits undertaken by building owners, more 

practical case studies are required (Ma et al., 2012), 

(Thyer et al., 2018). A significant amount of scholars 

(Ardente et al., 2011), (Hestnes, 2012) affirm that 

renovation practices and technologies are key to 

improving  the performance of the existing buildings 

stock that combine energy reduction measures and low 

carbon technologies (Si et al., 2016), (Boermans et al., 

2012) from the perspective of sustainable development 

(Xu et al., 2015). According to (Krieske and Egnor, 

2014), (Hong et al., 2015), (Tan et al., 2016) the building 

upgrade can range from simple and more affordable cost 

options such as replacing electrical fixtures, installing 

thermal sheathing, replacing doors or windows joints, to 

more complex options such as retrofitting heating 

systems, ventilation and air-conditioning systems 

Research(Alajmi, 2012), (Torregrossa, 2015)demonstrate 

that the combination of simple and sophisticated retrofits 

often leads to major energy savings. These can lead up to 

45% in reduction of building’s energy consumption. 

Additionally, Parker et al. (2001) highlights a correlation 

between the energy saving that can be achieved taking 

advantage of these technologies for particular year of 

construction. For example, 12% for houses built in the 

1990s and 25-30% for houses built before the 1940s.  

However, according to Hou et al. (2016), while basic 

measures such as the retrofit of the lighting and air 

conditioning system and the  operation optimisation are 

more affordable and could be done without subsidy, often 

the retrofit of the envelope needs policy incentives. 

Therefore,  governmental retrofit guidelines and utility 

incentive programs (DCENR, 2014) are starting to 

promote retrofit activities in the building sectors which 

encourage the achievement of the sustainability goals 

(Lee et al., 2015), (Moschetti and Brattebø, 2016). 

For instance, Sirr et al. (2015) correlates the possible 

financing and funding schema for a proposed set of 

renovation options, taking into account the overall cost 

and the potential savings that could be achieved through 

the refurbishment works. However, the achievement of 

the savings is closely related to the specific building 

characteristics such as the dimensions, the location and 

the envelope and system’s properties (Hong and Yan, 

2014). In fact, Ma et al. (2012) affirms that identifying the 

most effective retrofit action remains the main challenge. 

The financial limitations are not the only factor that 

prevents the implementation of such practices. In fact, 

many authors (Gillingham and Palmery, 2014), (Jaffe and 

Stavins, 1994) in the last 30 years have started to conduct 

research on  the “efficiency gap” as it is known the 

existing gap between the optimal energy efficiency 

improvements and the realised improvements.  

Later, in the 2000s, Sorrell et al. (2000) would name this 

gap as the barriers that prevent the renovation process in 

the constructions sector. Systematic studies of energy 

efficiency barriers are typically based on barriers 

taxonomies.  Blumstein et al. (1980) in the 1980s 

developed this concept dividing the barriers under 6 

categories: misplaced incentives, lack of information, 

regulation, market structure, financing and customs. 

Subsequently, several authors started to develop different 

classification schemes such as Sorrell et al. (2000) who 

simplified the division in 3 categories (economic, 

behavioural and organisational) but including 

subdivisions or Cagno et al. (2013) who developed a 

barrier taxonomy able to evaluate the differences between 
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perceived and real barriers, the effect of the barriers on 

decision-making processes, and the interactions among 

barriers.  Reddy (2013) then divided the categories in 

micro, meso and macro taxonomy, starting from the 

barriers that can happen at the lowest level (for instance 

at the design stage unique to a particular project) to the 

macro-barriers that arise at the highest level (state, market 

and civil society).  More recent researches such as (Chai 

and Yeo, 2012) and (Kangas et al., 2018) start to focus on 

the classification of these barriers using a more actor 

oriented approach.  

Therefore, it has been decided that the overall structure of 

the barrier categories utilised in this paper follows the 

report published by the European Parliament (Artola et 

al., 2016) and the barriers within these categories are 

principally based on the systematic literature review that 

has been done so far. According to our findings the main 

perceived barriers, as shown in Figure 1,  are split between 

the absence of financial subsides, that can help the owner 

to cover the initial up-front cost, the absence of  expertise 

in the renovation sector and the lack of interest in energy 

efficiency’s interventions due to several reasons such as 

the low energy prices, the uncertainty of the cost-effective 

savings and the dearth of an agreement between 

landlord/tenant. 

 
Figure 1. Barriers that prevent the renovation of buildings 

To each barrier, a driver can be associated to incentive the 

achievement of the sustainable targets such as financial 

and tax incentive, mandatory building codes, information 

campaigns, technical skills development and 

voluntary/negotiated agreements (Torregrossa, 2015), 

(Artola et al., 2016). In the meantime, there has been a 

growing number of interest in the use of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) in the construction sector, 

due to the many benefits and resource savings that this 

process seems capable of achieving during the whole 

project life-cycle (LC) (Succar, 2009), (Autodesk, 2014). 

BIM is an intelligent model-based process that gives 

architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) 

professionals the insight and tools to more efficiently 

plan, design, construct, and manage construction project 

across the project LC (What is BIM? | NBS, 2018). 

Khaddaj and Srour, (2016) affirm that BIM can facilitate 

energy-driven refurbishments achieving sustainability 

ratings in shorter period of times.  

But, while the BIM procedures are well established for 

new constructions such as 61% of reduced errors, 20-30% 

of reduced construction costs and 20% reduced project 

duration (McGraw Hill Constuction, 2014), (BIM and 

LCM, 2018) there is a little maturity in  deploying BIM to 

retrofit existing buildings (Volk et al., 2014), (Chong et 

al., 2017).  

There are many reasons for this, ranging from the non-

availability of building documentation in BIM format 

(since in Europe more than 80% of the buildings are built 

before 1990 (Gholami et al., 2015)), to the inadequate 

project experience and the lack of available skilled 

personnel (Ku and Taiebat, 2011), (Ghaffarianhoseini et 

al., 2017), culminating in the incompatibility in exchange 

information between different software applications 

(Migilinskas et al., 2013), (Gu and London, 2010). Holzer 

et al. (2007) affirms that exactly this incapability seems 

to be the main barrier to the BIM implementation on the 

different project LC phases.  

Both (Eadie et al., 2013) and (Marzouk, et al., 2012) agree 

that to efficiently implement a BIM process through the 

project LC, a detailed planning must be performed. The 

development of such a plan, the BIM Execution Plan 

(BEP) (BIM Project Execution Planning Guide, 2017) is 

set out in (British Standard Institution, 2013) as “the plan 

prepared by the suppliers to explain how the information 

modelling aspects of a project will be carried out".  

The BEP will detail the project deliverables stipulated by 

the contract and the information exchange requirements 

detailed in a BIM protocol, such as the latest CIC BIM 

Protocol established in 2018 (CIC, 2018).  

The planning guide (BIM Project Execution Planning 

Guide, 2017)is composed of four main procedure tasks to:  

1. identify the proper BIM goals and uses; 

2. plan the BIM execution process throughout a 

business process model (BPM); 

3. outline the information exchange between the BIM 

deliverables; 

4. develop the project infrastructure. 

Nowadays, the benefits of using a BPM to represent 

complex processes are well recognised in the marketing 

sector. This is because they allow to align business 

execution and operation activities with strategy 

(Importance of BPM for Your Business, 2018), (Ioannidis 

et al., 2012). BPM also improves the efficiency of the 

procedure as the simulation allows the analysis and the 

understanding of the flow and its optimisation, increasing 

the productivity of the resources by limiting the risks and 

costs (Joncheere et al., 2014), (Bandara et al., 2005). An 

additional advantage includes the improvement of the 

communication process. In fact, using the same language 

every actor has a clear idea of his/her role and his/her 

responsibility, avoiding all the issues linked to 

misunderstanding and personal interpretation (5 Key 

Benefits of BPM, 2018). BPM also allows an 

understanding of the existing processes, detecting the 

inefficiencies and improving them in a re-engineering 

process (Jarzabek and Ling, 1996),  enabling the process 

agility to change processes quickly to take advantage of 

challenges and new business opportunities. So, using the 

BPM it is possible to represent the whole retrofit process 

in a simple understandable mechanism by technicians and 
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Table 1. Potential BIM uses associated to each goal 

at the same time making it possible to handle the 

complexity characteristic of the business process.  The 

objective of this paper is to understand the barriers that 

prevent the deployment of retrofitting existing buildings 

and thus, propose a methodology to overcome some of 

these barriers. This paper is organised in two parts. 

Firstly, in the Methods section reports the core of the 

study, a BPM that clearly explain the retrofit workflow. 

In doing this, automatizing the current process using the 

benefits of the BIM adoption. Secondly, in the Results 

section, the proposed methodology has been applied in an 

Irish case study. The paper concludes with a discussion 

that summarises the findings of the paper and the 

importance of further developments. 

Methods 

The first step developing the BEP is to identify the 

different tasks that can benefit from the integration of 

BIM throughout the building LC phases, based on the 

project requirements. Thus, a list of project goals, related 

to renovating existing buildings, has been outlined in 

order of priority. The main project goals that have been 

discovered so far, have been divided in environmental 

benefits such as energy savings and greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emission reduction to social benefits such as 

health benefits, tenant’s satisfaction, energy bill savings 

and added property value.  

Table 1 shows the potential BIM uses that have been 

associated to each goal. Once the BIM uses have been 

identified, the overall BIM execution process has been 

performed throughout a BPM. This becomes useful in 

showing the development of the retrofitting procedure and 

to highlight the interaction between the BIM uses and 

their concatenation inside the project. Then, the detailed 

process maps related to each BIM use have been carried 

out. Focused attention has been placed on the process map 

of the Engineering Analysis as shown in Figure 2. 

This is because the use of BIM recurs more often within 

the project goals ‘retrofit. One of the challenges has been 

to maintain the level of detail general enough in order to 

 

 

not standardise it but keep it suitable for different 

requirements as suggested by (Berard et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, the procedure has followed the framework 

for the organization of project information of the ISO 

22263 (ISO 22263, 2015). Hence, the project LC phases 

have been highlighted in: inception, brief, design, 

production and demolition. Finally, the project planning 

guidance has been followed (Pacific Northewst National 

Laboratory; PECI, 2011) to effectively plan and 

implement performance improvements through deep 

retrofit works in cold climate zones.  

The Business Process Modeling and Notations (BPMN) 

v2.0 (OMG, 2011) is an established modeling language 

and has been used to represent the overall process. The 

process is composed essentially by the standard graphical 

notation typical of the flow chart symbols: 

• a start and an end event; 

• several activities that represent the work that has to 

be done by a particular responsible party; 

• the gateways to control the divergence and 

convergence of the sequence flows; 

• the sequence flow to show the order in which the 

activates are going to be completed;  

• the message flow to represent which data is needed 

to be sent and received between the actors in order 

to not interrupt the flow.  

The procedure is organised in 3 different stages: the pre-

energy modeling phase, the modeling phase and the 

renovation option stage. 

The pre-energy modeling phase 

The pre-energy modelling phase starts with dependence 

on the availability of the BIM model. If a BIM model of 

the building already exists, it can be used for the energy 

simulation by the mechanical engineers after the required 

checks and updates. However, if the model is not 

available, a model is developed based on sketches, data 

collection, building study and other surveys that are 

recognised to be one of the most time-consuming step 

(Berard et al., 2013). Hence, in the last few years many  

Priority Goal description Potential BIM uses 

High Assess Cost associated with design changes: compare money spent/saved 

vs. quantitative benefit of design change 

Cost Estimation 

Existing Conditions Modeling 

High Increase Effectiveness of Design: Increase efficiency of structural 

system, lighting/electrical system, and mechanical system 

Design reviews 

Engineering analysis 

Existing conditions Modeling 

LEED evaluation 

High Interdisciplinary Design Coordination: Effectively implement BIM 

through open communication and periodical design reviews 

Design reviews 

3D coordination 

Record Modeling 

High Increase Effectiveness of Sustainability Goals: Increase thermal and 

lighting efficiency through implementations 

Engineering analysis 

LEED evaluation 

Daylight integration  

Med Improve on-site coordination and efficiency Site utilization planning 

4D modeling 

Space Management and Tracking 

Med Value engineering and life cycle cost evaluations Cost estimation 

Engineering analysis 

LEED evaluation 
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data capture techniques such as the laser scanning and the 

photogrammetry are spreading to speed up the data 

gathering(Alizadehsalehi et al.,2015),(Laing et al., 2014). 

The energy modeling stage 

Once the model is ready, the energy modeling stage 

begins.  The model is thus calibrated through comparison 

of simulated and actual data with close attention paid to 

standards of acceptability margins such as the ASHRAE 

Guidelines 14 (American Society of Heating, 

Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 2018). 

The renovation option stage 

The latest stage is the development of the retrofit options. 

Depending on the features of the building, a list of 

different retrofit packages is analysed. These packages 

can include envelope adjustment, system updates, or both. 

A list is prepared, and the model is updated. Then, the 

various options need to be compared and the most-

effective solution is selected based on a multi-criteria 

decision making (MDCM) technique (Contreras et al., 

2017). This technique considers all the economical, 

environment, social and technical aspect. In fact, while 

some key performance indicators (KPIs) are well 

developed such as the environmental energy demand and 

the GHG reduction and there is no scepticism in the 

marketplace about the benefits, the others indicators are 

not yet well established (Carlson and Pressnail, 2018). For 

instance, to only consider the most common KPI such as 

the financial up-front cost (CAPEX) or the simple 

payback period (PBP) results in neglecting social aspects 

such as the impact on thermal comfort.  

Results 

The pilot case is a residential house of 110 m2 located on 

the largest of the Aran Islands, Inis Mór, Co. Galway, 

constructed in 1998 and renovated in 2008 (Figure 3).  

 

The construction consists of two types of external walls, 

the old one is a 4 x 2 m timber frame plus 100 mm of wool 

glass insulation, while the newer construction has further 

50 mm of insulation. During the renovation works in 

2008, the owner decided to: replace the old lamps with a 

LED lighting system (A1); to upgrade all the windows 

and roof lights with a timber-framed with double-glazed 

(B1); to add the 50 mm of insulation in the external old 

walls (B2); and to insulate the roof with a 150 mm rigid 

foam (B3).  

 

Figure 3. Dwelling as it is of the residential house 

An existent BIM model of the house was not available, so 

a detailed site survey was carried out. This included a site 

visit and a detailed interview with the homeowner. Once 

the data became accessible (building fabric, occupancy 

schedule, weather data, energy consumption and utility 

bills of the last 2 years), a Revit BIM model was 

developed (Revit Autodesk, 2018). In addition to this, all 

information was stored on Zutec (Building Knowledge - 

Zutec, 2018) an online BIM platform, to archive data for 

energy modeling and sharing information between the 

actors.  

The BIM model was then exported as a gbxml file into the 

IES-VE software (Integrated Environmental Solutions, 

2018) to conduct the energy analysis. The energetic model 

Figure 2. BPM of the Energy analysis phase using BIM 
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was calibrated following the Raftery methodology 

(Raftery et al., 2011) using the ASHRAE Guidelines 14  

providing a NMBE of 0.21% (<5%) and a CV (RMSE) of 

7.57% (<20%). Furthermore, as suggested by the 

International Performance Measurements and 

Verification Protocol (IPMVP) (Efficiency Valuation 

Organization, 2016), a comparison in terms of monthly 

deviation between the simulated energy consumption and 

the utility bills have been carried out. The monthly 

deviation values, as shown in Figure 4, are within the 15% 

boundary recommended by IPMVP. 

 

Figure 4. Energy monthly deviation based on the IES-VE model 

In order to estimate which retrofit intervention has been 

the most profitable, a back-casting simulation has been 

carried out as described by the IPMVP. This methodology 

analyses the building at its original conditions and the 

energy consumption at these conditions is calculated. The 

annual savings of each retrofit can then, be evaluated 

through each renovation package. Thus, the four retrofit 

packages related to the envelope and the lighting system, 

and their combinations, were simulated in the original 

model of 1998.  

The Annual Energy consumptions and the Annual 

Savings have been calculated through the IES-VE model 

(Table 2), the Annual Electricity Cost and Annual Bill 

Savings have been evaluated, considering the electricity 

tariff of 0.1497€/kWh(Compare Electricity Prices, 2018). 

The Cost Investment has been calculated based on the 

bills of quantities generated by Revit and the quotes of  

Table 2. Summary of the retrofit scenarios’ results. 

Irish construction companies. The Capital Investment is 

the cost of the retrofit measures minus the existing grants 

available in Ireland (SEAI, 2018). The Payback Period is 

the length of time required to recover the cost of an 

investment and has been calculated by dividing the 

Capital Investment per the Annual Bill Savings. 

Moreover, this study includes an indoor thermal comfort 

analysis of the original building and all the retrofit 

scenarios. For this analysis, a comfort index (IES-VE, 

2013) is utilised in evaluating the thermal comfort of each 

space. This analysis is performed only during occupied 

hours and considers all rooms are naturally ventilated. 

This index is based on a scale from 0-very cold to 13-very 

hot, where the comfort threshold is from 6 to 8. The 

percentage of the discomfort hours is calculated dividing 

the total hours of the occupied rooms by the total hours 

outside the comfort range (0-5 and 9-13).  

Discussion 

According to the results shown in Table 2 the most 

economical package has been the updating of the lighting 

system (A1) with a payback period of 2 years. In terms of 

comfort, the best retrofit has been the insulation of the 

roof (B3), leading from 12.9% to 4.8% hours of annual 

discomfort with a payback period of 15 years. The best 

package which optimises thermal and economic values is 

“A1+B2+B3”. This package has a return of investment of 

10 years compared to the current retrofit of 42 years. 

These results present a discomfort rate of 4.2%, which 

only increases the current rate by 1.8%. 

Furthermore, according to the outcomes we can assume 

that the envelope retrofits B1 and B2 were very expensive 

and, interestingly, didn’t improve the occupancy comfort. 

Thus, they could have been avoided. 

Conclusion 

This paper investigated a systematic methodology for 

retrofits of existing buildings for energy efficiency and 

sustainability. A BPM for Engineering Analysis has been 

presented in order to evaluate the most cost-effective 

retrofit strategies in an Irish residential house using the 

benefits of BIM.  
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Annual 

Energy 

consumptio

n [kWh] 

Annual 

Savings [%] 

Annual 

Electricity 

Cost [€] 

Annual Bill 

Savings 

[€/year] 

Cost 

Investment 

[€] 

Capital 

Investment 

[€] 

Payback 

Period 

[year] 

Discomfort 

hours [%] 

Most cost-

effective 

option 

1998 17332.44 - 2594.67   - - - 12.9  

A1 15496.46 10.59 2319.82 245.73 520 520 2 12.9 √ 

B1 16606.17 4.19 2485.94 104.17 17100 17100 164 12.6  

B2 17027 1.76 2548.94 44.92 4222.06 1822.06 41 12.5  

B3 16198.55 6.54 2424.92 158.64 2842.6 2442.6 15 4.8 √ 

A1+B3 14362.57 17.13 2150.08 368.41 3362.6 2962.6 8 4.8  

B1+B2 16248.89 6.25 2432.46 152.07 21322.06 18922.06 124 10.9  

B2+B3 15126.53 12.73 2264.44 288.20 7064.66 4264.66 15 4.2  

B1+B3 15612.72 9.92 2337.22 231.90 19942.6 19542.6 84 4.6  

A1+B1+B2 14412.91 16.84 2157.61 363.43 21842.06 19442.06 53 10.9  

A1+B2+B3 13290.55 23.32 1989.60 463.97 7584.66 4784.66 10 4.2 √ 

A1+B1+B3 13776.74 20.51 2062.38 423.09 20462.6 20062.6 47 4.6  

B1+B2+B3 14363.51 17.13 2150.22 368.32 24164.66 21364.66 58 2.4  

As it is  12527.48 27.72 1875.36 519.89 24684.66 21884.66 42 2.4  
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A BIM model has been created using the software Revit 

and has been exported into IES-VE through a gbxml file. 

The model was then calibrated using the ASHRAE 

guidelines 14 comparing the energy bills and the 

simulated energy consumption of the year 2017.  

Using the automatic generation of the bills of quantity in 

Revit BIM it was possible to estimate the capital 

investment of a series of proposed retrofits and, adding 

the energy consumption for each of those estimated in 

IES-VE, to calculate the annual savings and the payback 

period. To conclude, the application of the methodology 

presented in this paper leads to the most cost-effective 

retrofitting choice and considers important factors such as 

payback period and indoor thermal comfort.  

The future work of the authors will focus on: 

• quantification of time and resource gain from the 

application of the presented methodology, compared 

to a standard building retrofit workflow; 

• automatization of the selection of the best retrofit 

solution for the building, using appropriate 

weighting factors and constrains, applied to the 

proposed KPIs; 

• application of the methodology to a selection of 

diverse case studies in order to evaluate 

effectiveness and scalability of the methodology. 
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Abstract 

BIM models are seldom used for energy certification of 

buildings. This paper discusses the advantages of linking 

two important fields; Building Information Modelling 

(BIM) and Building Environmental Assessment Methods 

(BEAM), better known as a rating system. The state-of-

the-art in both fields around the world is discussed, with 

an in-depth examination of current BIM software and 

related applications, followed by a discussion about 

previous research for integrating them. Finally, a new 

framework is proposed based on database exchange that 

takes crucial information from BIM to BEAM platforms. 

The development of this method includes BIM 

programming, database links, and spreadsheets for 

building energy certification. This new semi-automatic 

tool allows architects to model their design in the BIM 

platform and use this information as an input for the energy 

certification process. The potential and risks of this method 

are discussed. 

Introduction 

Building Environmental Assessment Methods, or BEAM 

(Burnett & Yik, 2001; IGBC., 2013), such as LEED (US), 

BREEAM (UK), DGNB (Germany), and CES (Chile) are 

used to certify various energy aspects. All of them require 

a large amount of complex building data to complete all 

required documents and forms. On the other hand, Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) technologies support the 

whole building lifecycle and have plenty of rich geometry 

and data that has great potential to provide strong support 

of the energy analysis and assessment of buildings, even 

more so for design teams in early stages. This research 

addresses the automated exchange of information between 

these three environments. In recent years, as the need for 

sustainable building has increased rapidly, various factors, 

such as energy costs, the effect of CO2 on the planet, public 

and government trends, and new technology becoming 

available, have led to a requirement for better building 

performance. Several versions of BPS (Building 

Performance Simulation) software have been used to 

simulate energy demands, lighting, heat gains, CO2 

emissions, etc. 

 

Overview in BIM technologies 

Several definitions have been established for the term 

BIM and also for its usability in the AEC industry. Mass 

adoption of BIM began in 2000, and in 2003 government 

implementation began as a standard for public buildings 

such as the 3D-4D BIM Program at the GSA (GSA, 

2016), Government Construction Strategy in UK 

(Government Construction Strategy UK., 2016), and 

Staatsbyg in Finland. Early stages of design are also fully 

supported (D Lobos, 2011). BIM technologies are the 

current paradigm in practice for building and 

infrastructure (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks, & Liston, 2011; 

Jones, 2014; NBS., 2016). 

Many of the current commercial BIM software packages 

include an energy analysis tool. For example, Autodesk 

Revit has the Light Analysis plug-in and also the Insight 

360 plug-in (see Figure 1) that runs analysis for 

illuminance and validation of LEED v3 IEQc8.1 and LEED 

v4 IEQ Daylight Credit-Option 2 (Stine, 2015). Graphisoft 

provides EcoDesigner Star for ASHRAE 140-2007 and 

ASHRAE 90.1-2007 (LEED Energy) analysis. Meanwhile, 

the Bentley AECOsim Energy Simulator tool runs 

simulations that generate documentation and reports, 

which are compliant with ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and 

LEED certified (Bentley Institute., 2016), and finally 

Allplan Nemetscheck provides software templates to 

obtain LEED SS Credit 5.1 during conceptual design (Ich 

BiM., 2014). We can conclude that BIM vendors have 

become concerned about integration with LEED, with most 

of them proposing to work within their BIM environment, 

but ultimately there is no strong evidence of test cases or 

real projects, or its use among energy consultants.  

BPS software in brief 

DesignBuilder, TAS, Daysim, Green Building Studio, and 

IES_VE, are the most well-known software packages, 

among others, (see Figure 2) (Attia, Hensen, Beltrán, & De 

Herde, 2012; BEST Directory., 2016; Clarke & Hensen, 

2015; Crawley, Hand, Michaël, & Griffith, 2005; Raslan & 

Davies, 2010). These types of software have demonstrated 

their usefulness in simulating building performance aspects 

(CO2 emissions, LEED credit analysis-lighting, thermal 

loads, solar, acoustic, etc.) with higher precision and speed. 

Nevertheless, their usability requires extensive training and 
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profound building energy knowledge, which complicates 

the real-time and continuous participation of architects or 

designers. Much of this software can generate LEED 

documents. Although BIM-BPS exchange has been 

proposed by many authors (Bazjanac & Maile, 2004; 

Calquin, Wandersleben, & Castillo, 2014; Prada-

Hernandez, Rojas-Quintero, Vallejo-Borda, & Ponz-

Tienda, 2015), there is no strong evidence of their mixed 

use in practice.  

 

Figure 1: Insight 360 Model for Police Headquarters in 

the South of Chile. Source: Silva (2017). 

Building Energy Assessments Methods for buildings 

The Building Energy Assessments Methods (BEAM) are 

normally based on credits for each criterion and recognise 

different types of buildings, stages, and certification 

categories. However, not all of them are strongly connected 

to BIM or BPS software, since many data must be manually 

updated from any simulation or 3D model. Usually, all 

efforts made in making BIM models are wasted when 

energy consultants start assessing the building to obtain 

BEAM certification (LEED, Breeam, DGNB). Rating 

systems such as LEED (US), BREEAM (UK), DGNB 

(Germany), and CES (Chile), and many others have 

stimulated the real estate market and government by 

providing more confidence in the sustainability of a 

building (Ramírez-Villegas, Eriksson, & Olofsson, 2016; 

Seinre, Kurnitski, & Voll, 2014; P. Wu, Mao, Wang, Song, 

& Wang, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 2: An overview of BIM software, BPS software, 

and BEAM schemes. Prepared by the authors, 2018. 

 

Missing Links between BIM, BPS and BEAM 

There are some missing links between BIM, BPS, and 

BEAM. Many operations, such as the interoperability of 

BIM and BPS, the challenges in the collaborative 

integrated design process, the lack of model and interface 

standards, and the requirements of building performance 

assessment and building energy modelling are currently of 

concern to practitioners and researchers (Azhar, Carlton, 

Olsen, & Ahmad, 2011; Motawa & Carter, 2013). All three 

areas (BIM, BPS, and BEAM) are not well connected. 

Information from BIM and BPS software is not usually 

shared successfully within the BEAM environment or vice 

versa. One of the first BIM and energy integration efforts 

(Schlueter & Thesseling, 2009) did not include any BEAM 

rating system. Some recent efforts include integrating BIM 

and LEED systems at the conceptual design stage (Jalaei & 

Jrade, 2015). Nevertheless, all information required in 

BEAM documents must still be completed manually (CES 

Instituto de la Construcción., 2016; USGBC., 2016) and 

new information must be updated manually after design 

changes (Kryegel & Nies, 2008) such as adding or deleting 

stories/areas/rooms, resizing/rotating rooms, moving 

walls, changing materials, etc. Providing required/achieved 

performance information to design teams is also a failing 

of most the BIM software packages.  

Research on BIM-BPS-BEAM integration  

Recent research concerning the integration of BIM, BPS, 

and BEAM. Al-Ghamdi, Bilec, 2017 carried out a 

comparative study using three LCA software tools, where 

adding another BIM MEP systems finally gets more 

holistic Life Cycle Assessment. Marzouka, Abdelkaderb, 

Al-Gahtanica (2017) developed a global tool for existing 

buildings with BIM, showed that weights in certification 

vary from country to another, however, energy criteria 

have nearly the same weight. Kwok-WaiWong, Ka-Lin 

Kuan (2014) explore the potential of BIM used for BEAM 

Plus certification rating system, the study indicated that 26 

out of 80 credit points could potentially be achieved with 

BIM (i.e. Autodesk Revit). Röcka, Hollbergb, Habertb, 

Passera (2018) proposed an BIM-integrated approach, 

where the building model of early stages was used for 

LCA. Yang, Hu, Wu (2018) presents a BIM-enabled LCA 

method and illustrates how the method can be used to 

facilitate the low carbon design for the AEC sector. 

Marzouk, Abdelkader, Gahtani (2017) presents a building 

information modeling (BIM)-based model that enables the 

estimation of six types of emissions for the overall project 

life cycle phases.  

Recent market research reports reveal the great potential of 

integration for the industry (Jones, 2014). (Bazjanac, 2008) 

was one the first authors dealing with BIM-IFC exchange 

to improve energy design for buildings. There have been 

also some recent efforts concerning the integration of these 

three fields, such as integrating BIM and the LEED system 

at the conceptual design stage (Jalaei & Jrade, 2015), but 

depending on a commercial BIM package (Autodesk 

Revit); using cloud-BIM for LEED automation (W. Wu & 

Issa, 2013); BIM execution planning in Green Building 

projects (Wei Wu & Issa, 2015); certain guidelines for 

using BIM for energy analysis of buildings (Reeves, 

Olbina, & Issa, 2015); and integrated process mapping for 

BIM implementation in Green Building project delivery 

(W. Wu & Issa, 2013). (Remmen et al., 2015) promotes an 

open framework for integrated BIM-based Building 

Performance Simulation using Modelica. In the early 

2000s Bayforrest dealt with connecting an IFC-compliant 

product model of a building (using Autodesk Architectural 

Desktop, a proto BIM software) via the internet with 

databases for the resource and energy requirements of 

building materials (Neuberg, Fank, & Ekkerlein, 2004) not 

connected to any BEAM scheme. The use of BIM-based 

Model Checking (BMC) was proposed for DGNB Danish 
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version (Gade, Svidt, & Jensen, 2016). In conclusion, there 

are only a few methods to fill out BEAM forms directly 

using BIM software in order to speed up and make the 

certification process of a building more accurate but are not 

available for testing. In addition, there is a lack of an 

intuitive interface to carry out this exchange. 

A New Framework for Integration 

This research proposes a novel framework (see Figure 3), 

including information exchange between BIM and BEAM. 

In this framework we begin by recognising BEAM 

requirements (i.e. LEED, Breeam, DGNB, Chilean CES) 

and then we model the BIM for architectural design (under 

BPS protocols). It is then evaluated in a BPS environment 

(i.e. DesignBuilder, TAS, EcoDesigner, Green Building 

Studio) and if changes are required, they are made in the 

BIM model and then the BEAM requirements are met.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Proposed new framework. Source: Prepared by the authors (2018). 

Table 1: CES criteria that can be filled out from the BIM tool. Prepared by the authors, 2018. 

BIM 

potential 

Item Variable 

Full  General information Location, Owner, Project name, Customer ID, Area. 

Full  Use and location City location, Days of use /week. 

Full  
Definitions rooms 

Numbering of enclosures, Room name, Description, Useful area, Density of 

usage, Lighting charge, Equipment loads, regularly occupied. 

Full  Definition of groups Group numbering, Group name. 

Full  Allocation of Enclosures to 

different groups 
Numbering of rooms, Room name, Group to which it belongs. 

Full  
Surrounding 

Area, Height, Material (Walls / Ceilings / Floor), Thickness (Walls / Ceilings / 

Floor), Insulation (Walls / Ceilings / Flooring). 

Partial  Infiltration and air changes Infiltration and air renewal, Night ventilation. 

Full/Partial Radiation Orientation, Dimension, Visible light transmittance, Solar factor glass. 

Full  Features of window frames in 

each orientation 
Facade obstacle dimensions. 

Full  Ventilation Room area, Height, Use, Occupational density. 

 

An automated information exchange method between a 

BIM platform (Autodesk Revit) and Chilean certification 

(called CES) was developed as a case for this framework 

and is discussed below. The proposed framework was 

based on knowledge of both topics (BIM and BEAM), 

which are normally separate and depend on different 

practitioners. The method was to map both processes 

(BIM/BEAM). Here, a strong BIM potential and match 

was found between several variables (See Table 1). Then a 

database connection (MS Access) between proprietary 

BIM software (Autodesk Revit 2017) and a BEAM 

spreadsheet format (part of the Chilean CES rating system) 

was set up, allowing automated completion and update 

from the BIM model created by architects.   

First results from tests 

A novel flow of information from BIM to BEAM was used 

for both tests. Once the initial set up is completed (names, 

paths, and locations of files), all changes made in the BIM 

model (Figure 4) are transmitted to the BEAM spreadsheet 

through the database link (Figure 5). This means that after 

every design change (floor, rooms, sizes, and names) made 

in the BIM model, all of the required information is 

automatically transmitted to the BEAM spreadsheet 

(Danny Lobos, 2017). A list of the criteria taken from BIM 

to Chilean BEAM (called CES) can be found in Table 1. 

.  
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Figure 4: BIM Model used for data transfer to BEAM 

tool. Prepared by the authors, 2016. 

 

Figure 5: Screenshot from database (Microsoft Access) 

used to connect BIM Model information to be 

transferred to BEAM spreadsheet. Source: Prepared by 

the authors, 2016. 

The information from the BIM model is extracted to an 

external database, filtered, tabulated, and translated into the 

CES (Chilean rating system) spreadsheet form. This allows 

huge amounts of information to be shared from BIM to 

BEAM and adds more speed and accuracy to the process 

of building an energy assessment. 

 

Figure 6: A new tool coded in C#, it connects the BIM 

Database with the CES spreadsheets. Source: Prepared 

by the authors, 2018. 

BIM tool prototype 

There was a prototypical version consisting of the 

development of a new tool within commercial BIM 

software. The tool was coded in C# and it connects the BIM 

Database contained in Revit with the CES spreadsheets. It 

extracts information from the BIM model and 

automatically fills in the BEAM spreadsheet (see Figure 6). 

This allows the framework to work independently from any 

commercial plug-in or software, and it also allows future 

improvements, since the programming language used is 

highly recognized and easy to access. Technical features 

are: API (Advanced Programming Interface), C Sharp 

programming language, Autodesk Revit 2017 and 

PostgreSQL (open source database). Algorithm details are 

described (see Figure 8). Architects shows their design 

efforts through BIM models, their design follows BEAM 

requirements (LEED, BREAM, CES), and the new tool 

(step1) extracts all information from the BIM model 

(classes: Walls, Windows, Slabs, Stairs, Ceiling, Level) to 

an external database (PostgreSQL in step2). From this 

database a filter is applied to extract information and then 

only useful information is selected and taken to the BEAM 

local database (Chilean CES in this case). Finally, a single 

user can automatically have this information in any 

spreadsheet (such as Microsoft Excel) to create fast and 

accurate reports about the performance of the building in 

respect to a BEAM scheme. 

 

Figure 7 A PDI (Policía de Investigaciones) building 

located in the South of Chile. Source: Prepared by the 

authors, 2018. 

Case Study 

Next a theoretical case study is proposed. A PDI (Policía 

de Investigaciones) building located in the South of Chile 

is presented. It is a 4.182 m2 distributed in five floors and 

one underground level (Concrete and Crystal Façade). The 

building was already approved by Chilean CES 

certification. All requirements shown in Table 1 were 

automatically extracted from the BIM model of the 

building and taken into the CES spreadsheets. After 

fulfilling manually other aspects of the building 

(information that is not coming from a BIM model) the 

CES engine was run and the results was a 133 kWh/m2/yr 

that was clearly in the range accepted by the Chilean CES 

method. 
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Figure 8: Information flow process. Source: Prepared by the authors, 2018. 

Discussion 

This new workflow has several advantages. At present, 

most BEAM documents must be completed manually. BIM 

models collect a great deal of useful information for BEAM 

documents and only a few articles deal with this problem 

and they address it only partially. The proposed workflow 

creates a new automated connection between BIM 

information and BEAM documents. Providing 

required/achieved performance information to design 

teams is also a significant contribution of this work. This 

case shows the use of the proposed framework in a specific 

workflow (Revit-CES), which could be applied to 

ArchiCAD-LEED, Bentley-BREEAM, or any other local 

BEAM scheme or any new BPS/BIM software. 

Some difficulties can be faced when trying to repeat this 

method in a real context: the lack of special BIM models 

for CES Method, the lack of interoperability with all BIM 

vendors (Autodesk, Graphisoft, Bentley, etc), the lack of 

knowledge about BIM models advantages from the Energy 

Consultants. Some other challenges for the right 

implementation of this concept are issues related to the 

building database (missing data, new database system, 

BIM software). 

Conclusions 

The results of this research show that a large amount of 

useful information added to BIM models can be reused in 

BEAM schemes. Currently there is no real full integration 

between the BIM-BPS-BEAM fields that is useful for 

architectural practice. Government BIM mandates do not 

normally include clear BEAM specifications or any 

application to link them. An exception is the GSA 3D-4D 

BIM Program, which includes clear guidelines to support 

building energy modelling and simulation from BIM 

Models. BIM mandates and BEAM schemes should work 

together more clearly. Regional assessment schemes such 

as Chilean CES are not applicable in other regions, but the 

exchange method via database exchange is valid for other 

schemes (LEED, Breeam, DGNB, etc.) or BIM/BPS 

software. 

Outlook 

For future work, there are some extended aspects that 

should be addressed, such as: case studies, web integration, 

compliance with government building energy policies, 

ease of use, a more comprehensive interface for other BIM 

software (ArchiCAD, Bentley, Allplan, Digital Project), 

exchange of information from/to BPS (Design Builder, 

IES_VE, TAS) may be addressed, IFC compliance for 

promoting OpenBIM standards, and more direct linkage to 

Energy+ engine.   
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Abstract 
The rapid and continuous rise in the energy costs dictates 
significant cost control efforts during buildings’ operation 
phase, despite the fact that achieving remarkable energy 
cost reductions are highly governed by the decisions taken 
during earlier phases of the construction project. As a 
solution, researches attempt to present workflows that 
include Life Cycle Costs (LCC) techniques in the 
evaluation of building assemblies. Some managed to 
integrate it with Building Information Modelling (BIM), 
while others focused on including the operating energy 
costs in the evaluation without the BIM integration. This 
paper aims to propose a more structured method that both 
combines the capabilities of BIM and energy simulations 
with the LCC can be developed employing the available 
efforts made. A case study is used to apply the proposed 
method, and the results show that around 17% LCC 
savings can be achieved when including the energy costs 
in roof assemblies. The proposed method can be used by 
facility managers or building design team to select the 
most cost-effective building envelope assembly. 
Introduction 
Background 
In the past 10 years operation energy costs have more than 
doubled in the building sector in countries with subsidized 
energy prices such as Saudi Arabia, while it will continue 
to increase to reach international energy rates in the near 
future (ECRA, 2019; MoWE, 2007). 
Currently, the general practice favours sustainable 
buildings designs, known as green buildings, which use 
minimal energy to operate (EPA, 2016; Jones & Barnett, 
2018). This trend aids in keeping the operational energy 
costs controlled despite the rapid increase in electricity 
rates. However, the governing factor upon selecting 
building materials remains the construction project 
budget, not the targeted operational budget. Construction 
projects are usually constrained by a predefined budget, 
which compels decision-makers to select materials based 
on their initial costs and is mostly affected by personal 
judgements which may or may not be reliable (Marzouk, 
Azab, & Metawie, 2018). 
Although the facility management (FM) phase is the 
construction projects phase with the longest duration and 
also takes over 80% of the total cost (Liu, Stumpf, Kim, 
& Zbinden, 1994; Teicholz, 2004), little attention is given 
to favour it in terms of the choices of envelope materials. 

Nonetheless neglecting the effect of the selection of the 
material on the operation phase leads to escalated running 
costs and hence great efforts to control them. Nonetheless, 
achieving remarkable operational energy cost reductions 
is highly governed by the decisions and choices made 
concerning the building envelope during the early stages 
of the project, Karaguzel et. al. conducted a study to 
optimize the LCC and found out that changing the 
building envelope can induce up to 28% savings in the 
total operating costs (Karaguzel, Zhang, & Lam, 2014). 
Ultimately, reducing the building’s operation energy costs 
is a task often solely assigned to the facility manager, 
which implies the importance of involving him in the 
envelope materials selection process, during the design 
and the retrofitting phases (Roper o. & Rechard p., 2014) 
through a collaboration platform. 
The collaboration platform that is currently used and 
shows promise in successfully achieving the various 
construction project goals is Building Information 
Modelling (BIM). 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a digital 
process that facilitates the roles of different stakeholders 
through managing the various building project elements 
and processes. According to the National BIM Standard 
(NBS) national BIM report for 2018, BIM is the main 
process used by 75% of the building and construction 
industry (NBS, 2018). 
The BIM processes are defined by different levels of 
details or information, which can be also translated to 
“dimensions”. The third dimension (3D) is where 
information about the building’s geometry in the 3D 
space is found. While the fourth dimension (4D) 
introduces the different project stages and the fifth 
dimension (5D) includes the cost data. The sixth and 
seventh dimensions (6D & 7D) are usually perceived as 
the sustainability dimension and facility management 
dimension interchangeably. 
BIM has the potential to be used by the construction team 
members during all the project stages, thus coupling it 
with an economic evaluation technique is capable of 
offering a practical decision-making method. 
Life Cycle Cost (LCC) 
Many of the available economic evaluation techniques 
can be used for buildings or building system to compare 
their economic performance and reach the best cost-
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effective decision. The most commonly used methods 
include life-cycle cost (LCC) analysis, the benefit-to-cost 
ratio or the savings-to-investment ratio, internal rate of 
return, net benefits, and payback period (ASTM E917-13, 
2015). Utilizing an evaluation technique that considers 
the entire life cycle costs is specifically important when 
comparing building envelope assemblies, because it 
considers all the associated costs from purchasing and 
installation, operation and maintenance, and end-of-life 
costs (William East, Nisbet, & Liebich, 2013). Another 
research carried out by Assad (2011) utilizes LCC for 
building envelope components, mainly the roof, walls and 
windows, as an optimization criterion to reach a 
customized green building design. 
Integration of LCC and BIM 
Since LCC is used in evaluating buildings and building 
systems, the possibility of integrating such a technique 
with BIM has been tested by a number of researchers and 
showed great promise. Dawood (2016) presents a 
framework to achieve an optimal or near optimal design 
for residential buildings. The optimum design is identified 
as having the least energy consumption and LCC. Kehily, 
Woods, & Mcdonnell (2013) explore the possibility of 
exploiting the BIM data in carrying out whole LCC 
calculations using a cost estimation software. The aim is 
to attach whole LCC relevant data, such as interest rates, 
to the BIM data in order to obtain a faster real-time whole 
LLC analysis. Marzouk et al., (2018) proposed a decision-
making framework that combines BIM, Monte-Carlo 
simulation and Genetic Algorithm as an optimization 
method to reach the best materials for a certain building, 
economically and environmentally. The sustainability 
aspect relies on the Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) rating system as a judging 
criterion, while the economic aspect is addressed through 
a stochastic LCC methodology. 
Nonetheless, there are several problems that make 
utilizing LCC in evaluating buildings and building 
systems and specifically in integrating it with BIM 
challenging. Some of the drawbacks found in the LCC 
studies as reported by Schmidt & Crawford (2017) 
include, not providing transparent input and calculations, 
not including operational energy, absence of graphical 
outputs, and the inapplicability during the design phase. 
Analysing the Existing Methods 
Through examining various workflows in previous 
researches, the different strengths and weaknesses in each 
are concluded. Some of the limitations and gaps that are 
available include the type of the building addressed, as 
several workflows are specifically tailored for residential 
buildings (Assad, 2011; Dawood, 2016; Hasan, Vuolle, & 
Sire´n, 2008; Nassar, Thabet, & Beliveau, n.d.; Sandberg 
et al., 2019). Also, the size of the project may present a 
challenge to some workflows as the level of complexity 
and details increase. Other workflows focus on a very 
specific commercial building type as school buildings, 
therefore applying the workflow in a different context it 
would need some changes in the criteria of the workflow 
(Alshamrani, 2012). In other cases, the method presented 

targeted a specific element in the building envelope, thus 
applying it to other elements needs to be tested (Tarabieh, 
Mashaly, & Rashed, 2017). 
Another important note is that several workflows didn’t 
utilize BIM (Alshamrani, 2012; Assad, 2011; Hasan et al., 
2008; Schmidt & Crawford, 2017), even though this is not 
considered a drawback, it certainly limits the use of the 
workflow. Nonetheless, some of the workflows that made 
use of BIM did not utilize its full potential as exploiting 
its energy simulation capabilities (Marzouk et al., 2018). 
A number of the workflows examined did not include the 
operational energy costs in the LCC calculations, and 
hence is useful only when the operational phase of the 
building is not targeted (Dawood, 2016; Kehily et al., 
2013; Marzouk et al., 2018; Schmidt & Crawford, 2017). 
There are two possible LCC calculation techniques to 
consider upon comparing several building envelope 
alternatives and both are used by a number of the 
discussed workflows. LCC can be calculated for the 
whole building, whereas the lowest LCC can be achieved 
by a certain combination of different building envelope 
elements: a certain wall, roof, and/or glazing type 
(Alshamrani, 2012; Assad, 2011; Kehily et al., 2013; 
Marzouk et al., 2018; Sandberg et al., 2019). Using that 
specific combination will result in the calculated LCC. 
The other technique is to calculate the LCC for different 
alternatives of a certain element, for example, wall types, 
whilst studying its effect on the building’s running costs, 
the lowest LCC in this case belongs to that specific wall 
type (Dawood, 2016; Hasan et al., 2008; Tarabieh et al., 
2017). Although both techniques are beneficial, they do 
not offer the same flexibility upon selecting the most 
convenient building envelope assembly. Being restricted 
by a certain combination of elements to achieve savings 
may be impractical as in some cases a trade-off may be 
preferred. 
Finally, in a number of workflows, the LCC calculations 
need more elaboration; the method of calculation is not 
specified and the inputs/outputs are not discussed. In a 
number of workflows, it is not mentioned how the needed 
inputs can be obtained or extracted, either from the BIM 
model or other sources. As a number of workflows rely 
on optimization (Dawood, 2016; Hasan et al., 2008; 
Marzouk et al., 2018; Sandberg et al., 2019), the 
applicability of such workflow in the commercial AEC 
industry may be hindered due to its complexity. Utilizing 
a workflow that depends on optimization, especially if 
programming software has to be involved, may be limited 
to researchers, therefore may not be practical to facility 
managers or designers. 
From the previous literature, various researches proposed 
workflows or methods to calculate the LCC of building 
components. A number of those methods included BIM in 
calculating the LCC, and others focused on optimizing the 
assembly choices to result in less LCC. Whereas a few 
frameworks included the operational energy costs in the 
LCC of building components. A more structured method 
that both combines the capabilities of BIM and energy 
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simulations with the LCC can be developed employing 
the available efforts made. 

Table 1 shows a summary of the examined workflows and 
methods. 

Table 1: Examined workflows and methods. 
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Hasan et. al. 2008   • •  • • • • •   • • •   

Assad 2011   •  • • • • • • •   • •  

Alshamrani 2012   •  •   • • N/A •   • •  • 

Kehily et. al. 2013 •    •     N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A •  • 

Dawood 2016 •      • • • •   •     •  
Schmidt et. 
al 2017        N/A • N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A     

Tarabieh et. 
al. 2017 • • •        •       •  • 

Marzouk et. 
al. 2018 •    • • • • • •   • •  • 

Sandberg et. 
al. 2019 • •  • • • • • •     • •   

 * N/A: Data not available 

Methodology 
The method proposed targets the facility manager, 
focusing on the opportunities BIM offers to reduce the 
operation cost of the building, specifically the energy 
costs. For the development of this method, existing 
workflows and methods are examined and compared in 
the previous section. This comparison allows identifying 
the strengths and drawback in the available literature in 
order to construct a more comprehensive up-to-date 
method. 
A case study is then carried out for the implementation 
and validation of the developed method. The details of the 
case study are explained in depth to better explain the 
method and to demonstrate its applicability. 
Method Development 
Based on the observation of previous literature and 
analysing the gaps, a method that integrates the BIM 
process with the LCC is constructed. The method’s main 
objective is to assist building facility managers as well as 
designers to refine the material selection of building 
elements to ensure the choice is cost-effective for the long 
run. The workflow consists of 3 main phases: the initial 
phase, the BIM phase, and the LCC phase. 
Initial Phase 
Firstly, in the initial phase, an aim and scope for the study 
have to be defined in order to be able to obtain the relevant 
data afterwards. One of the key issues this workflow 
addresses is the complexity of the methods available, 
mainly because it requires optimization and risk 
assessments that can only be performed by a few 
specialists. To overcome that issue the aim required here 

is to be narrowed down to one building envelope 
assembly type at a time.  
BIM Phase 
This phase will include the BIM-related processes that 
will enable semi-automated and efficient data extraction. 
The first process is the BIM model development and the 
3D-modelling process. Afterwards, the possible scenarios 
will be defined, and two versions of the model are created 
for different purposes. The first version is a 5D BIM 
model that is created for quantity take-off and the other 
one is an Energy BIM model for energy analysis. 
Main	BIM	Model	Development	
The development of a BIM model is necessary for 
obtaining accurate data for the quantity take-off and 
energy analysis. The importance of having a BIM model 
lies within the data centralization process, which enables 
every team member to access, view and add different data 
to the main project. 
The main BIM model is created in this step, this model 
typically has a medium to high Level of Development or 
Level of Detail (LOD) across the crucial elements. This 
model is constructed using the project’s architectural 
plans with the actual project’s orientation and location 
data. However, the definition of the materials can be made 
to match the basic standards available, to suit the common 
materials used in this location, or to reflect the specific 
materials that are used in this project. All the defined 
materials, excluding the envelope material to be studied, 
are fixed throughout the entire study, thus will not affect 
the comparative analysis carried out. Nonetheless, to 
obtain realistic values or near-actual values, the actual 
materials for the fixed elements need to be used in this 
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model. Several copies of the main model are created 
afterwards, the number of copies depends on the number 
of alternatives compared, whereas each copy of the model 
belongs to one alternative.  
Defining	the	Scenarios	
In this step, the different scenarios are represented by 
creating multiple copies of the BIM model while 
changing the assembly or material that is under study. 
Afterwards, each copy will have two versions of the 
model; a 5D BIM model version and an Energy BIM 
model version. The data for the different alternatives can 
be replaced manually or using a scripted algorithm coded 
within the BIM authoring tool.  
5D BIM Model 
The 5D BIM model will include cost data to perform 
quantity surveying and produce Bill of Quantities (BOQ) 
for certain elements. When creating a BIM model, the 
level of development of elements should be defined. The 
LOD of the various BIM model elements is determined 
by the function and intent of the element within a certain 
process. In other words, the LOD for the geometric 
elements in the 5D BIM model has to be accurate enough 
for extracting realistic BOQs, so a range of LOD 200-400, 
for example, can be considered.  
Quantity Take-off 
The cost of materials or building assemblies is entered to 
the BIM model and the initial cost of assemblies can be 
extracted directly based on the volume or surface area of 
the geometry of the assembly. The initial costs of 
assemblies are calculated from the cost per unit item and 
the quantity of the item in the BIM model. The quantity 
of a certain item is referenced back to the 3D geometry of 
the modelled item. Therefore, it is crucial to accurately 
model the 3D geometry of the BIM model while 
considering the different elements’ hierarchy whenever 
there is an intersection or a connection. Moreover, it is 
crucial to prevent overlapping and/or double counting of 
certain elements. Therefore, it is important to perform a 
clash detection to ensure accurate modelling. Also, based 
on user-defined equations and assumptions, the operation 
and maintenance costs can be obtained as well as the 
resale or salvage values. Those values can be calculated 
predefined equations in schedules inside the BIM 
authoring tool. 
Energy	BIM	Model	
The second version of the model is the Energy BIM 
model. Contrarily to the 5D BIM model, the energy 
model’s geometry requires a lower LOD, since the energy 
model only requires space boundaries to be defined as 
well as openings. Having a model with a higher level of 
geometry details may result in inapplicability with the 
energy simulation software requirements to convert the 
building geometry to energy geometry. However, more 
details are required for the building and spaces 
information. The building’s location and orientation, 
occupancy schedule and spaces’ activities have to be 
provided in order to perform an accurate energy analysis. 
More importantly, the thermal properties of the building’s 

envelope are crucial inputs to the energy model, such as 
the U-value of materials and SHGC of window systems. 
Energy	Analysis	
The operational energy use is the main output of the 
energy analysis stage, it can be translated afterwards to 
operation energy costs. In order to perform an energy 
analysis for a BIM model, interoperability between the 
BIM authoring software and the energy simulation 
software is needed. The BIM model file may be extracted 
and used as an input to the energy analysis software. 
Nonetheless, in this workflow, it is recommended to 
utilize an energy analysis plug-in for the BIM authoring 
tool of choice. This will help eliminate any 
interoperability issues between the two software, save 
time and provide a more flexible and practical method to 
obtain the energy analysis results. There are several 
extensions or plugins that can be used with the different 
BIM authoring tools or have direct interoperability with 
it. Calquin (2017) summarized the different BIM 
authoring tools and the possible extensions and plugins 
that run energy simulation and analysis. 
LOD Validation 
In order to validate the LOD needed for each model a 
simple check list with the type of data needed for the 
targeted assemblies. The type of data that will affect the 
energy simulation such as the thermal information and the 
type of data that will affect the BOQ such as accurate 
dimensions of assembly layers should be included. 
BIM integration with LCC Phase 
The outcomes of this phase for each scenario can be 
summarized as follows; the annual energy consumption 
of the building, the assembly’s materials costs, and 
materials quantities. Thereupon, this data is to be used to 
perform the LCC calculations. Firstly, the platform used 
to carry out the calculations has to be defined and then the 
output format of the data can be adjusted accordingly. 
Generally, there is not a standardized tool to perform the 
LCC and it is mostly carried out using spreadsheets. 
Therefore, extracting the assembly’s materials costs and 
quantities in schedules format is a convenient way to 
obtain this data from the BIM model and use it in the LCC 
calculations. As for the energy analysis, it is usually given 
in the form of a report and the values required can be 
extracted and used for the LCC calculations. This process 
can either be semi-automated, and it is neither time 
consuming nor complicated, or a tool can be used to fully 
automate the data transfer from BIM to the software 
calculating the LCC. Another solution can be performing 
the LCC calculations within the BIM authoring tool. 
Similarly, several solutions have been offered in the 
literature to facilitate the interoperability between BIM 
and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) (Najjar, Figueiredo, 
Palumbo, & Haddad, 2017; Soust-Verdaguer, Llatas, & 
García-Martínez, 2017), the suggested methods can be 
tailored for the BIM and LCC integration as well. 
Finally, in the LCC phase, the LCC calculations are 
carried out using the LCC elements, interest rates, and 
cost data collected in the initial phase. There are several 
economic evaluation techniques which consider the 
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whole life cycle costs, some of which have been 
mentioned in the literature. Any technique can be used in 
this step; however, the choice of the proper technique 
depends on the scope and the available data. The LCC 
elements considered in the evaluation can include, but not 
limited to the initial cost of the assembly, and running 
costs or benefits, repair and maintenance costs, and the 
salvage or resale cost. In order to carry out LCC 
calculations correctly the time value of money has to be 
considered, an economic rate, or a combination of rates 
should be used. An example of the rates that can be 
considered is; discount rate, inflation rate, escalation rate, 
and/or the investment rate. 
Afterwards, the results are analysed and a decision can be 
made accordingly. The selection is governed by the scope 
of the study, and the constraints defined like the project 
budget or certain investment goals. Figure 1 illustrates the 
different steps in the method explained above. 

Case Study 
The aim of this case study is to compare different building 
envelope assemblies based on their LCC, focusing on 
their effect on the operation energy costs of the building. 
The building envelope assemblies in the scope of this 

study are the external wall assemblies, roof assemblies 
and glazing assemblies for the external windows.  
The case study is a school complex in Jubail, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia (KSA). The building space type for all the 
buildings in this case study is a school which has a regular 
K-12 school schedule. The school in the case study 
presented here is the Intermediate Boys School in 
Mutrafiah Sector F1, which is shown in Figure 2. The part 
of the case study presented here focuses on the roof 
assemblies. 
Jubail is located in zone 0B according to the ASHRAE 
world climate zones map from the ASHRAE standard 
169:2013 (ASHRAE, 2013). Zone “0B” is considered an 
extreme hot dry climate (desert climate) with 
temperatures ranging from 38 °C in summer days to 11 
°C in winter nights, a variation of 19 °C. 
The selected construction materials are commonly used 
materials in the Saudi Arabian construction industry. The 
construction type and structure system of the school’s 
building is a standard concrete skeleton type. And the 
building envelope materials are concrete based materials. 
Expanded Polystyrene is usually the preferred type of 
insulation for walls and roofs. 

 
 

Figure 1: The proposed method for including energy operational costs in the LCC of buildings envelope assemblies.
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Figure 2: A 3D view from the BIM model for 
the Intermediate Boys School in Mutrafiah 

Sector F1, Jubail, KSA. 
LCC Calculations 

The study period used in this analysis is 30 years, and the 
economic evaluation technique of choice is the Present 
Value for LCC (PVLCC). The main equation used to 
calculate the PVLCC is in ASTM E917-13 (2015)  

 PVLCC=! Ct
(1+i)t

  N

i=0
 (1) 

Where: 
Ct = sum of all relevant costs occurring in year t, 
N = length of the study period in years, and 
i = the discount rate. 

However, instead of using the simple discount rate 
utilized in equation (1), a modified version is used here to 
account for the energy escalation rate (eenergy), inflation 
rate (e), and discount rate (i) (Fuller & Petersen, 1996).  

real interest rate  r= i	-	f
1+f

   (2) 

effect of escalation of energy prices  re= r	-	e
1+e

 (3) 

discount factor for energy a= 1-[1+re]	-n

re
          (4) 

discount factor	fr=(1 + r)	-n  (5) 
Where: 
i  = nominal interest rate 
f = inflation rate 
e = escalation in energy price 
The depreciated resale value is calculated using the Sum 
of Digits method at year 30. The life time of the roof 
assembly is assumed to be 100 years, and there is no end-
of-life salvage value. The maintenance and repair costs 
for all roof types can be assumed to be the same, therefore, 
it is safe to omit this specific type of costs from the study 
and LCC analysis. A similar approach has been adopted 
by Hasan et. al. (Hasan et al., 2008), whilst evaluating the 
building envelope assemblies through life cycle costing. 
Therefore, the modified version of the PVLCC for Roof x 
= PV difference in initial construction and material cost + 
PV difference in resale value. The energy escalation rate 
(eenergy) is assumed to be 15% based on the energy prices 
data pattern in the last 10 years in the KSA (ECRA, 2019). 
As for the discount rate (i), it is assumed to be 3%, and 
the inflation rate (e) is assumed to be 2.8% according to 

the current statistics by the Saudi Arabian Monetary 
Authority (SAMA, 2019). 
Cases 
The full case study included evaluating different wall, 
roof and window assemblies, however, for the sake of this 
paper, only the roof assemblies’ comparison is displayed. 
The total roof surface area is 6042m2. The following table 
shows the different roof types tested and their thermal 
properties as well as the estimated total cost of each type 
based on previous projects in the KSA. 

Table 2: Roof Assembly Types. 
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3.45 208 1,310,870 R-2 

Type 2 
Inverted roof 

insulation, 50 mm 
thick. 

0.53 256 1,613,030 R-11 

Type 3 
100 mm thick 

extruded polystyrene 
insulation 

0.26 248 1,562,670 R-22 

Type 4 
(Design) 

150 mm thick 
extruded polystyrene 

insulation (R=30) 
0.18 268 1,688,570 R-32 

Type 5 
2x 150 mm thick 

extruded polystyrene 
insulation (R=60) 

0.09 328 2,066,270 R-62 

 

Results & Discussion 

 
Figure 3: LCC savings for roof assemblies compared to 

the base case assembly (type 1). 
The chart in Figure 3 demonstrates the LCC savings of all 
roof types compared to type 1 (Base design). The chart 
also shows the LCC savings as well as the difference in 
initial costs and present value annual operation energy 
savings. The LCC savings range from 26.3 million SAR 
for type 2 (R-11) and up to 30.4 million SAR savings for 
type 5 (R-62). Whereas the savings in operational energy 
costs range from 26.6 million SAR for type 2 (lowest R-
value) to 31.1 million SAR for type 5 (highest R-value). 
LCC savings are mainly governed by the PV annual 
operation energy savings per type, rather than the initial 
costs. The highest savings in operational energy costs 
achieved the best LCC savings as shown for type 5. The 
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design case assembly (Type 4) achieved remarkable 
results compared to the base case with total savings of 30 
million SAR and 30.3 million SAR savings in annual 
operation energy. However, it is neither considered the 
most economical alternative in terms of total LCC nor 
energy savings.  
Figure 4 illustrates the annual cumulative net present 
value for the different wall types. The charts show the rate 
of each type compensates the extra initial cost paid to 
increase the insulation for more energy savings. The 
payback period ranges from 3.24 years to 6.61 years, 
where type 5 ranks as the fastest type to compensate for 
the initial cost and start saving money through the 
operational energy savings. While types 2 and 4 nearly 
have the same payback period around 6 years, even 
though they have different initial costs and different 
potential energy savings. The difference in initial costs 
and energy savings between type 2 and 4 is illustrated in 
Figure 4. Type 5 has the highest payback period, as shown 
in Figure 4, due to its higher difference in initial cost, 
which means even though with its high annual operation 
energy savings it needs 6.61 years to reach a break-even 
point. Moreover, as indicated in Figure 4, type 5 surpasses 
types 2 and 3 at 14 years and type 4 at 22 years 
respectively indicating the significance of the energy 
savings induced by the thermal performance of this type 
even though it is after a longer period of time. 

 
Figure 4: Annual cumulative net present value for roof 

types. 
Overall, although the difference in LCC savings between 
type 4 and type 5 is insignificantly higher for type 5, we 
are inclined to recommend type 4 for it achieves higher 
initial cost savings. On the other hand, the payback period 
results, shown in Figure 4, offers a means to rank the 
alternatives. The shown results of the payback period 
basically describe how fast the alternative will return all 
the extra investments, made in its initial cost, in the form 
of operation energy cost savings. Type 3 scores the lowest 
payback period of just 3.24 years and oppositely type 5 
has the highest payback period of 6.61 years. This proves 
that type 3 is a safer and less risky investment in a short 
time. However, when analyzing both the payback period 
and the total LCC savings, type 3 on the long term is 
around 3 million SAR short in LCC savings than type 5. 
But when considering type 4, we can find out that it gives 

a trade-off between the LCC savings and payback period, 
making it an optimal choice in this case. 
Conclusion 
LCC integration with BIM and energy simulation tools 
proves to be an effective decision-making approach for 
the building envelope selection. Accounting for the whole 
building life cycle validates the need to relocate and 
redistribute the budget to permit the use of the more 
energy efficient option, despite the increase in the initial 
investment. The economic aspect is justified through the 
LCC calculations that show the possible energy cost 
savings during the operation phase of the project. 
The method proposed utilizes vastly used tools to achieve 
a cost-effective selection for the building envelope 
assemblies. It has been observed that when approaching 
LCC in the building context it is more practical and faster 
to narrow the scope. This makes the decision-making 
process dependant on fewer assumptions, and hence more 
accurate. It also eradicates the need to use complex 
optimization techniques since it studies each element 
independently. Even though it is not conventional to 
choose building envelope assemblies based on their LCC, 
it is fairly doable and leads to a more informed 
economical selection. Unlike most existing contributions 
this workflow is not tailored for researches and hence it 
does not require programming knowledge nor experience 
in optimization techniques to be applied, but it rather 
makes use of common commercial tools to obtain the 
most suitable selection. This makes the workflow fast, 
simple and reliable and more likely to be used by facility 
managers and other construction team members. Last but 
not least, this workflow considers the whole life cycle of 
the building envelope assembly and includes the 
operation energy costs in order to achieve an economic 
selection. 
This method presents a means for the facility manager to 
take a part in the building envelope material selection 
either early on in the project during the design phase, or 
in the retrofitting phase. The facility manager can utilize 
BIM in forecasting the operation costs of different 
building elements and can take decisions to make 
recommendations in the design/retrofitting phase, 
supported by the LCC for more justifiable choices. 
Nonetheless, all building team members can use this tool 
to have a prediction on the effect a certain building 
assembly on the operation energy costs of the building as 
well as the possible savings. 
The applicability of this method is demonstrated through 
implementing it on a case study, a school complex in 
Jubail, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). The case study 
shows that despite the roof of choice is with the high 
initial cost, the energy saving resulting from that choice 
can lower its LCC and hence making it the most cost-
effective option. Ultimately, the selected option is a trade-
off between the least LCC as well as operational energy 
costs, initial costs and payback period. 
As part of the limitations, the workflow has been tested 
only on school type building in one climate. Further 
applications and case studies should be tested. Another 
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limitation is the number of roof assembly types, which 
was limited to 5 different types, making the comparison 
and selection process limited. 
Future research would work on enhancing the workflow 
based on experts’ opinion through interviews and testing 
and modifying the workflow based on a wider variety of 
case studies. As a next step, creating a tool that automates 
the material selection method to include the operational 
energy cost in its LCC would be investigated. 
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Abstract 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) for buildings has not been 

widely applied because of its complexity and time-

consuming nature. Several studies have been trying to 

address this issue by the use of Building Information 

Modelling (BIM) and Parametric tools, which enable 

them to face specific issues arising on projects. Amongst 

the different research efforts, one can perceive a gap in 

the field. This gap lies in the insufficient understanding 

of the methodological approaches and tools best suited 

to carry out environmental analysis. The novelty of the 

paper is to compare the paradigms and scope of most 

common used BIM and Parametric approach for LCA. 

This leads to an enhanced awareness on how to apply 

both trending phenomena to increase their features and 

reduce the limitations. 

Introduction 

The Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) 

sector is one of the major carbon emitters and energy 

consumers. Several tools and methodologies have been 

developed to evaluate the environmental impact of 

buildings and there is a growing interest in integrating 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) into building design 

decision-making. LCA evaluates the environmental 

impact of processes and products, by means of some 

indicators that evaluate the consumption of raw 

materials, energy and emissions in the environment 

during their life cycle, from raw materials extraction and 

processing to the use and end of life stage. However, 

several challenges and limitations for building’s LCA 

could be found along their design process. 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is seen as an 

approach that can assist the building community in 

accomplishing the sustainability objectives. Existing 

studies show the possibility of conducting a BIM-based 

LCA and by that overcoming some of the limitations 

(Cavalliere et al., 2018; Chong et al., 2017; Eleftheriadis 

et al., 2017; Kylili et al., 2015; Soares et al., 2017; Soust-

Verdaguer et al., 2017; Wong and Zhou, 2015). For 

example, BIM can reduce the time-consuming nature of 

the LCA for collecting data as it allows for performing 

quick quantity take-off (Ajayi et al., 2015; Houlihan 

Wynberg et al., 2014). Next to the BIM-based approach, 

Parametric approaches such as these based in 

Rhino/Grasshopper and Dynamo are considered of high 

potential for performing LCA. These are visual 

Programming Language software tools that have the 

potential to include geometric modelling and scripting 

functionalities useful when more environmental impact 

categories are needed. Furthermore, optimization 

processes could be performed. (Hollberg and Ruth, 

2016). 

BIM and Parametric-based approaches for LCA are 

significantly different due to the type of tools employed 

and their functionalities. The goal of this paper is to 

provide a framework to evaluate their differences on the 

basis of the latest published papers in the field. This 

helps to understand which methodological approach and 

tool best suited to perform the environmental analysis, 

concerning the practitioner’s knowledge and data 

availability. 

Life Cycle Assessment 

The Life Cycle Assessment is today a very useful 

environmental assessment method as an instrument 

accepted by the international scientific community and 

recognized as suitable for identifying the strategies 

necessary for companies to become environmentally 

efficient in terms of reducing resource and energy 

consumption and minimize the effects on the 

environment. From this derives the choice, by the 

research network, to define guidelines for the 

environmental assessment of buildings based on this 

methodology. 

BIM and Parametric tools 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is the primary 

vector whereby the AEC sector is moving towards the 

digital prototyping. BIM is oriented to the modelling and 

sharing of both graphical and non-graphical data, 

allowing the extraction of quantities, material properties 

and cost estimations for building, facility and 

infrastructures (Cheung et al., 2012). Hence, BIM has 

the potential to manage project alternatives bringing 

forward the design choices through the early 

performance design analysis (Schade et al., 2011). BIM 

is a radically different system for collecting, using and 

sharing data on the life cycle of a building following a 

repeatable and verifiable decision-making process, 

which reduces risks and improves the quality of 

products on an industrial level. 

Next to the spread of BIM, a new tools evolution is 

taking place in the field of AEC. Visual Programming 

Language (VPL) tools allow programming through a 

graphical manipulation of elements, rather than written 

syntax. Architects and engineers are increasingly using 

VPL as scripting since it defines the parametric method 

of design exploration and optimization. Hence, 
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Parametric tools are powerful tools to increase the 

productivity of building designers due to their ability to 

automate the generation of geometric compositions 

(Negendahl, 2015). Current developments in this area 

aim to integrate the visual programming approach with 

dataflow programming languages in order to automate 

the documentation. 

Method 

This paper examines recent studies focusing on the 

BIM/Parametric approach to conduct LCA for buildings 

in order to highlight the weakness and strengths of both 

methods. the paper analyses the research on BIM and 

Parametric-based LCA (PLCA) that have been 

published from 2013 to 2018 on the main scientific 

article collection platforms (ScienceDirect, Scopus, 

ResearchGate, etc). The comparison between BIM and 

Parametric-based approach for LCA is based on 

different criteria, which are defined in the following. 

Analysis criteria 

This paper proposes four different criteria for the 

evaluation of the model. These were selected on the 

basis of the information extracted from the analyzed 

documents and concern the physical characteristics of 

the building model taken up in the processes and phases 

by the LCA method. The first and second are the 

approaches and the design stages considered in the 

reviewed paper highlighted to identify which approach 

best suited the different design phases. The definition of 

the Level of Development (LOD) is the third criterion 

considered. LOD defines the minimum information 

content for each element of the BIM (or VPL as 

appropriate) at the different progressively detailed level 

of completeness. According to Soust-Verdaguer et al. 

(2017), LODs are of high importance when conducting 

a BIM-based LCA since it indicates the LCA data 

requirements of the model. The last one is the used tool 

considered as a crucial aspect when analyzing the 

different approaches. For example, the type and the 

number of tools represent the complexity of the 

approach adopted. Four criteria are also considered on 

the LCA side. The functional unit (FU) is taken as a 

criterion to compare the reviewed paper. The FU is a 

quantified performance of a system used as a reference 

unit (ISO 14040, 2006). In this regard, for each case 

analyzed, the FU is reported to point out if 

simplifications are made according to different 

approaches. On the same grounds, other criteria have 

been analyzed here. They are the environmental impacts 

and the LCA phases considered. Finally, the database 

employed is considered as an additional indicator 

showing the complexity of the approaches and the level 

of interoperability reached. 

Results 

The main findings of the research are summarized in 

Table 1 and they are discussed in the following. 

Approach adopted (BIM or Parametric) 

The literature review shows the increasing interest in 

performing LCA based on BIM and Parametric 

approach. In particular, the Parametric approach is 

detected as a relatively new approach to perform LCA 

of buildings with most papers published in 2018. 

However, as can be seen from Table 1, most of the 

papers are still based on building information modelling 

to perform lifecycle analysis and the trend is 

continuously growing. 

 

Figure 1: Trends in BIM/VPL-based papers. 

Design stages 

According to Cavalliere et al. (2019), two different 

trends exist to perform LCA of buildings based on the 

digital model. The first trend concerns on performing 

detailed LCA with refined processes and specific 

building simulation tools. On the contrary, the second 

trend involves simplified approaches for early design 

stages. Existing literature for both trends is reviewed and 

summarized in Table 1. Although new methods for 

performing LCA over the entire design stage exists, they 

are seldom discussed. Cavalliere et al. (2019) proposes 

a novel method for applying LCA continuously over the 

design process using the data provided by BIM with the 

optimal accuracy that is appropriate to each design 

stage. The method uses different LCA databases with 

different Levels of Development (LODs) of the BIM, 

which is possible as long as the databases use identical 

background data. The Parametric-based papers analyzed 

to focus on the early design stage, while the BIM- based 

approach refers to both trends depending on the tools 

used. Only Shadram and Mukkavaara (2018) uses a 

VPL-based coupled with BIM tools for performing LCA 

in the detailed stage. 

Level of Development (LOD) 

As seen in Table 1, only few studies set a fixed LOD. 

Ajayi et al. (2015) and Röck et al. (2018) were based on 

a LOD 200 model to support early environmental 

analysis. LOD 300 was declared in two cases to support 

detailed analysis (Lee et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). 

Amongst the papers with Parametric-based approach, 

only Röck et al. (2018) defines the LOD of the model 

elements. It can be observed that the paper only defines 

a single level of development since they refer to a single 

design stage. Cavalliere et al. (2019) uses four LOD 

(from 100 to 400) as the study refers to a framework for 

conducting a BIM-based LCA during the entire design 

process.  

Tools used 

Despite the geographical heterogeneity of the case 

studies, most of the reviewed papers used Autodesk 

Revit software to develop the model, today the most 

widespread in the world, which fully expresses the 

potential of the BIM approach in engineering and 

architecture.
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Table 1: Summary of the reviewed paper. 

Reference 
Approaches Design stages LOD Tools Impact FU DB 

LCA 

phase 

BIM Par. Early Detailed       

(Abanda  

et al., 2017) 
x   x − 

Revit, 

 Navisworks, 

Excel, 

 API 

ECOE; 

 EE 

Complete 

building 
ICE − 

(Ajayi  

et al., 2015) 
x  x  200 

Revit, 

 Green Building 

Studio, 

ATHENA 

Impact 

Estimator,  

Excel 

GWP;  

HH 

Complete 

building 

ATHENA 

Impact 

Estimator 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5, 

B1-B7,  

C1-C4 

(Basbagill  

et al., 2017) 

 

x 

 
 x  − 

Dprofiler, 

CostLab, 

eQUEST, 

SimaPro, 

ATHENA 

EcoCalculator 

Excel 

EIF 
Complete 

building 

Athena Eco 

Calculator 

A1-A3, 

B1-B7 

(Bueno  

et al., 2018) 
x x x  - 

Revit,  

Dynamo,  

Excel 

ReCiPe 

midpoint 

indicators 

Walls and 

roofing 

systems 

Ecoinvent − 

(Cavalliere et 

al., 2019) 
x  x x 

100 to 

400 

3D model, 

 Excel 
GWP 

Complete 

building 

Swiss 

building db, 

KBOB, 

Bauteilkat 

 

A1-A3, 

B4, 

C3, 

C4 

(Eleftheriadis  

et al., 2018) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Excel 
ECE 1 m2 of GFA EPD A1-A3 

(Georges  

et al., 2015) 
x   x − 

Revit,  

Excel,  

SIMIEN, 

SimaPro 7.3 

ECOE; 

OCOE 
1 m2 of HFA 

Ecoinvent 

Version 2.2 

A1-A3,  

B1,  

B4,  

B6 

(Hollberg and 

Ruth, 2016) 
 x x  − 

Grasshopper, 

Rhinoceros 

PET;  

PERT; 

PENRT; 

GWP;  

EP;  

AP;  

ODP; 

 POCP; 

ADPE 

Complete 

building 

ökobau.dat,  

EPDs 

A1-A3, 

 B4,  

B6,  

C3, 

C4 

(Houlihan 

Wiberg  

et al., 2014) 

x   x − 

Revit,  

Excel,  

SIMIEN, 

SimaPro 7.3 

ECOE; 

OCOE 
1 m2 of HFA 

Ecoinvent 

Version 2.2 

A1-A3,  

B4,  

B6 

(Iddon and 

Firth, 2013) 
x   x − 

BIM tool (N/S),  

Excel 

ECOE; 

OCOE 

Complete 

building 
ICE 

A1-A3,  

B6 

(Jalaei and 

Jrade, 2014) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Ecotect,  

IESVE,  

Excel,  

Athena Impact 

Estimator 

AP;  

EP;  

GWP; 

 HH;  

ODP; 

PEC; 

Complete 

building 

ATHENA 

Impact 

Estimator 

A1-A3,  

B6 
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(Jrade and 

Jalaei, 2013) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Athena Impact 

Estimator, Excel 

PCSP;  

REP;  

WRRU 

Complete 

building 

A1-A3, 

B1-B7 

(Lee  

et al., 2015) 
x   x 300 

Revit,  

Korea LCI 

database 

ADP;  

AP;  

EP;  

GWP;  

ODP; 

POCP 

Complete 

building 
Korean LCI 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5, 

B1-B7, 

C1-C4 

(Lobaccaro  

et al., 2018) 
 x x  − 

Grasshopper, 

Evaluate,  

Design Builder, 

DIVA, Ladybug, 

Galapagos, 

Octopus, 

Rhinoceros 

GWP 1 m2 of HFA 

EPD 

Norway, 

Ecoinvent 

A1-A5,  

B4,  

B6 

(Marzouk  

et al., 2017) 
x   x − 

Revit,  

Revit DB link, 

MS Access, 

Athena Impact 

Estimator,  

MS Excel, 

Visual Studio 

CO2;  

SO2; 

 PM;  

EP;  

ODP;  

PSP 

Complete 

building 

ATHENA 

Impact 

Estimator 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5, 

B1-B7,  

C1-C4 

(Najjar  

et al., 2017) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Tally,  

Green Building 

Studio 

AP;  

EP;  

GWP;  

ODP; 

 SMP; 

 PET;  

PERT; 

PENRT 

Complete 

building 

GaBi 

database 

A1-A3, 

B1-B7,  

C1-C4 

(Nizam  

et al., 2018) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Revit API, 

External 

databases 

EE 
Complete 

building 

ICE, Chinese 

handbook 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5 

(Panteli  

et al., 2018) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Insight, 

GWP;  

AP;  

EP;  

ODP; 

ADPele; 

ADPfoss; 

TETP 

FAETP; 

HTTP; 

MAETP; 

POCP; 

Complete 

building 
EcoHestia 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5 

(Peng, 2016) x   x − 

Revit, 

 Ecotect,  

Excel 

COE 
Complete 

building 
ICE 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5, 

B1-B7,  

C1-C4 

(Röck  

et al., 2018) 
x x x  200 

Revit,  

Dynamo,  

Excel 

GWP 1 m2 of GFA Ecoinvent 

A1-A3,  

B4,  

C3-C4 

(Shadram  

et al., 2016) 
x   x − 

Revit,  

Power Pivot, 

FME, Google 

Maps API 

EE External wall 
EPD 

database 

A1-A3, 

A4 

(Shadram and 

Mukkavaara, 

2018) 

x x  x − 

Revit, Dynamo, 

MySQL, 

Grasshopper, 

Slingshot, 

Archsim, 

Octopus, 

EnergyPlus 

EE,  

OE 

Complete 

building 
ICE 

A1-A3,  

B1, 

B4, 

B6,  

B7 
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(Shafiq  

et al., 2015) 
x  x  − 

Revit,  

Excel 
ECOE 

Complete 

building 
ICE 

A1-A3,  

A4 

(Shin and Cho, 

2015) 
x  x  − 

ArchiCAD, 

Excel 
COE 

Complete 

building 
Korean LCI 

A1-A3, 

B1-B6 

(Yang  

et al., 2018) 
x   x 300 

Revit,  

Excel 

Glondon 

BIM5D, 

eBALANCE, 

Designbuilder, 

GWP 
Complete 

building 

Chinese db, 

Ecoinvent, 

ELCD 

A1-A3, 

A4-A5, 

B1-B7,  

C1-C4 

 
Abbreviations: ADP, Abiotic Depletion Potential; ADPele, Abiotic Depletion Potential – elements; ADPfoss, Abiotic Depletion 

Potential – fossil; AP, Acidification Potential; Ap, Acidification process; COE, CO2 Emissions; ECE, Embodied Carbon Emission; 

ECOE, Embodied CO2 Emissions; EE, Embodied Energy; EFP, Effects Potential; EIF, Embodied Impact Factor; EP, Eutrophication 

Potential; Ep, Eutrophication process; FAETP, Fresh water Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential; GHG, Greenhouse Gases; GWP, Global 

Warming Potential; HH, Human Health; HTP, Human toxicity potential; MAETP, Marine Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential; OCOE, 

Embodied CO2 Emissions; ODp, Ozone Depleting particles; ODP, Ozone Depletion Potential; PET, Total Primary Energy; PCSP, 

Photo-chemical Smog Potential; PEC, Primary Energy Consumption; PERT, Total renewable primary energy; PENRT, Total Non-

Renewable Primary Energy; PM, Particular Matter; POCP, Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential; REP, Respiratory Effects 

Potential; Smog, Smog; SMP, Smog Formation Potential; WRRU, Weighted Raw Resource Use. 

 

The use of different BIM software was detected in few 

studies. Basbagill et al. (2013) used the DProfiler as a 

BIM software while Shin and Cho (2015) 

employed ArchiCAD 15. The most widely Parametric 

tools are Dynamo and Grasshopper, which can be 

directly linked with Revit and Rhinoceros respectively. 

Environmental impact considered  

ISO standards do not prescribe an impact category list. 

Nevertheless, they recommend that impact categories, 

category indicator sand characterization models have to 

be internationally accepted, based on international 

agreement or recognized by an authorized international 

board. The section of the impact categories depends on 

the goal and scope (G&S) and the authors of the LCA. 

Table 1 shows the environmental indicators chosen by 

the reviewed papers. Regarding the reviewed papers, the 

most calculated environmental impact indicator was the 

Global Warming Potential (GWP) both in the case of 

BIM and Parametric approaches. Sometimes it is used 

as a single indicator (Cavalliere et al., 2019; Lobaccaro 

et al., 2018; Röck et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). Other 

BIM-based studies refer to a single environmental 

indicator considering Embodied Impact Factor (EIF) 

(Basbagill et al., 2013), Embodied Carbon Emission 

(ECE) (Eleftheriadis et al., 2018), Embodied Energy 

(Nizam et al., 2018; Shadram et al., 2016), CO2 

Emission (COE) (Peng, 2016; Shin and Cho, 2015), and 

Embodied CO2 Emission (ECOE) (Shafiq et al., 2015). 

Functional Unit  

According to the EN 15978:2011 (EN 15978, 2011), the 

functional equivalent defines the required technical 

characteristics and functionalities of buildings or 

building components. A variety of functional units is 

used in LCA of buildings (Cabeza et al., 2014). Meter 

square and the whole building are reported as the most 

used FU in the case of BIM-based approach. Several 

studies consider the complete building as a FU, and in 

other cases, the FU is a part of the building, such as the 

walls and roofing systems (Bueno et al., 2018; Shadram 

et al., 2016). Meter square of Heated Floor Area (HFA) 

and meter square of Gross Floor Area (GFA) are also 

used as FU in the case of BIM approach. Life Cycle 

Assessment studies conducted by the aid of Parametric 

tools considered various FU as well. Hollberg and Ruth 

(2016) refer to the complete building for the assessment, 

while Lobaccaro et al. (2018) considered 1 m2 of HFA 

as a FU. Other studies setting a workflow based on both 

BIM and Parametric tools refer to the whole building 

(Shadram and Mukkavaara, 2018), part of the building 

(Bueno et al., 2018), and 1 m2 of GFA (Röck et al., 

2018). 

Databases employed  

There are various multi-sectorial generic LCI databases, 

such as ELCD database, Ecoinvent database, GaBi 

database. Databases explicitly developed for the 

construction industry have also been published in the 

last years and are usually employed. Table 1 lists the 

most used LCA databanks for the construction sector, 

which are often included within LCA software tools.  

LCA phase  

EN 15978:2011 is structured according to the “life-cycle 

modules” of buildings, including four stages: Product 

(A1 -A3), Construction process (A4-A5), Use (B1-B7), 

and End of Life (C1- C4). According to the G&S 

different lifecycle stages are considered for the analysis 

both in the case of BIM and Parametric approaches.  

Discussion  

According to review papers, BIM and Parametric-based 

studies usually adopted a different framework to 

conduct LCA of buildings. This is evident concerning 

several key aspects. Parametric tools include geometric 

modelling and scripting functionalities which make it 

suitable for including several environmental impact 

categories as seen in Table 1. Most design tools support 

one or more scripting environments and use a VPL as 

middleware, which could be bi-directionally linked to 

BPS tools. Parametric-based LCA usually refers to the 

early design stages by involving simplified approaches 

with basic building model. Other studies link Parametric 

tools with BIM to define a more comprehensive 
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approach for conducting LCA. They typically used the 

BIM model to extract the bill of quantities and 

Rhino/Grasshopper or Dynamo to generate the LCA 

calculations as in the case of Hollberg and Ruth (2016). 

In these cases, Parametric tools are used as a BPS tool 

since it provides the capacity of scripting and LCA can 

be performed in the detailed design stages as 

demonstrated by Shadram and Mukkavaara (2018). 

Currently, structuring a BIM/Parametric-based 

framework to perform LCA is quite feasible for all 

software used, but the interoperability is a challenging 

task. Several tools are coupled with the modelling 

software to perform the lifecycle analysis. One of the 

most important uses of BIM and Parametric tools during 

the LCA application is to obtain the bill of quantities of 

materials and components. Table 1 most of the 

approaches started from the automatic calculation of 

material quantities that is subsequently exported to a 

spreadsheet where data are manually managed and 

organized before developing the environmental impact 

calculation. LOD is demonstrated to be at the bases of 

the conception of BIM-based LCA calculations (Soust-

Verdaguer et al., 2017). Nevertheless, only a few BIM-

based studied set the LOD of building model elements. 

Parametric-based studies, on the other hand, do not refer 

to the LOD, except for Röck et al. (2018) due to the 

initial BIM model. Parametric-based approaches are 

suitable to include several environmental information 

and then to perform LCA of buildings. This is possible 

as the VPL software tools provide the capability of 

creating scripts that reflect mathematical formulations. 

Usually, BIM is only used to store the geometric 

information, while Parametric tools can include 

additional environmental data such as in the cases of 

Bueno et al. (2018), Hollberg and Ruth (2016), and 

Lobaccaro et al. (2018). Some BIM-based LCA 

approaches refer to the early design modelling while 

others focus on the detailed stage as BIM provides 

capabilities to model basic and detailed building case-

studies. Conversely, most of Parametric- based LCA 

tools refers to the early design phase since the use of 

VPL tools is difficult for detailed modelling of 

buildings. The FU, the database used and the LCA phase 

considered do not highlight crucial differences between 

the two approaches (BIM and Parametric approach). 

That means they are not related to the type of tools or 

methodologies adopted, but they only refer to the G&S 

of the Life Cycle Assessment.  

Conclusion  

The paper is based on other papers reviews about BIM 

and Parametric Based Tools to evaluate the Life Cycle 

Assessment of buildings. The major findings from 

previous studies are summarized in Table 1. The 

concluding remarks and recommendations for future 

work in this area are as follows:  

• There is a growing interest in integrating LCA into 

building design decision-making and several tools 

and methodologies have been developed for BIM 

and VPL software that adopt a different framework 

to conduct LCA of buildings. 

• Literature reveals how LCA is performed by two 

different trends, early or detailed design stage; the 

VPL-based papers analysed focus on the early 

design stage, while the BIM-based approach refers 

to both trends depending on the tools used. 

• The LCA adoption is tested in different case study, 

mainly by modelling of complete residential 

buildings (and few office buildings), mostly 

developed in Autodesk Revit software to develop 

the BIM model, while the most widely VPLs are 

Dynamo and Grasshopper, due to the direct link 

with Revit and Rhinoceros respectively.  

• The definition of the goal and scope (G&S) of the 

LCA determines the different lifecycle stages and 

the selection of environmental impacts to calculate, 

even if the review reveals how the most calculated 

environmental impact indicator was GWP both in 

the case of BIM and VPL; in particular, the 

inclusion of several environmental impact 

categories is suitable in VPL due to the scripting 

functionalities. 

A next step of research will consider other criteria such 

the different way to storage of environmental 

information in BIM and VPL. To sum up, a long way 

for building researcher and professionals is still to go in 

order LCA be more efficient in interoperability and 

environmentally sustainable. 
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Abstract

The potential of using Building Information Models
data to automate the Building Energy Performance
model generation has received lately considerable at-
tention. This work presents a workflow for automated
Building Energy Performance Simulation input data
file generation from BIM data; a workflow that builds
upon careful consideration of exchange requirements
and establishes a series of data processing operations
that can ensure a complete transformation process.
The innovation of the proposed workflow hinges both
on the individual components/tools but also on show-
casing an integrated transformation process, that has
been shown to be successful in both synthetic and
real-world applications.

Introduction

Regulatory requirements and technological advances
in the field of Building Information Modelling are
resulting in increased adoption and availability of
Building Information Models (BIMs). At the same
time BIM-based workflows are increasingly adopted
in professional practice, which has resulted on com-
prehensive and usable BIMs availability (Cheng and
Lu, 2015; Edirisinghe et al., 2015). The potential
of using these data to automate the Building En-
ergy Performance Simulation (BEPS) model gener-
ation has received lately considerable attention. This
is often posed as an interoperability problem, but the
transformation process should also capture the mod-
els intended use. Addressing interoperability chal-
lenges while capturing the modelling intent is a pre-
requisite for establishing successful automated model
generation workflows.

Focusing on the building’s energy demands estima-
tion, where information about geometry, materials,
internal gains and other simulation parameters are
considered, while the detailed HVAC description is
neglected, this work aims at presenting a workflow to-
wards an automated BEPS input data files generation
using available data from BIMs. To this direction, re-
cent studies propose either the incorporation of the
BIM-to-BEPS transformation process into commer-

cial BIM software (Kim et al., 2015; Jeong et al.,
2014) or the data exportation from a BIM authoring
tool to a file using standard openBIM schemas and
transformation of this file to a BEPS input data file
(Andriamamonjy et al., 2018a; Thorade et al., 2015;
Wimmer et al., 2015; Giannakis et al., 2015). Ac-
cording to Andriamamonjy et al. (2018a,b), where
strengths and weaknesses of both approaches have
been presented, the lack of interoperability and the
dependence on a specific BIM authoring tool con-
stitute the dissuasive factors towards adopting the
first approach. Concerning the second approach, the
two most frequently used openBIM schemas, Green
Building eXtensible Markup Language (gbXML) and
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), are adopted to
achieve true interoperability. Among them, IFC ap-
pears to be a more suitable choice as its rich content
enables interoperability among different software en-
vironments (Hitchcock and Wong, 2011).

In IFC (ISO 16739-1, 2018), data are stored in a
STEP file, with the schema defined using the EX-
PRESS data modelling language. In addition to the
IFC-EXPRESS specification, buildingSMART pub-
lishes an xsd-version of the specification. The IFC
model is expansive and may contain multi-faceted in-
formation regarding the building (geometry, HVAC,
Quantities, Processes, etc.). To facilitate specific ex-
changes between tools only a subset of the infor-
mation contained in the BIM schema is usually re-
quired – both in terms of content (instantiation of
specific classes) and completeness, representing differ-
ent views of the model. The Model View Definition
(MVD) specification allows to define, in a formal way,
such views in the form of precise exchange require-
ments. Along with the introduction of IFC4, build-
ingSMART has published two general-purpose Model
View Definitions: IFC4 Reference View (IFC4 RV);
and IFC4 Design Transfer View (IFC4 DTV). Among
them, only the DTV provides building information
with support for editing (inserting, deleting, moving,
and modifying) of elements. Upon scrutiny of avail-
able IFC4 MVDs and the consideration of whether a
new one is required, the necessity of a BEPS-oriented
MVD is highlighted; however, in most applications,
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the IFC4 DTV is selected, since there is often a need
to insert supplementary data to the IFC (e.g. 2nd-
level space boundary information). Note here that
for an export from a BIM tool, an MVD is always
selected.

Many BIM tools (e.g. RevitTM, ArchiCadTM) sup-
port exportation of IFC4 DTV files. However, ex-
portation is often flawed: unlike what would be ex-
pected, the exported models can be of poor quality or
lack valuable information and therefore they are not
directly usable. Although RevitTM seems to be less
prone to exportation errors, its IFC4 DTV exporter is
far from perfect: while IFC can capture information
about thermal properties of each building entitys con-
struction material, internal gains (schedules and den-
sities) and inverse relations in case of curtain walls,
the current version of the exporter is not capable of
exporting such information.

In addition, concerning building geometry, despite
the fact that IFC can capture the building geome-
try description in a very compact and precise way,
it is quite common that the 2nd-level space bound-
ary data in the exported IFC file, requested from the
BEPS perspective (Bazjanac, 2010), are missing or
incorrect due to design errors or exporting software
imperfections. Hence, a consistent way for transform-
ing the building geometry information contained in
the IFC into 2nd-level space boundary information is
required (Rose and Bazjanac, 2015).

2nd-level space boundaries represent building ele-
ments that bound building spaces and are subdi-
vided in cases where: openings are attached to a
space boundary; differences in materials of a space
boundary occur; and the other side of a building el-
ement is subdivided due to the existence of a wall
separating different spaces. The connection geome-
try of 2nd-level space boundaries is restricted to pla-
nar surfaces only. Curved surfaces must always be
segmented since, 2nd-level space boundaries are de-
scribed by planar surfaces only.

For a 2nd-level boundary generation process, the in-
put geometry should be of good quality; however, IFC
geometry description classes sometimes contain incor-
rect data, mainly induced due to two reasons: either
the designer has erroneously defined certain building
entities or the IFC exporter software has flaws and ex-
ports incorrectly the geometrical data in the IFC file.
Such errors can slow or make that process fail. In Lilis
et al. (2015), errors that affect the creation of prop-
erly defined 2nd-level space boundaries are presented.
As a first attempt to eliminate (or reduce) such incon-
sistencies, a set of design guidelines could be followed
by the BIM designer to ensure that the quality of the
generated IFC model is suitable for energy demands
estimation use (Maile et al., 2013). Consequently, as
a post-processing step after the IFC file export, re-
maining errors should be detected automatically and

corrected manually by communicating them back to
the BIM designer. Tools for detecting a wide range
of geometric conflicts on IFC data have been devel-
oped; commercial solutions for error reporting include
the Solibri Model Checker and the TEKLA Model
Checker Suite. Although these tools detect various
geometric inaccuracies, not all of these inaccuracies
affect the 2nd-level space boundary topology popula-
tion. Providing the designer with a super-set of errors
that do not affect the BEPS geometry information
increases the IFC file preparation time without any
additional value in the context of the BEPS geome-
try generation. In fact, the necessity of a tool that
detects and reports geometric inaccuracies that affect
the generation of the 2nd-level space boundary topol-
ogy only would be preferred.

As a final attempt to guarantee presence of IFC data
that are required for an IFC-to-BEPS data transfor-
mation, a subset of the IFC data (i.e. space bound-
aries data, material thermal properties data, internal
gains, etc.) must be validated by evaluating its IFC
entities and their attributes in terms of existence, cor-
rectness, uniqueness and conditional dependencies.

With an IFC file suitable fo BEPS data genera-
tion at hand, an IFC-to-BEPS tranformation process
can be performed either directly (Andriamamonjy
et al., 2018a) or utilizing intermediate data models to
bridge the gap between BIM and BEPS data (Tho-
rade et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015). In fact, even
if the IFC data are consistent, complete and correct,
they do not meet all the BEPS data requirements.
While substantial information can be captured in the
IFC schema, information like simulation-specific pa-
rameters cannot be adequately captured in the IFC
schema. Hence, an expert system that captures do-
main expertise is required to yield a fully automated
transformation process. To encapsulate all the BEPS
data requirements in a common file, the need for a
intermediate data model is highlighted (O’Donnell
et al., 2011).

This work presents a workflow for automated BEP
simulation input data files generation from IFC data,
where SimModel (O’Donnell et al., 2011) has been se-
lected as the target data model that can encapsulate
all BEP simulation data requirements, and proposes
tools to deal with all drawbacks mentioned above,
for which validation experiments are presented. The
validation experiments of these tools have been per-
formed on different benchmark BIM (IFC) models,
some of which refer to existing buildings, while oth-
ers contain benchmark cases artificially developed for
unit and stress testing the proposed workflow.

Proposed Workflow

The proposed workflow and the associated tool-chain
involve a number of components (see Figure 1): (i)
BIM Design Guidelines provide the BIM designer
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with design rules to be followed towards generating
a usable BIM model; (ii) a modified version of Revit
IFC Exporter enables exportation of supplemental-
required data; (iii) a geometry checking tool vali-
dates that the exported geometry data meet the re-
quirements for the 2nd-level space boundary topol-
ogy calculation; (iv) the Common Boundary Inter-
section Projection (CBIP) tool enriches the IFC file
with 2nd-level space boundary information; (v) with
the enriched IFC file as input, an IFC to SimModel
XML tool, along with a SimModel enrichment tool
that captures the modelling intent, generates a com-
pletely populated SimModel, which can in turn be
easily serialized in a number of formats. We show-
case how this can be used to generate an EnergyPlus
Input Data File (IDF) file. In the following sections,
these components are briefly presented and validated
in both synthetic and real-world applications.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed workflow.

Note here that SimModel 2.2 version schema (based
on a set of XSD files) has been updated to support
the IFC4 and the Input Data Dictionary (IDD) of
EnergyPlus 8.9 version.

Modification of Revit IFC Exporter

To overcome limitations of publicly available IFC ex-
porters on providing information about thermal prop-
erties of each building entity’s construction material,
internal gains (schedules and densities) and inverse
relations in case of curtain walls, and to guaran-
tee correct exportation of such information, the Re-
vit IFC4 DTV exporter, which is an open source
component, has been modified to create a bespoke
OptEEmAL version that addresses these shortcom-
ings. The OptEEmAL IFC Exporter supports the

latest version of Revit (2018.3).

BIM Design Guidelines

Previously, the need for a set of design guidelines
that help the BIM designer provide an error-free (or
error-reduced) IFC file, suitable for BEPS purposes,
was introduced. To this direction, a document that
presents these guidelines as they apply for Revit has
been developed (see Giannakis et al. (2019)) – similar
guidelines can be developed for other BIM authoring
tools.

The guidelines are provided as a set of modelling
rules belonging to two broad categories: Static and
Dynamic Data. Static data rules cover the build-
ing geometry, construction materials, glazing infor-
mation, and so forth, while dynamic data rules cover
the specification of time-varying parameters such as
occupancy schedules, internal gains schedules, use of
equipment, or occupant actions. These rules ensure
that: (i) spaces have been placed in all areas of the
building; (ii) each space is bounded properly; (iii) ma-
terial thermal properties for opaque and transparent
building elements have been set; (iv) building type
and its infiltration class have been defined; and (v)
the modified Revit IFC exporter has been configured
properly.

IFC Data Correctness Check

The next shortcoming to be addressed is the geome-
try errors that affect the 2nd-level space boundaries
calculation; hard to discern errors that could not be
addressed by following the BIM design guidelines and
modifying the IFC exporter. There are certain geo-
metric errors that affect the generation of a build-
ing energy performance simulation input data file,
grouped to the following three categories: clashes;
surface errors; and space incorrect definitions.

To facilitate the BIM designer to provide a ”clean”
IFC file in terms of geometry, the previous types of
geometric error are detected and reported in an XML
form, by the use of Geometry Error Detection tool
(GED) (Lilis et al., 2015), as illustrated in the fol-
lowing instance.

<ClashErrors>

<Wall-Space>

<ClashError id=”1” , ...”>

<ClashError id=”2” . ...”>

...

</Wall-Space>

</ClashErrors>

<ClashError id=1, ID 1=3, GID 1=..., ID 2=4, GID 2=...>

<boundaryRepresentation>

<surface> ... </surface>

...

</boundaryRepresentation>

</ClashError>
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IFC Data Enrichment

In terms of building geometry, BEPS requires infor-
mation of the building’s polygonal surfaces, through
which the thermal energy is exchanged, either among
the building’s internal spaces or between the build-
ing’s internal spaces and the building environment
(2nd-level space boundary surfaces). As mentioned
above, such data are frequently missing from the ex-
ported IFC files or are incorrect. To sort out such
data inconsistencies, the Common Boundary Inter-
section Projection tool (CBIP) has been developed
(Lilis et al., 2017).

CBIP calculates the 2nd-level space boundary sur-
faces based on the geometrical information of the ar-
chitectural elements (walls, spaces, slabs, openings,
etc.) contained in its input IFC file and enriches these
file by populating appropriate IFC data classes in its
output. Unlike other graph-based methods (Rose and
Bazjanac, 2015), CBIP is a graph-less method and
requires the complete geometric descriptions of the
internal building space volumes. The theory behind
the geometrical operations involved in CBIP process,
is described in (Lilis et al., 2017). In short, CBIP con-
sists of four stages: (i) an input pre-processing stage;
(ii) the Common Boundary Intersection (CBI); (iii)
the Boundary Intersection Projection (BIP); and (iv)
one output IFC enrichment stage.

In the final IFC enrichment stage, instances of the
IfcRelSpaceBoundary2ndLevel class are populated:
its connection geometry, all of its associations (re-
lating space, related element, corresponding space
boundary, parent or inner boundary) and the related
attributes (physical or virtual and internal or external
or external earth) are generated.

Although CBIP is general enough to support com-
plex building envelopes, there are special cases where
specific handling is required. These cases are related
to certain architectural elements such as the curtain
walls. In the case of curtain walls the space bound-
ary surfaces referring to the openings of the curtain
walls should be replaced by the surfaces of the curtain
wall components which may include doors, windows
and plates. This action is necessary for the correct
BEPS model generation since these curtain wall com-
ponents and their related 2nd-level space boundaries
play different roles in a thermal simulation. Some of
the curtain wall components maybe opaque while oth-
ers could be transparent. Additionally, some of these
components might be operable while others might be
not. For the above reasons this replacement is neces-
sary.

IFC Data Completeness Check

Following the IFC data enrichment stage, the IFC
data completeness check performs automatic valida-
tion of the IFC model to ensure that a certain set
of data is present. The existence and the quality
of this data set is a critical factor for the success-

ful execution of the automatic BEPS model genera-
tion process. As briefly mentioned above, there are
two sources involved in the population of this data
set: (i) the modified version of Revit IFC exporter;
and (ii) the CBIP tool. For instance, the material
thermal properties of opaque and transparent build-
ing elements, the occupancy schedules, the internal
gains for each space and the infiltration class are pro-
duced from the modified version of Revit IFC ex-
porter, while the 2nd-level space boundaries from the
CBIP tool. The completeness check applies a set of
static rules in the IFC model, starting from the tar-
geted IFC entity, and checks the existence, the type
and the content of all nested entities and attributes.
When the execution process ends, a text report is
generated. This report contains the results for each
applied rule.

IFC to SimModel XML Mapping

The SimModel XSD schema is defined by the union
of two different data representations. The first rep-
resentation captures all the BIM related information,
such as building geometry, building elements, materi-
als, zones, spaces and HVAC systems. The structure
of this representation follows the fundamental princi-
ples of the IFC schema. The second representation is
used to capture all the BEPS related information in
more precise way and its structure has strong simi-
larities with the Input Data Dictionary (IDD) of En-
ergyPlus. The transformation from the IFC-SPF to
SimModel XML is possible using a common mapping
framework that includes a set of static rules in order
to map one by one the IFC classes to the correspond-
ing SimModel XSD complex types. When the process
is running, the XML elements are automatic gener-
ated from the corresponding IFC objects, based on
the predefined transformation rules. The SimModel
XML uses the IDREF and IDREFS XSD types for
the interconnection between the XML elements. The
deserialization of the XML model is automated, by
using the default JAXB marshaller. The aforemen-
tioned mapping rules are applied by the IFC to Sim-
Model XML mapping tool.

SimModel XML Enrichment

Investigation of the SimModel capability to meet all
the BEPS requirements (specifically for EnergyPlus)
without any extension of its current schema has led to
a list of existing SimModel classes that could be used.
However, applying the aforementioned IFC to Sim-
Model XML mapping process, the resulted SimModel
files lack information about the EnergyPlus-oriented
input parameters (e.g. time-step, run period, simu-
lation control, etc.) while, the popluated XML data
are not directly usable for an energy simulation input
data file generation. Hence, it is necessary to apply
certain rules to enrich the SimModel XML with more
specific objects for the EnergyPlus IDF generation.

These rules are implemented in a new tool, named
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SimModel XML Enrichment tool and are grouped
to the following categories: rules for (i) opaque and
transparent materials; (ii) constructions’ material
layer bedding; (iii) thermal zones; (iv) opaque and
transparent building surfaces; (v) internal gains and
relevant schedules; (vi) other simulation parameters;
(vii) ideal load HVAC system for energy demands es-
timation.

For instance, the need of rules for opaque and trans-
parent building surfaces stems from the following
fact: after the IFC to SimModel XML mapping pro-
cess, objects of the following classes are generated:
(1) SimWallWallDefault; (2) SimSlabDefaultDe-
fault; (3) SimWindowWindowDefault; (4) SimDoor-
GlazedDoor; (5) SimDoorOpaqueDoor; (6) SimPan-
elOpaque; SimPanelGlazing; (7) SimVirtualElement-
DefaultDefault; (8) SimFeatureElementSubtraction-
VoidOpening; (9) SimCurtainWallCurtainWallDe-
fault; and (10) SimSpaceBoundarySecondLevel. Ad-
dressing the BEPS data requirements, information
about the building elements construction can be re-
trieved from objects of classes (1)-(9), while their
geometry representation is neglected; as mentioned
above, for such information, the 2nd-level space
boundary (SimSpaceBoundarySecondLevel) geome-
try information is used. Hence, a class that combines
the construction information of the (1)-(9) classes in-
stances and the geometry information of the 2nd-level
space boundaries is required. After a thorough in-
vestigation in the SimModel XSD schema, SimWall,
SimSlab, SimWindow, SimDoor sub-classes seem to
meet this requirement and could be used for a di-
rect mapping to BuildingSurface:Detailed and Fen-
estration Surface:Detailed objects. Instances of these
sub-classes are populated by applying the opaque and
transparent building surfaces rules.

SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF Mapping

EnergyPlus input data file (IDF) is an ASCII file.
The EnergyPlus input data are structured into
classes. For each class, fields are defined, which de-
scribe the characteristics of the class objects. Objects
are the instances of a class. All the available classes
are listed into the Input Data Dictionary file (IDD).

To generate the IDF file of a specific building, a set
of mapping rules have been defined that transform
data of the respective, enriched SimModel file to IDD
classes objects and writes a text file according to the
IDD specifications. This set of rules forms the Sim-
Model XML to EnergyPlus IDF Mapping tool.

Application

To investigate the validity and the performance of
the proposed workflow, numerous benchmark build-
ing cases have been considered within OptEEmAL
project. In this work, the application of the work-
flow’s components on Demo-4 building and Turina-
tower benchmark cases is presented.

Demo-4 building contains six internal spaces and a
variety of facade components including transparent
and opaque doors, windows, and curtain walls that
consist of opaque and transparent sub-components
(doors, windows and plates). Demo-4 building, a hy-
pothetical two-story office building, BIM of which is
depicted in Figure 2, has been selected as its small
size allows the verification of the workflow ability on
handling the overall BIM-to-BEPS process.

Figure 2: Demo-4 buildings BIM in Revit 2018.

On the other hand, an existing building and consid-
erably bigger than Demo-4, Torre-Turina, has been
selected to demonstrate the ability of the workflow
in handling big and complex buildings. Turina-tower
building is located in Cuatro de Marzo district, Val-
ladolid, Spain. It is an eleven-story residential tower
which contains 284 internal building spaces, most of
which are apartments and stores, BIM of which is
depicted in Figure 7 (left).

IFC Data correctness check : Demo-4 building’s BIM
was carefully designed following the Design Guide-
lines and considering the requested expertise for a
BIM-to-BEPS transformation process. Hence, a ge-
ometry error-free IFC4 DTV model was exported us-
ing the modified IFC Revit exporter. On the other
hand, Turina-tower buildings BIM was initially de-
signed using Revit by a regular building designer and
contained several inaccuracies. These inaccuracies af-
fected the generation of the 2nd-level space boundary
information. Therefore, relevant issues were reported
by the Geometric Error Detection tool and solution
techniques, derived by the Design Guidelines docu-
ment, were applied to finally produce an IFC suitable
for the 2nd-level space boundary topology generation.

IFC Data Enrichment : With the geometry error-
free IFC files at hand, the CBIP tool was executed
to enrich these files with the 2nd-level space bound-
ary information. As Figure 3 demonstrates, CBIP
tool identified the curtain wall sub elements (plates,
doors, windows) and differentiated space boundaries
related to opaque elements from space boundaries re-
lated to transparent elements (solid vs. glazed plate)
for the Demo-4 building. Moreover, CBIP tool cor-
rectly divided the floor area of the selected internal
building space into four space boundary surfaces the
geometry of which depends on the position and size
of the four neighbour internal spaces underneath the
selected space.
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Figure 3: CBIP results on Demo-4 building.

Figure 4: CBIP results on Torre-Turina building.

Concerning the Turina-tower building, to demon-
strate the ability of the tool in handling spaces of
complex geometry, the internal space of its basement
is selected: a space that has a complex geometrical
representation with a hole in its centre as pictured in
Figure 4. The CBIP tool correctly divided the ceiling
surface of that space into eight sub surfaces accord-
ing to the geometry and the location of the spaces
above the basement (ground floor spaces). Further-
more, CBIP tool differentiated the space boundary
surfaces associated with two different types of wall
constructions (one wall construction refers to the ex-
ternal walls of the building and the other wall con-
struction refers to the walls attached to the building
atrium space).

IFC Data Completeness check : For the enhanced
IFC4 files (IFC4 files that have been enriched with
the 2nd-level space boundary information), the IFC
Checking tool was applied to ensure that BEPS data
are available. The IFC Checking tool report for the
enhanced IFC file of Demo-4 building is the following:

Checking report for the model:

Demo4 ENHANCED

The rule ”space boundaries, parent space boundaries,

corresponding space boundaries” has passed.

The rule ”spaces, loads, parameters, schedules” has passed.

The rule ”doors, thermal parameters” has passed.

The rule ”windows, thermal parameters” has passed.

The rule ”plates, thermal parameters” has passed.

The rule ”materials, thermal parameters” has passed.

IFC to SimModel XML and SimModel XML Enrich-
ment : SimModel files generated by the IFC to Sim-
Model XML mapping tool was performed without
errors, populating IFC-oriented information of Sim-
Model. Next SimModel XML Enrichment tool was

executed to enrich the SimModel file with more spe-
cific objects for the EnergyPlus input data file gen-
eration. In more detail, information about simula-
tion parameters (RunPeriod, Timestep, Algorithms,
GlobalGeometryRules, etc.), internal gains and time
series (Schedules), BuildingSurface:Detailed and Fen-
erstrationSurface:Detailed object in terms of Sim-
Model were populated.

Figure 5: Slabs definition within SimModel before
(top) and after (bottom) applying the SimModel XML
Enrichment tool.

For instance, following the IFC to SimModel XML
mapping process, IfcSlabs were translated to Sim-
Slab Default Default class objects, which do not
have the properties required for the BuildingSur-
face:Detailed objects creation. All the missing prop-
erties are defined under the SimSlab sub classes.
Moreover, in terms of BEPS, a unique slab should
correspond to a unique space boundary. Hence, the
SimSlab Default Default objects are processed by the
SimModel XML Enrichment tool to generate SimSlab
sub classes objects that meet the BEPS requirements
(see Figure 5). The same happens for other building
elements (SimWall objects etc.). Creation of these
objects is prerequisite, since only these sub-classes
objects meet the BEPS data requirements. If such
a process is not adopted, generation of the IDF files
will not be allowed due to incomplete information.

SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF : The final step
of the prososed workflow is the translation of the en-
riched SimModel XML to input data of EnergyPlus,
performed by the SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF
tool.

As Figure 6 illustrates, where the populated IDF and
a section plane are depicted, the tool correctly identi-
fied: (i) Building and Fenestration surfaces; (ii) their
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Figure 6: Demo-4 building – automatically generated
IDF, rendered by surface type (top) and by boundary
condition type (bottom) in SketchUp.

boundary condition type; (iii) the corresponding sur-
faces, when boundary condition type is ”surface”; (iv)
the surface type; (v) the surface construction; and
(vi) the 3d geometry representation of each surface.
Note here that the 2nd-level space boundaries of type
2b were neglected and not translated to BuildingSur-
face:Detailed objects. Moreover, the tool managed to
map information of thermal zones and other simula-
tion parameters (e.g. Version, Timestep, Simulation-
Control, SurfaceConvectionAlgorithm: Inside, etc.),
with which the SimModel file had been earlier en-
riched by executing the SimModel XML Enrichment
tool; however, due to lack of space, relevant results
could not be presented.

Figure 7: Torre-Turina building’s BIM in Revit
2018 (left) and its automatically generated IDF in
SketchUp (right).

The IFC to SimModel XML, SimModel XML Enrich-
ment and SimModel XML to EnergyPlus IDF pro-
cesses have been applied to the Turina tower as well,
resulting to the IDF depicted in Figure 7 (right).
A success simulation of the resulted IDF without

any manual modification proves the effectiveness of
the proposed workflow on handling large, multi-zone
buildings.

Conclusion

The use of BIM data to automate the BEPS model
generation has received lately considerable attention.
To this direction, numerous research studies attempt
to define workflows and fully automate the overall
BIM-to-BEPS process. However, a plethora of draw-
backs prevents the application of such data transfor-
mation process from being straightforward.

The focus of this work has been the definition of these
drawbacks and the description of a workflow to deal
with them. Initially, drawbacks at different points of
a BIM-to-BEPS process have been highlighted. Con-
sequently, the proposed workflow has introduced a
tools-chain performing a fully-automated BEP sim-
ulation input data file generation (SimModel XML
and IDF files for EnergyPlus) from BIM (IFC4) data
files, for which various validation experiments have
been performed.

From a data quality viewpoint, in order to ensure the
generation of flawless IFC data files, specific BIM de-
sign guidelines have been documented and a modified
IFC exporter has been introduced. Then, two data
quality checking tools have been described: the BIM
checking tool, which examines the data completeness
of the input IFC files and the Geometric Error De-
tection tool, which checks the geometric data correct-
ness of the input IFC files. As far as semantic enrich-
ment is concerned, the introduced tools included: the
CBIP tool which enriches the IFC file with geometry
information that is required from the BEP simulation
viewpoint (2nd-level space boundaries), the SimModel
Enrichment tool which retrieves the output of an IFC
to SimModel XML mapping process and enriches the
resulted SimModel XML with information required
from the EneryPlus perspective and finally, the sim-
ulation input data file generation process which pro-
duces the final IDF file suitable for EnergyPlus energy
demands simulations.

The validation experiments of these tools have been
performed on different benchmark BIM (IFC) mod-
els within OptEEmal project, some of which refer to
existing buildings, while others contain benchmark
cases artificially developed for unit and stress testing
the developed tool chain. All validation experiments
indicate that the developed tools supporting simula-
tion model generation related processes, are robust
enough to handle multiple possible building complex-
ities, as well as cases of data insufficiency via appro-
priate reporting procedures.

It is worth mentioning that the presented BIM-to-
BEPS generation process, is mostly focused on build-
ing energy demands estimation aspects. Considera-
tion related to the inclusion of actual building energy
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systems is also investigated but a concrete implemen-
tation remains the subject of future work.
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Abstract

In recent studies, methodologies for automated Build-
ing Energy Performance simulation model generation,
utilizing Building Information Model data, have re-
ceived considerable attention. In most cases, each
space of a building is treated as a thermal zone, and
each 2nd-level space boundary as an inter-zone bound-
ary surface. This results in increased computational
effort that scales with the number of zones and sur-
faces, but without necessarily improved simulation
accuracy. Geometry simplification can be quite ben-
eficial to reduce complexity; however, its effective-
ness relies on the modeler experience and the build-
ing’s geometric characteristics. In prior work, zone
merging approaches have been investigated but the
topic of geometric simplification has remained rela-
tively unexplored. In this work, an algorithmic pro-
cess is introduced for simplification of the 2nd-level
space boundary topology, and consequently reduction
of the number of surfaces.

Introduction

According to the Building Energy Performance Simu-
lation (BEPS) 3D zonal-models definition, a building
consists of thermal zones, coupled with each other
and with the environment. A thermal zone consists
of an air volume of uniform temperature distribution,
its bounding surfaces and elements contained inside
this volume. The basis for the zone air tempera-
ture estimation in BEPS, is the formulation of energy
and moisture balances for the zone air and the solu-
tion of the resulting ordinary differential equations.
The computational effort behind these operations is
proportional to the total number of building thermal
zones and their boundary surfaces, which depends on
the building geometry and its space topology.

In recent studies, development of methodologies for
automated BEPS zonal-models generation, utilizing
Building Information Model (BIM) data, has received
considerable attention (Andriamamonjy et al., 2018;
Thorade et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015; Giannakis
et al., 2015). Although these methodologies make the
BEPS model generation process much more expedi-

ent, they suffer from design and exporter errors dur-
ing the BIM generation stage and the simulation of
the generated model is time-consuming since its ge-
ometry and zoning approximations are considered of
high detail, but without necessarily improved simula-
tion accuracy: each space of a building is treated as a
thermal zone and the 2nd-level space boundaries (sur-
faces of thermal exchange among building spaces and
the environment) (Weise et al., 2011), as inter-zone
boundary surfaces. This results in increased compu-
tational effort, since the simulation process is pre-
dominantly slowed down by the increased number of
zones and their bounding surfaces. Consequently, re-
duction of the simulation run time can be achieved by
either decreasing the number of thermal zones or their
boundary surfaces. Furthermore, an increased geo-
metrical complexity arising from an increased number
of zones in a BEPS model, adds difficulty in the in-
terpretation and the post processing of the simulation
results. Consequently, zone number reduction meth-
ods appears to be a reasonable solution to facilitate
these processes.

Concerning the zone number reduction methods, in
prior work, manual (ASHRAE 90.1, 2010) and auto-
mated (Giannakis et al., 2017; Georgescu and Mezić,
2015) zone merging approaches have been investi-
gated. Most of these methods are based on spaces-
to-zones grouping rules leaving the geometric content
of BEPS models intact and as a result the topic of an
geometric simplification of BEPS models using zone
reduction has remained relatively unexplored. To this
direction, geometry simplification attempts by manu-
ally editing the generated BEPS input data file can be
quite beneficial to reduce complexity; however, their
effectiveness relies on the modeler experience and the
building’s geometric characteristics (Giannakis et al.,
2013).

In the present work, a novel geometric simplifica-
tion algorithm is introduced to support automated
zoning reduction approaches as the ones presented
in (Giannakis et al., 2017). The proposed algo-
rithm is essentially a transformation process from the
buildings’ 2nd-level space boundary surface topology
(Weise et al., 2011) (illustrated by the floor plan in
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part I of Figure 1) to a simplified thermal zone bound-
ary surface topology (illustrated by the floor plan in
part III of Figure 1)), given a spaces-to-zones group-
ing rule. In general, a thermal zone boundary sur-
face topology constitutes the geometric core of every
BEPS model and consists of the thermal energy flow
surfaces among the thermal zones of the building and
their environment air or ground.

Initially, when no zone reduction is applied the build-
ing spaces are treated as individual thermal zones,
while the thermal energy flow surfaces are the 2nd-
level space boundary surfaces (Weise et al., 2011),
characterized by inside and outside (if exists) relat-
ing space indexes, as illustrated by the table of part
I of Figure 1. This 2nd-level space boundary surface
topology, along with a spaces-to-zones grouping rule,
constitute the input of the introduced algorithm. As
an intermediate step, the algorithm relies on the input
spaces-to-zones grouping rule, to update the relating
space indexes of the 2nd-level space boundary surfaces
according to their relating zone index, as the table in
part II of Figure 1 indicates with dashed rectangles.
Finally, as a last step, the algorithm merges multiple
coplanar and adjacent space boundary surfaces with
the same updated relating zone indexes and the same
related building elements, into fewer thermal bound-
ary surfaces, as illustrated in part III of Figure 1.

In short, the reduction in the total number of ther-
mal boundary surfaces achieved by the surface merg-
ing and the reduction in the total number of zones
achieved by the spaces-to-zones grouping, has a com-
bined effect in reducing the total simulation run time.
This reduction can be justified by the reduction in
the number of: (a) the differential equations solu-
tions (which is proportional to the number of thermal
zones) solved by the simulation program; and (b) the
respective boundary condition evaluations (which is
proportional to the number of thermal boundary sur-
faces) performed by the simulation routine.

To introduce the proposed algorithm its input data
prerequisites are presented first, followed by analytic
description of its steps. Finally, to demonstrate the
achieved simulation run time reduction without sig-
nificant loss of accuracy in the simulation results,
comparisons between full and simplified model simu-
lations on a demonstration building are performed.

Proposed algorithm

From a broad perspective, the simplification algo-
rithm can be considered as a space boundary topology
transformation process in which, the initial 2nd-level
space boundary surfaces are merged (transformed) to
zone boundary surfaces based on a spaces-to-zones
grouping rule. Conceptually, the algorithm can be di-
vided into four sequential stages, as displayed in the
process diagram of Figure 2: (a) surface re-indexing;
(b) intermediate surface calculation; (c) surface merg-
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Figure 1: Illustration of the application of: (II) space
to thermal zone boundary surface re-indexing pro-
cess and (III) boundary surface merging process, on
a space boundary surface topology (I).

ing; and (d) zone boundary projection and intersec-
tion. These stages are described thoroughly in the
following sections.

Data requirements

The proposed algorithm has two main input data re-
quirements: (a) the 2nd-level space boundary surface
data obtained from the IFC file that is used for the
BEPS input data file generation, where each space is
treated as an individual thermal zone (such topol-
ogy is obtained by the use of tools such as CBIP
(Lilis et al., 2017) or the Space Boundary Tool Rose
and Bazjanac (2015)); and (b) the zones definition as
groups of (or isolated) spaces (spaces-to-zones group-
ing).

Surface re-indexing

Every 2nd-level space boundary surface of type 2A
can be characterized by two space indexes, if it is in-
ternal, or by single space index, if it is external. If
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Figure 2: Algorithm overview.

the space boundary is internal, the first index refers to
its relating space, while the second index refers to the
relating space of its corresponding boundary. If the
space boundary is external, the space index refers to
its relating space. When multiple spaces are grouped
to a specific zone, the space indexes of their space
boundary surfaces are updated with the zone index
values. This process is defined as spaces-to-zones sur-
face re-indexing. For instance, if two space boundary
surfaces have different relating spaces, which belong
to the same zone, their space index values are up-
dated with the new common zone index value. Such
a re-indexing process is illustrated in part II of Figure
1, for the boundary surfaces 1 and 3 that belong to
zone 1, and for the boundary surfaces 2 and 4 that
belong to zone 2. This surface re-indexing process,
used in (Giannakis et al., 2017), leaves the geometry
of the space boundary surfaces and their total number
intact.

Intermediate surface calculation

This stage involves all the necessary operations to
determine a set of surfaces for each zone (named in-

termediate surfaces) consisting of two subsets: (b1)
the inter-space volume surfaces (see (b1) block of Fig-
ure 2) and (b2) the set of 2nd-level (type 2B) (Weise
et al., 2011) space boundary surfaces of the spaces be-
longing to the same zone (see Figure 4). The surfaces
of these two subsets will be used for surface merging
in stage c (according to Figure 2) and are obtained
as described next.

b1. Inter-space volume surfaces: The inter-space vol-
ume surfaces of a zone are the boundary represen-
tation (B-rep) surfaces of the volumes among the
spaces that belong to this zone. These surfaces are
obtained by an extrusion process applied on pairs of
space boundary surfaces of type 2A facing to each
other and belonging to different spaces of the same
zone (see Figure 3). During this extrusion process for
every surface pair, a set of boundary representation
surfaces of an inter-space volume is obtained (B-rep
set). This B-rep set is initialized with one of the sur-
faces of the pair (selected surface).

Space 1 Space 2

Zone 1

Internal 
zone
second-level
space 
boundary
surfaces.

(I) Projection of one 
on the plane
of the other.

(II) Inclusion of 
projection 
polygon and
side 
polygons 

Side polygons 

Projection 
polygon

Figure 3: Extrusion process for the generation of the
boundary representation surfaces of inter-space vol-
umes.

Then, as presented in Figure 3, the extrusion process
populates the rest of the B-rep set in two stages: (I)
by projecting the selected surface on the plane of the
other surface of the pair and including the projec-
tion polygon to the B-rep set and (II) by generating
and including in the B-rep set, the side surfaces of
the solid formed between the selected surface and its
projection from stage I (illustrated in Figure 3).

b2. Space boundary surfaces of type 2B : A type
2B space boundary surface is illustrated with pur-
ple color in Figure 4. The type 2B 2nd-level space
boundary surfaces of a specific zone are all the 2nd-
level 2B boundary surfaces (Weise et al., 2011) of the
spaces that are grouped to this zone.

Surface merging

In the surface merging stage, a set of zone boundary
surfaces for each zone is obtained from the interme-
diate surface set of the zone (set A) and a set of type
2A space boundary surfaces (set B) which have the
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Space 2 Space 3

Space 1

WallType 2A
internal space 
boundary

Type 2B
space 
boundary

Type 2A
external space 
boundary

Figure 4: Illustration of a type 2B space boundary
surface on a single space volume.

following characteristics: its relating space belong to
the zone and the relating space of its corresponding
boundary (if exists) belong to another zone. Selected
coplanar space boundary surfaces from set B, which
have the same relating space and their corresponding
boundary surfaces (if exist) have also the same relat-
ing space are unified or merged together with copla-
nar intermediate surfaces from set A. Finally, during
this process, each internal space boundary of type
2A and its corresponding boundary, which have relat-
ing spaces belonging to the same zone are removed.
Examples of coplanar adjacent surfaces which are
merged during this stage are indicated with dashed
boxes in Figure 2. The unification is implemented
using the polygon union operations of (Vatti, 1992).
With this unification process the number of the ex-
ternal with respect to the zone space boundaries of
type 2A is reduced as multiple small coplanar sur-
faces are fused into fewer but larger surfaces. Finally,
to eliminate possible surface artifacts, these merged
zonal boundary surfaces, require further processing
operations, as described next.

Zone boundary projection

During this last processing stage the zone boundary
surfaces obtained from the previous stage, which be-
long to different zones and face each other are pro-
jected on one another and the projection polygons
are intersected with the original surface polygons. Fi-
nally, the initial zone boundary surfaces are replaced
by the intersection polygons. The whole process is
illustrated in Figure 5.

As illustrated in Figure 6, the zone boundary pro-
jection is required since it removes surface remnants
caused by the surface merging, applied in the previ-
ous stage.

Application

The algorithm is demonstrated on an imaginary two-
story office building depicted in Figure 7 (part I), in
which the internal space volumes of the ground and
first floor are not vertically aligned (part II). A slight
offset was defined to demonstrate the generality and

Zone 1

(I) Projection of 
one on the plane
of the other.

(II) Intersection of 
projection polygon
with the other
boundary.

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 2 Final zone boundary 
surface pairs

Figure 5: Illustration of projection and intersection
operations on opposite zone boundary surface pairs.

Zone boundaries 
without projection

Zone boundaries 
with projection

Unnecessary
surface remnants

Figure 6: Unnecessary surface remnants removed by
zone boundary projection.

the ability of the introduced algorithm in producing
complex inter-space volume spaces (part b1 in Figure
2).

For this imaginary building two application scenar-
ios were investigated. In the first scenario (denoted
as EW), the building spaces are partitioned verti-
cally forming two zones with east and west orientation
(Zone 1: Spaces 1,2 and 5 - Zone 2: Spaces 3,4 and
6). The space volumes of each zone for this scenario
are displayed in parts IA and IC of Figure 8. In the
second scenario (denoted as GF), the building spaces
are partitioned forming two zones: one in the ground
floor and the other in the first floor (Zone 1: Spaces
1,2,3 and 4 - Zone 2: Spaces 5 and 6). The space
volumes of each zone for this scenario are displayed
in parts IIA and IIB of Figure 8.

As parts IB-ID and IIB-IID of Figure 8 depict, the
algorithm produces correctly the inter-space volume
surfaces for the examined scenarios.

During the merging stage the external space bound-
aries referring to different construction elements be-
longing to the same zone are not merged.
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I. Building geometry                          III. Building space volumes 

III. Space boundary topology          IV. Space boundary topology  
      (front view)                                      (rear view)

1 2

5

6

3

4

Figure 7: Demonstration building and its space vol-
ume and space boundary topology (surface culling has
been applied to render the building interior visible).

The thermal boundary surface calculated by the in-
troduced algorithm for the two examined space par-
tition scenarios (EW and GF) on the demonstration
building, are displayed in 9. For the EW partition,
as it is presented in parts IA and IB in Figure 9, all
the internal space boundaries related to inner wall
partitions on the ground floor having east west orien-
tation are removed and the space boundaries on the
first floor among the two zones slab are merged into
one thermal zone surface boundary pair. Four space
boundary surface pairs which contained in the ther-
mal zones, related to the slab among the ground and
the first floor, are removed. In the GF space partition
on the other hand, as it is displayed in parts IIA and
IIB in Figure 9, the space boundaries referring to all
internal wall partitions on the ground and first floors
are removed. For this partition the neighbor external
space boundaries referring to the same wall entity are
merged and the all the space boundaries referring to
the slab among the two floors are merged into one
thermal zone boundary surface pair among the two
zones. There are, however some adjacent external
wall space boundaries in the ground floor visible in
the back view in part IV in Figure 8 and in parts
IB and IIB in Figure 9 which, although they belong
to the same zone, are not merged because they are
referring to different wall elements.

In order to demonstrate the simulation execution
time reduction achieved by the proposed simplifica-
tion method, the EnergyPlusTM, was selected as the
BEPS software. Four separate idf files (input data
files of EnergyPlus) were automatically generated us-
ing the method presented in (Giannakis et al., 2015)
and the respective zone boundary surface topolo-
gies, for the two proposed partition scenarios (vertical
(EW) and the horizontal (GF)) and for two simplifi-
cation methods. The examined simplification meth-
ods are: (a) simple surface re-indexing (SR) and (b)

I. Vertical Partition                   II. Horizontal Partition

IA. East space volumes                    IIA. Ground space volumes

   IB. East inter-space                         IIB. Ground inter-space
         volume surfaces                                volume surfaces

IC. West space volumes               IIC. First floor space volumes

     ID. West inter-space                      IID. First floor inter-space             
            volume surfaces                              volume surfaces

Figure 8: Zone space volumes and inter-space volume
surfaces of the application scenarios.

I. Vertical Partition                       II. Horizontal Partition    

      IA. Zone boundaries                            IIA. Zone boundaries
            (front view)                                            (front view)  

        IB. Zone boundaries                            IIB. Zone boundaries
              (rear view)                                             (rear view)

Figure 9: Thermal zone boundaries for the two space
partition scenarios (EW-left column) and (GF-right
column). Back-face culling has been activated to ren-
der the building interior visible.

surface re-indexing and merging (SRM). The geomet-
ric content of the files referring to the SRM method
for the two scenarios, is displayed by the Google
SketchUpTM platform, in parts I (vertical partition)
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and II (horizontal partition) of Figure 10.

     I. Vertical Partition                             II. Horizontal Partition  

IA. Eastward zone                                   IIA. First floor zone

IB. Westward zone                               IIB. Fround floor zone

Figure 10: Visual representation of the geometric
content of the IDF files for the two space partitions
of the demonstration building.

No active (energy consuming) components were taken
in to account during the simulations, which run for
a whole year period for the same weather boundary
conditions in all examined scenarios. The total exe-
cution times for the simplification methods (SR and
SMR) and the partition scenarios (EW and GF) are
reported in Table 1. The full model simulation run
time for this demo building is 5.22 seconds. As it
is expected, additional simulation run time reduction
can be achieved when surface merging is considered
(SRM method) for both partition scenarios. For the
East-West partition the reduction drops further from
a 17.24% drop in SR to a 24.71% in SRM and for
the ground-first floor partition the decrease is from a
24.33% drop in SR to a 36.21% in SRM.

Table 1: Simulation run time results (in seconds).
SR : Surface re-indexing
SRM : Surface re-indexing and merging

Partition SR SRM

EW 4.32 (↓ 17.24%) 3.93 (↓ 24.71%)

GF 3.95 (↓ 24.33%) 3.33 (↓ 36.21%)

Full model execution time: 5.22

To examine the deviation of the simulation results of:
the simplified model using surface re-indexing (SR)
and the simplified model using surface re-indexing
and merging (SRM), from the full model simulation
(FM), the mean absolute error (MAE) is considered
and is applied on the simulation output values of the
total building energy demand. For the both models
SR and SRM the MAE is calculated from:

MAESR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|Mi − FMi| (1)

where Mi are the model under investigation samples
(M = SR or M = SRM), FMi are the full model
samples and N is their total number. The two exam-
ined simplified models gave the following MAE val-
ues: MAESR = 0.5% and MAESRM = 1.1%. The
increase in the MAE values (MAESRM > MARSR)
when surface merging is included, can be justified by
the fact that the surface area of the 2a space bound-
ary surfaces increases since the 2b space boundary
surfaces are absorbed and as a result the total build-
ing energy demand values also increase, diverging fur-
ther from the full model’s energy demand values.

Conclusions

A geometric simplification algorithm which achieves
building energy performance simulation speedup by
grouping spaces into zones and unifying space bound-
ary surfaces into thermal zone boundaries, was intro-
duced. The reduction of the total number of thermal
zones (due to spaces-to-zones grouping) and the re-
duction of the total number of space boundary sur-
faces (due to space boundary surface merging) de-
creases the total simulation execution time, as the
number of the differential equations solved and the
number of boundary conditions taken into account
by the simulation solver are decreased. To demon-
strate the generality and robustness of the introduced
algorithm an imaginary demonstration building was
considered with internal building volumes are slightly
offset. The algorithm is intended to be used together
with the zone reduction process described in (Gian-
nakis et al., 2017), to explore in an automated manner
for large building complexes, trade offs between sim-
ulation run time reduction and loss of accuracy in the
simulation results.

The introduced algorithm has two limitations which
is a subject of further investigation. The first limita-
tion is related to unnecessary holes sometimes appear-
ing after the zone boundary merging stage, caused
by gaps in the inter-space volumes of the zones, il-
lustrated in part I of Figure 11. These holes do not
disappear after the final zone boundary surface pro-
jection and intersection operations. Although these
holes appear in the algorithms’ output zone boundary
surface topology, they are omitted in the geometric
content of the BEPS model as they are not related to
any building opening.

The second limitation is related to the fact that dur-
ing the space-to-zone boundary surface merging stage
(stage (c) in block diagram of Figure 2), the material
layers of the building constructions which are related
elements of adjacent space boundary surfaces, are not
taken into account. By including the material layer
sets of the building constructions into the merging
stage, further reduction of the number of the space
boundary surfaces can be achieved, since coplanar
and adjacent space boundaries with the same relating
spaces but with different related elements containing
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the same material layer set, could be unified. Such
case is illustrated in part II of Figure 11.

Undesired hole 
caused by an 
inter-space 
volume gap. 

Unmerged space
boundary surfaces 
belonging to 
different wall 
entities referring
to the same
material layer set. 

I. Inter-space volume gaps

II. Unmerged space boundaries with the same material layer set. 

Figure 11: Example of an inter-space volume gap lim-
itation.

Finally the algorithm is going to be tested in the fu-
ture on large buildings where the benefits of simu-
lation time reduction at the expense of acceptable
loss in the simulation results accuracy, will become
more evident. The algorithm could used as software
component applied to simplify the baseline (spaces
are treated as individual thermal zones) BEPS mod-
els, using the spaces to thermal zones grouping data,
which are either included in the IFC BIM file or they
are produced by automatic zoning algorithms.
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Abstract 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is one of the key 
technologies in the building and real estate industry and 
will have a great impact on the value chain of all 
stakeholders along the building sector. BIM methodology 
supports the overall building life cycle in which 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) plays a 
central role. Properties such as the energy consumption 
and operating costs of a building are fundamentally 
determined by the quality of MEP planning and 
implementation. Studies have shown that open data 
interfaces such as industry foundation classes (IFC) and 
the interoperability between different software 
environments are particularly important for MEP 
planning. Several research studies show that openBIM 
data models for MEP are not yet fully applicable in real 
world projects. This paper explores which metadata is 
needed - and when - for BIM to deliver its benefits in the 
building life cycle. Furthermore, the use case building 
energy performance (BEP) simulation is investigated to 
identify the gap between the current capability to use IFC 
for MEP planning and BEP simulation, based on a typical 
hydronic heating system.  
Introduction 

The use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
represents a fundamental technological leap in the 
construction and real estate industries and has medium- to 
long-term implications for all stakeholders in the value 
chain of the construction sector. Mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing (MEP) has a major part in this field. The 
quality of MEP planning and coordination is one of the 
central and most resource-intensive tasks in the 
construction process and it is crucial for energy 
consumption and human comfort within the building 
(Boktor et al., 2014; Wang and Leite, 2016). Studies show 
that open data interfaces such as Industry Foundation 
Classes (IFC) and interoperability between software 
environments are of great importance, especially in the 
area of MEP (Both et al., 2013; Kovacic et al., 2013). 
Uniform data models and modeling standards are 
important pre-requisites for open data exchange via 
openBIM. openBIM is a universal approach to the 
collaborative design, realization and operation of 
buildings based on open standards and workflows 
(buildingSMART-International, 2014). Current 
                                                           
1 http://db.freebim.at 

developments like, national standards such as the 
Austrian BIM standard ÖNORM A 6241-2 and the 
associated “ASI-Property Server1”, as well as 
international standardization groups such as CEN/TC 442 
are important activities in this context. Nevertheless, the 
current development stage of MEP BIM models shows 
that a comprehensive and consistent usage in different 
applications is currently limited. Because of information 
losses within MEP models using the openBIM approach, 
re-modeling is often part of reality. One of the reasons is, 
that the current standards for openBIM MEP models are 
not sufficient in terms of available information and 
parameters, to meet the requirements of a powerful 
continuous BIM planning (Castell-Codesal, Javier and 
Frantzen, Jürgen, 2015). Based on stakeholder feedback 
from the building domain, Hauer et al. (2018a) confirms, 
that missing parameters in IFC especially in MEP 
represent one of the biggest obstacles for a continuous use 
of the openBIM approach. Thus, this paper explores, 
which metadata is needed - and when - for BIM to deliver 
its benefits in the building life cycle. An approach to 
increase the quality of openBIM MEP models in terms of 
metadata in different phases of the building life cycle will 
be presented. This paper deals with the above questions 
focusing on the use case of MEP building energy 
performance (BEP) simulation.  
State-of-the-art 

MEP plays an important role in the BIM methodology. To 
enable a smooth and improved cooperation between 
different actors in the construction industry and 
interoperability between software environments (i.e. a 
data exchange in machine-readable form), different 
standardization activities and initiatives take place at 
different levels. 
Standardization activities 

Figure 1 shows a collection of important MEP BIM 
standards at national and international level: on the 
Austrian national level, two main standards ÖNORM A 
6241 Part 1 and Part 2, focus on the use of digital building 
documentation. Part 1 specifies the digital data exchange, 
and data storage for information on building construction 
and related spatial civil engineering constructions, which 
are required for the management of real estate property 
over the life cycle (“ÖNORM A 6241-1,” 2015). Part 2 
specifies the technical implementation of a unified, 
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structured 3D data model for building construction and 
related spatial civil engineering constructions based on 
BIM. It provides the bases for a comprehensive, unified, 
product-neutral, systematized exchange of graphical and 
metadata. Furthermore, it regulates the BIM workflow in 
an openBIM project over the entire life cycle of a building 
(“ÖNORM A 6241-2,” 2015). Based on Part 2 and the 
existing IFC data structure, an initiative called “ASI-
Property Server” was developed. It is a freely accessible 
database which provides specifications for valid model 
contents (components), the associated responsibility 
(author), the delivery time (project phase) and the 
specification (value range). 

 
Figure 1: Simplified overview, BIM standardization activities 

with focus on MEP (adapted according to Alvermann, 2016; 

Gamperling, 2017; Hauer et al., 2018b) 

The German VDI department for building services (BS) 
deals with the development of the guideline VDI 3805 - 
Product Data Exchange in the Building Services2. The 
aim of this guideline is to create standardized data 
descriptions that allow to produce uniform product 
specifications in machine-readable form for different 
product groups. This standardization makes it possible for 
different CAD and simulation programs to use product 
data catalogs from different manufacturers without 
additional "interface programs" (Treeck et al., 2016; VDI, 
2018).  
The international standard ISO 16757 (based on VDI 
3805) deals with data exchange between MEP objects and 
software providers and aims to internationalize the 
national standard. The aim is to support the integration of 
manufacturer product data in uniform digital product data 
for the use in calculation, simulation and planning 
programs as well as in BIM models in general. ISO 16757 
uses existing standards such as IFC and International 
Framework for Dictionaries (IFD) (Gamperling, 2017). 
The international standard ISO 16739 deals with data 
exchange in the construction industry and in plant 
management and is continuously further developed by the 
internationally active organization buildingSMART3. 
This standard is the basis for a manufacturer-independent 
and cross-software data transfer of digital models. It is 
based on the specification of the Industry Foundation 
                                                           
2 https://www.vdi.eu/engineering/vdi-standards/  
3 http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org  

Classes (IFC) - a description of data structure and file 
format. The IFC specification is used for the universal 
representation of a real-world building as digital model 
(Hauer et al., 2018b). Despite several extensions, the 
current granularity of IFC attributes remains insufficient 
for applications such as thermal HVAC simulations 
(Treeck et al., 2016). 
At the European level, the CEN Technical Committee 
442-Building Information Modeling is currently working 
on the topic BIM in 7 different working groups. The 
scopes of these working groups are standards, 
specifications and reports which specify methodologies to 
define, describe, exchange, monitor, record and securely 
handle asset data, semantics and processes with links to 
geospatial and other external data (Alvermann, 2016; 
CEN, 2018). The integration or interaction from 
international level to national level is shown with arrows 
in Figure 1. 
Stakeholder feedback from the building industry 

In the running research project metaTGA4, stakeholder 
feedback from the building industry was collected to 
investigate the following question: What is the 
applicability of current MEP BIM models from a practical 
point of view. The following challenges have been 
identified (Hauer et al., 2018b) among others: 
- the reusability of IFC models or an error-free 

transfer between different software environments is 
often not possible, due to missing attributes in the 
IFC structure or the insufficient export capability. 

- BIM models from manufacturers are often too 
detailed in terms of geometrical information. On the 
other hand, required metadata is often missing. The 
provided models should be made more manageable 
and have an adequate storage size by e.g., 
simplifying the geometry. 

IFC and BEP interfaces 

In the research community, different approaches and 
software prototypes have been developed to close the gap 
between BIM and various simulation environment for 
energy simulation. Currently there are different tools to 
extract geometrical and building property information 
from BIM models in order to transfer it to BEP simulation 
software, e.g., EnergyPlus, IDA ICE, etc. see for example: 
Bazjanac et al., 2011; Jeong and Son, 2016; O’Donnell et 
al., 2013. The problem of a correct space boundary 
representation is of particular relevance in this context. 
Investigations were made to translate IFC to BEP 
simulation tools, e.g., EveBIM tool see Robert et al., 
2014. This research was based on the standards IFC 2x3 
and IFC 2x4. This stage of IFC was simply not able to 
deal with HVAC information. Liu et al., 2013 shows that 
the information content in IFC, green building XML5 
(gbXML) and EnergyPlus schemas partially overlap, but 
it is not rich enough to meet the requirements of HVAC 
performance analysis in operation, even when combined.  

4 www.metatga.org  
5 http://www.gbxml.org  
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A solution is the extension or the definition of own 
property sets, containing necessary information of 
MEP/HVAC systems. For this reason, HVAC systems 
definition is left to a third-party tool relying on the 
targeted simulation tool’s data model (Robert et al., 
2014). Even with the new IFC4 Add2TC16 specification 
(extension of the domain HVAC), a detailed MEP/HVAC 
definition is often not possible without defining own 
property sets, as it is done in several software suites, e.g., 
CYPE7.  
Current state-of-the-art research shows that IFC4 
Add2TC1 is currently not able to provide a data structure 
and necessary attributes to deal with third-party 
simulation tools for MEP design. This research should 
support the standardization process and increase the 
quality of MEP components. The research results will be 
published in the standardization community.  
General methodology 

The following investigations are based on a standard 
heating system (see Figure 2), consisting of three main 
components: an air/water heat pump, a buffer tank (two 
inlet/outlet ports, no additional heating system or heat 
exchanger) and a floor heating system, which is a typical, 
HVAC combination in the D-A-CH region for newly built 
buildings. The system was chosen as an example to 
investigate following benefits: the introduced processes 
can be seen as general guide lines to be able to create more 
detailed MEP openBIM models used for BEP simulation 
and the BIM planning process, regardless if the 
component exists in the IFC4 structure.  
This system will be analysed in terms of which attributes 
are needed for BEP simulation and of the capability of 
IFC4 Add2TC1 to handle (represent) these attributes in 
the current data structure. It should help to gain feedback 
of the usability of IFC and increase the usage in the 
building industry. In this practical example, the heat pump 
representation in IFC differs from other components. In 
this case, IFC is currently designed to store such systems 
as unitary equipment (IfcUnitaryEquipment8), which is a 
set of components combined in a single product, e.g., air 
handlers, heat pumps, and split systems etc. The following 
analysis concerning IFC attributes was done on an overall 
heat pump product view, not of each single component 
like condenser, compressor, etc.  
The following sections describe the overall approach of 
how to create the databases for a high-quality openBIM 
model including a basis for process modeling for different 
use cases, e.g., sizing of HVAC components, BEP 
simulation, etc. Furthermore, these results are used to 
identify the gap between the current capability to use IFC 
for MEP planning and BEP simulation. 

                                                           
6 www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC4/Add2TC1/html/  
7 www.cype.com  

 
Figure 2: Standard heating system to be analysed consisting of 

an air/water heat pump, buffer tank and a floor heating system. 

Process of data generation 

The first step in the analysis of MEP models was to 
generate a high-quality metadata basis for each 
component. Further requests from the metaTGA 
stakeholder feedback for MEP models were, e.g.: 
- the developed models, in particular the specified 

attributes and metadata, should have a strong 
practical relevance and should consider the entire 
life cycle of a building, especially planning and 
operation. 

- the developed models should be validated by experts 
to guarantee a strong practical use. 

To meet these requirements a universal concept for 
metadata harvesting, defining of pre-requirements for 
process models and the usage of the metadata sets was 
developed as shown in Figure 3- step 1. For each 
component, various sources of information (e.g., VDI 
3805, Austrian standardized specification for building 
services (in German language: Standardleistungsbuch 
Haustechnik9), manufacturing data sheets, IFC4 
Add2TC1, experience from experts) were analysed, 
resulting in a detailed parameter screening of the available 
metadata. The available parameters were examined for 
their practical relevance and reduced to the essential ones. 
Finally, parameters were grouped into categories with the 
same content, e.g., planning, sound emission, ports etc. 
Value ranges with corresponding SI-Units were defined 
for numeric parameters, if possible.  

 
Figure 3: Concept of a simplified process model for data 

harvesting, the definition of a basis for process modeling and 

the usage of the metadata sets. 

 

8 http://www.buildingsmart-
tech.org/ifc/IFC4/Add2TC1/html/link/ifcunitaryequipment.htm  
9 https://www.bmdw.gv.at/KulturellesErbe/Bauservice/Seiten/LB-
Haustechnik.aspx  
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An essential question associated with this set of metadata 
is which data is needed - and when - for BIM to deliver 
its benefits over the entire building life cycle. These 
questions can be answered by the development of a 
process model for BIM use cases, e.g., sizing of HVAC 
components, quantitative determination, etc. using 
standardized languages like integration definition (IDEF) 
or business process model and notation (BPMN). As one 
development step, the metadata must be associated with 
different stakeholders and building life cycle stages 
according to the Austrian Standard ÖNORM A 6241 Part 
2- Appendix B10 and the Austrian scale of fee structures 
for architects and engineers (in German language: 
Leistungsmodell- Technische Ausrüstung LM.TA- 
201411) (see Figure 3- step 2). To ensure practical 
relevance of the developed results, a cross-check by 
experts is performed on a regular basis (see Figure 3- step 
3). Finally, the set of metadata can be used for further 
developments of BIM process models or for high-quality 
openBIM MEP models supporting BEP or the BIM 
planning process by using a suitable data management 
platform like BIMQ12 (see Figure 3- step 4).  
It should be mentioned, that these processes (step 1 to step 
3 in Figure 3) ideally only need to be done once, e.g., in 
the course of standardization activities, or if companies 
want to establish their own BIM MEP/HVAC standards. 
As soon as this process is done or the results are publicly 
available, as it is planned in the metaTGA project, the 
time-consuming processes is reduced to a minimum, 
provided that the company already has BIM experience. 
Using this high-quality BIM models can save time during 
the BIM planning process of a building, because all 
relevant data is specified and assigned to the responsible 
stakeholder. This will make the BIM processes more 
effective and will save time and money.  
First results and findings 

The described workflow is the basis for the subsequent 
investigations of the introduced HVAC system. Each 
component was analyzed individually focusing on 
required metadata and their allocation to building project 
phases, with the main purpose to investigate the capability 
of IFC to support BEP simulation. The analysis focuses 
on three different BEP simulation tools: IDA ICE 4.8, 
EnergyPlus 8.6, and TRNSYS 17 including the TESS 
libraries Version 17.1.  
As shown in Figure 2, three main components for detailed 
analysis were chosen: an air/water heat pump, a buffer 
tank and a floor heating system (pumps, pipes, valves and 
expansion storage were neglected). For each of these 
components, one component class (or “type”) is 
considered for each of the three simulation tools. This 
sometimes makes it necessary to choose a class among 
several alternatives. For instance, TRNSYS and the TESS 
libraries offer more than ten different types for the 
                                                           
10 https://shop.austrian-
standards.at/action/en/public/details/514168/OENORM_A_6241-
2_2015_03_15  
11 
https://www.ingenieurbueros.at/media/Kwc_Basic_DownloadTag_Co

modeling of vertical stratified storage tanks, differing for 
instance in terms of integrated heat exchangers, fixed or 
variable inlets, uniform or non-uniform losses. In each 
case, the simplest type applicable to the modelled system 
was selected. For the buffer tank, a type without 
integrated heat exchangers, with fixed inlets and uniform 
losses was selected. Table 1 gives a summary of 
simulation components to be analyzed which fits best to 
the investigated components of considered heating 
system. 
Table 1: Mapping between components to be analysed to the 

corresponding simulation components of each simulation 

environment 

 
Table 2 gives an overview of the identified and chosen 
attributes for the individual components. It shows the total 
number of attributes for modeling for each component 
divided into categories (Nb. of attributes required for 
modeling) and an overview of how many parameters of 
each category are specified in IFC4 (white section): 
- direct (this means the parameters could be identified 

directly in a corresponding property set of the 
component)  

- indirect (this means the parameters could be 
identified in IFC4 only by its physical properties, but 
not directly associated to a property set of the 
component. It would be possible to extend the 
property set by its own metadata set, using existing 
IFC types of physical properties)  

- missing (this means that it was not possible to 
identify these parameters in current IFC4 Add2TC1 
standard).  

Furthermore, it gives an overview which information 
sources have been taken into account in order to obtain a 
complete list of attributes as possible (blue section). 
Finally, Table 2 shows for each category and simulation 
environment (section green, red, dark grey), how many 
parameters are at least necessary for BEP simulation 
(column total min required) and how many could not be 
found in IFC and assigned directly or indirectly to the 
simulation environments (column missing in IFC).  
A critical view on Table 2 shows, that none of the 
information sources is able to provide all necessary 
metadata, which has been identified as important for MEP 
BIM models. Furthermore, in the current IFC standard, 
only ~50% of the metadata can be stored in the existing 

mponent/161-4730-5986-
downloadTag/default/903380cc/1496768149/technische-
ausruestung.pdf  
12 https://www.bim-q.de/index.php?id=8  
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IFC data structure. In all different categories, a lack of 
metadata could be identified. 
Table 2: Overview of attributes (summarized in categories) for 

the components heat pump, buffer tank and floor heating system: 

where does the information come from (blue section), which 

data are at least needed for the use case BEP simulation in 

various simulation tools (total min required in section green, red 

dark grey) and how many attributes are missing in IFC from the 

point of view of MEP BIM modeling (light grey) or BEP 

simulation environment (green, red, dark grey section). 

 
Focusing on BEP simulation, the attributes required for 
HVAC performance simulation represent only a small 
share of attributes identified as necessary for planning, 
construction and facility management. Some categories of 
attributes, such as those related to weight, labeling, 
maintenance and guarantee, are generally not relevant for 
simulation. Geometry information is also mostly 
dispensable for simulation. Dimensioning and operation 
parameters as well as efficiency properties tend to be 
more relevant for simulation, which can be easily seen in 
Table 2. Generally, it seems that the intersection of the set 
of attributes necessary for simulation and of the set of 
attributes identified for the general planning, construction 
and operation processes is small. It appears that the data 
required for BEP simulation represents only a rather small 
share of the general data requirements identified in the 
stakeholder process. 
Still, the parameters required for simulation of the 
example system components can for most part be found 
in the obtained data set or at least derived from it, with 
some limitations: 

- a few parameters representing simulation options 
rather than component information, such as the 
number of nodes for tank simulation, are not present 
in the obtained data set. 

- some parameters require a transformation from the 
BIM model to simulation parameters. For instance, 
heat pump performance (thermal output and 
compressor power) coefficients in EnergyPlus can 
be derived by curve fitting from performance at 
different operating points, which represent more 
sensible values to store in BIM. Another example are 
the locations of tank inlets and outlets, which may 
have to be translated from a height information into 
a node number, or thermal loss coefficients, which 
may be calculated based on material properties.  

- in case of the buffer tank and the heat pump, IDA 
ICE seems to use a higher number of detailed 
physical parameters which one cannot assume to be 
represented in a general BIM model, such as an 
empirical parameter for temperature inversion. For 
such detailed parameters, the use of default values 
seems more plausible than translation from BIM. 

Table 3: Overview of missing attributes needed for BEP 

simulation not represented in the current IFC4 Add2TC1 

standard for the components heat pump, buffer tank and floor 

heating system 

 
A deeper look into missing attributes needed for HVAC 
simulation but not represented in the current IFC4 
Add2TC1 standard is provided in Table 3. It appears that 
some necessary attributes for BEP simulation are missing 
for all three simulation environments in general, e.g., 
heating source, nominal operation points for 
heating/cooling, total thermal power of heating circuit 
distributor, whereas other parameters, e.g., Required 
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) at specified operating 
conditions, etc. are depending on the individual model of 
the component of the various tools. For example, IDA 
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ICE offers more flexibility in defining a heat pump, 
which results in the high number of missing parameters 
compared to IFC, than EnergyPlus and TRNSYS. 

Table 4 shows the findings of the basis for further 
developments for process modeling for the example of 
heat pump. On the one hand, it gives an overview of the 
assignment of metadata to the life cycle phases of a 
building according to LM.TA. On the other hand, it shows 
which stakeholder is involved in a particular phase and is 
responsible for the various parameters. It seems that more 
than 50% of the parameters are necessary for the planning 
phase, since they need to be processed in planning-related 
phases (LPH1-LPH5) and due to the stakeholder 
involvement (e.g., HVAC planers, electricity planers, 
architects, etc.). The rest of the parameters is assigned for 
facility management and operation. Furthermore, Table 4 
provides a summary of the total number of parameters for 
the other components buffer tank and floor heating system 
assigned to the different phases, which indicates a similar 
situation. Critically spoken, based on this case study, BIM 
- especially in the building and HVAC domain - seems to 
have its focus currently on the planning side, whereas its 
benefits for maintenance and operation have not been 
discovered yet. 
Table 4: Information basis for process model development. 

Assignment of metadata to the life cycle phases of a building 

according to LM.TA and the involved stakeholders 

 
The results imply that these models will have their 
advantage in all phases (planning and operation) during 
the building life cycle, since operation-relevant 
parameters are taken into account from the very 
beginning, e.g.: plant number, maintenance interval and 
activity, type of refrigerant, temperature ranges (supply, 
return), mass flow rates, pressure losses etc. In fact, it is a 
challenging task to keep track of these parameters during 
the entire life of a building. However, with the presented 
results, process models focusing on use cases for building 
operation or facility management can be easily designed 
and reduce the risk to forget necessary or relevant 
parameters for building operation.  

Next Steps 

The presented results from data harvesting and the 
assignment of metadata to the corresponding building life 
cycle phases as well as the definition of responsible 
stakeholders is, according to Figure 3, the basis for further 
developments of openBIM MEP- and process models. 
This section gives an overview of necessary development 
steps to be able to use the models for daily business. 
Current investigations of the capability of IFC supporting 
BEP simulations show, that there is a gap between 
available data in IFC and mandatory data within the 
simulation tools. To benefit from BIM in the current state 
of development - using BIM planning data of MEP 
models for BEP simulation - one possible approach is 
shown in Figure 4. Using a BIM information management 
platform like BIMQ, it is possible to create one’s own 
MEP models including metadata with a corresponding 
data structure. This platform serves as data server 
providing each involved stakeholder, the necessary 
information for the corresponding BIM process, e.g., 
sizing of HVAC components using BEP simulation. For 
native software tools like Autodesk Revit or ArchiCAD, 
it is already possible to create config files which map the 
customized MEP model of, for example, a heat pump with 
the corresponding family in Revit. Each single parameter 
from the BIMQ model is mapped to corresponding 
parameter in Revit or ArchiCAD. Furthermore, this 
platform allows to export model view definition 
(mvdXML) files. An mvdXML file provides the 
possibility to define a subset of models including 
implementation guidance or implementation agreements 
for all IFC concepts (classes, attributes, relationships, 
property sets, quantity definitions, etc.) used within this 
subset. It thus represents the software requirement 
specification for the implementation of an IFC interface 
to satisfy the Exchange Requirements (buildingSMART-
International, 2015). In the author’s opinion, this 
functionality can be used for BEP simulation environment 
as well. Using this export function to create an mvdXML 
file like “Pset_BEP_HpSimParameters.mvdXML”, in 
combination with a software parser to map the parameters 
from mvdXML to the corresponding BEP simulation 
parameters, would make it possible to couple BIM with 
BEP simulation environments, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

  
Figure 4: Approach of mapping detailed IFC openBIM MEP 

models into BEP simulation tools 

Although the described approach needs to be further 
developed, implemented and tested, it shows one 
promising solution to couple BIM modeling processes 
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with BEP simulation. Looking at the market, some 
software tools try to offer this functionality using similar 
approaches. For example, the software simplebim13, is 
one of the already existing software tools in the market, 
which tries to couple BIM models (using a plugin for IDA 
ICE to generate a customized IFC file, but focusing on 
geometry, spaces and material properties of the building 
only) with IDA ICE. Another tool is provided by the 
company CYPE14, which creates own property set to be 
able to transfer parameters between their own software 
tools to be able to perform BEP simulation.  
Conclusion 

This paper explores which metadata is needed - and when 
- for BIM to deliver its benefits over the building life 
cycle. It presents processes that need to be done once (e.g., 
in the course of standardization activities or to create 
one’s own company standard) to create the data basis for 
advanced openBIM MEP models, in order to increase the 
usability of BIM models in the field of MEP over the 
building life cycle. Therefore, the purpose of the created 
BIM model, needs to be discussed from the very 
beginning. The analysis shows, that current BIM models 
mainly serve the planning process which also includes 
BEP simulation. While the currently available ways to 
define components such as heat pumps in IFC are 
practically unusable for simulation, the models developed 
in the research project metaTGA presented in this paper 
would provide most of the input required for simulation, 
even though this input represents a small part of the entire 
range of proposed attributes. Still, differences in views 
between planning and construction processes on the one 
hand and simulation on the other hand mean that a one-
to-one mapping between attributes defined in BIM and 
simulation inputs will not always be possible. For that 
reason, some mapping procedures, involving several 
attributes for one-to-many or many-to-one, have to be 
defined, in addition to a prototype to prove the concept of 
parsing IFC parameters to MEP parameters, as it is 
presented in this paper.  
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Abstract 

In the past decade, there has been considerable growth in 

the retrofit of existing roofs for energy and sustainability 

improvements. Although the study of roof systems (from 

coverings to structure) is of great significance to energy 

efficiency and sustainable development, design and 

construction of new roofs on top of existing roofs in 

buildings has not received sufficient attention. This work 

attempts to present a case study of an innovative and 

energy efficient design for dealing with challenges of 

integrating the new components with the existing 

deteriorated roof of a building in New Kensington, PA to 

prevent water leakage and harvest solar energy. The 

study uses green retrofit and sustainability-inspired 

initiatives such as designing and testing a conceptual 

model for a new roofing composite that will sit on top of 

the existing roof not only to improve the aesthetic 

qualities and thermal insulation but also to add 

renewable energy production capability. There is 

considerable potential to improve energy efficiency of 

existing buildings by replacing or retrofitting an existing 

roof. For example, a roof energy audit can provide an 

effective contribution to building energy efficiency 

retrofits. In this work, an energy assessment of the 

proposed prototype is used to assess the extent to which 

thermal insulation materials can contribute to sustainable 

energy retrofitting strategies for the existing roofs. 

Introduction 

In order to develop a more holistic method for energy 

efficient refurbishment of buildings, it is necessary to 

focus on decision-making processes particularly with 

regard to building envelope elements such as walls, 

roofs, foundations, windows, doors, and chimneys. A 

study by Roberts et al. (2015) highlighted how the 

envelope quality is a crucial point in all refurbishment 

actions. 

Retrofit and refurbishment strategies are necessary to 

make energy efficiency improvements and cost 

reduction initiatives for buildings. Regarding materials 

and waste, studies show that the environmental impact of 

life cycle extension of a building is less than demolition 

and new construction (Thomsen and van der Flier, 

2008). In other words, it is important to target the 

existing buildings for energy efficiency retrofits as a 

cost-effective approach to reduce the building sector's 

environmental impact and greenhouse gas emission. 

A study by Cascone et al. (2018) highlighted the current 

structural limits for retrofitting of existing buildings and 

the adequacy of materials used. The study by Fan and 

Xia (2015) focused on designing a multi-objective 

optimization model for a building envelope-retrofitting 

plan. Zhou et al. (2016) sought effective ways of 

building energy efficient retrofitting based on one year 

of monitoring. Chen et al. (2019) reported that 

retrofitting roof systems may lead to better building 

performance overall, compared to retrofitting other 

elements of the building envelope. Moreover, the study 

indicated that selection of an appropriate insulation level 

is very important in order to achieve the optimal 

performance in the building retrofit. 

Pisello et al. (2015) developed a cool-green roof that 

could be considered as a strategy for retrofitting roofs in 

existing buildings, and a solution for improving urban 

environment quality. Furthermore, Capra et al. (2018) 

indicated monthly energy saving with the application of 

cool roof, while Gargari et al. (2016) evaluated the 

energy savings achieved by a green roof coupled with 

different configurations of external wall. 

Retrofit of roofing systems play a key role in helping to 

achieve energy efficiency improvements and sustainable 

development goals. In order to fulfil these objectives, it 

is necessary to develop sustainable roof retrofitting 

approaches based on renewable energy sources, 

appropriate selection of materials, existing climatic 

conditions, and building characteristics.  Proper selection 

of insulating material is considered to play a crucial role 

in achieving the desired energy reduction in retrofit 

roofing systems. A study by Molleti et al. (2018) 

investigated the use of vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) 

as a complementary insulation component for integration 

into existing roofing insulation, namely polyiso systems. 

The results of the study showed that the VIP composite 

insulation could reduce the external heat flow during 

typical winter conditions by 40%. 

A number of ongoing roof retrofitting strategies are 

looking into the implementation of building information 

modelling (BIM) to optimize the management of 

refurbishment processes. BIM based tools can provide 

simulation and visualization options for sustainable 

development and refurbishment projects, and  can also 

be used to minimize uncertainties in building energy 

modeling processes and energy-driven retrofits. A BIM-

based approach can play a significant role in finding the 
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optimal solutions (e.g., cool roof coatings and compound 

roof systems) for energy efficient roof retrofitting of 

existing buildings. For example, Saafi and Daouas 

(2018) studied the thermal performance of residential 

building roofs regarding impact of thermal insulation 

and cool coatings by using EnergyPlus software (US 

Department of Energy, 2018), which showed economic 

and environmental benefits of cool roofs. 

A range of roof waterproofing membranes should also 

be considered to choose from for design of thermal 

upgrade and expected moisture management 

performance. Such an approach offers efficient 

installation methods for both refurbishment and new 

build applications in the field of roofing systems. In fact, 

use of a proper membrane system is important for roof 

retrofitting system based on heat transfer and thermal 

performance analysis, as well as waterproofing criteria. 

This process is determined by calculating some loads 

based on building location and height. 

In this context, BIM can potentially provide fundamental 

information about heat transfer and thermal 

performance. BIM models can be used to simulate heat 

and moisture transfer through a multi-layered roof. A 

study reported by Chan and Chow (2013) developed 

methods for evaluation of overall thermal transfer value 

through building envelope. The objective of this study 

was for validation of the building energy simulation 

program EnergyPlus incorporated with the green roof 

model Ecoroof. 

Determination of thermal performance and evaluation of 

heat transfer through building envelopes is an essential 

part of energy modeling analysis. Minimization of 

transfer of heat into building is a key factor to foster 

energy conservation. Besides envelope systems, roofs 

can also make a significant contribution to reduce heat 

conduction as well as energy losses. In terms of 

environmental benefits, development of appropriate 

roofing retrofit systems can reduce urban heat island 

effect and protect buildings from solar radiation directly. 

Hence, it is important to develop appropriate socio-

technical and sustainability interventions toward sound 

strategies for roofing retrofit systems. 

Energy-Efficient Building Materials for 

Refurbishments  

Assessment of building materials in terms of energy 

efficiency has become one of the most important factors 

in the built environment. In order to conduct energy 

efficient and sustainable refurbishments, it is necessary 

to consider the amount of energy consumed by the 

materials used in construction and maintenance of 

buildings during their life cycle. Energy-efficient 

materials can play a key role in promoting energy 

conservation and carbon reduction in the field of 

building retrofitting.  

The selection of appropriate materials along with 

providing better thermal properties (thermal 

resistance/transmittance and conductibility) is an 

important part of energy efficiency retrofit projects. The 

most common insulation materials such as 

Polyisocyanurate (PIR) and polyurethane (PUR) foam, 

mineral wool, molded expanded polystyrene (EPS), 

extruded expanded polystyrene (XPS), fibreboard, 

perlite board,  corkboard, and cellular glass are being  

widely used in roofs. 

In recent years, roof slab insulation techniques have been 

extensively developed due to their architectural 

flexibility and environmental adaptability. For example, 

a study by Romeo and Zinzi (2013) achieved a 54% 

energy saving by applying a cool paint for roof slab. 

Halwatura and Jayasinghe (2008) developed a system to 

reduce heat loss by 75% using a 25 mm polystyrene 

layer. A study reported by Nandapala and Halwatura 

(2016) designed a durable roof slab insulation system 

that can reduce the heat gain into a building by more 

than 75% for tropical climatic conditions. This study 

highlighted that roof slab insulation is very important to 

mitigate and adapt to global warming.   

Elastomeric roof coatings including BUR (built-up 

roofing), bitumen, metal, cement, and EPDM (ethylene 

propylene diene terpolymer) are considered to be 

effective solutions for retrofitting of deteriorated roof 

slab systems. Some of these solutions can significantly 

reduce energy consumption and provide long-term 

benefits. Furthermore, most of these solutions are able to 

adjust to changing climate conditions throughout the 

year.  

As a widely used roofing system, EPDM or rubber 

roofing system is a single-ply rubber roofing membrane 

that can accommodate various temperatures because of 

its flexibility. It is also resistant to damage from 

environmental effects and is one of the most cost-

effective roofing options available that can be used for 

low-sloping roofs. EPDM membranes can be installed 

fully adhered, mechanically attached or ballasted. 

Solar Panels 

Roof top solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are considered 

as part of a holistic approach to sustainable development. 

In order to promote the deployment of these systems in 

buildings, it is necessary to consider available solar 

radiation and rooftop area. Furthermore, the integration 

of a significant quantity of rooftop PV needs a flexible 

grid, supporting infrastructure, and a suite of enabling 

technologies (Gagnon et al. 2016). In order to estimate 

the energy production of a PV array, several factors 

should be taken into account, including classification of 

buildings by rooftop suitability, proper roof orientation, 

and determination of optimum tilt angle of solar 

collectors based on local climate conditions. In order to 

determine the technical potential of rooftop PV, NREL 

researchers have used ranging (lidar) data or high-re-

solution aerial photographs,  which can be used to 

measure the amount of sunlight hitting roofs across, 

shading and roof tilt. In this respect, the PV potential for 

small (residential) vs medium/large buildings 

(commercial) has been determined by combining lidar 

data, geospatial analyses, and simulations across all 

areas of the continental U.S. (Figure 1). According to 
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research results, rooftop PV can provide 1.1 TW of 

electrical power and 1432 TWh of annual energy 

generation. 

 

Figure 1: Potential rooftop PV annual generation from 

all buildings as a percentage of each state’s total 

electricity sales in 2013 (Gagnon et al. 2016). 

 

The study reported by Singh and Banerjee (2013) 

proposed a methodology to estimate rooftop area from 

Google Earth images. Another study by Mewes et al. 

(2017) investigated methods for photovoltaic 

installations on existing buildings by using simulation 

software PVsyst. A study by Luqman et al. (2015) 

highlighted the applicability of ArcGIS to determine 

building slope and irradiance for additional assessment 

of residential rooftops. 

Needless to say, integration of photovoltaic technologies 

in the built environment is becoming increasingly 

recognized as the most convenient and attractive option 

for renewable energy production. However, its 

dependence on effective installation techniques has been 

associated with potential reduction in power output of 

PV arrays when used as an integral building element. 

Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) is a smart 

energy production system and used to promote solar 

energy strategies by incorporating solar PV panels in 

parts of the building envelope such as roof, wall, and 

window.  Youssef et al. (2018) developed a novel 

optimization method for BIPV shape development based 

on the shape grammar theory. The study highlighted that 

this method can be used to find the optimal building 

envelope design for maximizing PV integration. Along 

with BIPV, building integrated photovoltaic/thermal 

systems (BIPV/T) are more likely to produce electricity 

and heat at the same time. They combine the solar 

thermal and solar photovoltaic components in a single 

unit (Figure 2). They are considered to have the greatest 

potential for use in solar energy conversion. 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of BIPV/T systems. 

 

In general, due to large availability of unused roof space, 

BIPV systems installed on rooftops are being 

increasingly used. BIPV systems are commonly 

classified into five main categories: BIPV’s foil systems 

or thin film systems, BIPV’s tile systems, BIPV’s 

module systems, BIPV’s solar cell glazing systems and 

building attached photovoltaic (BAPV) systems. 

Accordingly, due to their superior flexibility and 

minimal weight properties, BIPV foil systems can be 

considered for enabling seamless integration of PV onto 

buildings. They play an important role in maximizing 

energy harvesting and facilitating possibilities for a 

variety of applications. 

Existing Building Roof System Assessment 

New Kensington is one of the least-populated small 

towns in the U.S., and besides single-family houses, 

there are low-rise apartment buildings with multiple 

functionality. New Kensington was successful in 

obtaining enterprise zone designation for approximately 

1,100 acres in late 2005.  

New Kensington is also the name of a branch campus of 

The Pennsylvania State University located near the town 

of New Kensington. The University has been helping in 

revitalization efforts for the city of New Kensington. 

Some work is currently underway on design of Smart 

Homes, which are computer-monitored homes for the 

elderly. Building refurbishment is another focus area in 

revitalization programs that will likely become more 

common in New Kensington’s building sector, and 

therefore, it is important to assess the environmental 

impacts associated with these processes.  The 

development of low-carbon sustainable refurbishment 

solutions can be considered for residential buildings in 

New Kensington. This process can also lead to 

development of a set of methods for selecting the most 

suitable renewable energy systems based on specific 

parameters that have been widely used in practice.  

For cities like New Kensington that is defined as a cold 

region-Zone 5 (Figure 3), sustainable refurbishment 

approaches should be taken to prepare for mainstream 

deployment of renewable energy and low-carbon 

materials. In order to assess the carbon emissions of each 

sustainable refurbishment approach in a building 

renovation project, it is necessary to estimate the carbon 

footprint of each product across the entire supply chain. 

In this work, assessment of an existing building roof is 

used in order to develop sustainable refurbishment 

options. 
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Figure 3: International Energy Conservation Code 

(IECC) climate zone map. 

 

The building under study is called Dattola Theatre 

located on 1021 5th Avenue in New Kensington and is 

currently under consideration to be refurbished and 

retrofitted (Figure 4).  

 

 

Figure 4: Site plan of existing building in New 

Kensington. 

 

The building was built in 1942 back when New 

Kensington was a prosperous town. The building that is 

on a sloping terrain is comprised of two floors with a 

structural system composed of solid masonry walls and a 

concrete shell.  It is desirable to carry out a deep 

refurbishment and to maintain the building in working 

condition with minimum cost and energy consumption.  

The refurbishment of the building is intended to initially 

address the problems of the existing roof system. The 

desirable solution is to include a wide range of 

sustainable materials and economic development 

features. The existing roof system is deteriorated, and 

adding a new roof on top of the existing flat roof seems 

to be the logical choice. The finishing of existing roof is 

a rubber roof membrane, while the ceiling under the roof 

is mainly made of aluminum and steel with panels from 

a wide range of materials that have been deteriorated, 

leading to leakage of roof rainwater onto the theatre 

floor below. There is also the chance of the drain pipe 

from the roof to ground level becoming clogged. 

According to an on-site survey, the existing roof is a 

built-up roof and has a low pitch (Figure 5).  

It is important to note that the performance of a 

building’s roof can affect the mechanical and physical 

properties of materials used in the structure, which in 

turn can determine the degree to which a building is 

sustainable. Therefore, it is necessary to define a set of 

factors that have implications on the performance of a 

building’s roof. Although refurbishment of a sloped roof 

can be accomplished by covering of roofing materials 

and elements, there is still great potential for an 

economic and environmental design of renovation 

concepts. 

 

 

Figure 5: Roof plan of existing building in New 

Kensington. 

 

A review of existing roof data collection can be used to 

design a systematic approach for the development of 

sustainable refurbishment concepts. Although there are 

several barriers to clearly identify existing roof 

assemblies and rooftop structures, the unknowns can be 

determined by a documentation and systematic analysis 

of the roof’s structural components. 

Guideline for Existing Roof Assembly 

Evaluation 

It is expected that sustainable refurbishment will be 

effective in reducing the amount of GHGs emitted by 

existing buildings. In order to address sustainable 

refurbishment with high-energy efficiency, it is 

imperative to better understand the difficulties in the 

replacement of existing roofing systems with retrofit 

materials. For example, the design of re-roofing systems 

follows the same principles that can be applied to new 

construction, including the adaptive response and reuse 

of existing materials. Therefore, consideration should be 

given to the development of appropriate building 

materials that are compatible with existing roof system 

in order to improve thermal performance, efficiency and 

sustainability. 

Thermal insulation 

In order to help choose the most appropriate solution for 

refurbishment projects, it is important to create multiple 

viable options and then provide a comparison. 

Accordingly, one can find considerable number of 
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different example details for different existing conditions 

that can be used for comparison. For example, a built-up 

roofing system can be used to provide long lasting 

elastomeric roofing protection and installed directly over 

existing roofing materials (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6: Example of built-up roofing system (US 

Department of Energy, 2015). 

 

As can be seen from Figure 6, it is important that the 

retrofit solutions include rigid insulation. Furthermore, 

although multi-layer membrane roofing is a proven 

system, there are quite a few benefits for single-ply 

membrane roofing systems. For example, EPDM single-

ply membranes can be chemically adhered to insulation 

or ballasted creating a layer of protection against roofing 

system failures. 

Single-ply roofing membranes do not include any 

insulation property, so rigid insulation should normally 

be added to most commonly used deck types before 

EPDM installation. They can be designed for installation 

in conjunction with PV for cost effective construction 

projects. 

Given the importance of considering sustainable 

refurbishment as a decision factor, an example design of 

the roofing system is presented for retrofit of the existing 

system. The proposed new roof conceptually employs 

appropriate material such as solar coating, ballast paver, 

EPDM membrane, sheathing, and rigid insulation to 

promote the integrity and the environmental 

sustainability of existing roof system (Figures 7 and 8). 

 

 

Figure 7: Proposed detail of new roof.   

 

 

Figure 8: 3D illustration of the proposed detail. 

 

The suggested solution allows the solar coating to absorb 

most of the solar radiation and capture much more 

energy. Furthermore, the proposed ballast pavers that are 

lightweight panels can be used as a platform base 

structure, where the open joints between panels and their 

slight elevation above the roofing membrane allow 

drainage under the panels (Figure 9).  The EPDM 

membrane is one of the most widely used roofing 

membrane types. It is widely used in low-slope buildings 

and can play a key role in waterproofing applications 

subject to roof retrofit /replacement. 

 

 

Figure 9: 3D illustration of solar coating systems and 

the proposed ballast pavers. 

 

Data Analysis 

In order to make a preliminary calculation of the 

available rooftop area (7,867.8 ft2), HelioScope tool 

(2018) was utilized. HelioScope is an integrated 

photovoltaic design tool (a web-based tool) and can be 

used to evaluate location and design a photovoltaic 

system. A Google Photo was used to illustrate the layout 

of the proposed photovoltaic system on rooftop of the 

chosen existing building (The Dattola Theatre). The 

detail shown in Figure 10 was used in order to assess the 

location and evaluate the performance of the solar 

photovoltaic systems.  
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Figure 10: A map detailing photovoltaic system on 

rooftop of the existing building. 

 

The electricity generation  

In order to investigate the energy generating 

performance of PV systems, separate specifications such 

as module, inverter, module orientation, electrical design 

segments, and weather data were determined. 

Furthermore, PV modules were sized to fit the available 

rooftop area and optimized to maximize energy 

production throughout the year. It is important to note 

that in design of the module configuration, placement of 

the panels has been considered to be flat in order to 

avoid shading losses. Due to weather and climate, 

shading, wiring, component efficiencies, panel 

mismatches losses are taken into account when 

estimating energy production. 

The simulation results of the available rooftop area in the 

form of monthly production is demonstrated in Figure 

11. The total system production is calculated as 89.99 

MWh/year including all losses assumed by HelioScope 

(Figure 12). Based on the simulation results, the 

maximum electric energy production is in July (12,480.3 

kWh) and the minimum is in December 2,035.7 (kWh). 

Furthermore, total power capacity of all inverters in the 

system is 68.0 kW. 

 

 

Figure 11: Produced electricity from the installed system 

on the existing building. The months in x-axis are belong 

to 2018 year. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Illustration of sources of system loss. 

 

Results 

It is clear that heat flux through the roof can be reduced 

by using appropriate insulation.  In general, insulation 

tends to be more effective in heating-dominated 

buildings in colder climates and is less effective in 

cooling-dominated buildings with large internal heat 

loads in warmer climates (Li et al., 2013). In order to 

investigate the efficiency of the proposed roof concept, a 

simple approach to modeling and simulation of external 

conduction gain was performed by using Integrated 

Environmental Solutions Virtual Environment (IES-VE) 

software (2018). At the first step in the simulation, two 

zones (zone 1 and zone 2) based on different levels of 

the roof of the existing building were determined (Figure 

13).  

 

 

Figure 13. Illustration of zone boundaries the existing 

building.  

 

In this context, asphalt and reinforced concrete pavement 

are considered as the materials used in existing roof 

covering. Thermal properties of walls and floor covering 

materials are regarded as constant values. An analysis of 

external conduction heat gain from building envelope 

was carried out (Figure 14). It is noted that the 

surrounding neighboring buildings are located in the 

long side of the building facing North and South.  
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Figure 14. External conduction gain through building 

envelope in Zone 1 (red column) and Zone 2(blue 

column). 

 

The summary deducted from the total of the Figure 14 

shows that zone 1 and zone 2 covering 15% and 85% of 

the existing roof’s surface area and have total 45.33 

MWh and 250.77 MWh external conduction gain, 

respectively.  

The roofing system is the most important target for extra 

insulation, especially in colder climate. In this respect, a 

simulation study was performed in order to measure 

insulation added (rigid insulation 100mm and EPDM 

membrane 12mm) within the existing roof system based 

on the proposed detail (Figure 15).   

 

 

Figure 15. External conduction gain through roof in 

Zone 1 (red column) and Zone 2(blue column) with 

insulation added. 

 

According to results from the analysis of external 

conduction heat gain with insulation added within the 

existing roof system, total loads of zone 1 and zone 2 

have been reduced from 45.33 MWh to 38.43 MWh 

(15.22% % improvement) and from 250.77 MWh to 

215.93 MWh (13.89% improvement), respectively. This 

is the change from existing condition to the retrofitted 

condition. It is important to mention that this was only 

one example showing how the performance can be 

improved. In fact, the increasing insulation levels have a 

more significant effect on reducing external conduction 

heat gain, which is a major mode of heat transfer through 

building envelope. The only purpose for modeling and 

simulating was to determine roof insulation requirement 

for more detail. The energy modelling analysis was 

compared to original design with no solar panels. The 

power output of photovoltaic solar panels was calculated 

separately and is not included in the energy saving 

mentioned.  

Conclusion 

The literature review summarized in this study and the 

approach presented are expected to provide a general 

basis for improving flat roof refurbishments in a similar 

climate. These findings are meant to lead to providing 

energy savings for existing buildings. There are a large 

variety of roof refurbishment methods based on 

architectural design and local climate conditions. The 

most common and cost-effective approach for roof 

systems was proposed and commented on during the 

analysis. 

This study also shows the significance of integrating 

solar panel systems in construction or renovation 

projects. This study highlights that roof systems should 

be appropriately detailed and considered when 

undertaking design and refurbishment projects. The 

application of an appropriate rooftop system can lead to 

improved energy savings. Further work is also required 

to estimate combining material and installation costs as 

well as investment payback time estimates. 
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Abstract 

Constructing sustainable buildings nowadays doesn’t 

seem a problem of technology but of sufficient planning 

approach. Thus, a lot of techniques as e.g. regarding to 

zero net building etc. exist but are not implemented 

broadly. This seems also a problem caused by insufficient 

knowledge of the builders. Furthermore, even when 

minimizing the environmental impact is intended, e.g. in 

the framework of sustainable building assessment (SBA), 

the assessment methods are only applied after main 

decisions are made. Thus, the potential of applying life 

cycle assessment (LCA) tools early in the process is still 

to be exploited. This contribution presents an information 

platform that bases on an ongoing research project, in 

which ways are examined of how to better connect BIM-

planning (Building Information Modeling) to LCA tools 

and further to SBA. 

Introduction 

Up to now the process of sustainability assessment e.g. 

with the systems provided by German Sustainable 

Building Council (DGNB) or BNB (Bewertungssystem 

Nachhaltiges Bauen) is done only after the building has 

been planned in detail. However, great potential for 

optimized sustainable building design lies in the 

possibility of shifting this process into the planning phase. 

Showing the decision maker and designer the 

consequences of their design decision already during 

planning, can enhance the environmental performance of 

the realized building significantly. In the current planning 

practice this early involvement of assessment methods is 

missing, and furthermore the process of data acquisition 

as basis for the assessments (later in the process) is tedious 

and cumbersome. Thus, great effort is needed to gather 

missing and inaccurate data at the end of the construction 

phase from various stakeholders as input for the 

assessment.  

How can this problem area now be tackled in terms of 

design methodology?  

Solving complex questions regarding energy efficiency 

and sustainability of buildings requires an integrated 

planning approach. Rather than examining the energetic 

performance of the system in single phases only (e.g. use 

and operating phase), for an overall optimization all flows 

of explicit energy and matter together with the respective 

grey energy throughout the lifecycle have to be taken into 

consideration. In turn, a holistically integrated planning 

process implies a consistent accompanying evaluation 

and optimization of the planned object. Early application 

of lifecycle and sustainability assessment tools in the 

process builds an important basis in order to support 

decision making already during the first development of 

concepts for the building. Enabling this in practice, is the 

goal of an ongoing research project BIM-based Integral 

Planning (BIM2LCA4IP). Thereby the approach (see 

Figure 1) tackles prevailing problems in current planning 

practice on process level as well as the identification and 

specification of information requirements on data level. In 

the core of the approach stands the provision of a process 

accompanying BIM information basis for the context of 

LCA (life cycle assessment). To facilitate a dynamic 

concretization of the building description over the design 

process, a systematic has been developed for a gradual 

transformation and enrichment of an initially fuzzy and 

rough area-based building description towards a more and 

more detailed element-oriented specification. This 

granular concept has been implemented in the data model 

and the business logic of the IT-based tool chain from 

BIM (Building Information Modeling) to LCA and 

further to the SBA (sustainable building assessment).  

Thus, the multigrain information structuring approach 

depicts the level of development during the phases of the 

project. At the beginning of a project, the strategic project 

development, a more abstract LCA-based description of 

targets, demands and their impacts is depicted. 

Successively this building information can be enhanced to 

area- and shape-based descriptions, and then later on to a 

detailed element-oriented model with references to 

materials and specific quantities. This dynamic 

description method is also implemented on the side of the 

LCA business logic (Gantner, 2018 as well as Rexroth, 

2018). In addition to this integration approach on data 

level, the target of a web-based information platform is to 

enhance decision-support for project management and 

design by process guidelines and phase-oriented 

provision of knowledge items regarding the sustainability 

of buildings. For consistently pursuing the set 

sustainability goals throughout the process, it is important 

to offer according support for organizing the project. 

Therefore, besides enabling demand-oriented process-

accompanying knowledge, a concept to support the 

orchestration of sustainability aspects of the SBA systems 

(BNB, DGNB) is provided by a so-called project-

management-manual. 
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Methods 

Fundamental to the approach of the information platform 

presented below is the development of a knowledge-based 

phase model (Rexroth, 2018), in which the technical level 

is embedded and from which the process-accompanying 

evaluation processes are initiated (see Figure 1). 

Following an approach of integral planning, the 

integration of sustainability aspects into the process 

should be supported with the phase model. Therefore, the 

prepared contents are assigned to the phases of the model. 

Accompanying the concretization of the planned object, 

they are intended to provide assistance from the general 

perspective of sustainable building with a focus on the 

LCA. Thus, these contents contribute a point of view of 

the LCA on the planned object in order to optimize it. This 

is to be deepened and implemented by way of example in 

coordination with the technical (data) level on the basis of 

the subject area of sustainability assessment.  

As shown in Figure 2, a planning methodical phase-

oriented approach and knowledge model for integral 

sustainable planning should serve as a basis for the 

development of a process-related planning tool. From 

this, optimization and evaluation processes can be 

initiated. 

As a project management manual, this planning tool is 

intended to offer best practices, such as the early 

involvement of a sustainability consultant before the 

actual project is initiated by the builder. In addition, 

references to sustainability strategies in the planning 

process should be given, such as an early formulation of 

strategic building components for the design task, which 

have a decisive influence on the environmental impact of 

the structure. Together with the practice partners, the 

consultant firm INTEP and the DGNB, in the research 

project, it shall be analysed and presented in which 

planning phases an LCA assessment with which degree of 

sharpness respectively level of detail makes sense and 

which balancing and result knowledge is required in the 

planning process. In addition, it will be shown which 

sustainability topics respectively criteria are relevant in 

which phase of the project, so that an optimization of the 

sustainability performance can be achieved through their 

phase-adapted consideration. 

Including existing guidelines and compendiums, such as 

the "Leitfaden Nachhaltiges Bauen" and the "eBNB" 

system (BNB, 2018) of the Federal Institute for Research 

on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development 

(BBSR) as well as the DGNB evaluation system, hints 

and references to requirements as well as planning-

relevant sustainability criteria are provided. These generic 

requirements defined with reference to the phase model 

form the basis for the derivation of a planning checklist 

regarding the building sustainability for the project 

manual. Thereby requirements are based on the project-

specific sustainability objectives and the sustainability 

topics to be considered in the planning. In order to support 

a project-specific compilation of requirements respective 

indications in the prepared data basis enable for a phase-

oriented structuring and feature-based content filtering 

(e.g. according to roles). In addition, the project 

management manual contains recommendations on 

available methods and instruments as well as on the 

knowledge required in the planning process to deal with 

Figure 1: Overall scenario with technical level and phase model. 
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sustainability issues, which are then reflected in the 

concrete project manual (cf. Figure 2). From this, for the 

technical side of (data) modeling it is possible to derive 

specific phase-related concrete indications on the phase-

oriented required (BIM) model contents as well as the 

modeling quality and the level of detail or the degree of 

severity of the modeling. 

Adaptable templates that can be further supplemented for 

project-specific project manuals should be derivable from 

this generalized project management manual. Real project 

contexts and best practices of the project partners derived 

from them can be used to validate the practicability of the 

methodological approaches. 

On the basis of the consolidated model, the practice 

partner will compile suitable best-practice examples for 

the individual phases from its wealth of experience. 

Together, the partners analyse these documents and 

document them in a uniform structure. 

For the identified planning phases of the model, the 

project partners then develop recommendations and 

sample information concerning the following points, 

among others: 

• Relevant thematic aspects and sustainability issues 

• Presentation of phase-adapted sustainability criteria 

• Organizational recommendations (project 

organization and roles)  

• Methods and instruments 

• Modeling Notes on content and structure (BIM 

reference values) 

• Generic proposals for building requirements and 

criteria 

The assignment of the partners to the individual points is 

thereby based on their technical expertise. 

Recommendations should therefore be drawn up as to 

which thematic aspects characterize the core of the phase, 

which level of information on the LCA is at least 

necessary for planning decisions in each case, or which 

level of information from the experience is desirable. And 

organizational recommendations for project organization 

and role allocation based on recent practical experience 

are explicated. Both case studies and generalization 

proposals shall be described. 

The analysis of the relevant guidelines and compendiums 

for sustainable building and the recommendations made 

by the practical partners are combined in a project 

management manual concept and form a sound basis for 

the technical project level. This is followed by a prototype 

computational implementation as planning aid. 

Results 

The phase model for integral planning has been developed 

on behalf of a comprehensive process and literature 

analysis (Rexroth, 2018). Based on that neuralgic points 

in the planning process have been identified as to where it 

is important to consider sustainability aspects and 

according criteria for a sustainable building design 

(Gantner, 2018). Thereby the information demands 

regarding LCA as input for sustainable building 

assessment systems (DGNB, eBNB) were taken into 

account. 

Sustainability goals and according demands for the 

building design have been compiled for each phase in a 

comprehensive table. It connects the sustainability aspects 

with a developed information systematic that maps 

Figure 2: Concept idea of the knowledge-based phase model and its implementation as project management manual. 
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different development stages of the (typological 

enhanced) planned object to according LCA-information 

(Gantner, 2018). This, builds the content at the base of the 

web-based tool to support project management in 

(process-accompanying) achievement of sustainable 

building design.  

The information platform is divided into two parts: The 

editorial part gives all actors involved in the collaborative 

project special access from which they can edit their 

knowledge content. As well as the second, freely public 

accessible part of the information platform. Phase-related 

knowledge content on, for example, sustainability criteria 

for optimizing the sustainability performance of buildings 

is presented in a structured way. 

Content related implementation of the web-based 

information platform 

In the following, the implemented concepts of the user 

interface and user guidance of the information platform 

are described. The basics that have been incorporated will 

also be dealt with. In order to provide the user with a 

broad overview of the sustainability issue and the phase-

related recommendations developed by the project 

partners, the web-based information platform is divided 

into general and phase-related parts. Figure 4 shows a 

schematic representation of the website summarizing the 

content structure of the information platform. 

On the start page of the website, the user is received by an 

image of the phase model (Figure  3). This acts as the 

main control element on the website and serves as an 

orientation aid for the user by highlighting the 

corresponding phase on all pages. The other categories in 

which the information on the website is divided are also 

shown on the home page. These categories are derived 

from the objective pursued in the research project – to 

work out phase-related, multi-layered contents of the 

planning, implementation and operation of a sustainable 

construction. Essentially, these are relevant thematic 

aspects and questions on sustainability, the presentation 

of phase-adapted sustainability criteria as well as methods 

and instruments. Content and structural modelling 

references as well as generic proposals for building 

requirements and criteria are supplementary categories 

which, in addition to providing the user with general 

information, can support him in his project work with 

concrete references to sustainable building. Each of these 

Figure 4: Content structure of the information platform. 

Figure 3: Phase Model (Rexroth 2018, p.80). 
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categories can be called up continuously using the 

corresponding controls in the left sidebar.  

The user is thus already provided with an overview page 

with general information (cf. first column of Figure 4) for 

each category on the start page in order to familiarize 

himself with the structure of the phase-related content. 

The main control element provides the user with problem-

oriented access to the contents of the information 

platform, for example within the framework of a concrete 

construction project. In addition, he can jump directly to 

the sustainability issues that are relevant for the phase in 

which his project is currently being implemented. To do 

this, he clicks on the corresponding phase on the round 

main control element of the start page. Since the 

knowledge content of the individual categories is assigned 

to exactly one phase (cf. also the corresponding 

information structure in the next subchapter), the listing 

of the categories in the left sidebar also makes it possible 

to call up a corresponding group of knowledge content for 

a category in the website area for a specific phase (cf. 

column for phase 1 in Figure 4). For example, a builder 

who is inexperienced in sustainable construction wants to 

find out how to build a sustainable building as part of a 

project idea. Via the control element, hereto he switches 

to the phase sector "01 Occasion and Initialization Phase". 
The category "Organizational Recommendations" 

addresses the target group of actors organizing the 

process. Using the corresponding control element in the 

left column bar, the client can display the respective 

knowledge content as hints for his concrete project. Here, 

for example, he is recommended to consult a 

sustainability consultant for a coordinated integration of 

sustainability topics and their target-oriented 

implementation in his project. 

As an example, for more experienced user groups of the 

information platform, a sustainability consultant who is 

preparing an initial consultation with a potential builder-

owner also wants to switch to this phase sector and display 

the knowledge content of the category "Generic Proposals 

for Building Requirements and Criteria".   

Since sustainability consultants often lack practically 

implemented best practices in order to illustrate to 

building owners how a sustainable building design can be 

implemented holistically and integrally through target-

oriented planning decisions in the individual phases of 

building planning, construction and use, the information 

platform provides experts in this category with generic 

proposals for building requirements and criteria. The data 

basis for the knowledge contents of this category is shown 

schematically in Figure 5. The starting point is a tabular 

list and assignment of individual aspects and 

requirements. These are synthesized from the two 

German sustainable building assessment systems BNB 

and DGNB. 

All criteria of the two systems were assigned to the phases 

in which they appear relevant for the first time for an 

optimized sustainable planned object from an ideal-

typical point of view as well as compared to the integral 

practical experiences of the project partners. Thus, a list 

of requirements and aspects of the first phase forms the 

corresponding knowledge content displayed for this 

category selected by the expert. In addition to the 

prefabricated, phase-related filter, the website also offers 

the experienced user the possibility to compile their own, 

role- or target-related lists of criteria by means of further 

deposited filtering of the tabulated content. As a basis for 

conversation these further self-filtered lists can be 

downloaded by the user by clicking a button that offers 

exports as MS Excel table file and/or MS Word 

document. 

 

Figure 5: Website Input. 

For the two categories presented above as examples in the 

first phase, as well as the others, hints and best practices 

are available for all phases in the information platform 

and thus form a comprehensive repository of knowledge 

content to support sustainable construction. The 

knowledge content prepared in the sense of Integral 

Planning can accompany sustainability consultants from 

the first conversation with the client through to the use of 

the building and give them an overview of relevant 

sustainability topics (also qualified in the rating systems). 

Technical and editorial implementation concept 

To incorporate and update the knowledge content into the 

web-based information platform, the following editorial 
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concept was already implemented at the beginning of the 

technical development so that contents could be entered 

directly. One basis of the concept is the information 

structure shown in Figure 6. The knowledge content is 

thus based on a uniform data model that facilitates the 

structuring of information and the consistent 

representation of data in the information platform. In 

order to fill the website, each project partner in the joint 

project is given editorial access. With this, corresponding 

concrete knowledge contents can be populated and 

updated for the respective data models embedded in the 

website structure. 

Editing is made possible by access to different templates, 

each of which represents the different types of knowledge 

items as gap texts. Thus, the partners can bring in the 

contents developed so far in the framework of the research 

project, whereby the deposited relations of the data types 

to the web page structure represent the knowledge items 

at the correct place in the user interface of the information 

platform. 

Each knowledge content is subdivided into a basic 

classification, which on the meta level necessarily 

contains general characteristics such as the designation 

and the assignment to a certain phase. At the basic 

classification level, also further optional features can be 
added, such as links to websites or documents on related 

topics, as well as exemplary graphics. 

Furthermore, each knowledge item can be assigned a 

specialization. The purpose of this is to make the 

knowledge item in its granularity more comprehensible 

and attributable (Figure 6). 

The individual categories into which the knowledge 

content is divided are subdivided into the phase-related 

results developed by the project partners for the focal 

points identified in the chapter Methods (see above). 

Depending on the image to be displayed on the 

information platform, these findings respectively are 

entered into different templates. These templates contain 

their own specialized features according to the 

specialization class, such as role names or phase-specific 

lists, which represent filters of aspects and requirements 

from the collaboratively created table with the synthesis 

of the contents of different SBA systems. 

The population of a concrete knowledge item for the first 

building owner interview is described as an example 

below. After registration, the editor can choose whether 

he wants to specify an already entered knowledge content 

and then publish it or create a new knowledge content. In 

our example, the editor creates a new knowledge content. 

He is now queried first for the general features of the basic 

classification. The name "First building owner 

discussion" of the new knowledge item is entered and 
completed by the phase assignment "01 Occasion and 

Initialization Phase" in the dropdown. In the following, 

Figure 6: Information Structure of a knowledge item. 
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the optional characteristics of the basic classification can 

be supplemented and saved by inserting Web links, 

graphics or documents. If he ends editing the entry after 

this initial step, the knowledge content will be displayed 

as “entered” but not published in his list. In order to 

publish the knowledge content on the information 

platform, one of the specializations for the knowledge 

item must first be chosen in the second step. As a result, 

the knowledge content is then clearly assigned to a 

category and appears after its publication at the 

appropriate place on the website. In our example, this 

would be the specialization "Organizational 

Recommendations". This activates further input fields in 

the input mask in which the roles involved in the 

discussion and thus the specialized features can be filled 

in additionally by assigning them to "building owner" and 

"sustainability consultant". Once all the relevant data has 

been entered, the editor has the option of previewing the 

knowledge item that has just been created and displaying 

it on the website. He can then decide whether to publish, 

save or edit the content. 

Conclusion 

The web-based information platform provides a 

framework for integrating various aspects of 

sustainability into the planning process at an early stage 

in line with integral planning. This contributes to the fact 

that the LCA domain, whose tools are able to contribute 

predications for the environmental impact of planning 

decisions, can be integrated into the planning process at 

an early stage in a targeted manner. The information 

platform presents process-related examples and 

information for planning optimization, which the 

specialist planner can incorporate into the planning 

process. On the data technical side, hints for a data 

exchange can be derived from this. For instance, basic 

information on the planned object flows into the LCA 

simulation tools as input, and their results then go back 

into the planning process as a basis for decision-making. 

The providers of SBA systems also recognize a great need 

for the early improvement of planning decisions by the 

previous practice of their building assessment and 

therefore align the further development of their SBA 

criteria on the early incorporation of LCA-relevant 

information in the planning process as part of integral 

planning. This precedes a further flow of information – 

from the LCA domain to the evaluation on side of the 

SBA systems – which is also being investigated as a case 

of application in the research project BIM2LCA4IP and 

stands against the background that building evaluation has 

so far mainly taken place retrospectively. 

Thus, in the current practice of sustainable building 

assessment, an LCA is only created on the basis of the 

prepared planning documents in the execution planning 

phase. In contrast, in the previous phases, which ranged 

from basic evaluation to approval planning, hardly any 

statements are made concerning the LCA, although 

therein planning decisions with the greatest impact on the 

later construction are being made (Gantner, 2018). In 

addition to the process-accompanied introduction of LCA 

relevant information for the (early) optimization of the 

building design, the biggest obstacle in the 

implementation of sustainable buildings at present is the 

sensitization of building owners even before the start of 

the project. If the client only becomes aware of the 

importance of environmental performance late in the 

planning process, for example in the sense of an increase 

in the value of real estate in terms of selling a building, 

subsequent rescheduling in the sense of a sustainable 

objective means considerable additional expenditure. 

This can be remedied by specifying when which 

granularity of information for an early LCA simulation is 

important in the planning process, so that decisions based 

on it can achieve high-quality design qualities in the area 

of sustainability. For this purpose, a slenderer reference 

work is created with the information platform as a 

planning aid that can also be applied outside the scope of 

elaborate certification efforts. In addition to the use case, 

for example in the context of SBA in (prestigious) large-

scale projects, in the following two years after the end of 

the research project the website to support integral 

planning methods should therefore be provided, in 

particular for the regular (finer-scale) planning practice 

whose budget often does not allow a certification 
involvement. Thereby, the edited contents can be 

constantly adapted to the changing framework conditions 

or according to feedback from planning practice through 

editorial access in order to support future building owners 

in their project and to disseminate holistic sustainable 

thinking among the planner community. 
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Abstract 

The acoustic performance is more and more often a 

requirement in the construction of both private buildings 

and public buildings. Internationally, over the last few 

years we have witnessed the revision and issue of new 

standards relating to the project phase (calculation of the 

performance) based on the ISO 12354 series, and the post-

building verification phase based on ISO 16283 

standards. Fundamental aspects to achieve high 

performance consist of achieving a level of details that is 
increasingly high and shareable. Building information 

modeling, in addition to being mandatory for some types 

of work, is increasingly used by designers and 

construction companies, to gain greater knowledge of the 

specific case in particular and of methods of execution. In 

the present work a calculation code is presented which, 

taking advantage of the BIM model information, allows 

the calculation of the performance, the check of the 

legislative limits and the integration of the post-building 

data instrumentally recorded. Finally the code was tested 

on the considered case study and monitored in the 
different building phases. 

Introduction 

Increasingly BIM is used for purposes other than the main 

processing applications for which it had been initially 

created.  Aim of the present study was that of employing 

the open IFC format of BIM model for the acoustic 

aspects concerning project and instrumental check. The 
BIM model was employed by taking advantage of 

geometrical data and performance information for 

building components contained in it and then storing the 

same model the results achieved at the different stages: 

 DESIGN: prediction of acoustic performance; 

 CONSTRUCTION: measured data during the 

construction; 

 COMPLETION: measured data after completion). 
In the present research a calculation model, which enables 

the analysis of specific geometries depending on defined 
acoustic zones, has been defined. It starts from a digital 

model of the building in the IFC format, by defining a list 

of elements auditable in an acoustic perspective for which 

a prediction calculation of performance could be carried 

out according to ISO 12354 standard (ISO,2013;ISO 2017 

part 1,2,3; ISO 2009) and to which measurement data for 

proof test at completed work could be awarded according 

to the various standards (ISO, 2014; ISO, 2015; ISO, 

2016; UNI, 2010; UNI 2012). The encoding of BIM 

model and its implementation into the developed model  

has to be regarded as an important issue of the present 
work.  

The codification can be performed in different ways both 

with proprietary coding systems and with internationally 

recognized coding systems such as the Uniclass or 

Ommiclass system. In particular, the Uniclass system, 

adopted in the UK, was updated in 2015 to be compatible 
with BIM systems. As a main result of the BIM Toolkit 

project, NBS has collaborated with experts from industry 

to develop the new classification system. Uniclass 2015 

provides: 

 A unified classification system for the construction 

industry. For the first time, buildings, landscapes and 

infrastructures can be classified into a unified scheme; 

 A hierarchical suite of tables that support 

classification from a university campus or from a road 

to a TILE network; 

 A numbering system sufficiently flexible to meet 

future classification requirements; 

 A system conforming to ISO 12006-2 that is mapped 

to NRM1 and supports mapping to other classification 

systems in the future. 
Uniclass 2015 is subdivided into a series of tables that can 

be used to categorize information for costs, briefing, CAD 
layering, etc., as well as to prepare specifications or other 

production documents such as the those for whole process 

concerning the design and verification of acoustic 

performance. 

The research objective was that of assessing whether the 

use of BIM model in the different stages of the 
construction process brings advantages or drawbacks with 

respect to a traditional approach. The implementation of 

what included in reference standards into the developed 

computational model has shown that the use of a BIM 

model entails substantial benefits in the different stages of 

predictive  (ISO 12354), and survey calculations (ISO 

16283). It shortens the execution times detecting in a 

simpler way the critical elements on which possible 

instrumental tests have to be carried out.  

The digital process for buildings 

Nowadays the work request for buildings or 

infrastructures is everywhere closely linked to the build-

out speed and to the efficiency of design work. Efforts to 

improve implementation and efficiency are quite heavy 
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within a market defined by narrow margins, lack of 

competence and complicated supply chains. In global 

market economy with quickly evolving technologies, 

clear and precise rules are often needed to help public 

administration to adapt to change and to innovate 

successfully. International or national standards can help 

to establish the above rules. A specific example is given 

with the rules concerning BIM (ISO,2013), i.e. Building 

Information Modeling. The digitization of the design, 

building and management process for real estates is not a 

new concept. On previous occasions architects and 
engineers were obliged to go from drafting tables to CAD, 

from the physical to the virtual pencil. It was a ground-

breaking step forward with not a few problems. The BIM 

had already been theorized as procedural concept for 

buildings in the ‘70s. The BIM methodology (Kim et al, 

2013; Kirkegaard et al , 2017; Richard et al , 2013; Wu e 

al., 2010; Marini et al., 2015) includes digital 

representations of the physical and operational 

characteristics of a work, through supporting models, to 

all operators in the building sector, in all phases of the life 

cycle of the aforementioned work. Many positions, from 
the computer technician to the fire fighter, from the 

sanitation worker to the estate agent, in addition to the 

those established, will face such a methodology. Recently 

we are witnessing the birth of several devices in the BIM 

perspective in order to foster such a revolutionary process. 

It is clear that the interoperability between softwares and 

operator is essential, as well as the need of integrate 

increasingly data from different professional learnings, 

other than from various proprietary softwares started a 

number of initiatives aimed at the open BIM. In such a 

perspective, the International Alliance for 

Interoperability, now called buildingSMART 
International (building-SMART, 2018), has been 

developing the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 

defining by them the specifications for an open and freely 

available format. The IFC format allows the interchange 

of an information model without any loss or distortion of 

the data included and it has been designed to this end, to 

draw up all information concerning the building, over its 

entire life-cycle, from the feasibility studies until its 

construction, maintenance and disposal or refurbishment, 

passing through all the phases of project and planning. 

Furthermore the IFC specifications have been transposed 
into the ISO 16739 standard (ISO,2013). One of the key 

issues of Building Information Modeling, as outlined in 

Figure 1, consists of representing geometrically and 

graphically the building by means of a 3D model to which 

functional, performance and operational knowledge can 

be linked during the different phases of the Building life. 

More generally all information inherent in the building at 

different levels and for different purposes are linked. 

 

Figure 1: Organization of the data structure within BIM 

IFC format of BuildingSMART. 

Even though BIM has arisen because of economic issues 

mainly tied to the savings made during the operation 

phase of a building, named by some authors as BOOM 
(Building Operation Optimization Model), more and 

more often the BIM model is tried to be used in BPS 

(Building Performance Simulation), in order to assess the 

building performance at design phase. The typical 

processes to generate the simulation models for physical 

aspects, as the simulation of acoustic requirements, are 

usually time-consuming and prone to errors or to 

inaccuracies due to various issues. Essentially these 

typical processes reproduce data already existing because 

of other issues, with specific reference to models usually 

generated for the architectural counterpart. The possible 
utilization of an architectural model, already crowded 

with the performance data concerning other elements, to 

different simulations and analyses has several advantages. 

The benefits of such a process, automatic or semi-

automatic, as testified for other example of passage BIM 

a BPM [Mastino et al.,2017a), can be summarized in four 

items: 

 1) riducing the amount of time and of needed costs to 

develop a model for the physical simulation of the 

building in question,  

 2) enabling a rapid generation of design options, 

 3) improving the accuracy of BPMs (Building 

Performance Modeling simulation) 

 4) achieving buildings marked with performance 

substantially higher than those corresponding to 

building realized by following a traditional designing 

process. 

Methods for verifying the digital model 

In digital procedures a leading role is played by Model 

Checking thanks to which projects can be verified and 

validated not only in the design phase but during all the 

process steps in order to ensure completeness, 

transmissibility and consistency of all data and 
information.  The control has to start from an initial 

precheck, called BIM Validation, to ensure reliable 

results.  Such precheck has to verify the information 

content of the BIM model and then proceed with further 

analyses as Clash detection and the  Code checking.  This 

means that the BIM model has to be the result of a 

thorough modeling process in order to make possible the 

validation of the graphic and non graphic content with the 

aim of ensuring reliable data for the following steps of the 

process.  The check process of a model will be helpful to 

customers to verify that the model includes all the 
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attributes requested in the EIR (Employer Information 

Requirements) and developed in the OPM (Operational 

Plan for Management). In the same way BIM is a basic 

tool for the individual developer and for the whole 

working group. Indeed, thanks to the use of IFC format it 

is possible to bring together in a single model the various 

projects coming from different branches (architectural, 

engineering, installations) to detect possible clashes or 

mutual inconsistencies and correct them virtually for the 

purpose of bringing forward the set of problems that 

otherwise would occur in the construction yard where 
everything is more difficult and expensive. In the EIR and 

in the OPM the “rule set” must be specified,  it is about 

the set of control rules that are applied to the model, which 

are subdivided into three check steps: “the rules for the 

management of information interferences”  (clash 

detection), “ the rules for standard verification” (BIM 

Validation), and “the rules for the management of 

information inconsisten-cies” (code checking). 

With respect to the building acoustic performance the 

code checking is essential (Marini et al, 2018, Mastino et 

al, 2017b) . Indeed just in this check step we ascertain if 

the building component (walls, slabs, windows etc), 

comply with the performance limit required in the 

standard. For instance in this phase it is ascertained if a 

given wall complies with the Rw value required by the 

EIR or by specific standards. This phase concerns also the 

check, both predictive and in situ at completed work, of 
passive acoustic requirements. Moreover it is about the 

verification, both predictive and at finished work, of the 

acoustic passive requirements and by means of such a 

procedure both the developer and the works director will 

have to ascertain respectively, the former the compliance 

of calculation with what is imposed with national rules, 

and the latter will have to ascertain the results of in situ 

measurements  at completed work are conform to the 

standard in force. The  data structure needed to the code 

checking with regards to  acoustic performance is 

presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Organization  of data structure in the  BIM 

IFC format as the acoustic performance is concerned. 

 The code checking is carried out during the different 

phase (designing, construction or completed work) by 

applying different reference standards which involve  

the prediction calculation  (ISO,2013;ISO 2017 part 

1,2,3; ISO 2009)  or in field instrumental 

measurements (ISO, 2014; ISO, 2015; ISO, 2016; 

UNI, 2010; UNI 2012).to assess the performance 

indicators. The benefits of data exchange from BIM to 

BPM by automatic semi-automatic procedures had 

been already expected by Bazjanac (2001) who 

highlighted time savings reaching 75% in creating the 

building geometry in case of smalll and medium size 

through a proper implementation of automated 

processes. In acoustic terms the use of BIM  to 

generate the BAM (Building Acoustic Modeling) is 

currently subject of study on the part of researchers 

and software manufacturers. Three main steps are 

needed to implement this methodology: 

 1)importing or creating the building geometry, zoning 

and applicable data into the IFC model tby means of  

BIM Tools or Authoring Tools; 

 2) checking  geometry and imported data,  correcting 

possible errors and integrating possibly missing 

information for the specific purpose; 

 3) carrying out the verification of performance 

parameters (prediction calculation or setting th resuts 

form in situ measurements). 
What is reported in the previous points is summarized in 

figure 3 where starting from the BIM model all the various 

steps are performed. 

 

Figure 3: Use of BIM in design and testing of acoustic 

performance. 

Key aspects of the component analysis process  

A substantial part of the analysis process of the BIM 

model described is the evaluation of the geometry in order 

to identify all the elements subject to both predictive 

calculation and instrumental verification. This 

verification must be carried out according to the different 
reference standards (Di Bella et al., 2017). A 

schematization of the results of this analysis is shown in 

Figure 4. The developed model is capable, after analyzing 

the geometry, to return a complete list with all the 

audutable elements, identifying the type of verification to 

be performed. 
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Figure 4: Detection of the auditable elements and their 

type. 

The detection of the auditable elements includes the 

analysis and identification of the boundary conditions 

such as, for example, the identification of the connected 
rooms and of the elements related / connected to the 

element analysis. This required identification is 

summarized in figure 5 

 

Figure 5: Identification of boundary conditions. 

In figure 5, in the drawings on the left, the element under 

analysis is indicated with the letter "s". The same object 

is shown on the right highlighted in yellow. The elements 

numbered 1 to 8 represent the boundary conditions to be 

known for the calculation. Normally, to indicate the 

transmission path through the boundary elements, the 

capital letter "F" is used for the source side and the lower 
case "f" for the receiving side, while for the transmission 

path through the analysis element the letter "D - d" is 

adopted. 

Acoustic performance and developed 

calculation model 

The calculation model devised and developed in the 

present research is capable to manage simultaneously 

various physical aspects related to the design and auditing 

of buildings. Another specification is the interfacing / 

interoperability with the geometric model generated with 

the aid of a BIM oriented software. The model, created 

using the Visual Studio environment, was written using 

C++ object-oriented programming and mainly C# 

language; the model has a size of about 50,000 lines. The 
calculations are carried out mainly according to the 

procedures established by the various UNI, EN and ISO 

standards. The implementation of the model also involved 

the development of a graphical interface that allow the 

operator to comply with the requirements of the different 

algorithms. The model was provided with an open source 

graphical display for geometry freely available in  the web 

and called "IFC Viewer" . It allows to graphically display 

the content of BIM files written in IFC format 

Predictive calculation and classification 

The predictive calculation model is governed by the 

equations of the recently modified ISO 12354 standard 

and partly by the UNI 11367 standard which describes a 

methodology for acoustic classification. The following 
are the main equations that govern the implemented 

calculation model:  

𝑅′ = −10 log 𝜏′    [𝑑𝐵] (1) 

 

𝜏′ = 𝜏𝑑 + ∑ 𝜏𝑓
𝑛
𝑓=1 + ∑ 𝜏𝑒

𝑚
𝑒=1 + ∑ 𝜏𝑠

𝑘
𝑠=1   (2) 

where: 

 τ 'is the transmission factor defined as the ratio 

between incident power and total power transmitted 

from the opposite side of the building to the receiving 

environment; 

 τd is the transmission factor that includes the 

contribution given by the Dd and Fd paths; 

 τf is the transmission factor that includes the 

contribution given by the Fd and Df paths; 

 τe is the transmission factor due to airborne noise that 

affects the wall and is directly transmitted to it in the 

receiving environment; 

 τs is the indirect transmission factor by air due to 

transmission via a s system (for example side walls 

and adjacent environment). 
Equations 3 and 4 represent airborne noise transmission 

between the different environments. 

 𝐿𝑛
′ = 10 log (10

𝐿𝑛,𝑑
10 + ∑ 10

𝐿𝑛,𝑖𝑗

10𝑛
𝑗=1 ) [𝑑𝐵] (3) 

 

 𝐿𝑛
′ = 10 log ∑ 10

𝐿𝑛,𝑖𝑗

10𝑛
𝑗=1  [𝑑𝐵] (4) 

where: 

 Ln, d is the sound pressure level normalized by direct 

transmission, in decibels; 

 Ln, ij is the sound pressure level normalized by lateral 

transmission, in decibels; 

 n is the number of elements 

 
Equations 3 and 4 represent the transmission of the noise 

that takes place following a structural way, between 

overlapping and adjacent environments respectively. 

Finally, equation 5 represents the transmission of noise 

from the outside towards the internal environment in 
terms of sound insulation offered by the portion of the 

façade considered. 

 𝐷2𝑚,𝑛𝑇 = 𝑅′ + ∆𝐿𝑓𝑠 + 10 log (𝐶𝑠𝑎𝑏
𝑇

𝑇𝑜𝑆
) [𝑑𝐵] (5) 

where: 

 R’ is noise insulation; 

 T is the reverberation time in the receiving 

environment, in seconds; 

 Csab is the Sabine constant, in second per metre with 

Csab=0.16 s/m; 

 T0 is the reference reverberation time, in seconds; for 

housing = 0.5 s. 
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 ΔLfs is the level difference due to façade shape, in 

decibels; 

 V is the volume of the receiving environment, in cubic 

meters. 

 
 

Verifications in situ 

The experimental measurements in situ are carried out 

according to the reference international standards. This 

set of standards deals with the "Evaluation of sound 

insulation in buildings and building elements", both in 

terms of airborne noise and foot traffic. With the same set 

it is possible to draw from the frequency spectrum of the 

different parameters, the assessment indexes in terms of a 

single number. The values of such indexes are usually 

used in the different countries for the legislative audits. 
The calculation model, in addition to the equations that 

allow the treatment of experimental results, includes all 

the procedural rules to carry out the measurements 

according to the features of environments and their 

geometry. From the application of these rules a list, 

showing the number of minimum microphone positions 

necessary to perform each instrumental test, is obtained. 

The details of the calculations by the model are better 

described in the following chapter which specifically 

deals with the analysis of the BIM model in the 

experimental measurements phase. The following are the 
main equations, referred to experimental data, 

implemented in the calculation code: 

 𝑅′ = 𝐿1 − 𝐿2 + 10 log (
𝑆

𝐴
) [dB] (6) 

where: 

 S is the area of the dividing element, expressed in m2; 

 A is the equivalent sound absorption area of the 

receiving room; 

 𝐿𝑛
′ = 𝐿𝑖 + 10 log (

𝐴

𝐴0
) [dB] (7) 

where: 

 A0 is the equivalent reference absorption area, equal 

to 10 m2, 

 A the equivalent area of sound absorption in the 

receiving environment. 

 𝐷2𝑚,𝑛𝑇 = 𝐿1,2m − 𝐿2 + 10 log (
𝑇

𝑇0
) [dB] (8) 

where: 

 L1,2m è il livello medio di pressione sonora alla 

distanza di 2 m dalla facciata, in decibels; 

 L2 is the average sound pressure level in the receiving 

environment, in decibels; 

 T is the reverberation time in the receiving 

environment, in seconds; 

 T0 is the reference reverberation time, equal to 0.5s. 

The equations here shown are used to manage the data 
obtained as a result of instrumental tests. They are 

implemented in the developed calculation model. 

Analysis of the BIM model for the test phase 

Taking advantage of the geometry and information from 

the BIM model, the instrumental survey is carried out. 

The minimum number of elements to be subjected to 

instrumental verification to test and / or classify the 

construction is a function of the verifiable elements. The 

instrumental survey phase, requires a phase of preparatory 

study during which all the elements to be tested are 

identified in compliance with the followed standards. In 

the preparatory phase, the following points are dealt with, 

taking considering environment by environment and 

according to the respective boundary conditions: 

 Number of microphone positions used to perform each 

test. 

 Volume of source and receiving environments; 

 Room and geometry surfaces; 

 Check of the rooms overlapping or tiling; 

 Geometry of façade elements; 
All the information obtained in this way should be 

attributed to the measuring instrument, in order to perform 

the individual checks and to guarantee the certified 

measurement chain. The developed calculation model 

performs these operations by analyzing the BIM model 

and proposes on screen a vertex of verifiable elements 
with the relative peculiarities of each single measure. 

Then it will generate a file in Excel format with the 

measurement cards populated with all the information 

necessary to receive data from the instrumentation. In 

figure 6 this procedure is schematised. 

 

 

Figure 6: Preliminary analysis of the model for 

measurements and production of coded survey cards. 

Once the preliminary analysis phase has been completed, 

the different measurements are carried out. In turn once 

the measuring cycles have been completed, it is necessary 

to associate the instrumental data to the BIM model in 

order to be able to proceed with calculations and 

determine the acoustic classification of the building. If the 

BIM model has been specifically and diligently coded, 

and this coding has also been reported in the instrumental 

apparatus, the allocation of measurements to the various 
elements can be performed automatically by the model. In 

the absence of coding it will be necessary for the operator 

to execute this process manually. Figure 7 shows the 

passage of instrumental data from the instrument software 

to the calculation model. 
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Figure 7: Preliminary analysis of the model for 

measurements and production of coded survey cards. 

Figure 7 shows how the instrumentation software displays 

the various taken measures in form of a treeview. All the 

measurements can be usually exported in different 

formats, in this case those from Bruel & Kiaer mod 2270 

analyzer were used,  the instrument  software is called 

Measurement Partner Suite and allows an export in xslx 

and xml format. The interface implemented in the model 

allows the reading of information from the export file and 

the representation by an internal treeview from which it is 

possible to allocate the measurements to the geometries 

automatically or semi-automatically with the Drag & 

Drop technique. 

Coding of the model and its importance 

If the BIM model has been appropriately codified, by 

assigning the appropriate unique identifiers to the rooms 

or simply using the GUID (Globally Unique Identifier) of 

IFC Space and IFC Elements, it is possible to assign to 

each measure a unique code that identifies the involved 

rooms and the elements subject to test. This subsequently 

allows an automatic assignment of measurements to the 

geometries obtained from the digital model. Figure 8 

shows example the rooms coding in the BIM model. 

 

Figure 8: Example of encoding used for rooms. 

As reported previously in the introduction, encoding can 

done in different ways and by different techniques. In case 

of complex or large-scale projects it is better to use a 

coding system which would be accepted by all the actors 

of the process capable of describing all the different stages 

and the various aspects, for instance the UNICLASS 

coding developed by NBS.  In this respect long ago many 

authoring tools have the possibility of using plug-ins that 

enable the utilisation of the most known coding systems 

in an automated way.   

Association of results to the model 

After processing the individual measures, for example, to 
classify a real estate units or to assess the performance of 

individual elements, it is possible to allocate the results to 

the BIM model, closing in this way the cycle. This is 

achieved with the model by creating a dedicated Pset 

(Property Set) of data as encoded by the BuilfingSMART 

specifications for the interoperable IFC data format. The 

Pset created is identified with the abbreviation 

"Pset_XXXAcousticRequirements" where "XXX" 

indicates the considered element. Table 1 shows the Pset 

names currently managed by the model, referred to the 

various elements. 

Table 1: List of Pset names for acoustic data. 

Name Pset Element IFC 

Pset_SpaceAcousticRequirements IfcSpace 

Pset_WallAcousticRequirements IfcWall 

Pset_SlabAcousticRequirements IfcSlab 

Pset_RoofAcousticRequirements IfcRoof 

Pset_DoorAcousticRequirements IfcDoor 

Pset_WindowsAcousticRequirements IfcWindows 

 

Finally, the process ends with the operation shown in 

figure 9, consisting of the assignment of the Psets 

described above to the related components through the 

use of a BIM Authoring Tools tool.  

 

Figure 9: Assignment of the measurements results to the 

IFC model through the use of BIM Authoring Tools. 
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In the present work the BIM Authoring Tools tool named 

ArchLineXP BIM (Cadline, 2018), developed by Cadline 

ltd and certified by BuildingSMART (buildingSMART, 

2018), has been used. 

Tests carried out on the model and code 

checking 

The model described in the present work was tested on a 

real case of which both the design and construction phases 

were analysed for research purposes (Di Bella et al., 

2017). The tests concerned the BIM modeling of the case 

study and the measurements performed in its different 

phases:  

 initial phase 

 intermediate phase 

 final phase 

The graphic representation of the model in its different 

phases is shown in figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Phases of the case study. 

For each phase, the predictive calculations were carried 

out starting from the BIM model and the checks  in situ to 

go on with the subsequent processing and assignment of 

the Pset to the BIM model. At the end of each phase, a 

code checking was performed by processing the check 

tables displayed on screen and / or saved on Excel sheets 

as shown in Figure 11 

 

Figure 11: generating reports following the Checking 

queue. 

The information shown in the tables can in turn be 

associated with the model for a given phase. 

Conclusion 

The BIM methodology applied to the design and 

verification of the acoustic requirements of buildings has 

been analyzed. The developed calculation code refers to 

different regulatory standards, it is implemented as a 

Windows Application to allow the assessment of the high 

potential, both in the calculation and verification phase, 

resulting from the huge amount of geometric and 

informative data available with a BIM model. The most 

important aspects that have emerged in the experimental 

testing consist of highlighting the fundamental role that 

the coding system has to guarantee the interoperability 

among different software working tools. In conclusion, 

the code checking performed on the case study has shown 

how instrumental investigations succeed in highlighting 

the acoustic characteristics of the building during all 

phases of construction and testing, improving the final 

result in terms of quality. Research has been addressed to 

the analysis of benefits that the use of BIM methodology 

provides for the purposes of the procedures for predictive 
calculations and instrumental verification of buildings; 

computational results achieved both the design stage and 

in carrying out final test have been neglected to some 

extent as already developed elsewhere for the same test 

case (Di Bella A. 2017). The results obtained in terms of 

time to run a simulation, and of time to gather the data 

needed to instrumental verifications, lead to the 

conclusion that, without any doubt, the use of BIM 

procedures for acoustic purposes speed up and improve 

the design and verification process and its quality.  

Furthermore if the model is properly encoded and all the 
actors of the production process share the encoding, 

several processes can be further accelerated and 

automated, reducing errors and times just for their 

execution.   For the next future we think about extending 

the model approach to other subjects, which include both 

predictive calculations and instrumental verifications, 

namely those concerning energy and lighting engineering 

in the case of a multi-objective model.   
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Abstract 

Building performance simulations (BPS) are not part of 

the standard planning process although the insights 

obtained by dynamic calculations offer many advantages 

for different project partners. This is mostly due to the 

high costs of BPS and lack of appropriate communication 

and visualization of the simulation data to other project 

partners. By integrating BPS into BIM, existing 

information of the building model can be used for the 

simulation. This offers potential to reduce modelling time 

while increasing geometric detail of the simulation, so 

that BPS with up to 2000 zones can be performed within 

an economically justifiable framework. To increase the 

added value of BPS to the planning process, simulation 

results must be visualized and communicated effectively. 

This paper offers recommendations for BPS integration 

into BIM in order to reduce the manual workload and add 

value to the planning process.  

Introduction 

Results of building performance simulations can help 

planners and clients make difficult decisions regarding 

energy and comfort in the planning process well 

informed. In research, BPS is often used to investigate 

specific issues. In practice, they are used less frequently 

because the cost is usually too high compared to the 

economic benefit (Bazjanac, 2008). Furthermore, the 

current state of the art often only simulates simplified 

buildings or buildings with a small number of zones due 

to the high work load involved in modelling and 

simulating 300 - 2000 zones. However, modelling all 

zones of a building offers many advantages such as 

defining the simultaneity of heating and cooling loads in 

the building. There are currently different research 

approaches to this issue, based on different simulation 

software and modelling languages. Remmen et. al. (2015) 

developed an open framework for BIM-based BPS using 

the modelling language Modelica. Their focus is on the 

conversion of HVAC systems from IFC to Modelica. 

Only basic functions have been implemented for the 

conversion of geometry. Therefore, the developed tool is 

not practical for calculation of energy demands of 

complex buildings. In another approach, Benz et al. 

(2018) developed a tool to export information from an 

IFC-Model to the simulation software TRNSYS. The 

research scope only covered single-zone models, which 

makes the tool impractical for detailed, state-of-the-art 

commercial building performance simulations.  

This paper describes the process of integrating BPS of 

complex buildings in BIM within an economically 

justifiable framework. This can be done by focusing on 

two main aspects: minimizing the manual workload and 

adding value to the planning process. 

With the integration of BPS into the BIM process, the 

work load of the simulation can be reduced by using 

already existing information on the geometry and usage 

of the building from previous process steps. Thereby, the 

simulation of large models, which previously had to be 

remodeled in a time-consuming manner, is considerably 

facilitated. In the following, a BIM2SIM process is 

described, enabling the detailed simulation with high 

zonal resolutions of large building models in an 

economically justifiable context.  

To increase the benefit of BPS in the planning process, 

the second part of this paper focuses on visualizing BPS 

results to communicate insights effectively. The 

visualization of data is often not given enough attention 

in the simulation process though this last step is crucial to 

how the results are used in the construction project. 

Throughout the paper important requirements to 

minimize the workload and increase the value of BPS are 

highlighted and existing challenges discussed.  

Process Analysis 

To optimize the simulation process, the existing workflow 

must be thoroughly examined. The process is divided into 

sub steps based on existing investigations of simulations. 

Bazjanac (2008) defines five steps in an idealized BIM-

based simulation process developed by the Lawrence 

Berkeley National Library (LBNL): 

1. Populating IFC-based BIM with data 

2. Automated rule-based data transformation 

3. Rigorous model checking 

4. Building energy performance simulation 

5. Analysis of results from simulation 

The basic evaluation and definition of boundary 

conditions, which take place before the process steps 

listed above, must be added to describe the complete 

simulation process in practice. Rule-based data 

transformation and rigorous model checking are 

performed within the simulation software environment 

and can therefore be assigned to the process step 'testing 

and execution of BPS'. Figure 1 shows a simplified 

representation of the simulation process investigated and 
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the main process steps. In the basic evaluation phase, the 

diagram depicts the external project partners with whom 

arrangements must be made to collect the data required 

for a simulation. It should be noted that the term 'external' 

in this case describes all project participants who are not 

part of the simulation team. The definition of parametric 

boundary conditions and the geometrical preparation can 

take place simultaneously, since these two process steps 

are not dependent on each other. The generated and 

processed information is then imported into the 

simulation environment and further information added if 

necessary. Before the simulation, the model must be 

thoroughly checked regarding the correctness and 

plausibility of the data, e.g. utilizing a rule set in the IFC-

model checking software like Solibri or simplebim. The 

simulation results generated are evaluated in the final step 

and presented to different stakeholders. The colors used 

in Figure 1 indicate which individual step belong to which 

process phase: 'pre-processing' (blue), 'simulation' (green) 

and 'post-processing' (violet). 

Fundamentals 

At the beginning of a simulation project the fundamentals 

must be determined. A specific question usually triggers 

the need for BPS. However, once a simulation model has 

been created, it can also be used for other applications. 

For example, if a building was modelled for a heating and 

cooling load calculation, an energy analysis and 

optimization of the entire building can usually be carried 

out without considerable additional effort. This enhanced 

usability of data increases the quality and value of BIM-

models.  

Basic data needed for BPS are building geometry, 

physics, facilities and usage, as well as external influences 

such as climate data or shading. In this step of the process, 

the quality and effectiveness of communication with 

external project partners determines the amount of manual 

work required. The scope and quality of the fundamentals 

generated in this step greatly influence the efficiency of 

the following process steps and the quality of the results. 

Thus, the individual steps of the fundamental process are 

intended to reduce the work load, but mainly aim to 

improve the quality of the generated data. To achieve 

these goals, a close cooperation with the modeler of the 

geometry, usually the architect, is mandatory. Individual 

model recommendations for specific simulation software 

can reduce the workload for geometry adjustments in later 

process steps immensely. 

Boundary Conditions 

The data generated in the fundamental step provides 

insight into the geometry and information of the building. 

To define boundary conditions, the data containing 

information about the building is processed. Preparing the 

building geometry is another process step which can be 

done simultaneously with defining boundary conditions. 

The definition of parametric boundary conditions 

includes adjusting standardized values and recording 

them in a usage profile, e.g. implementing the client's 

wishes to maintain certain room temperature levels. In the 

current process, usage profiles are stored in an MS Excel 

database. Using spreadsheets allows initial, static 

calculations and preliminary estimates. Another 

advantage of the software is its wide distribution, which 

enables external project partners to enter information 

directly into the database. In this process step, it is 

important to combine all data from the various sources in 

one single location. This database functions as the Single 

Source of Truth (SSOT) for all non-geometric data in the 

simulation model. Although current BIM software such 

as Revit from Autodesk offers the possibility to enter meta 

data such as temperature setpoints into the BIM model 

and even export it via the IFC interface as openBIM 

format *.ifc, the automated import of this data into IDA 

ICE is not yet possible. A common database feeding both, 

the BIM and the simulation model with information 

would be ideal. Presumably, in the future the industry will 

move towards cloud-based databases containing both the 

geometric model as well as associated information where 

the data required for a specific use case can be read, 

exported and imported into the simulation software via 

open application programming interfaces (API) or 

standardized Model View Definitions (MVD). 

Figure 1: Simplified representation of the examined simulation process. 
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Geometric Adjustments 

In the process examined, the open-BIM method is 

pursued, meaning that the architectural model is exported 

to the IFC format and given to the simulation team. The 

open, standardized file format allows all project partners 

to open and reuse the model with the specific programs fit 

to their needs. In the simulation process, a rule-based, 

preliminary input check of the geometry is performed, in 

this case within the software simplebim. A control routine 

checks whether the model contains all elements and 

information required for the simulation in the IDA-ICE 

software, such as room names, and removes unimportant 

elements, such as furniture from the model. If large flaws 

are found in the IFC model, a change request is made to 

the architect with the help of a standardized catalog of 

requirements. A good cooperation with the architect team 

is necessary to make use of the existing architectural 

model for BPS. If possible, modeling recommendations 

(Koebler, 2017) should be communicated in advance to 

the modeling process of the architect to reduce the 

iterations between the project partners required for an 

error-free architectural model. 

The model check prevents incomplete models from being 

used in subsequent steps. The model is read into the Revit 

BIM software via the IFC interface. Using Revit in the 

simulation process provides the possibility to prepare the 

geometry for the simulation model and to add further 

information to the model (parameters).  

The preliminary check by simplebim can determine 

whether all elements required for the simulation are 

available, but not whether the model is represented 

correctly in IDA ICE. If this is not the case, the errors 

must be adjusted within IDA ICE. Especially the import 

of windows is critical and often requires additional 

modeling effort from the simulation team. In some cases, 

large rooms must be divided into several subzones to 

obtain a geometrically sharper result. The work load of 

this step depends on the quality of the delivered 

architectural model, size of the model and skills of the 

modeler. This step demonstrates why an implementation 

of modeling recommendations by the architect is crucial 

for the duration and efficiency of the entire simulation 

process. It is still necessary because it is unlikely that a 

geometry model from the architect can be imported into 

the simulation software without any errors, even with the 

application of model recommendations. 

IDA ICE can currently only read geometries, object types 

and object names from the IFC file. An import of HVAC 

systems from the IFC-file is not possible. Enriching the 

Revit model with additional parameters such as 

temperature setpoints is only useful for BPS if this 

information can be transferred to a database and thus 

made available for use in IDA ICE. However, these 

additional parameters can also be used in Revit to create 

floor plans for the documentation of usages and target 

values, thus supporting the HVAC planning process. 

To transfer the geometry data from the proprietary file 

format *.rvt into the simulation environment, an IFC 

export is required. For this purpose, all objects irrelevant 

for the simulation are hidden in the Revit environment. 

The Model View Definition (MVD) 'Coordination View 

Version 2.0 IFC2x3' is used for the export and only the 

elements visible in the current view are exported. This 

way, a kind of MVD specific to simulations is generated. 

The development of a standardized MVD for simulations 

is nevertheless necessary to optimize this work step in the 

future and to further develop the import process in 

simulation environments. 

Simulation Environment 

Before importing the geometry into the simulation 

environment, building physics and usages must be 

defined in the project to correctly assign the components 

and spaces of the IFC model during the import. If the 

boundary conditions are stored in a database, the data can 

be used to create a by IDA ICE readable code. A VBA 

script transforming information from the database into an 

IDA ICE readable code was developed as part of a 

research project at the University of Applied Sciences 

Biberach in cooperation with the swiss HVAC-planners 

Gruner Roschi AG. Only this interface enables the use of 

the database as a Single Source of Truth. The automation 

of this step was necessary, because it is currently not 

possible to feed changes in the boundary conditions, that 

were made within the simulation environment, back into 

the database. 

The matching of IFC elements to simulation elements is 

currently done manually using the element types and 

room names after the geometry has been loaded into the 

simulation environment via the IFC import. This work 

step, though manually conducted, is fast and efficient and 

does not need urgent optimization. Despite good 

preparation of the geometry, detailed adjustments to the 

geometry may still be necessary after the import but are 

greatly reduced due to the preceding steps in the 

workflow. This step is very time-consuming, especially 

for large projects with several hundred zones, since there 

are only a few possibilities to make automated adaptations 

within the modeling environment of the IDA ICE 

software. The information input into the simulation model 

for HVAC planning requires information on the building 

facilities as well as their geometric position e.g. when 

modeling a Thermoactivated Component System (TCS) 

within a reinforced concrete ceiling. The thermal behavior 

of the room depends strongly on the layer thickness 

between the TCS and room air. For this reason, this step 

can be more time-consuming than entering the building 

physics or usage profiles. Once all geometric changes and 

information inputs have been made, the simulation model 

is complete.  

After a thorough examination of the boundary conditions 

and the execution of test simulations, the actual 

simulation can be started. 

Evaluation 

After the simulation, the results are thoroughly checked 

for plausibility within IDA ICE. If there are no 

irregularities or errors, the results are exported. In the 

current process, this is done either through a normal Excel 

export or the *.prn file format. An Excel export from IDA 
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ICE saves various Key Performance Indicators (KPI), 

such as the maximum cooling load or the minimum room 

air temperature of a zone into a spreadsheet. In most cases, 

the analysis of these KPIs suffice to answer the simulation 

question. For very detailed evaluations, e.g. for the 

investigation of the heating load per time step, an 

evaluation of the *.prn file is necessary. This requires an 

intermediate step to prepare the *.prn file using a Python 

script developed internally by Gruner Roschi and import 

it into an Excel-based evaluation file. The results are 

analyzed and presented by the simulation engineers and 

the findings are then presented and described in a 

technical report. Additionally, the simulation results can 

be automatically loaded back into the geometry model via 

the Excel interface and visualized in the model. This step 

enables a clear presentation of the results. By importing 

the simulation data into the model, it can be used in the 

further BIM process and thereby support the HVAC 

planning. 

A challenging part of the simulation evaluation is the 

effective presentation of results for respective stake-

holders. A building owner needs different information 

than an HVAC planner to make well informed decisions. 

The benefits of BPS for the building planning process are 

very limited if the result communication with project 

partners is incomprehensible or insufficient for 

recommendations or decision-making. 

As part of a research project, each sub-step of the entire 

simulation process was examined, and the average effort 

required for each one determined. The data is based on 

projects carried out by Gruner Roschi and the experience 

of the simulation engineers with the BIM2SIM workflow 

described. 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of workload during a BPS process 

Figure 2 shows the proportional distribution of the work 

load in a medium-sized simulation project. The 

distribution is based on a BPS of a 10-storey building with 

about 30 zones per floor and a net floor area of 6,500 m2. 

A workflow integrated in BIM enables building 

simulations with more than 300 zones within an 

economically justifiable workload in an engineering 

office. Nevertheless, there is still further potential for 

optimization. After analyzing the process steps, it became 

clear that particularly the preparation of the geometric 

model was very time-consuming and thus represents an 

essential cost component of a thermal-energetic simula-

tion. By implementing modelling recommendations, a 

large part of the geometric remodeling within the simulat-

ion environment can be avoided. To further optimize the 

process, individual steps must be partially automated.  

To increase the relevance and benefits of BPS in the 

building planning process, the cost-benefit ratio as well as 

the visualization and communication of results to 

stakeholders must be improved.  

BPS Data Visualization 

Figure 2 shows that the evaluation of simulation data 

accounts for about 17% of the total workload during the 

BPS process. Although this process step is not responsible 

for the highest portion of the total work load, the 

evaluation of the simulation data, particularly the data 

visualization, forms an essential part of the simulation and 

contributes significantly to the success of a project but is 

often neglected during process optimization or quality 

improvement. In the following this step will be discussed 

in more detail.  

Data visualization is a key competence for the analysis 

and presentation or communication of the generated data 

and has a considerable influence on the relevance of BPS 

in a planning project. The general objective of data 

visualization is providing the viewer with information to 

expand his or her knowledge about a specific issue. This 

lays the foundation to make informed decisions and solve 

problems. Decision making and problem solving are the 

main objectives when communicating BPS data and 

establish a basis for subsequent actions or further 

planning. Therefore, relevant information and important 

insights must be presented transparently, communicated 

to the respective project partner and incorporated into the 

project to add value to the planning process.  

Since some visualizations are more suitable than others 

for the analysis or presentation of data, the question arises 

as to which criteria influence the quality of a visualization 

and how its quality is defined. According to Schumann 

and Mueller (2000), the quality of a scientific 

visualization which depicts simulated or measured data 

can be described as follows: 

"The quality of a visualization is defined by the degree to 

which the visual representation reaches the communi-

cative goal of the presentation. It can be described as the 

ratio between the information perceived by the viewer in 

a given period and the information to be conveyed in the 

same period. The quality of a visualization therefore 

highly depends on the characteristics of the underlying 

data and their properties, the main objective, the  
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properties of the presentation medium as well as the 

perception capacities and experiences of the observer". 

The quality of a visualization is therefore influenced by 

six criteria (Schumann and Mueller, 2000): 

• Type and structure of data 

• Main objective of the visualization 

• Knowledge of the user/viewer 

• Visual abilities and preferences of the viewer 

• Typical metaphors in the field of application/ 

conventions 

• Characteristics of the representation medium 

The data presentation should be tailored to the criteria to 

create suitable visualizations and avoid misunderstanding 

the information. In addition, Schumann and Mueller set 

out three general requirements for scientific visuali-

zations: 

 The expressiveness of a visualization considers to 

what extent the chosen visual representation depicts 

the data correctly and completely. 

 The effectiveness describes the extent to which the 

visualization ideally represents the data in regard to 

the viewer, main objective, context and presentation 

medium. 

 The adequacy describes the effort or cost to benefit 

ratio of the visualization. 

Since the criteria influencing the quality of a visualization 

vary in different contexts, creating a good data visuali-

zation cannot be generalized, but should be a customized 

process. However, in the field of BPS the definition of 

some criteria can be generalized. For example, the 

calculation of the building energy demand or assessment 

of indoor comfort are frequent objectives of BPS. The 

viewers of the visualization may vary but can be assigned 

to specific stakeholder groups. Thus, generating standard 

visualizations for BPS is a good way to present relevant 

information effectively and efficiently for recurring 

questions or tasks and to specific stakeholder groups. 

The ASHRAE Standard 209-2018. describes specific 

tasks of BPS by defining 11 modelling cycles and 

assigning each cycle to the corresponding phase of design, 

construction or post occupancy. Bleil de Souza and 

Tucker (2015) derive five general objectives for BPS  

 

from a collection of building simulation questions. Two 

further objectives, describing the initial situation and 

providing a foundation for decision making, were added 

to cover a broader field of application of BPS:  

• describing the initial situation (climate and site 

analysis) 

• understanding a specific performance result 

• exploring a specific design strategy 

• meeting a target 

• assessing a specific product 

• optimizing a building concept 

• providing a foundation for decision-making 

In addition to the objective or task of BPS, a suitable 

visualization should be tailored to the viewer. Table 1 

summarizes exemplary characteristics of a few relevant 

stakeholder groups for building planning. 

The Power-Interest-Matrix by Johnson et al. (2008) can 

be used to develop a suitable communication strategy and 

present simulation data to different stakeholder groups. 

The different stakeholder groups are mapped considering 

two aspects: 

• level of interest in the information, insights and 

benefits provided by BPS 

• power regarding decision-making and influence on the 

building project 

After mapping stakeholder groups in the power-interest-

matrix, a fitting strategy for the communication and 

presentation of the BPS must be chosen. More detailed 

information on stakeholder management is described in 

Mendelow (1981) and Nguyen et al. (2018).  

 

Figure 3: Power-Interest-Matrix 

                         

                           

    

 
 
 
  

   

                        

Stakeholder Groups Characteristics BPS Target for Stakeholder 

Group 

Client economic focus, 

optimization of results and processes, 

main requirement:  optimal price-performance ratio 

foundation for decision making 

Specialist Planners technically oriented, 

main requirement: optimal price-performance ratio 

foundation for planning 

Architects technically oriented, 

focus on design/aesthetics/presentation, 

main requirement: optimal price-performance ratio 

evaluation of building design 

Authorities focus on compliance with standards and guidelines foundation for decision making and 

authorization process 

Table 1: Sample of stakeholder groups and their characteristics and targets concerning BPS 
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Three further aspects should be considered when present-

ing or communicating BPS data to project-relevant stake-

holders. The first aspect is the technical knowledge on 

BPS of the stakeholder. The visualizations must be 

prepared according to the level of expertise of the viewer 

and if necessary supplemented with explanatory text. For 

viewers with little expertise, the presentation of BPS data 

should be easy to understand for this stakeholder group 

and highlight important findings. Viewers with a high 

level of expertise can understand complex information 

and derive relevant insights from the data themselves. The 

second aspect is the value the BPS adds to the project for 

the specific viewer. This considers whether the informa-

tion obtained from the BPS is helpful or even necessary 

for this stakeholder group and whether there are 

alternative methods to gain the same information. If the 

BPS adds a high value or benefit for the respective 

stakeholder group, a high amount of effort can be put into 

the entire process of simulation and post-processing. A 

last aspect, the depth of information each interest group 

needs, is important for the data visualization. In addition 

to the viewer, this aspect also depends on the simulation 

problem and should be taken into consideration before 

designing the visualization. To integrate the findings of 

BPS into the planning process, the work flow of the 

respective stakeholders should also be taken into account. 

The information and insights provided by the BPS should 

add value to building planning by supporting the process 

and enhancing it by means of qualitative and quantitative 

data. The communication and presentation of the 

simulation data needs to take place at the right time and 

must show relevant data for the respective work flow.  

In summary, it is helpful to consider the following six 

aspects when creating BPS data visualizations to support 

the planning process adequately: 

• main objective of BPS 

• attributes and target of stakeholder group 

• level of expertise of stakeholder group 

• added value for stakeholder group 

• depth of information needed by stakeholder group 

• work flow of stakeholder group 

Postprocessing and the visualization of relevant 

information must be integrated into the planning and BIM 

process to communicate important information to project 

partners. In doing this BPS will gain relevance in the 

planning process through communicating the insights in 

an effective way and adding value to different project 

partners.  

Although integrating BPS into the BIM workflow shows 

a high potential in decreasing the workload to simulate 

whole buildings, it leads to a few challenges in 

postprocessing and visualizing the data. This is mainly 

because a larger amount of data is generated and must be 

processed. The processed data can be divided into three 

categories: input data, parameters and output data. Figure 

4 illustrates the data of BPS and a simplified data 

exchange with the IFC-model in the BIM process. The 

building geometry should ideally be extracted from the 

IFC model and important output data can be fed back into 

the IFC model.  

 

Figure 4: Simulation data and exchange with IFC data 
model 

Conventional postprocessing of the BPS data e.g. with 

spreadsheet programs is not sufficient in visualizing the 

larger amount data generated when integrating the BPS 

process into BIM. Furthermore, the potential of feeding 

the 3D-Model with information is not exploited when 

only using spreadsheet programs. This calls for exploring 

new ways of presenting BPS data to be able to discover 

important insights and communicate them with project 

partners. Two examples of presenting large amounts of 

BPS data is to use interactive dashboards or display 

relevant information in the 3D-model.  

When deciding on the content of a dashboard, it is 

necessary to choose suitable metrics having the question 

and viewer in mind in order to visualize relevant 

information. The data type and, if given, the associated 

time and location influence how the information can be 

represented. Shneiderman (1996) presents a fundamental 

principle when analyzing data, which is also referred to as 

the "Visual Information Seeking Mantra": 

"Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand" 

In the context of BPS, overviews as well as time or 

location zooms are convenient. A time zoom focuses on 

analyzing the performance over a time line or certain time 

periods and helps determine when a specific issue occurs. 

Location zooms examine specific spatial points or groups 

and help determine where in the building a specific issue 

occurs. When multiple visualizations are displayed, the 

overall format and layout of the selected visualizations 

must be taken into account to achieve an intuitive 

understanding of the information shown. Detailed 

information on these topics can be found in Few (2006). 

An exemplary interactive dashboard is shown in Figure 5.  
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In the above shown example details of a room such as the 

operative temperature vs. the floating mean outdoor 

temperature are shown as a scatter plot when the 

respective room is selected in the interactive table. The 

interactive table displays information of each room e.g. 

floor, usage, how many overheating hours occur and if the 

criteria for summer comfort is fulfilled. Additionally, 

certain temperature points can be selected in the scatter 

plot. The corresponding boundary conditions (outdoor 

temperature and solar radiation) are then highlighted in 

the line plot on the left. This allows the user to explore 

what time of year and under which circumstances 

overheating occurs in a certain room. This example was 

programmed with python pandas and bokeh.  

The BPS data can also be displayed in the 3D-model or 

floor plan as seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Example of showing simulation results e.g. 
operative temperature in 3D model (here with IDA 

ICE) 

 

 

Visualizing results in the 3D model or floor plan allows 

the viewer to quickly understand and localize certain 

insights e.g. in which rooms overheating occurs.  

The above depicted visualizations enable new ways of 

exploring the BPS data, gaining important insights and 

communicating relevant information with project 

partners. However, generating such visualizations often 

requires a broader knowledge in the areas of data 

processing, modelling as well as visualization and should 

not be underestimated.  

Conclusion 

The first part of the paper describes an approach to 

increase the relevance of BPS in a practical planning 

process by reducing the workload and cost for the pre-

processing by implementing it into a BIM workflow. BIM 

data has been utilized for BPS models in the past. 

However, these workflows focused on the import of 

HVAC data from a BIM model or the simulation of a 

whole building as single-zone model. The newly 

proposed workflow described focuses on the semi-

automatic import of geometric data from IFC models into 

a detailed multi-zone BPS model. It can be fed with 

additional data from the BIM database via a VBA script. 

To further increase the value of BPS in the commercial 

field, the second part of the paper analyzes the 

visualization and presentation of simulation data. BPS 

results must be visualized appropriately having the main 

objective and viewer in mind. Although BIM offers many 

advantages in utilizing existing data and reducing the 

manual workload, it often leads to a larger amount of data 

during the planning process. This can lead to challenges 

Figure 5: Simulation results presented in an interactive dashboard (here with python pandas and bokeh) 
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in effectively analyzing, visualizing and communicating 

BPS results.  

By examining the complete workflow of building 

simulations and data visualizations the following 

recommendations are made to minimize the simulation 

workload while increasing the simulation quality and 

adding value to the planning process: 

 Utilize already existing data within a BIM model such 

as building geometries. 

 Maintain a high quality of fundamental data by 

storing it in a cloud databank as SSOT. 

 Support the architect with model recommendations 

and implement model checking routines of IFC 

models to decrease time-consuming modelling 

within the simulation software. 

 Automate additional data imports to ensure high 

quality standards in large and complex projects. 

 Present important insights transparently, 

communicate them to the respective project partner 

and incorporate them into the project.  

 Tailor visualizations according to objective of BPS 

and viewer or stakeholder group.  

 Explore new ways to visualize BPS data within the 

BIM workflow e.g. show BPS data in 3D-model / 

floor plan or with interactive dashboards. 

The integration of BPS into the BIM workflow and 

visualization of relevant information for project partners 

has potential to increase the value as well as attractiveness 

of BPS in the daily planning process. 
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